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Section C 

FDI IN-EGYPT 

AN ANALYSIS OF T"E ENVIRONMENT 

FLOWS IMPACT AND POLICIES 
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MAP (C-1) - Egypt 
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Highliqhts for Section (C) 

The purpose of this section is three-fold; first, to 

review the existing characteristics of the Egyptia7n economy 

and associated problems applying MNCs which operate in Egypt; 

second, to underline/investigate the FDI flows and its 

impact on the Egyptian economy; third, to analyse the pre- 

vailing FDI policy stances and practices in Egypt since 1974. 

Thus, the current section is divided into three 

chapters: - 

Chapter (1) : Characteristics of the Egyptian Economy. 

Chapter (2) : FDI in Egypt: Flows and Impacts. 

Chapter (3) : The Egyptian FDI policy : organis. ation 

and Implementation. 
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CHAPTER (1) 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EGYPTIAN ECONOMY 

Introduction 

The salient characteristics of developing countries 

as generally carried on along well-known economic and socio- 

political dimensions - trade, investment, technology, needs, 

growth and so forth have been pointed out in Chapter (1), 

Section (B). A summarised conclusion has also been 

presented. This conclusion was that lack of development in 

developing countries - compared with the developed ones - 

is reflected in e. g. low incomes, illiteracy, inefficient 

industry and other economic activities, inadequate infra- 

structures, etc. Examples of problems associated with these 

deficiencies as applied to MNCs which operate in these 

countries have also been outlined previously. 

Since Egypt is typical of many developing countries 

and can usefully be employed as an example, the perspective 

of this chapter is to indicate - in more detail - the main 

features of Egypt's environment and problems associated with 

the specific interests of MNCs/foreign investors. 

In this connection, the following discussion focuses 

upon selected environmental characteristics e. g. economic 

conditions and the political and socio-cultural situation 

in Egypt. This in turn may be of help in exploring the 

problems most likely to be related to these characteristics. 

Thus, the present chapter is organized under the following 

headings: - 
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1.1 Economic characteristics. 

1.2 The political characteristics. 

1.3 The socio-cultural characteristics. 

1.4 The critical features of the Egyptian Economy: Summary. 

1.1 The Economic Characteristics - 

on previous occasions, it has been argued that the 

MNCs are probably concerned with many of the host country's 

specific factors (in e. g. marketing, economics, etc. ) when 

assessing opportunity potential in the overseas markets. 

More specifically, a host country's existing market size, 

industrial structure/activities, labour availability and 

costs, and so forth are among the locational factors which 

may influence the FDI decision. Arguably, the more likely 

the country is to have a large market, trained and abundant 

labour force and other support facilities for instance, the 

more attractive the country would be for locating the MNCs 

investment. 

However, among the factors in the economic-marketing 

environment that may enter into account when assessing the 

Egyptian market's viability to FDI in general are arguably 

the following: 

(1) Kind of economic activities and production structure 

As mentioned before, a MNC whose markets or activities 

lie in the manufacturing sector, for example, may need to 

compare the trends of this sector in relation to other 

sectors in a given host country. Such,, compariso6. or analysis 

will probably provide indications in terms of the potential 
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opportunities for the MNCs concerned in an overseas market. 

To some extent, the analysis of a country's sectoral 

activities shares in relation to its GNP/GDP may arguably 

provide "-tentative indication of the level of development, 

availability of skilled manpower etc. in that country. 

As to the Egyptian situation, Tables (1) and (2) 

in appendix no. (A) concerning the output of selected 
I 

industrial products and sectoral percentage shares of economic 

activities in relation to CDP during the 1940s and 1970s, 

in addition to the following tables (C-1), (C-2) and (C-3) 

as supplemented by other sources of information demonstrate 

that: 

a) Agricultural production is still one of the most 

important activities of the Egyptian economy. In spite of 

that, a combination of factors has led to the development 

of a significant imbalance between food consumption and 

agricultural production over the last decade (population 

growth has been rapid, people have had more money to spend 

on food, land supply, etc. ). Thus, Egypt is importing 

half of its food requirements, and the proportion is still 

rising, e. g. the imports of wheat began in the early 1970s 

and in 1982 accounted for about 751*0 of domestic consumption 
(1), Q) 

Therefore, a number of measures are underway to develop 

the agricultural sector. The objective of the agricultural 

plan is to increase the agricultural area and crops through 

employing the most modern agricultural methods and equipment, 

establishing new drainage projects, encouraging fish 
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Table (C-1) Gross Domestic Products (GDP) distributed 
by se(ýtors 1977-1981/82. 

(L. E. mn. ) 
1977 1978 1979 1980/81 

(Plan) 

Commodity sectors 4090 4669 6941 9049.4 10001.1 
Agriculture 2038 2286 2530 32620 33901 
Induetry and mining 1120 1319 1650 1954.5 22320 
Petroleum 468 126 1908 2922.4 33426 
Electricity and 
public Utilities 106 121 132 169.5 1864 
Construction 358 517 721 7400 8500 

Distribution sectors 1672 2233 2966 3889.6 4368.0 
Transportation. 
comm. and storage 322 395 483 571.4 6362 
Suez Canal 169 294 416 592.8 772.7 
Trade. finance 
and Insurance 1181 1544 2067 2725.4 2959.1 

Service sectors 1641 1911 2161 2870.3 3574.3 
Housing 244 262 287 297.6 3j8 7 
Other services 1397 1649 1874 2572.7 32356 

GDP at factor cost 7403 9013 12068 15808.3 1793.4 

Net Indirect taxes 810 774 542 815.5 0880 

GDP &I market prices 8213 
, 

9786 12610 16623.8 19031.4 

Source: Ministry of Planning, Cairo, 1982. 
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farming, and livestock and poultry (either by foreign 

participation or local public and private industry, and 
(3), (4) 

individual enterpreneurs) 

b) The industrial production. In order of importance 

the industrial production (textiles, food processing, 

petroleum, minerals, etc. ) followed the agricultural ones. 

In this regard, it may be important to establish the follow- 

ing relevant points: 
(5), (6), M 

(1) The industrial output including petroleum has 

been growing rapidly, contributing over 30'10 of GDP, 

(over the last five years, the real annual growth 

rate of petroleum averaged 12.8%). 

(2) The chemical industry has diversifeid considerably 

during the las-t. five years. Egypt's pharmaceutical 

industry has also been developed (approximately 85*. 0 

of Egypt's pharmaceutical needs are now produced 

domestically). 

(3) Motor vehicles production is lagging behind the 

market's need or demand. But while the automotive 

fleet is relatively'small, with a total population of 

just over 650,000 vehicles in 1981, it is growing 

fast and is anticipated I-o exceed one million vehicles 

by 1987. 

(4) The country's industrial and consumer-oriented 

electrical industry is growing rapidly, particularly 

as the government is trying to limit the imports of 

consumer durable products. 
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C) The figures concerning GNP produced during 1982/83 

(table C-2) reflect development in all sectors of the socio- 

economic plan The Egyptian GNP has witnessed during 

1982/83 a development of 7.61*0 over the previous year. 

d) A comparison of the 1983/84 figures with those for 

1984/85 (planned provided in table (C-3) shows that the 

contribution of the industrial, construction, electricity, 

communications sector, etc. to the GNP is increasing, while 

the agricultural sector, oil, commerce, etc. are decreasing. 

e) In general, the agriculture sector compared with other 

economic activities still constitute the greater share of 

Egypt's GNP, despite the decrease in its share planned for 

1984/85. 

As far as a MNC is concerned, it may be useful to note 

that most of the industrial sites in Egypt are concentrated 

in the Nile Valley, Delta, Suez and Sinai areas.. 

According to the argument which has been put forward 

(in Chapter 1, Section 8) problems affecting MNCs which 

manufacture in Egypt may arise as a result of the above 

characteristics . It is possible that the dominance of 

agricultural activities may have an adverse bearing on the 

availability of the skilled labour force required. This in 

turn may mean that the MNCs will have to train local workers 

or pay higher wages for the professional or skilled manpower 

required. Therefore MNCs production costs may become 

less competitive. 

The socio-economic plan will be considered in some 
detail later. 
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Table (C-3) 

GNP at Factor Cost, Constant (1981/82 prices) 
Values in LE millions. - -- ... -. !-... *I 

Sector 1983/84 1984/85 % Rate of 
Actual Planned Growth 

Agriculture 3965 17.9 4115 17.3 3.8 
Industry 3130 14.1 3468 14.6 10.8 
Oil 3500 15.8 3715 15.6 6.1 
Electricity 158 0.7 180 0.8 13.9 
Building & Construction 1045 4.7 1190 5.0 13.9 
Total Commodity 
Sector 11798 53.2 12668 53.3 7.4 

Communications & 
Transport 1313 5.9 1424 6.0 8.4 
Suez Canal 656 3.0 683 2.9 4.1 
Commerce 2790 12.6 2975 12.5 6.6 
Finance 1218 5.5 1282 5.4 5.3 
Hotels & Restaurants 265 1.2 287 1.2 8.3 
Total Productive 
Services Sectors 6289 28.4 6702 28.2 6.6 

Real Estate 430 1.9 473 2.0 10.0 
Public Utilities 64 0.3 72 0.3 12.5 
Personal Services 892 4.0 970 4.1 8.7 
Social Insurance 32 0.1 35 0.1 9.4 
Government Services 2655 12.0 2865 12.0 7.9 
Total Social Services 
Sectors 4073 18.4 4415 18.5 8.4 
Total GNP 22160 100.0 23785 100.0 7.3 

Source: EBCC, The Journal of Egyptian-British Chamber 
of Commerce, April, 1985, p. 18. 
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The potential market for most industrial products 

may also be affected because of the dominance of agricultural 

activities especially for MNCs whose operations are closely 

related to the industrial market(+). Additionally, for 

a MNC whose operations are located far from the main areas 

of industrial concentration, may pay higher cost-s for trans- 

portation and implementation of after sales service - if 

applicable - etc. taking into account the viability of the 

existing infrastructural facilities in a developing country 

like Egypt. 

Nevertheless, it is possible that the Egyptian 

market may provide potential opportunities for the MNCs 

whose market lies in the agriculture sector. The avail- 

ability of raw material, local suppliers, cheap labour, etc. 

makes the investment in agri-industrial investment for 

example more attractive. It seems likely as well that 

the lower competition in the industrial sector (associated 

with the desire of the Eygptian government to build up 

the industrial base) will provide profitable opportunities 

for the MNCs concerned regardless of the problems that were 

previously mentioned. 

(+) In the case of domestically-oriented investment. 
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(2) Public and private sectors share in the GDP 

Between 1960 and the mid-1970s, the public sector 

dominated an increasing number of productive enterprises, 

until it was responsible for approximately 75% of Egypt's 

GDP. The Open Door Policy (ODP) which started in 1974 has 

begun to change this percentage. For example, private 

industry, which now contributes 33% of the industrial 

production, is also expected to account for 25% of total 
(8) 

investment under the new five year plan (1982-1987) 

As the growing importance of the private sector in Egypt is 

evident in table (C-4), it seems likely that the MNCs are 

open to bureaucratic problems when dealing particularly with 

the public sector companies. Also ,a source of concern 

is continued government control and intervention in economic 

activities. 

Table (C-4) Private sector investment in industry, 1970 & 1981 

(Value in LE Million) 

1970 1980/1981 

Private Sector Investment 359 994 

01 of private sector compared with 
34000 public sector 25% 

Source: Ministry of Information, Cairo, 1982. 
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(3) The Five Year Plan (1982/83 - 1986/87) and the role 
of private sector investment 

The prime objectives of Egypt's five year plan 

can be summarised as follows: 
(9) 

(1) Changing the structure of commodity production 

from an agricultural to an agro-industrial one, and 

paying parficular attention to some industries like 

food processing, housing, etc. 

(2) Ensuring the continuous and adequate supply of 

the various economic sectors with their needs. 

(3) Establishing integrated industrial zones in 

different regions especially in desert and rural 

areas, comprising industrial centres, infrastructure 

facilities, and so forth. 

(4) Optimum utilization of mineral resources with due 

attention to the Sinai peninsula. 

(5) Developing and supplying the manufacturing 

industries which depend on local raw material. 

(6) Strengthening and deepening the policy of the 

open door economy, concentrating mainly on the 

expansion of foreign partnership projects being 

considered, improving the means of innovating industry 

and reducing the deficit of balance of payments and 

foreign exchange. 

(7) Giving priority to the private sector to part- 

icipate in joint-venture projects, and sustaining 

an appropriate balance between the public and 

private sectors. 
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(8) Giving priority to institutions and organisations 

for the transfer of technology, and improving 

productivity by vocational training, higher education, 

the adoption of scientific practices and quality 

control. 

(9) Rationalizing consumption and directing local 

savings to production and development. 

(10)Finally, according to the new plan, investment 

is estimated during the plan's period at about LE 

34.1 billion. 

In January 1983, the plan was approved by the 

Egyptian parliament. The main Features oF the plan can 

be set out as Follows: 

A) Resources and Uses. If one looks at table (C--5), 

it is apparent that the major features of the resources 

and uses under the 1982/83 - 1986/87 plan are: 
(10) 

(1) Developing the GNP at 1981/82 constant price by 

an average of 7.9, Oo annually. 

(2) Planning the annual final consumption at the rate 

of 5.7, o, which means an average increase in private 

final consumption at the rate of 5.11'0 against an 

annual average increase in the government final 

consumption of 7.90%. 

(3) An increase in exports of commodities and services 

at an annual rate of 9.2% while the annual rate of 

increase in imports is projected at 8.1%. 
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(4) Investments planned during the five year period 

are about LE 35,00 0 million . 

(5) Total National Savings is planned t o amoun t to 

21.3% of the GNP, by 1986/8 7 against 12 . 3% in 19B1/82. 

(6) Table (C-5) The resourc es and total uses i n 1986/87 
plan compared with the same in 1981/82. 

Value in LE Mi llion 
Annual % to the GNP at 
Average Market p rice 

Resources 1981/82 1986/87 Dev. 
1981/82 1986/87 

Resources 

GNP at cost price 19,638.8 28,675 7,9 94.8 94.3 

Indirect taxes 3,008.0 4,040 5.5 14.9 13.3 

Less subsidies 2,000.0 2,300 2.8 9.7 7.6 

GNP at market 
prices 20,726.8 30,415 8.0 100.0 100.0 

Imports 
(commodities & 
services) 8,015.0 9,535 3.5 38.7 31.3 

Total Resources 28,741.8 39,950 6.8 138.7 131.3 

Uses 

Private final 
consumption 14,550.7 18,630 5.1 70.2 61.2 

Government 
final 
consumption 3,630.5 5,320 7.9 17.5 17.5 

Total Consumption 18,181.2 23,95a 5.7 87.7 78.7 

Fixed Assets 4,950.0 7,500 8.7 23.9 24.9 

Increase in Stocks 200.0 100 -13.0 1.0 0.3 

Total Capital 
Formation 5,5150.0 7,600 8.1 24.9 25.0 

Exports 
(commodities 
& services) 5,410.6 8,400 9.2 26.1 27.6 

Total Uses 28,741.8 39,950 6.8 138.7 131.3 

Savings 
from GNP 2,545.6 6,465 20.5 12.3 21.3 

Total 
national 
savings 3,120.0 7,100 17.9 15.1 23.3 

Deficit 
in the 
current 
payments 2,030.0 500 -24.4 9.8 1.7 

Source: EBCC, The Journal of the Egyptian-British Chamber 

of Commerce, May 1983, p. 4. 
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From the table (C-5) one may notice that Egypt's trade, 

both in exports and imports will be expanding and foreign 

trade will represent about 301'0 either on the sources or 

users sides. 

B) Sectoral Investment Allocations. From the information 

table (C-6) and graph (C-1) one can notice the following: 

1) It is planned to develop the public utilities at 

an annual average rate of 13.9, Oo compared with 11.4% 

in 1981/82. 

2) Oil production and products will be developed at 

an average annual rate of 13.3Oto. 

3) Electricity is planned to develop at an annual 

rate of 10.70to, followed by industry and mining 9.069 

housing 9%, insurance B'to, and social insurance and 

government services 8%. 

10 4) Agriculture which is expected to develop by 2.8" 

in 1982/83 compared with the previous year is planned 

to develop at an average annual rate of 3.5,10 during 

the period of the plan. 

5) Building and construction industries are planned 

to develop at an annual rate of 7.3oOo during the same 

period, with communication, and transportation etc. 

at an annual average 5.3,00 excluding the Suez Canal 

the rate for which is 6.4%. 

6) Trade and finance'will develop at a rate of 6.7 

and 6.9% respectively. 
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Table (C-6) The general frame of Egypt's five year plan 1982/83-1986/87 

(Value in LE Million) 

Planned Averageg wth% 
Sector 1982/83 % 1986/87 % 1982/83 1986/87 

1981/82 1981/82 

Agriculture 4,000.0 18.8 4,629.0 16.1 2.8 3' 

Mining and Industry 2.905.8 13.6 4,259.4 14.9 9.0 9.8 

Oil and Products 3,547.6 16.6 5,508.9 19.2 20.5 13.3 

Electricity 126.8 0.6 194.6 0.7 8.2 10.7 

Building and construction 1,004.7 4.7 1,324.0 4.6 8.1 7.3 

Total commodity sectors 11,584.9 54.3 15,915.9 55.5 9.8 8.6 

Communication, 
Transport and Storage 916 0 4.3 1,110.0 3.9 6.7 5.3 

SuezCanal 719.6 3.4 944.5 3.2 3.9 6.4 

Commerce 2,680.4 12.6 3,470.0 12.2 6.8 6.7 

Finance 1,097.0 5.2 1,455.2 5.1 5.5 6.9 

Insurance 51.3 0.2 69.1 -0.2 9.1 8.0 

Restaurants and Hotels 239.5 1.1 323.11 1.1 4.0 7.0 

Total productive services 5,703.8 26.8 7.372.1 25.7 6.0 6.5 

Housing 401.0 1.9 548.7 1.9 12.5 9.0 

PublicUtilities 42.0 0.2 72.3 0.3 11.4 13.9 

Social and private services 866.0 4.1 1,083.4 3.8 7.0 6.0 

Social Insurance 22.3 0.1 30.3 0.1 8.3 8.0 

Government services 2.696.0 12.6 3.652.7 12.7 8.4 8.0 

Total Social Services 
Sectors 4.027.3 18.9 5.387.4 18.8 8.5 7.7 

Grand total 21.316.0 100.0 28.675.4 100.0 8.5 7.9 

So-4rce: Ibid., p. 6. 
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7) As to the investment allocations under the 1982/83 

-1986/87 plan, it is apparent that industry and 

mining account for 27.2, o of the total planned invest- 

ment during the peridd. Service products, housing 

and the agricultural sector and related activities 

account for 20.3%; 11.1olo and 10.81*0 respectively 

(graph C-1 

8) As to the relationship between the GNP and the 

planned investment according to the plan projections 

it appears that (11) 
a) oil and oil products will 

represent the first sector contributing to the GNP 

in 1986/87 and are expected to represent 19.21*0 of 

the GNP, followed by agriculture, 16.1%, then industry 

and mining, 14.9%. 

b) The contribution of the commodity sectors to GNP 

will increase in absolute and relative terms, while 

the productive services sectors will increase in 

numerical terms and decreases in relative terms. 

The same will apply to the total social services 

sectors. 

9) An analysis of the GDP in relation to other 

sectoral targets shows that product (net output) is 

projected to grow slightly faster than gross output. 

This implies an improvement in technical coefficients, 

ie. a reduction in input/output ratios. Table no. 3 

in Appendix (A) shows such reductions for all sectors 

except electricity and social and personal services. 
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Graph (C-1 Egypt: Five-year development plan 1982-83-1986/87 

(A) Sectoral Investment Allocations 
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Overall, however, the effect is small particularly 

since manufacturing and industry generally, whith 

have above average input/output ratios are projected 

to expand faster than other sectors. The GDP 

share of industry, is in fact, expected to rise 

from 34 to 39%. The major part of this'increase 

is however, expected to come from the oil sector. 

Moreover, and despite the emphasis on commodity 

sectors, the planners consider a growth rate of 3.7% 

(12) The maximum that can be expected from agriculture 

C) The role of the private sector's investment in the 
Five Year Plan 

The private sector's actual investment contribution 

for 1977-8/82 is put at 18.9*. ('). For the present plan, it 

is increased to 23.51*0 -a grand total of-over LE 8, bn. 

As table (C-7) shows, more than half of the private sector's 

investment is seen as going to the housing sector. The 

private sector's annual investment in housing is in fact 

set at LE 875Mn compared with an actual figure of just over 

LE 300mn in the previous year. For the commodity sectors 

as a whole, private sector investment is expected to 

increase approximately by 851*0 remaining at under a quarter 

of the public sectors. For the service sectors other than 

housing, the sector's contribution is seen as relatively 

insignificant - except in finance, and insurance, hotel 

and restaurants which are themselves minor sectors in 
(13) investment terms 
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Finally, it may be useful to present a summary of 

the macroeconomic targets of the five year plan to explore 

the extent to which this plan will contribute to Egyptian 

economic and social development. Grap. h (C-2) therefore 

portrays a comparison between the macroeconomic targets of 

the plan with what actually happened in previous years. 

Broadly speaking, it becomes clear that the comparison 

reveals to a certain extent that there is not, as expected, 

a dramatic shift, regardless, for example, of the apparent 

steadily rising share of allocable investment in some 

economic sectors. 

Yet, for the economy as a whole, the five-year plan 

is, arguably expected to yield a complementary increase in 

Egpytls GDP. It is by no means a genuine step towards the 

re-establishment of Egypt's industrial base and the 

development particularly of the public utilities. It seems 

likely that the private sector investment is markedly 

encouraged under the present plan compared with any previous 

periods. As far as the public sector is concerDed, the 

government of Egypt has recently (1983) announced a new 

legislative procedure for further encouragement of the 

public enterprises to accomplish the plan's targets. The 

new legislative efforts aim in general to restructure the 

nationalised industries by means of a bill to put the state- 

owned enterprises on a more commercial footing by trans- 

ferring the authority from Ministers to the Boards of public 

. 
(14) 

companies This simply means that the bureaucratic 
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GRAPH (C-2) 

EGYPT: 
The Macroeconomic Targets of the Five Year Plan 

PER CENT OF GDP 
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burdens and delays will relatively be eliminated, as well 

as stimulating competition between the public sector's 

companies. 

Additionally, the EBCC's Information Bulletin (no. 

59, June 17 1985) has adduced that the Minister of Planning 

announced that the development policy for the year 85/86 

aims to increase the Agriculture production to reach 4205 

million LE with an increase of 127 million LE, compared 

with the expected figure of this year 84/85, an overall 

growth of 3.1% while the Industrial Production will reach 

3970 million LE with an increase of 388 million LE, an 

overall growth of 10.8, '('). This leads to an increase in 

the Industrial and Agricultural Production of more than the 

half billion LE during the year 85/86. 

4) Market Size. As already demonstrated, the size of 

market is one of the most important locational factors that 

may influence the FDI decision of a MNC concerned. Questions 

such as how big is an overseas market, and what is the 

market like ?, are arguably of great importance for the 

MNCs. 

To assess an overseas market, it has been suggested 

that criteria such as, GNP per capita, GDP, the size of 

population, labour force, country's endowment and so forth 

(15) 
can usefully be employed Using these criteria as to 

the Egyptian situation, the following are probably the 

main features of the Egyptian market: 
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A) Income and Production. From tables (C-3) and (C-8) 

in addition to tables nos. (4) and (5) in appendix (A), 

it is clear that the GNP and GDP per capita are relatively 

growing over the past few years. GNP expenditure also 

recorded a marked increase during the mid 1970's up to the 

early 1980s. 

Table(C-8) Egytp's GNP and GDP growth (in LE million unless 
otherwise stated). 

1979 1980 1980-81 1981-82 
(Preliminary) (projected) Growth 

GNP(Market Prices) 13.2 16.4 19.2 21.9 13.9 

GDP (Market prices) 12.4 

GDP(Factor Cost) 11.9 

15.9 18.4 

15.6 15.8 

GDP per Capita ' 303 376 421 

21.0 14.5 

17.9 13.5 

469 11.4 

(1) Fiscal year changed in 1980 to begin 6n July 1 instead 
of January 1. (2) According to the World Bank Annual Report 
(1980-Table 1, pp. 130-131), the average growth rate of both 
total GNP and GNP per cpaita of the developing countries in 
1976-79 are 5.2% for the former and 2.8% as for the latter. 

Source: Financial Times, Egypt: Survey, June 7 1982, 

It is nevertheless, important to have a look at the 

annual price changes and the components of 

consumer price index in the light of the i 

illustrated earlier as a major determinant 

this respect, tables (C-9) and (C-10) show 

price changes and consumer price index, as 

annual increases. 

the urban 

ncome levels 

of demand. In 

both the annual 

well as the 
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Table (C-9) Annual Price Changes. 

Wholesale price indexa, 
Consumer price indexa. 

urban 
rural 

GDP deflator 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
7.8 9.3 14.8 9.8 21.7 8.0 9.3bl 

10.3 12.7 11.1 9.9 20.7 10.5 14.9 
11.9 10.1 13.3 6.2 25.1 13.6 ... 19.8 21.3 8.1 17.4 21.7 10.3c ... 

a Changes calculated from averages for year Ge average of monthly 
indices raiher than December/December). b Estimates based on less 

-fhan full year's indices. c 1980-81/1979-80. 

. 
Sources: Capmas,. Ministry of Planning, in C. Daniels, Egypt 

in the 1980s op-cit-9 P. 19-- 

Table (C-10) Components of-Urban Consumer Price Index. 

Food & beverages 
cereals 
pulses 
meat, f ish & eggs 
dairy products 
vegetables 
fruits 

All food & beveragesb 
Housing 
Furniture & durables 
Clothing 
Transport & communication 
Services 
Personal expenses 
All items 

Index 1980 Annual Increase M 
(1966/67=100) 1975-80 198o-sla 

181.1 8.3 7.3 
413.3 16.5 -2.8 
460.6 16.8 17.8 
380.5 14.7 5.2 
385.8 12.9 64.7 
436.0 17.7 0.9 
3-55.6 14.4 13.0 
116.1 1.5 -1.7 
187.7 9.0 7.5 
248.3 15.8 3.9 
193.9 9.5 7.2 
270.8 14.5 2.6 
210.7 11.2 1.4 
272.7 12.9 9.6 

a Year on year, 1e December to December. b Including 
other sub iterns not shown separately. 

v 

Source: 
- 

Capmas 

/ 
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It is evident that there is a substantial increase 

in consumer prices. As to the component items, it has been 

established that of four items showing a cumulative rate of 

increase under 101A in 1976-80 there are housing, cereals, 

and transport and communications. But as shown in the 

final column in table (C-10) the changes in the index 

components during 1981 fully demonstrate the need to take 

a longer period that one year to get a realistic view of 

price trends. Perhaps, price controls and sbusidies have 

been most evident in basic foodstuffs, fuel prices and 

rents. This in fact is reflected in the components of the 

consumer price index in Table (C-10). Quite apart from 

the recent reduction of governmental subsidies of some 

commodities. 

Moreover, as a Business International survey reports, 

there has been a marked widening in the disparities in both 

rural areas the top 10% take approximately 25% of available 

income and the lowest 40,0o take about 20o*o' of that income 
(16) 

with the disparity slightly greater in urban areas 

In another report, Business International demonstrates that 

personal consumption in general is lagging behind the 

consumer prices 
(17) 

. 

With respect to consumption behaviour, Egypt does 

not greatly differ from most developing countries in having 

relatively low spending levels in the countryside. 

According to Ikram 
(18) 

, the average annual household 

expenditure in the mid 1970s was about LE 375.42 for rural 
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families and it accounted for LE 556.75 for the urban 

families. To some extent it could be argued that the 

loweý spending by rural families is usually explained by 

incomplete monetization of rural economy and lower 

markups on food. At the same time, as in most developing 

countries, the budget share devoted to food consumption is 

high (morethan 50,10 of the budget for all consumer groups 

except the very richest is evident in the case of Egypt 
(19) 

according to Ikram's study) In addition, it has 

been reported that a considerable part of consumption 

Purchasing as income goes up (parficularly with the richer 

class in Egypt) appears to be spent on imported luxury 
(20) items 

The MNCs management would be unwise to ignore the 

impact of the-above problems not only upon the size of the 

market either on the national, level or the regional one, 

but also on MNCs pricing policy which can be affected by 

such problems. e. g. because of income disparity between 

rural and urban areas it may be difficult for a MNC 

concerned to standardize its pricing policy, to transfer 

products form 'urban to rural regions, etc. In short the 

MNCs pricing policy will probably be distorted to a great 

extent. Additionally, despite the reduction of huge sub- 

sidy programmes for some basic commodities and services in 

the 1980s, the government still holds a considerable degree 

of control on prices of many consumer goods. Even if one 

considers that the reduction of subsidies is in favour of 

a MNC, it is also possible that the threat of social tensions may emerge. 
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(B) Population and Labour Force 

As illustrated earlier, Egypt's population is the 

largest in the Arab world and the Middle East as well (about 

45.0 million, and it is growing at annual rate of 2.5. *0). 

As shown in the following graph (C-3) the population will 

reach about 68.0 million by 2000. 

Graph (C-3) Egypt, s population growth, 1800-2000. 

2000 1 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIA 68.0 

1983 11 45.0 

1977' 
11 40.9 

1967 1 
-1 

30.9 

1937 1 15.9 

1907 

1900 1 9.7 

1800 5.0 (million) 

+ Estimates. 

Source: Ministry of information, Cairo-Egypt : Facts and 
figures 1983, 
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Population density in the Nile Valley and Delta areas 

has reached over 2,400 persons per square mile, the highest 

in -the Middle East. Moreover, Egypt is highly urbanized, 

with some 9.5 million people living in the Greater Cairo 
(21) 

area, and 3 million in Alexandria According to the 

foregoing figures, one can consider the size of the Egyptian 

mark&t in population terms as the largest in the Middle 

East. 

Another important factor with respect to Egypt's 

Market Size is perhaps related to the supply of labour. 

In this context table (C-11) shows an increase in the 

size of the labour force with a 4.00 growth rate during 

1979-1981382. Also Table (C-12) portrays the structure 

and growth of employment in economic sectors since 1973 up 

to 1981/82. Data in this table shows that a higher 

proportion of the labour force is in agriculture. 

Table (C-11) The size of labour force and its growth rate 
in Egypt 1979/82 

1979 1980 1980/81 1981/82 Growth 
Rate 

Labour force (a) (b) (in Million) 10.7 11.0 11.3 11-. 8.4.4 

(a) Preliminary, (b) projected. 

Source: Financial Times, June 7,1982. 
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Table (C-12) Structure and growth of Employment-in Egypt 
1973,1981/82. 

Economic Sector Proportion of Total-00) 

1973 1981/82 

Agriculture 47.0 36.2 

Industry 16.4 18.9 

Disttibution 14.3 14.2 

Services 22.4 30.8 

Source: C. DaDiBls, Egypt in the 1980s, op. cit., p. 38. 

At the same time there is a decline (10.8,0o) in 

employment in the agriculture sector. Data also shows 

employment increasing in sectors such as industry, services. 

This is probably because of the emigration of agricultural 

workers to other industrial sectors especially in con- 

struction for example. 

Generally speaking with 11.8 million skilled, semi- 

skilled and hihgly educated engineers, scientists and a 

manageri; jl workforce, in addition to the population boom 

Egypt can offer the MNCs a large labour force compared with 

other Middle Eastern countries. (As far as the five year 

plan is ocncenred it is planned to create 400,000 new jobs)(22). 

It is nevertheless important to note the following 

related demographic indicators: 
(23) 

1. Life expectancy at birth (1979): 57 years. 

2. '. 'Q age of the population under 15 years of age 
(1970): 40. 

3. Literacy rate (1980) : 54.3, *o 
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As demonstrated earlier, the MNCs which operate in 

Egypt may for example need to train the local workForce 

because of the low literacy level. There may also be a 

problem in relation to the advertising and communication 

mix in general(*). Despite the population boom, it should 

be takL! n into account that: (a) 40% of the total population 

is under 15 years of age and (b) the life expectancy at 

birth is also low compared with that in a developing country, 

when assessing the quality, willingess, and the size, etc. 

of the labour force in Egypt. 

As to the costs of labour, it has been reported that 

labour, in Egypt is relatively cheap (Table C-13) displays 

the average wage per employer in the main economy sectors 

and the average increase p, er annum 
(. +) Yet, it must be noted 

that while the price of labour is relatively cheap, hiring 

professionals is probably expensive because of the emigration 

of the skilled labour and professional managers, technicians 
(24) 

and engineers to oil-rich Arab countries. 

C) Endowments. Egypt is fortunate to be endowed with 

several types of endowments. Egypt posesses large deposits 

of natural resources, and valuable raw materials, e. g. the 

iron ores of Assean and the manganese mines of Sinai are 

familiar examples. Less well known are the raw materials 

There are many examples and empirical evidence in 
Chapter (1) in Section B. 

(+) Next page. 
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Table (C-13) Average Wage per employee (a) 1973-1980/81 
Value in LE 

UE pa) Average 
1973 1975 1977 1979 1980/81 Increase 

(% pa) 
Agriculture 61 107 108 141 176 15.2 
Manufacturing 506 731 14.2 
Petroleum )287 297 347 1,625 3,223 26.2 
Electricity 323 376 328 533 752 11.9 
Construction 223 300 380 388 515 11.8 
Transport 280 315 385 472 630 11.4 

Orrade & finance 190 206 268 356 978 24.4 
Housing 79 99 103 117 290 18.9 
Public utilities 260 300 304 528 356 4.3 
Other services 281 344 357 728 13.5 

"All sectors 164 201 . 233 344 535 17.1 

a. The published estimates for average wages are not consistent 
with those for employment and the total wage bill. The 
latter are preferred in some cases for 1980/81 and are used 
as a basis for estimating the annual increases for manuf- 
acturing and petroleum. 

(pa) per annum. 

Source-: Ministry of Planning, in C. Daniels, Egypt in the 1980s, 

op-cit., p. 67. 
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of the Red Sea area - here a barren spine of mountains 

follows the sea-line southwards towards the Sudanese border, 

separating the Nile from the Red Sea in a land of ancient 

mines and quarries, and of new expectations. Other 

minerals e. g chromium, mica, nickel, graphite, gold are 

being found and surveys are currently conducted in the 

Western desert and along the Red Sea line. Moreover, one 

of Egypt's most important natural resources particularly 

in a Middle-Eastern context is its share of the world's 
(25) 

greatest river, the Nile Its waters are harnessed to 

provide power and canalised to irrigate the rich soil of 

the country's farmlands. 

In terms of the area, location, climate and topo- 

graphy Egypt is about four times the Eiie of the U. K., 

(i-. e. )1,002,000 sq. kms). Egypt's lies between the 22nd 

and 32nd parallels of latitude and between the 25th and 35th 

degree of longitude, and the country is mainly flat but 

in the South West, along the Red Sea and in the South of 

the Sinai peninsula, rugged mountains just out of the desert 

with some peaks rising to over 6,000 ft 
(26). 

As to Egypt's climate, there is sunshine in EGypt 

throughout the year, but there are noticeable temperature 

diFferences between seasons, between day and night, and 

between various parts oF the country as shown in table 

(C-14). 
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Table (C-14) Egypt's climate in selected cities. 

Alexandria Cairo Luxor Aswan 

Winter Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer 

Temp. Max. 18.8 30.2 19.6 33.5 24.0 40.6 24.0 40.6 

C Min 9.6 21.2 9.7 21.4 5.6 21.8 8.5 24.0 

Humidityo, o 69 70 58 54 48 29 34 16 

Rainfall 
(min. ) 147.4 0.3 25.0 0.0 00 00 00 00 

Source: Ministry of information, op. cit., p. 6. 

In addition, Egypt is a hub country, one of the most 

important centres of commerce throughout the world. The 

Suez Canal which has received so much publicity over the 

years, ranks as one of the world's most important sea passages. 

Egypt has always been a commercial crossroads for the East - 

West trade. Her commercial wealth is based on Egypt's 

geographical position at the crossroads of trade routes 

from three continents (Asia, Africa and Europe) which causes 

a bottleneck in the passage from the Indian Ocean to the 

Mediterranean, (see Map C-1). 

Above all, Egypt by its favourable geographical 

position, climate, history and civilization holds an irresi- 

stible fascination for tourists. The tourist field in Egypt 

could be classified in two major forms of tourism: (1) trad- 

itional tourism (e. g. cultural and religious tourism), and 

(2) active tourism (e. g. sports, health, youth, cars, yachts, 

desert and aqua safari hunting, advanture and congress tourism. 
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The importance of tourism to Egypt is evident in table 

(C-15) It portrays some information concerning revenues, 

number and classification of tourists, and their evolution 

1977-81, in addition to the planned accomodation capacity, 

1980-84. 

(5) Exports - Imports and the Egyptian Trade Policy 

Arguably, a MNC may need to investigate both its 

inputs and outputs in the context of exports and imports 

of the host markets potential. Such investigation would 

help in exploring the potential opportunities for exporting 

or manufacturing in the host market concerned. 

Studying the country's trade policy, sources of 

supply and the major customers (ie. the trading partners) 

of the host country will probably show the measures and 

restraints which may impede trading activities with that 

country. In addition, it may demonstrate to some extent 

the government's ideology and its main orientation (ie. 

Western or Eastern-oriented). 

Earlier, Egypt's exports and imports of main commodities 

and products in addition to the main trading partners have 

been generally illustrated in the context of the Middle 

Eastern countries. Yet it is appropriate to look at the 

items of exports and imports as well as the major trading 

partners in some detail. Thus, according to the most 

available data in this respect the salient features of Egypt's 

exports and imports in addition to its trading partners 

* Overleaf. 
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can be pointed out in the light of the following graph 

and tables: 

1) Graph (C-4) shows the value of total imports and - 

exports of Egypt, 1978/79 - 1981/82. From this graph, it 

is apparent that the value of imports and exports during 

1978/79 and 1979/80 is lower than the value realised in 1981/82. 

Graph (C-4) Egypt, s value of total imports'and exports, 
1978/79 - 1981/82. 

. 
(A) 

, 
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As stated before, the Egyptian trade in general during the 

late 1980's particularly has been affected by the Arab 

boycott after the 1977 Peace Treaty with Israel. By 

electing Mr Mubarak as President of the Republic in 1981, 

a person who had indicated greater interest in mending ties 

with Arab nations, some Arabic markets have as a result been 

open to Egyptian trade because of the improvement in Egypt- 

Arabic states relationships. 

2) Tables (C-16) and (C-17) shows the main exports and 

imports of commodities and products, 1973-1981, classified 

by: (a) main economic category and (b) main commodities and 

products. 

Based on the preceding tables, it is possible to 

characterise the structure of Egypt's exports and imports as 

follows: (a) exports of petroleum (crude oil and oil products) 

and raw materials (particularly raw cotton and cotton yarn) 

accounted for 83% of Egypt's visible exports in 1981 against 

41M 6% in 1973. A considerable annual increase in those two 

commodities in the early 1980s compared with the 1970s is 

also evident. 

(b) Imports of consumer, capital and intermediate goods 

have moved markedly in step since the mid 1980's. i. e. 

between 1975 and 1981 the biggest increase was for consumer 

goods, followed by capital goods and intermediate goods 

respectively. Perhaps the increases in imported capital 

goods and some items of intermediate goods e. g. cement, 

reinforcing bars may be the result of the high investment and 

(*) For tables (C-16) and (C-17) see following pages. 
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if 

Table (C-17) Egypt's imports of goods, 1973-01. 

(A) Imports of Goods by Main Economic Category, 1973-81 
(EE mn) 

Inter- 
Fuel & raw mediate Capitai Consumer 
materials goods goods goods Total 

1973 - 88 132 79 62 361 
1974 318 316 124 162 920 
1975 394 619 260 266 1,539 
1976 299 445 405 341 1,490 
1977 285 618 567 414 1,884 
1978 335 812 859 626 2,632 
1979 343 894 823 626 2,696 
1980 497 1,277 833 795 3,402 
1981 1,028 1,959 1,588 1,612 6,187 
1973 share 24 37 22 17 100 
1981 share % 16 32 26 26 100 
Annual Increase M 36 40 46 50 43 

)ImPorts of Goods, Further Classification, 1973 and 1978-91 
(E E mn) 

Fuel & raw materials 
Crude oil & products 
Wheat & maize 
Tobacco 
Wool & other 
Sub total 
Intermediate goods 
Fats & vegetable oils 
Wood 
Cement 
Reinforcing bars 
Chemicals & 
condensation products 

Other 
Sub total 

1973 1978 1979 1980 1981 

7.0 28.7 14.6 23.4 138.4 
55.1 207.6 205.6 380.6 751.8 
11.0 50.0 60.5 49.4 65.0 
14.3 48.9 62.6 43.6 73.4 
37.6 335.2 j74-3.3 TJ -7.0 -IF, -0 -29-. ý 

16.5 60.1 75.0 79.7 94.6 
11.2 109.6 98.9 191.6 264.3 
0.1 44.5 99.0 103.1 164.9 
5.3 50.4 122.8 206.8 192.4 

20.2 76.2 103.8 166.7 146.4 
78.5 471.4 394.5 528.8 1 106.5 

TI rl. -8 812.2 19-T. -o- T-, 276.7 1,959.1 

ýja ta ods Zo' 
- Textile ryac hinery 11.2 60.8 41.1 45.0 70.4 

Vehicles 5.3 232.5 203.1 177.9 414.1 
Pumps 2.7 25.2 24.9 33.0 66.3 
Excavating machinery 5.4 86.0 97.8 113.6 95.1 
Electrical machinery 2.6 23.4 20.1 26.9 117.5 
Other 52.0 430.9 436.3 436.5 924.8 
Sub total 79.2 858.9 Y-23.3 832.9 1,588.2 
Consumer goods 
Cars & other durables 11.7 173.4 169.4 166.7 311.6 
Sugar (refined) - 40.6 34.9 84.7 164.4 
Dairy products 1.3 - 49.0 49.2 79.1 150.9 
Wheat flour 10.6 74.9 68.4 71.7 250.8 
Other 39.9 288.2 303.7 394.2 422.3 
Sub total 62.5 626.0 Z-25.6 5.4 ýI 300. oa 
Grand total 361.1 2,632.2 Y-, 6 --86.2 

.253 5: 975.9a 

a These totals are as they appear In the Economic Bulletin but are less 
than those given elsewhere. 

Source: Capmas, ibid., pp. 03-84. 
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the rapid economic growth rate since the adoption of the ODP 

in 1974. It appears also that the liberalisation process 

has led to a significant upward shift in the proportion 

of consumers' imported goods. 

It is nevertheless important to note that, in the 

early 1982 the Egyptian government placed a high priority 

on intermediate and capital goods rather than luxury non- 
(27) essential imports This new emphasis on the productive 

sector rather than on the consumer sector resulted both 

from the decrease in available foreign exchange and the 

desire for more equitable distribution of Egypt's financial 
(28) 

resources In short, the economic problems will 

remain the top priority of the govdnrment. The high 

population growth and rising public expectations, are 

sapping the meagre industrial output available for export. 
Substantial increases in food consumption far outstrip 

agricultural production; the coutnry imports half of its 
(29) food, etc. 

3) Table (C-18) displays the main trading partners 

with Egypt, and table (C-19) shows OECD exports to Egypt 

and imports from Egypt 1982-83. From these two tables, 

it is apparent that the bulk of Egypt's trade is western- 

oriented, especially since the mid 1970's i. e. as a result 

of the ODP. 

The salient features of Egypt's trade policy can be 

summarised as follows: (30) 

(1) tariffs on raw materials and capital goods are 

generally low, while rates are high on luxury 

consumer goods. 
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(2) Egypt's tariff system is based onthe customs 

co-operation council nomenclature. In the vast 

majority of cases, duties are assessed Ad. Valorem 

on the Cif value of goods. 

(3) An economic development tax of 10% of Cif value is 

payable on imports, and 5110 in the case of essential 

foodstuffs imported by the Ministry of Supply. 

A statistics tax of 20, o of the Cif value is also 

payable on all imports except wheat. 

(4) According to Law no. 133 of 1981 (as amended by 

law 102 of 1982 and law no. 360 of 1982) relating to 

imports and exports the rate of duty varies depending 

on the product. No tax is payable on goods entering 

the free zones, or goods being exported abroad from 

the free zones. Goods entering Egypt from the free 

zones are subject to tax, material entering Egypt for 

local assembly are subject to tax on arrival and a 

special tax is payable on the end product. Goods 

manufactured locally are subject to a lower rate of 

tax than similar imported goods. 

(5) The ministry of foreign trade is responsible for 

planning, controlling and drawing up of the long-term 

policy for imports and exports and supervising the 

foreign exchange budget. All shall be subjected to 

the specific control on exports and imports- Also 

commodities subjected to control cannot be exported 

before the*obtaining of-an investigation certificate 
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testing their conformity with the conditions and 

specifications to be laid down by a decision of the 

Ministry of Trade after agreement with the competent 

authorities (Art. 10, Sec. 3, Law No. 118 of 1975). 

The same conditions are also applied in regard to 

imported goods. 

(6) All public purchases are made by tender (either 

open or limited), and offers must be submitted through 

the Egyptian agents. Only very rarely are companies 

allowed to purchase direct from an overseas supplier, 

and this is usually restricted to spare parts for 

existing machinery. 

(7) Imports under "open licence" or "own exchange" 

provisions do not count against foreign exchange 

budget quotas. Thellopen licence" system applies to 

certain commodites for which banks are authorized 

to provide exhange at the established rate for their 

importation without restriction. 

(8) A few items are prohibited altogether, including 

rockets and explosives, and various textile products. 

(9) Import licences are required for a range of 

products, e. g. telephone cables tractors, etc. and 

the import licences are valid only for six months. 

(10) Private sector companies were given the right 

to seek suppliers abroad in 1975 and there is a 

gradual trend away from using the public sector 

trading companies. 
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(11) Companies may utlize their own resources of 

foreign exchange to purchase goods from abroad and 

such imports are not subject to the gove. rnment4s foreign 

exchange quotas. However, private sector trans- 

actions under the "own exchange" system must first 

have the approval of a special determination 

committee. 

(12) Import-agent services are offered by the state 

trading companies, and by individuals and companies 

in the private sector. 

(13) Except for strategic commodities (cotton, rice, 

oil, etc. ) private sectors can export anything, and 

can import anything except war material. 
(14) Egypt is a party to the GATT agreements of 1970, 

and it has a preferential trade agreement with the 

EEC. 

Finally, it has been argued that the problems for 

the MNCs with respect to Egypt's trade policy lie in the risk 

of policy reversals. They may occur for a variety of reasons, 

and some may be a result of the liberalization policy or 

process which was adopted in 1974. Unless carefully and 

gradually implemented, liberalization often creates social 

and political tensions that can force a government to abandon 

or change its policy drastically (31) 
It is nevertheless 

important to note that President Mubarak is always stressing 

the importance of the liberalization policy to the Egyptian 

economy. He has confirmed several times that the ODP is to 
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continuejurther encouragement are underway and there will 

be no reversal of this policy. 

(6) Channels of Distribution. Channels of distribution 

in Egypt are composed of or complemented by agents, and 

distributors; retail trade, government procurement systems; 

foreign assistance programmes; and expositions such as the 

Cairo Fair. However the following are mainly related to agent, 

distributors, wholesalers and retailers 
(32) 

: 
(a) Agents and distributors - Agents can be of the public 

or private sector. They must be of Egyptian nationality. 
(b) Private enterprises can purchase goods directly or 

through agents. While public enterprises can purchase goods 

only through agents (either private or public), except for 

the purchase of military goods. 

(C) Agencies are required to be 100% Egyptian-owened, and 

all members of the board of directors must be Egyptian. Agents 

must be registered with the Ministry of Foreign Trade and their 

commission revenues must be described. Agents can be 

exclusive or not and a company can have different agents for 

different prdoucts. 

(d) Wholesale and retail trade - Wholesale and distribution 

operations tend to be carried out by vertically integrated 

merchants or by public sector trading companies. 

(e) Egypt's retail trade is dominated by a large nubmer 

of small, privately owned shops and vendors. 

(f) Government co-operatives with hundreds of outlets also 

combine wholesale and retail activities by buying directly 
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from importers, domestic co-operatives of factories, and 

retailing through their own outlets. Finally, the 

government also operates large relatively modern department 

stores in the major cities. 

It may be useful in this connection to report that 

a field study's findings revealed that the tendency of the 

public companies to sell directly to the final consumers 

and industrial users is due to a desire either to exercise 

greater control over diStribution or to get closer contact 

between the company and the users of the product. It has 

been demonstrated that 30 firms are mentioned as containing 

a group of 18, a group of 14 and an unspecified remnant. 
It realised there may be overlapping but still there 

(33 
is lack of clarity. 

ýt 
is however, possible that the problems 

which may emerge from the government control over the 

distribution of industrial products will also apply to the 

MNCs which operate in Egypt. 

Infrastructure - Information and mass media 
(*) 

Infrastructure is a critical variable in the analysis 

of a foreign economy. Whenconsidering the potential profit- 

ability of operations in a given country, the international 

marketer must evaluate the infrastructure facilities and 

degree of development. In very broad terms, Egypt in this 

respect suffers from various infrastructural deficiencies 

(like many Third World countries), such deficiencies may 

affect tremendously the MNCs activities in Egypt if it is 

This factor will be considered in a development context (in the third section of this Chapter regarding the 
cultural factors in Egypt. Examples of problems which 
apply to MNCs which manufacture in developing countries 
as a result of infrastructural deficiency have also been 
demonstrated earlier. In the context of analysing the 
case of the Middle Eastern countries, numerous indicators 
concerning Egypt have also been reported (see Chapter 
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believed that the more adequate the quantity and quality 

of transportation, communications, information media, etc. 

in a country, the better the firm can perform its own 
(34) 

production and marketing tasks there .. Where these 

facilities/services (e. g. paved roads, advertising media 

availability, energy suppliers, etc. ) are not adequatev 

the firm must adapt its operations, -or perhaps avoid the 
(34) 

market altogether Furthermore, the size of market 

potential is to some extent contingent upon the infra- 

structural facilities available. 

(8) Egypt's Financial Commitment. Egypt like many , 
developing countries suffers from a shortage of foreign 

exchange required to serve FDI and money supply on a broad 

definition. In short, Egypt's financial commitment can 

be highlighted according to the following basis: 

1) Balance of payments. table (C-20) reflects the 

following facts (a) in 1983/84 exports accounted for one 

third of Egypt's total foreign currency earnings while 

payments for imports accounted for 4.2% of the total 

payments during the same year. Comparing these figures 

with those for the previous year, one notes that the trend 

is continuous. b) Income from tourism during 1983/84 

must be set-against expenditure for the same purpose, 

arising mostly from more spending by Egyptians abroad, 

(c) proceeds of interests, profits and similar credits from 

Egyptians abroad is higher than proceeds from exports 
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including oil, and is still consistently rising during the 

last few years. It represents 41.4'10 of all Egypt's proceeds 

from current transactions and (d) the final balance of 

current transactions and transfers in 1983/84 showed a 

deficit of LE 1076.9 million as against 754 million and 1831 

million in 1982/83 and 1981/82 respectively (only 2.7% of 

the value of foreign transactions recorded by the Central 

Bank of Egypt are settled under bilateral payments agreement, 

the balance of 97.3,00 being transacted in convertible 
(35) 

currencies) 

In general, it has been reported that the volume 

of Egypt's current transactions with the outside world 

increased by 10.5% during 1983/84 when it totalled LE 18.29 

million, as against LE 16.557 million in 1982/83 according 

to preliminary estimates issued by the Central Bank of 

Egypt. This increase was mostly due to an increase in 

current payments which grew by 11.9151o rather than to an 

increase in current proceeds from both visible and invisible 

transactions which increased by 9% during the same period. 

As a result the deficit in the balance of current payments 

increased from LE 754 million in 1982/83 to LE 1077 in 
(36) 1983/84 

2) Sources of foreign exchange. The main sources of 

foreign exchange during 1981/82 - 1983/84 are shown in 

graph (C-5). Exports and the surplus in invisible trans- 

actions are still the main source of foreign exchange (for 
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Graph (C-5) Main sources of foreign exchange. 
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the coverage of imports and that surplus during the last 

year was higher than the figure of Egypt's total visible 
(37) 

exports including oil during the same period In this 

connection, it is useful to note that the big increases 

'a year in money supply at an average compound rate of 2910 

between 1972 and 1981, and the real increase in national 

income (which grew at around 8% 0 'a year and at 21* expanding 

five and a half times over the same period). It has been 

reported that because local consumptions rising at 15% 

annually, the official inflation rate which is running at 

16%, etc. These factors may influence Egypt's foreign 

exchange income i. e. they cannot make up the trade gap(38)t(39). 

3) Other financial flows. Egypt receives substantial 

aid inflows from several sources e. g. aid from the US is 

running at over $1 billion a year. The U. S. has also agreed 
(40) to increase its aid to Egypt in 1985 by $385 million 

Other western nations contribute funds on a smaller scale. 

Egypt receives financial support from multilateral institutions 

such as the World Bank and its affiliates and other U. N. 

bodies. It has also been expected that improving relations 

with other Arabic nations are likely to provide a tangible 
(41) thrust for further financial inflows to Egypt The 

International Bank has agreed recently to extent a loan of 

two hundred million US dollars to Egypt for th-e mechani-sation 

(42) 
of agriculture 
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4) Foreign debt and reserves. Tables (C-21), (C-22) 

and (C-23) show Egypt's foreign debt and reserves. In 

general, Egypt's debt burden has been kept to a manageable 

level with the debt service. ratio in 1980 remaining below 

the levels reached in 1977-1978. The ratio of total debt 

service to GNP was 6.950o in 19&0 and in the 1982/83 budget 

the servicing of debt is estimated at 7.5%. Meanwhile, 

Egypt's total reserves increased markedly during 1980 and 

1981 compared with 1978 and 1979. But the total reserves 

including gold valued at current market prices fell by 19% 

over the year ending July, 1982, to $1.44 billion which 

was low by international standards being sufficient in 1981 

to cover an average of 2.5 month's imports 
(43), (44). 

Finally, table (C-23) shows public foreign debt and debt 

servicing projection 1981/82 - 1986/87. 

Table (C-21) External debts (U. S. $ Millions) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

Total outstanding public debt 8,781 12608 14312 16037 17386 
of which: 

disbursed 5767 8092 9921 11409 13054 

debt service ratio %W 18.5 24.2 22.3 15.8 18.9 

+ Debt service ratio = payments 
of interest and public and 
publicly - guaranteed debt as a 
percentage of earnings from 
exports of goods and services. 

Source: Lloyds Bank Group Economic Report, 1982, p. 27. 
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Table (C-23) Public foreign debt and debt servicing 
projections, 1981-82 - 1986/87. 

Debt at 
year end 

Debt 
Service 

Interest 

UE mn) 
Total 

Debt 

GDP 

Service 

Exports 

Ratios(I. 10) 

a urrents Recelp 

1981/82 13.0 575 1575 7.6 29.1 21.9 

1982/83 14.1 640 1690 7.5 27.6 21.4 

1983/84 15.1 660 1760 7.2 26.4 20.5 

1984/85 15.7 685 1835 7.0 25.6 19.9 

1985/86 16.1 715 1915 6.7 24.7 19.3 

1986/87 16.2 750 2000 6.4 23.8 18.7 

a. Goods and services including foreign partners' oil share. 

Source: FYP, in C. Daniels, Egypt in the 1980sp op. cit., 
p. 116. 

Government subsidies and inflation growth rate. 

Over the past thirty years or s09 it has been the practice 

of successive governments in Egypt to earmark funds 

specifically for reducing the cost of living. In 1975 

government subsidies totalled LE 642 million and thereafter 

continued rising until 1981, by which time the total had 

reached a staggering LE 2000 million- Since then, as a 

result of government actionp this figure has finally been 

-reduced with the total amount allocated to direct subsidies 

stadding at LE 1500 million in 1983/83 
(45) 

The economic, social and political effects of 
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of subsidies are numerous, e. g. the current subsidy policy 

increases rather than lessens the economic obstacles currently 

facing the country, reduced prices encourage increased 

consumption and this in turn leads to an increase in botb 
(46) the internal deficit and that of the balance of payments 

Moreover, subsidies com6ined with the failure of government's 

Policy of price control may distort market forces. As 

illustrated earlier, the current indications of increasing 

income gaps among social. classes may be the result of the 

failure of the price mechanism to achieve-social justice. 

In other words subsidy policy which was designed to help 

the poor is also benefiting others including the wealthy and 

foreigners who do not pay tax. Subsidies may also create 

a false impression that the government is capable of main- 
taining low prices in basic commodities apart from the price 

47) fluctuations that occur Also, when reducing subsidies 

for basic commodities and services social and political 

tensions may emerge. 

In terms of inflation rates in Egpyt, tables (C-9) 

and (C-10) in addition to graph (C-6) demonstrate the 

trend of inflation from 1977 to 1984. It is also apparent 

from the graph that Egypt suffers from high inflation rates. 

Because Egypt is very vulnerable to pressure from world 

inflation as a result of its high level of imports as well 

as the extensive system of subsidies, it is also possible 

that the inflation rates will keep rising. The official 

inflation rate estimated in 1984 was 16, *o' but this figure 

does not take into account imported non-subsidized goods. 
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The real rate according to Business International will be 
(48) 20-30,00 per annum over the next five years 

As to the possible problems for MNCs which operate 

in or export to Egypt, it is possible that subsidies, 

Price controls implemented by the government and high 

inflation growth rates will influence the ability of the 

MNCs managers to control their marketing operations or 

control the costs of production inputs. A MNC's ability to 

move funds or goods between Egypt and other overseas markets 

will be influenced also by the inflation differential rates 

between Egypt and its counterpart market. 

Graph (C-6) Rates of increase in consumer prices 1977-1984. 

Percentages 
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Sources: (J) 1977 up to 1981 drawn from Lloyds Bank Group Economic 
Report, -1982, p. 6. 

(2) 1982 drawn. from the Financial Times, Survey, June, 1982. 
(3) 1983 quoted From, EBCC, the Journal of Egyptian 

British Chamber of Commerce, December, 1983, p. 12. 
(4) 1984 and Lhe projected figure of 1990 drawn from: 

Business International, Egypt: prospects for profit, 
p. 247. 

1977 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 ..... 
1990- 
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(10) Gross fixed investment. The trends of fixed invest- 

ment in Egypt since 1955 demonstrates- continuous growth 

over the last three decades. A marked increase in fixed 

investment in several economic sectors is also evident 

during the 1970s compared with both the mid 1950s and 1960s 
(49) 

The increase in the gross investment during the 1970s is 

probably due to the OPD which is also associated with the 

development of the relationships between Egypt and several 

Western bloc countries, particularly the U. S. This in turn 

encouarges the inflow of foreign investment to some extent. 

Without embarking on more detail, table (C-24) 

illustrates total fixed investment, 1977-1981/82 and the 

planned sectoral investment and GDP increases in the 1982/83 

- 1986/87 plan. Looking at the sectoral shares of gross 

fixed investment, it is apparent that both the tertiary- 

distribution sector and industry (manufacturingy mining 

andelectricity) received shares of gross fixed investment 

much above other public sectors economic activities in 

1977-1981/82. Housing and public utilities received also 

an aggregate about 16.6% of total sectoral share during the 

same period. It appears also that the main participation 

of the private sector investment lies in agriculture (ie. 

primary sector), construction industry and housing. Perhaps 

a closer look at the planned investment in 1982/83 - 1986/87 

plan may suggest that the concentrations of investment in 

the secondary and tertiary - distribution sectors will 

probably yield an appropriate increase in the GDP. 
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1.2 The political characteristics 

Egypt was proclaimed a Republic following the 

revolution of July 1952 which resulted in the abolition of 

the monarchy. Nasser was subsequently elected the Republic's 

first President in 1956, a position which he held until 

his death in September 1970. When Nasser died, Sadat was 

elected the Republic's second president in October 1970. 

In December 1970, Sadat - after he had been elected - 

ordered a sweeping reform of the sequestration and confis- 

cation policy. Sadat's policy, in sum, was based on the 

following domains: (50) 

(1) The sovereignty of law. 

(2) Democratic dialogue. 

(3) Removing unproductive bureacratic procedures and reduce 

bureaucratic controls and burdens. 

(4) Setting up a free currency bank and free zone. 

(5) New legislation concerning foreign, including Arab, 

capital investment. 

(6) Re-organizing the government's structure. 

In 1974, the ODP was started by passing-Law 43 

concerning the investment of Arab and foreign funds and 

the free zones. In spite of the ODP having given rise to 

a good deal of debate regarding its costs and benefits, 

it could be argued that the policy has removed to 
-some 

extent the dogmatic socialism policy which was adopted in 

the 1960s. 

At the present, the Egyptian political scene has 
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become more democratic, though still characterized by 

government control and heavy involvement in economic 

affairs in particular'. Centralization of economic decisions 

at Ministerial level, bureaucratic burdens, undermanaged 

Public-companies, etc. are evident in Egypt. It is 

nevertheless important to note that the historic election 

of May 1984 brought a revived oppo sition party, the New 

Wafd, into the Egyptian Parliament (People's Assembly). 

As far as the MNCs are concerned, despite the above- 

mentioned obstacles, and after the assasination of President 

Sadat (October 1981), President Mubarak and his government 

still encouraged the ODP. 

The salient political-legal features of Egyptian politics: 

In sum, the following are arguably the fundamental 

characteristics of the political climate in Egypt: 

(1) The government structure. The current structure 

is based on a President of the Republic, a Prime Minister 

who heads a cabinet made up of 4 Deputy Prime Ministers each 

of whom is responsible for a section of the country's 

administraiton, and about 27 Ministers as shown in Chart 

(C-1). 

Egypt's legislative body is the People's Assembly 

which has ten appointed and 448 elected members, besides 

a consultative assembly (Congress) that has 200 members 

as shown in Chart (C-2). 
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Chart (C-1 ) Egypt's Government Executive structure 
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aource: Ministry of information, Cairo, 1982. 

Chart (C-2) Egypt's legislative structure. 
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(2) The political parties. Egypt had no political parties 

before Sadat's regime of the 1970s, except a single organ- 

ization the so called "Arab Socialism Union" which was 

formed in 1962. Since the mid 1970s, Egypt has become 

officially a multi-party democracy (National Democratic 

Party; National-Progressive Party, Labour-Socialist Party; 

New WaFd party, Nation Party and Liberal-Socialist Party), 

although the National Democratic Party dominates the people's 

assembly and at present the National Democratic Party 

occupies 390 of the People's Assembly Seats, while the 

New Wafd Party has 58 seats, and the remainder of seats 

are occupied by the appointed members of the other parties' 

leaders (ten members have been appointed by the President 

of the Republic). 

Following the assasination of President Sadat, Mr. 

Mubarak was elected as the country's new leader. So far, 

there have been no significant changes in Egypt's political 

parties. The smooth transition of power to Mubarak after 

the assasination of President Sadat can be recognized as 

a testimony to the stability of the regime. As in any 

democratic country, the party with a majority (National 

Democratic Party) in Egypt is responsible for carrying out 

the nation's policies, economic plans, foreign relations, 

and so forth. 

(3) Domestic political climate. After the assasination 

of President Sadat, President Mubarak introduced a number 

of changes in domestic political arrangements. A concerted 
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effort was made to eradicate corruption in official circles 

and a large number of the generous benefits granted to 

government personnel in recent years have been withdrawn. 

Restrictions on the activities of some political opponents 

have been relaxed and the pre ss appears to enjoy a much 

greater freedom of expression. These changes appear to 

have been favourably received by the electorate. Mubarak's 

efforts against corruption have prevailed in the Egyptian 

hierarchy, and the contrast between his style of leadership 

and the flamboyance of President Sadat have won wide support 
(51) 

The stability of Egypt's domestic climate may be 

threatened by two enormous issues: (1) any large reductions 

in subsidies on basic consumer products and (2) the dist- 

urbances between small fanatical Muslim and coptic groups. 

Despite these potential problems the overall political 

climate remains stable. 

In his New York speech in January 1983, Mubarak 

said: "Egypt enjoys a degree of stability unparalled in 

many countries", he added: "social tension is being reduced 

to a minimum. Our economic policy is geared to fulfil that 

purpose. There will be no shifts in policy or drastic 

changes in regulations. We will make it easier for you 

(i. e. potential investors) to enter into healthy partnership 

with us,, 
(52). 

(4) The legal structure and judiciary. The Egyptian system 

in this respect has been influenced not only by the Islamic 

teaching, but to some extent by the Napoleonic codes. The 
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main source of legislation is "SHARIYA". 

The judicial structure (as shown in Chart C-3 overleaf), 

involves a supreme council, presided over by the President, 

which supervises the affairs of judicial organisations, 

although the highest judicial authority, with the power to 

determine the constitu. ionality of laws and regulations is 

the supreme constitutional court. Religious courts were 

abolished in 1956 and their functions were transferred to 

the unified national court system under the council of 

state. Cases involving security and armed forces are subject 
(53) to military law 

The Procedures regarding the establishment of foreign 

investment in general ensure that disputes will rarely arise. 

In cases where any dispute may occur, a settlement is provided 

by four possible methods: 
(54) 

(a) In the manner agreed upon with the investor. 

(b) Within the framework of an agreement in force between 

Egypt and the investor's home country. 

(C) Within the framework of the convention of the settle- 

ment of investment disputes between the state and 

the nationals of other states to which Egypt has 

adhered since 1971. 

(d) Arbitration (full arbitration procedures exist should 

these become necessary). 
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Chart (C-3) Eclypt's judicial structure 

Source: Ministry of Information. 

Unfortunately, the President in the Egyptian 

Presidential system is likely to pre-empt the legislative 

process, because the President exerts a perrogative power - 

as head of state - over the legislative institutions (people 

assembly). Thus the problems is that in many cases the 

presidential decree laws may reflect what the president 

wants, riot what ought to be in strict legal terms. In the 

meantime, the presidential decree laws hold a special place 

i. e. they can be issued in the absence of the people's 

assembly, and when the assembly returns these laws must be 

considered without amendment. Practices of such a kind may 

threaten not only the authority of the people's assembly 

but also the legal environment in general. 

In the meantime, one can find numerous areas of 

bureaucratic paralysis in Egypt (e. g. bureaucratic delays, 

unclear lines of authority, competing inter-agency interests. 
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centralization of decision making etc. ). However, some*of 

the bureaucratic problems - particularly regarding foreign 

investment - have been removed after the adoption of the 

open door policy, but the govenrment's ability to honour 

a higher degree of commitment is still threatened by its 

inclination towards the centralizaiton of authority and 

the issuing of laws. 

(5) The government's attitude and nationalism policy. 

The nationalization programmes started in the early 1960s 

were followed in the mid 1970s by Sadat's ODP, and sub- 

sequently by the encouragement of private and foreign 

investment. 

The passage of law 43 of 1974 - concerning the 

investment of Arab and foreign funds and the free zones - 

heralded the beginning of a new chapter in Egpytian history. 

The law offers a broad array of benefits to prospective 

investors. One of the most important benefits is found in 

the guarantees against nationalization, confiscation and 

expropriation which might threaten any foreign investor 

(more details about this will be mentioned later). 

Under the Mubarak presidency, there is no shift in 

the policy or any drastic changes in regulations which 

might impede the investment policy. New measures introduced 

aim to enhance Egypt's investment attractiveness e. g. 

foreign companies which were previously normally allowed to 

hold a minority interest in joint venture projects will now 

be able or allowed to hold a majority share. 
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Domestically, the government has granted the national 

investors some incentives which were previously enjoyed only 

by the foreigners, e. g. tax holidays. Finallyp with 

regard to the nationalized industries (public sector 

companies) new legislative efforts are now under way to 

re-structure these industries by means of proposed legis- 

lation, designed to put the state sector on a more commercial 

footing. As mentioned earlier in the Financial Times report 

of April 7,1983, the bill proposes a substantial transfer 

of authority from ministers to the boards of public companies, 

and management would be able to sack ineffective staff; 

reduce their workforces, pay bonuses and set wage rates. 

In addition, the management also will be able to raise money 

on the markets, and manage their own accounts. In other 

words, the bill is desigend to equalise management in both 

Public and private sectors. 

(6) Defence Policy. The impact of the Egyptian defence 

policy on economic development can be demonstrated briefly 

as follows: 

(a) The defence burden on the Egyptian economy over the 

period 1970-1973 increased rapidly from about 19.61*0 of the 

country's GNP in 1970 to 31% in 1973 as demonstrated in 

table (C-25), reflecting, however, the state of war with Israel. 

After the October war 1973, the percentage decreased 

drastically both for Egypt and Israel. From a review of 

investments expenditure in Egypt during the period 1970-73, 
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it could be argued that defence expenditure imposed a 

severe strain on the investment growth, as well as on 

economic development in general. 

(b) After the Camp David Peace Treaty 1977, defence 

policy was directed at boosting the national economy e. g. 

as follows: 

(1) Armaments sales earned Egypt $1,000 million in 1982 

making weapnos the country's most valuable export 

(55) 
after petroleum 

The army was also engaged in a wide range of non- 

military activities particularly in agriculture. 

As Major-General A. Fakhr said "we provide 65% of 

consumer goods to the armed forces" adding that "the 

army plans to build 21,000 homes in1984 and other 

, 
(56) 

infrastructural pr-oje-ctB' 

(7) Foreign policy and international links. The Egyptian 

experience in this area can be summed up as follows: 

(a) The major economic impact of Sadat's foreign policy 

was the loss of government - to - government aid from 

the Arab countries as a result of the total boycott 

when President Sadat signed the Camp-David Peace 

Treaty with Israel. After the boycott was imposed, 

trade with the Arab countries slowed to a trickle. 

According to Egyptian figures, these countries took 

less than 14% of exports in 1980, their importance 

as a market for Egyptian products declined still 
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(57) further in 1981, when they took only 5% Equally, 

the inflow of investment decreased to a considerable 

degree as a result. 

(b) Until the signing of the Camp-David Peace Treaty, 

Egypt was a leading member of Arab regional inst- 

itutions and organizations such as the Arab league, 

the Arab Monetary fund and the organization of Arab 

petroleum exporting countries (OAPEC). The treaty 

resulted in the formal suspension of Egypt from these 

(58) 
organizations 

(c) Egypt is a member of the IMF. The World Bank also 

provides substantial funds for development projects 

and Egpyt has also been receiving assistance from 

the U. N. through the U. N. development programme (UNDP), 

the Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA), and the 

Food and Agriculture Organization (UNIFAO). A new 

aid agreement with the EEC was signed in May 1982, 

which makes IEUA' 276 million (US $284 million) 

available to Egypt over the five-year period beginning 

(59) in November 1981 Moreover, - as mentioned 

before - Egypt receives other substantial aid inflows 

from a number of other sources (e. g. U. S. ) and 

commercial loans as well. 

(d) President Mubarak has adopted a cautious approach to 

international relations. The good relations developed 

under President Sadat with the U. S. have been main- 

tained, while links with the U. S. S. R. have been re- 
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established. The government has honoured the 

conditions of the Camp David agreement with Israel. 

Relations with the more moderate Arab states have 

improved markedly recently to the point where a 

resumption of full diplomatic relations with some 

countries may be under consideration 
(60) 

. In general 

all the adverse results of the boycott are likely 

to be removed, new efforts are being considered also 

to reinforce ties with Western European states; and 

finally Egyptian officials stress the country's non- 

aligned role, i. e. anti-alliances, especially 

military alliances. 

According to the foregoing information and in the 

light of the overall environment as outlined earlier, it 

could be argued that Egypt has achieved a record of relatively 

high political stability over the past three decades and in 

particular since 1974. In spite of the riots of 1968,1977 

and the assassination of President Sadat in October 1981, 

there has been no negative impact or hostile attitude towards 

business. In other words, as long as the assassination of 

the state's President resulted in no change in terms of the 

attitudes towards foreign investment and business i. e. policy 

reversals in general, there was no cause for alarm. This 

would only arise if such an event entailed increased risk 

by having immediate or potential influence upon the MNCs 

presence and peformance, or bringing in negative changes 

in attitudes towards foreign firms in general. 
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The smooth transition of authority to President 

Mubarak after the assassination of the late President Sadat 

is obvious evidence of the stability of the Egyptian political 

environment. The government still continues to welcome 

foreign investments under the general directions established 

during th. e Presidency of Sadat. Two major problems have 

been identified as a fundamental cause of the country's long- 

term economic problems, Egypt's population explosion and the 
(61) 

government's subsidies policy These two problems may 

threaten - to some extent - the political stability of 

Egypt. The new government is therefore, expected to continue 

its efforts to promote and encourage the ODP and to re- 

vitalize both agriculture and industry by removing some of 

the handicaps which have especially hampered the public sector 

and many other economic activities. 

1.3 The socio-cultural characteristics 

Earlier it has been argued that the cultural environ- 

ment can be characterized by the growth of variability, 

complexity, heterogeneity, etc. among nations. For the 

MNCs concerned, the importance of assessing such environment 

in a certain overseas market is so clear as to require little 

reiteration. 

As the cultural environment is widely divergent 

throughout the world, as it is possible that one will find 

their profound differences exist between the Egyptian cultural 

environment and many others, it may be useful to point out 
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some of the salient features of the Egyptian cultural 

climate and the related obstacles which may have some 

influence on FDI activities: - 
(1) Education and vocational training. A free education 

system was established after the July Revolution, 1952. 

Since then, there have been no restrictions on public access 

to schooling. So far about 89% of school-age children are 

enrolled now (of these children whose education is beginning 
(62)(63) 50% are under four years of age) The latest 

education statistics providing the number of public school 

students (at elementary, secondary schools and universities), 

planned educational enrolment and the annual increase in 

basic and secondary education are shown in tables (C-26 and 

C-27), while the full range of general education can be 

illustrated through Diagram(C-1). 

Table C-26 Education statistics in Egypt as of 1981. 

Number of public school students at the elementary level 4,884,000 

Number of secondary school students (all divisions incl. ) 1,350,000 

Number of students in universities & higher institutions 530tOOO 

Total University Colleges or faculties 36 

Excluded the American university in Cairo, and the 
new Labour University established 1983, and 88 higher 
institutions. 

Source: Ministry of Information, 1982. 
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D iagram (c-1 Egypt's public educaCion pyramid - 1983 
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Pre-School 

Figures are approximate. 

Source: Gregory Kats. Education. Cairo Today, February 
1983, p. 50. 
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Table (C-27) Basic and Secondary Educational Enrolment Targets 

('000) 

Annual Increase W 
Actuals 

- 
Target 

- 
Achieved Target 

1974175 1981/9 2 198678 7 to 1981/82 to 1986/9-7 
Basic 
Primary 4,075 4,540 5,844 1.6 5.2 
Preparatory 1,200 1,571 2,346 3.9 8.3 
Total 5,275 6,111 8,190 2.1 6.0 
Secondary 
Industrial 99 191 336 10.0 11.9 
Agricultural 38 78 125 10.7 9.8 
Commercial 213 301 509 5.1 11.1 
Sub total technical j 5-0 37-0 970 7.2 11.2 
General 340 401 579 2.4 7.6 
Teacher training 33 57 82 7.9 7.5 
Total 723 1,028 1,631 5.2 9.7 

Sources: FYP and Ministry of Education, in C. Daniels. 
Eygpt in the 1980s, op. cit., p. 217. 

The literacy rate reported earlier reached 54.3% in 

1980. In 1983 the national expenditure on education accounted 

for 18.55o of the state services budget, i. e. about 51*0 of 
(64) the country's GNP In addition, there are several 

primary and secondary schools in the Cairo and Alexandria 

areas which offer American, French and German languages, 

besides the British, French, American and German cultural 

centres located in the major cities. 

As to vocational training, the Egyptian education law 

requires that all secondary schools teach some vocational 

and practical skills. The recent and predicted trends in 

this respect could be summed up as follows: 
(65) 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(ci) 

(e) 

( F) 

About 280 schools added some vocational field to the 

normal academic program. The Ministries of culture; 

industry, public health, building and construction; 

and the Ministry of Defence have established their 

own training centres, and each public enterprise has 

ifs own trianing centres as well. 

In 1983, the target of Mohar Training Agency project 

("MTAP" is partly funded by the World Bank, and the 

British Overseas Development Ministry "BODM" runs 

a management and supervisory development project, 

while UNESCO has established a technical teacher 

training institute). 

The World Bank has approved a $3B million, 20-year 

loan for a programme to provide vocational training 

centres and instructors. The loan is part of a 

$79.3 million training scheme to help to ease the 

acute shortage of skilled labour in the construction. 

and industrial sectors it 660 instructors will be 

provided by the World Bank". 

By 1992 about 18000 Egyptians will be trained annually 

in construction trades at 22 planned training centres" 

12% are expected to be women". 

Many regional industrial training centres will be 

upgraded and new centres will be built up in new 

regional places. 

Countries such as: USA, UK, W. Germany, France and 

Sweden are likely to be invited to provide technical 
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assistance in the Training Programme - and already 

the British Council IIBCII has been involved in four 

World Bank educational projects, and officials have 

expressed interest in these new projects. 

Eventually, althoguh the Egyptian education system, 

the vocational system, and missions abruad, etc., have added 

a tangible thrust to technological development, it could be 

argued that the technological links between the universities 

and other scientific institutions on the one hand and the 

productive sectors on the other, have not yet been established 

as fully as they should be. 

(2) Management. One of the most striking developments 

during Sadat's Presidency was the reduction to only a few of 

the number of army officers who were government ministers, 

and the military presence was also rooted out of the Cabinet, 

(the number of officers in ministerial positions during 

Nasser's period amounted to 27, while the number was 9 during 

the early Presidency of Sadat 
(66). The chance, howeverv 

was given to the Egyptian manager - who was the victim of 

Nasser's militarised management - to run the states' enter- 

prises and to master the economic pl ans. Bureaucratic delays, 

lack of co-ordination between various government agencies, 

continuous changes of laws and procedures, inability to 

honour important undertakings, etc. are therefore the inherited 

problems of that era. 

Yet, there are three points which may have particular 

interest for foreign investors. First, the characteristcs 
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of the Egyptian manager; second, the main defects of 

this manager; and the structure of managerial authority in 

the Egyptian organizations: 

(1) The major characteristics of the Egyptian manager: 

can be summarised as follows: (67), (68) 

(a) The Egyptian managers are almost all very able and 

gifted at conducting the informal and personal side 

of the business, they understand quickly the subtle 

nuances of favour and disfavour that are expressed in 

a smile, a handshake or a greeting. These non-verbal 

expressions, which are seldom shown directly, are the 

coded messages that most Egyptian managers understand 

and communicate effectively. 

(b) The Egpytian managers also possess impressive survival 

skills.. A-successful Egyptian manager is one who 

has probably ýJcpt only experienced a period of foreign 

domination, either directly or as lessons passed 

down from a preceding generation, but has also lived 

through major revolutionary changes in his own 

government. 

(C) In sum, they are highly intuitive, able to operate 

within a confusing, complex and changing interpersOnal 

environment and much better than many managers in the 

western world. 

One should not forget their role as leaders in society, 

they are an elite class not simply because of birth or wealth, 

but also because of their unique position as those who control 

ol 
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and direct the energies of the hard-working people of Egypt. 

Although this may not always be true in other countries, 

in Egypt this group has a certain loyalty and dedication to 

their homeland; and they are actively looking for help and 

search out training and development opportunities for them- 

selves and others: 

(2) In spite of the above characteristics, the Egyptian 

manager, like any manager throughout the Western world who 

has highly developed personal skills - often lacks the 

more rational planning and analytical skills. The prime 

concern, however, of the Egyptian government as well as the 

Egyptian public and private enterprises is to do its best to 

devote more attention to managerial development programmes, 

either locally or abroad. 

(3) The structure of authority in the Egyptian enterprises. 

The Egyptian organization in general has been influenced 

considerably in this area by its western counterparts. the 

gamut of authority is designed in the form of a pyramid. 

Relatively more authority is vested towards t he top, Oun 

at the bottom. 

(3) Language. The official language is Arabic, but 

English and French are widely used both on the international 

commercial and diplomatic scenes and at every level of 

the educational system. Egypt is one of the mbst 

linguistically homogeneous nations. 
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(4) Reliqion and attitudinal values. About 900M ' of the 

Egyptian people are Muslims and the practice of this 

religion is widley observed. Of the remainder, about 7.0. 

are coptic christians, living mainly in the cities and 

towns, particularly those of Upper Egypt. Other Christian 

denominations, mainly orthodox, Roman Catholic and Anglican, 

account for about 1% of the population. There is still 

a Jewish community, but its number is insignificant. In 
(69) 

general freedom of worship is allowed Accordingly, 

Egypt has a higher degree of religious homogeneity than 

other nations throughout the World, e. g. India and Japan. 

This homogeneity may ensure a considerable degree of stability 

in the social environment. 

In terms of the attitudinal values, personal 

aspirations, family role, etc., there is no doubt that 

Egypt is heavily influenced by the Islamic religion, but not 

to the extent that it has a serious impact upon economic 

development, attitudes toward work, etc. Indeed, food 

like pork is strictly prohibited, but there is nothing in 

the "Quraan" to justify the rejection of work or technology. 

One Islamic Moroccan scholar has written in an 
Egyptian journal arguing that technology is neutral, neither 

good nor evil in itself. A good Muslim, he writes, does 

not reject technology. 

"Rejection does not fit Islam, because Islam made 

man God's successor on earth. The instruments of tech- 

nology are extension of the organs of man. To refuse 
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technology is to let down the future generation that is 

threatened with deprivation. To turn down technology is 

to-fail to show mercy, which is one of the pillar of Islam.. 

there is no choice but to accept the challenge and meet it 

in the best possible way. There is not in the "Ouraan" 

one suarh, there is not one saying by our great prophet 

that justifies the rejection of technology" Islam, he 

concludes, "urges the development of technology to liberate 

(70) 
man, not to enslave him" 

(5) Transportation and Communications Despite the 

deficiencies of Egypt's transport and communications system 

which constitute the main chronic problem affecting the 

development programmes, the country enjoys a variety of 

transportation networks, e. g. marine transport, airline 

transport, river transport, road and railway networks. 

Investment and new programmes are under way to develop the 

transportation and communication networks in Egypt, e. g. 
(71) 

(a) About 17% of allocations under the new five-year plan 

(almost 6 LE billion) is devoted to this sector; 

(b) a number of projects have been undertakne to improve 

the 56,000 miles road network. 

See data on infrastructural facilities in Egypt compared 
with the Middle Eastern countries in chapter 
Section (B). 
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(c) The railway network is currently being modernized 

after a long period of neglect. 
(d) Programmes are underway to expand both Mediterranean 

and Red Sea prot capacities to cope with the increased 

traffic passing through the Suez Canal. 

(e) New Ports at Dekheila, Mersa Matruh and Damietta, 

and new projects to expand the port of Safaga on the 

Red Sea are being considered after a long period of 

neglect. 

(f) River transport is being expanded to relieve the 

pressures of inland transport on the roads and railways. 

(g) Work is still underway on a much needed overhauling 

of the telephone network begun in 1979; and new telex 

systems are also being built in Cairo and Alexandria, 

which will greatly increase the capacity of the 

telecommunications system. But the relatively most 

successful story of improvement is in terms of the 

international communications network which has been 

recently developed considerably. 

(h) A variety of highways - e. g. between Cairo, Port Said, 

and Alexandria - are planned. Construction of the 

Ahmed Hamdi tunnel under the Suez Canal was finished 

in 1981. Also, the government has taken steps to 

relieve traffic congestion in the centre of Cairo 

by approving the construction of an underground 

system (300 million LE). 
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A new international airport is being established in 

Alexandria, besides the internal airports (in Aswan, 

Luxor, Alexandria, EI-Arish, Sinai, etc. ) which are 

being developed. 

(72) (6) Information and Media_. 

Egypt enjoys a free press which allows for multi- 

views, as a reflection of a sound democratic life. This 

gives the opposition the opportunity to paly an important 

role in political life, permitting the expression of opinion 

and counter-opinion. Many newspapers and periodicals 

are published in Egypt. Newspapers are not printed in the 

Arabic. language alone, but have diversified into several 

languages to facilitate the spread of information and ideas' 

from Egypt to different parts of the world, as well as to 

adjusting to identifiable commercial needs. 

The major newspapers and magazines published in Egypt 

according to 1980-81 statistics are given in Table (C-28). 

'Concerning radio and tv, Table (C-29) shows the 

average hours of daily radio transmission and daily tv 

broadcasts Egypt has also made ties throughout the 

world, establishing a broadcasting network with 24hour-a- 

day stations that reach all levels of modern society. 

Special attention has been given to local and regional 

broadcasts, which cater for particular sectors of the 

different communities throughout Egypt. 

Since television transmission began in 1960, it has 

been constantly developing. It has changed over from 

See Chapter (1), Section 8, for statistical data 
an Egypt. 
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black and white to colour transmission, and now has two 

channels so that each one can present particular ideas and 

programmes. 

Table C-28 Distribution, audience of newspapers and 
magazines (quantities & location) 1980-1981. 

Distribution Quant. 

Daily 20 
Weekly 35 
Periodicals 120 

175 

Language Quant. 

Arabic 151 
English 10 
French 5 
Greek 3 
American 5 
German I 

175 

Source: Ministry of Information, 1982. 

Audience Quant. 

Political 40 

Economic 30 

Cultural 39 

Scientific II 

Sports 10 

Women 3 

Religion 37 

Arts 5 

175 

Location Quant. 

Cairo 135 
Alexandria 12 
Other Governorates 28 

175 

Egypt has also caught up with world events through 

the use of satellites. A ground network has been set up 

for the relay of important events live to and from Egypt. 

To increase media effectiveness, a number of media 

and cultural agreements have been made with many countries 

of the world. 

There are various programmes, such as recreational, 

religious, informational, commercial, etc. 
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Table (C-29) Daily Radio transmissions and Daily Television 
Broadcasts, 1980/81 

Average 
Hours 

(1) Radio: 

General Program 20 

Ma'Esh-Sha'ab (with the people) 9 

Sout EI-Arab (voice of the Arabs) 20 

Second Program 4 

European Program 15 

Rukn Es-Sudan (Sudan Corner) 7 

Alexandria 9 

Short-wave programs 49 

The Quran 18 

The Middle East 14 

Music Program 12 

Palestine 5 

Youth 2 

(2) Daily Television Broadcasts: 
(Average Hours) 

Channel One 13 

Channel Two 11 

Source: Ibid. 
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(7) Energy: Sources and Consumption. Energy production 
in Egypt relies on two sources, water and oil. The High 

Dam at Aswan in Egypt's most important generator of electric 

Power. The use of electricity and natural gas in Egypt has 

expanded considerably over the past decade. Electricity 

became available in most rural areas (about 3,500 villages) 
by 1980, with about 538 more villages expected to have 

electricity by the end of 1983. By then , electricity will 
(73) have been provided to the entire country The natural 

gas network will have covered most districts in Cairo and 

Giza (25151o of the population by the end of 1983). 

Nuclear power plants are expected to contribute 35% 

Of generated electricity by tye year 2000. Also, a 

feasability study is currently being undertaken on the 
(74) Qattara Depression Scheme 

In general, the following tables will explore the 

major trends regarding energy production and consumption 

in Egpyt: 

(a) Oil and gas output 1979-1987 (Table C-30). 
(b) Planned development in the electricity sector, 1980-2000 

Table (C-31). 

(c) Petroleum consumption, 1970-1982, (Table C-32). 

(d) The evolution of domestic output and consumption of 

electricity, 1973-1982 (Table C-33). 
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Table (C-30) Egypt: Oil and Gas output 1979-1987. 

(Million tons). 

Crude 011 Consdensate Gas LPG 

1979 26.31 0.16 0.86 0.04 

1970 29.4 0.31 1.62 0.066 

1981-82 31.76 0.32 1.84 0.073 

1982-83 est* 37.0 0.46 2.77 0.17 

19B3/84 est. 41.68 1.05 4.2 0.36 

1984/85 est. 44.13 1.54 6.37 0.63 

1985/86 est. 48.78 1.71 6.61 0.66 

1986/87 est. 50.31 1.8 7.42 0.68 

* Estimated. 

Source: The Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation (EGPC), 
1982. 

Table (C-31) Planned development in electricity sector 
1980-2000 

1980 1985 1990 2000 

Consumption per capita (Kwh) 400 700 1000 1600 

Electricity generated 19 32 52 101 
(Kwh billions) 

Installed capacity (MW) 4500 7000 10000 22000 

Lloyds Bank Group Economic Report, 1982, p. 13. Source: 
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Table (C-32) Petrol Consumption (Metric tons in thousands) 

Natural Gas Fuel Lubs. 
Year Gas Butane Gasoline Kerosine Oil Oil Asphalt Total 

1970 - 108 444 820 1176 3005 297 5850 

1975 33 179 656 1188 1335 3639 231 7261 

1979 852 339 1041 1486 2040 4840 571 11139 

1980 1616 382 1158 1503 2280 5172 397 12490 

1981 1826 437 1275 1616 2874 5858 410 14298 

1982 - 450 1415 1745 3632 7334 - - 

Source: EGPC. 

Table (C-33) Output and consumption of electricity. 

(1) Output of electricity - Peak load, 1973,1978-81/82. 

Outeut 1973 1978 1979 1980 1980/91 1981/82a 
(gwh) 
Hydro 3,153 9,935 9,701 9,801 9,905 9,925 
Thermal 
T l 

2,280 
7 43 

3 140 f5i ý67 6,755 
16 456 

8,629 
18 430 

9,377 
19 282 

11 438 u 1 J i8-, 3 ota , 5 , , , , , N thermal) (30.7) (34.0 (41.0) (46.9) (48.6) (53.6) 
Peak load (mw) 1,248 2,597 2,829 3,239 3,260 3,665 

T_ ___y 
2.6y 

, L2JE]ectricit Consumption by End User, 1973 and 1978-1980 

1980 
1973 (Share) 1978 1979 1980 (Share) 

M 
Agriculture & 
irrigation 683 (11.1) 697 720 760 (4.5) 

Industry 3,349 (54.3) 7,553 7,800 10 250 (61.2) 
City councils 823 (13.3) 2,197 2,670 2: 940 (17.6) 
Household lighting 658 (10.6) 1,349 1,570 1,795 (10.8) 
Public utilities 459 (7.4) 579 580 610 0.6) 
GOVerrvnent 
authorities 203 0.3) 349 360 390 (2.3) 

ZIM T77M 13,700 TK7U (100-0) 

(a) Provisional. 
Source- PYP in C. Daniels, Egypt in the 1980sp OP-cit-9 Z-Z-=-L 9 p. 151. 
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In addition, more immediate plans are underway for 

the sector of electricity and power including the construction 

of new substations, the lengthening of transmission lines, 

and the completion of the electrification of rural areas, 

to hasten the development of local agro-industry, raise 

living standards and provide electricity supplies for public 

transportation projects in the country. 

(8) Urbanization and density of population. As already 

stated, Egypt is a highly urbanized country compared with 

many Third World countries. More than 255% of the total 

Population i. e. about 12 million inhabitants for example, 

live in two cities, Cairo and Alexandria. The percentage 

Of urbanization in Egypt is over 26% (while in Nigeria for 

example it is 5.3. Oo in Brazil 25.6%, in Spain 27.9%, in 

(75) Mexico 18.6% and in Sudan 2.7%) 

Egypt has also established satellite cities in a 

number of areas. These towns (e. g. Nasr City near Cairo; 

north of Ramadan city near Ismailia; 6th of October city 

near the pyramids, and Sadat City on the desert road to 

Alexandria) are designed to provide convenient sites for 

the location of new ventures, and to encourage more balance 

in the distribution of productive facilities. 

(9) Health Services. The official figures for the number 

Of hospital beds show an increase of 120% between 1952 and 

1975, equivalent to an average growth rate of 3.5% a year. 
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Between 1975 and 1981 there was a further rise of nearly 

10'10 a year. Of the 6,800 beds added in six years, over 

half (3,600) were in Ministry of Health hospitals; the fastest 

growth, however, was in non-government services. The number 

of doctors is put at 91,900 which works out at one per 473 

inhabitants. Available hospital beds given a ratio of 1.97 
(76) 

per 1,000 of the population In short Table (C-34) 

shows the total number of beds in the hospitals, their 

distribution, etc. Table (C-35) displays the Five Year 

Plan targets for the health sector in general. 

Moreover, special attention is paid by the government 

to the social security and other associated services. At 

the end of 1982, about 25 million of the population were 

enrolled underthe social security umbrella. 

Investment in social security in 1981/82 totalled 

$5,834.3 million. This figure is to be increased according 
(77) 

to the Five Year Plan estimates and targets Finally, 

after a long period of neglect, the government has devoted 

a great deal of attention to the serious effects of industribl. 

pollution on the quality of the environment. 

1.4 The critical features of the Eqyptian Economy: Summary 

The analysis madein this chapter has concentrated on 

the salient locational factors (characteristic and constraints) 

which may influence FDI decision or the entry of MNCs and 

their potential contribution to rapid economic and social 

progressin Egypt. 

In short, the main conclusion may be that there is 

(*) For these tables see following page. 
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Table (C-34) Number of hospital beds and their distribution 
in Egypt. 

1981 
HospTtals 
In I gal there were a total of 84,163 hospital beds In Egypt. These were 

distributed as follows: 

1 

Ministry of Health 55.327 
University Hospitals 10,540 
Institutes and Educational Hospitals 3,478 
Other Ministries 1,781 
Public Sector -8,228 
-Private Sector 4,809 

-Number of General & Speclallsed Hospitals In 1981 
Hospital type Amount 
General and Central Hospitals 172 
Eye. Hospitals 

Branch Units 
independent Clinics 

30 
135 

4 
Psychiatric: Hospitals 

Branch Units 
Independent Clinics 

9 
20 

5 
Hospitals for the treatment ot endemic diseases 169 
Chest Hospitals with out-patient Clinics 30 
Chest Hospitals without out-patient Clinics 5 
School Health Units 266 

Source: Ministry of Health. 

Table (C-35) Five Year Plan targets for health 
sectors 1982/83 - 1986/87. 

Hospital Beds Av Number of 
Population Beds per 1000 

Yost Number of Beds 1000's persons 

1981/82 84.000 42.615 1.97 
1982/83 84.300 43,808 1.92 

1983/84 85.350 45.035 1.89 
1984185 86.470 46.296 1.87 
1985/86 87.750 47.532 1.85 

1986/87 88.000 48.843 1.80 

. Health Personnel under the Five Year Plan 
Staff 

Year Physicians Dentists I Pharmacists Nurses 
Physlo- 

therapists 
TOTAL 
1000's 

1981/82 62.9 8.4 17.1 2.1 1.4 91.9 

1982/83 67.9 9.3 18.3 2.2 1.7 99.4 

1983/84 73.3 10.1 19.6 2.4 2.0 107.4 

1984/85 78.9 11.1 20.6 2.5 2.3 115.7 

1985/86 85.9 12.0 22.3 2.7 2.7 125.7 

1988/87 92.9 13.1 23.7 2.8 3.1 135.6 

Source: Ministry of Health. 
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a significant improvement in many aspects of the Egyptian 

Investment climate. Egypt has various unique character- 

istics or endowments i. e. several aspects in the Egyptian 

market are or may become attractive features for the MNCs 

(e. g. the existence of big markets, abundant raw material 

and natural resources, - cheap labour, strategic location in 

a region of tremendous wealth together with proximity to 

European, Arabian, Middle Eastern and African Markets, etc. ). 

At the same time, it has to be noted that the main 

attractions for one MNC may not necessarily be the same 

for another quite apart from the possible similarity between 

the two companies in terms of their objectives and motives. 

It would, however, be appropriate to argue that a MNC when 

it is assessing an overseas market usually tries to ascertain 

facts about the deficiencies and negative aspects in that 

market. Broadly speaking, it is possible to detect the 

critical state of the Egyotian economy from the following 

features and problems which are typical of those encountered 

in most developing countries: 

1. Shortage of foreign exchange, a severe foreign 

debt burden and a balance of payments deficit (increase 

of imports with decrease in exports and hence an 

unbalanced current trade account). 

2. A high inflation growth rate combined with an 

extensive subsidy system and price control/regulations. 

3. A marked tendency to import consumption goods due 

to the failure of the commodity sectors (agriculture 

and industry) to cope with and respond to the pattern 

and*volume of domestic demand and needs. 

1 
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4. A low literacy level (54.3%). 

5. A shortage of particular skills and managerial know- 

how due to increased emigration of the Egyptians 

to the Arab-oil exporting countries, weak linkages 

between the universities and the education system in 

broad terms and the real requirements of the economy 

shortages and inefficient training programmes, etc. 

6. Infrastructural bottlenecks, despite the recnet 

improvements. 

7. Bureaucratic and organizational deficiencies particularly 

in the state-owned enterprises and government-agencies. 

Finally, although one cannot ignore the significant 

improvement in the Egyptian economy as a whole, at the same 

time MNCs should appreciate the kind of problems listed 

above which they plan to operate in Egypt. 

I Fli 
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FDI IN EGYPT: FLOWS AND IMPACT 

Introduction 

The main objective of the present chapter is to 

underline both the impact of FDI on the Egyptian economy 

since 1974, aind the bar-riers to its contribution in general. 

Initially, Egypt has expected much of the solution 

to its*, ec onomic and social problems on the success of the 

1974 ODP. As demonstrated earlier, problems such as the 

severe external debt burden, deficit in the balance of 

payments, shortages of foreign exchange because of the high 

propensity to import consumption 'goods, the failure of 

commodity sectors (agriculture and industry) to respo 7d to 

the domestic needs or demand, etc. probably obliged the 

government to seek foreign exchange, technology, etc. ie. 

MNCs participation to solve these problems. 

It has been argued also that the foreign aid sought 

for these problems from the U. S. and from Arab oil-exporting 

states woLrld not be enough'. FDl however considered as 
(1) 

playing an important role in solving Egypt's problems 

In sum, MNCs have been seen as providers of technology, 

purveyors of capital, and so forth. Egypt in particular 

has looked to these companies to help in financing foreign 

exchange, increasing industrial outputs and creating 

enough new jobs (since Egypt's population boom means 

swelling unemployment very quickly). Egypt with its strong 

local market, strategic location and prestige among the 
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Middle Eastern and Arabic countries is also ambitious to 

become the region's industrial and commercial base. The 

possible contribution of MNCs has been considered as being 

of special importance in accomplishing such objectivei- 

The Benefits and costs of FDI in Egypt 

Broadly speaking, to accomplish the above objectives 

the ODP towards FDI in Egypt has been arguably based on an 

assumption that Economic and social development = Arab and 

foreign capital + western technology + private sector 

effective participation + rational exploitation of the 

abundant raw materials and natural resources and endowments. 

It has been suggested if the government's ODP is 

to suceed, the state intervention must be reduced by removing 

political inputs from economic decisions, in order to 

liberalize the economy. 

It is nevertheless argued that rDI has rarely been 

of great importance in bringing in foreign capital and 

technology and creating enough jobs. In other words, it 

has been believed that FD1 will take more than it gives, 

if the Egyptian government fails to put its house in order 

and remove all bureaucratic burdens, to direct more 

efficiently incoming FDI projects, etc. Politicians, 

scholars among them many economists, with ex-colonial 

experience have seen FDI as a new phase of imperialism. 

The argument for and against the ODP toward FDI 

is perhaps interesting. Examples of views on the ODP 
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impact on the Egyptian economy can be summarised as foolows: 

(1) Cooper (2) 
, has argued that "until the end of 1977, 

economic liberalization was an utter disaster. It produced 

none of the benefits that the government had projected and 

almost every one of the negative impacts that the left had 

predicted. On the side of production and investment, 

there was a deindustrialization of Egypt - literally, a 

shrinking of industrial activity as a percentage of economic 
(3) 

activity" 

As shown in exhibit (C-1) the ODP undermines social 

equity, permits foreigners to bid for labour from the 

public sector, etc. At the same time there are several 

expected benefits which can be gained by Egypt in the area 

of finance, technology, etc. 
" ) 

(2) An Egyptian Journal called Al-Iqtisadi (ie. 

the Economist) on 15 November 1976 reported that the squares 

of Cairo were transformed into an exhibition of imported 

goods, and the consumption liberalization, and what it 

entails in the way of an explosive inflation, has changed 
(4) the structure of Egyptian society" 

(3) Carr 
(5) 

, has argued that the recent growth surge 

in Egypt since 1973 is due to FDI and other generous 

assistance by foreign governments and international 

organizations. The ODP of the Egyptian government toward 

FDI, domestic investors and the ensuing revival of private 

enterprise activity can certainly take much credit for the 

economic growth in Egypt during the 1970s (the average rate 

(*) See next page. 
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Exhibit (C-1) The costs and benefits of government policy 
choices in the Economic Liberalization. 

Benefits Costs 
(Govt. claims for the policy) (Leftist critique of the pol. ) 

Policy 
Areas & 
Choices 

Technology 
permit less 
than the most 
advanced 
technology 

Extend 
incentives 
to Egyptians 

Finance 
OPen local 
banking 

Revived stock 
market; eased 
repatriation 
of profits 
freedcurrency; 
tax incentives. 

Labour 
Free the move- 
ment of labour 

Domestic Foreign Domestic 

More investment High profits Failure of long 
stimulated based on wage term indust- 
More employment differential. rialization 
created. Egypt's labour Dumping of 

and infrastru- used and 
cture are suit- dated equipment 

'Stimulates more ed to less on the local 
investment; than advanced market. 
repatriates technology 
Egyptian capital projects. 
from abroad. Undermines 

social equity 
of state 
capitalist 
regime, loss 
of state 
revenues. 

Spillovers from Integrated Foreign banks 

a financial banking tax local 

centre. attracts infrastructure 
capital and squeeze 

our local 
institutions 

Stimulates High profits Loss of control 
economic over capital 
activity and currency 

Rationalize Appropriate 
the distribution labour attracU 
of labour to projects 

will increase 
productivity., 

Foreign 

Egyptians 
will flood 
the market 
blocking out 
foreign proj- 
ects. 

Internal migration 
d---. of foreign projects 

saps the public 
sector. 
External migration 
creates a shortage 
of skilled labour. 

Source: M. N. Cooper, The Transformation of Egypt, OP-cit-t 
pp. 92-93. 
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of growth experienced in the Egyptian economy during 1975-77 

of over 8% annually is higher than the 6.7% annual average 
(6) 

experienced from 1956-1965) 

(4) El Haddad 
(7) 

, after a study of the relationship 

between marketing and economic growth in Egypt, has stated 

that (a) the project formed under the ODP statement were 

directed to consumer goods rather than industrial goods, 

(b) the new firms have attracted the most experienced skills 

in marketing and other areas through higher wages and 

incentives schemes; and (c) the result of providing 

privileges and incentives to the foreign firms, as well 

as importing their products have a harmful effect on the 

sales of domestic products. At the same time it has led 

- to some extent - to the increase in the marketing loads 

such as promotion, distribution efforts and so forth. 

5) Additionally, graph (C-7) which is self 

explanatory summarises the macro-economic outcome of the 

ODP in terms of total investment, trade, public and 

private consumption, e tc. As the graph reveals, it is 

clear that the ODP creates marked trade and savings gaps 

despite the apparent increase in investment and decrease in 

public consumption. 
") 

6) Finally, Yousif and Shalaby(B), have argued that 

foreign investment will create the dependence of the 

industrial strategies of Egypt on foreign nations and it 

will also weaken the local ability to innovate solutions 

for local problems. Above all the ODP will lead the country 

(*) For graph (C-7) see following page. 
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Graph (C-7) 

The Macroeconomic Outcome of the Open Door 
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away from planned development, and create negative effects 

on the consumption style in addition to the burdens on the 

balance of payments as a result of the repatriation of 

profits. 

Taking into account the previous discussion with 

respect to FDI impact which has been considered in detail. 

As already stated the prime objective of the present chapter 

is to analyse the cost and benefits of FDI in Egypt on an 

empirical basis as follows: 

(1) Resource Transfer effects. As argued earlier, any 

review and analysis of FDI contribution to an economy may 

encounter formidable statistical and definitional difficulties. 

Shortage of data and statistical coverage of FDI with 

respect to its inflow, distribution, allocation, etc. 

combined with ineffective statistical sytems and bureau- 

cratic issues in a country like Eygpt may make it difficult 

to get clear and sufficinet statistical evidence of FDI 

impact. Furthermore, the close relationships between 

direct and indirect influences of FDI on the host country's 

economic and social development - as demonstrated earlier - 
is also a great obstacle to assessing the consequences of 

FDI. 

With these limitations in mind, it could be stated 

that some of the first-order consequences of FDI in Egypt 

can be demonstrated by means of the following review of the 

most available data: - 
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1) The provision of capital. It has been argued that 

the inflow of foreign capital will probably cause some 

positive effects such as: (a) improving the balance of 

payments, (b) facilitating the use of local resources, 

(c) providing access to export markets, etc. If this is 

accepted, it is possible that Egypt-has gained one or 

more of these kinds of benefit. The statistical record 

of foreign investment projects approved, in operation and 

under implementation provide evidnece to suggest that: 

(1) Foreign capital participation and inflow of approved 

investment projects totalled LE 4613.6 million in 1983 

as shown in graph (C-8). 

(2) Total foreign capital inflow in projects in operation 

and under implementation as presented in graph (C-9) 

accounted for LE 1645.5 and 901.9 respectively in 1983. 

While the trend of the number of approved foreign investment 

projects since 1975 up to March 1985 is portrayed in 

graph (C-10). 

Perhaps the trends of approved projects as shown in 

graph (C-10) May give rise to the question, why the fall_ 

off after 1981, particularly ? It could be argued that 

the Arab boycott following the 1977 Peace Treaty with Israel 

had some effect on the inflow of Arab funds (as well as the 

Egyptian trade), despite the continued growth of the number 

of projects approved which is partly due to development of 

the relationship between Egypt and the U. S. and other 

European countries. But the most significant reason is 
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Graph (C-8) Foreign capital-approved projects up to 31.12.1983. 

E Million 

4613.6 Grand Total 
5000 (Inland & free zones) 

Inland 
4000 3428.3 Projects 
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Free Zones lTfm 
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Projects 

10001 1 1185.3 

Source: Based on table no. (7) - appendix (A). 
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probably that the assassination of President Sadat in 

October 1981 enhanced the risk of policy reversals under 

the new regime. Concern about this risk continued until 
1983. 

According to the EBCC' s inf6rmatioh. -. Bulletin - May 

1985 - the Minister of Economy announced that the investment 

project which were approved to operate in Egypt totalled 

1667 up to March 1985. The total investment of these 

projects amounted to LE 5804.5 mn). 

3) The distribution of invested capital of the approved projects 

and projL-ats*in operation and under implementation by type of 

activity, nations, etc. is presented in tables (C-36 ) and 

(C-37). 

From table (C-36), the following factor can be 

derived: 

(a) Foreign capital participation /total capital 

inland: 

1. Inland approved projects = 59.6, o 

2. Projects in operation = 55.81% 

3. Projects under implementation = 56.9% 

(b) Foreign Capital participation (Free Zones): 

1. Approved projects 99, tO 

2. Projects in operation 9910 

3. Projects under implementation 1001,10 

(c) Foreign capital participation in relation 

to the planned total investmen t costs of 

the projects (inland): 

(*) For tables (C-36) and (C-37) see following pages. 
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Table (C-36) Distribution or Investment projects by type or activities, nationality or 
Investors, 1974 up to 31.12.1983. 

(Value in tE IGOO) 
Local Foreign Number or Total Planned totul 

Project Capital investmetit cout 

1 

permitted 
or paid 

Approved J 
InI and 
Projects 

Industrial 824023 1011445 533 1835968 4957516 
Financial 811254 1381332 306 2192006 2347077 
Agriculture 147798 120439 109 260237 601889 
Construction 196605 204912 1983 401517 9400.69 

Services 341873 710189 251 1052062 2028212 

Total 2322053 3428317 1392 5750370 10874763 

Projection 
Operation: 

_ 
Industrial 204911 274200 248 479111 1039236 

Financial 508269 640693 155 1148962 1267105 

Agricultural 74217 50057 38 124274 275129 

Construction 39386 58646 91 98032 283782 

Services 121396 173897 Ila 295293 603579 

Total. 948179 1197493 650 2145673 3468879 

Projects under 
implementation: 
Industrial 296419 280615 132 577034 1812002 

Financial 93428 89089 62 182517 188817 

Agriculture 15660 16208 15 31868 76154 

Construction 28595 83005 47 141600 363360 

Services 97784 274763 64 372546 771615 

Total 561880 743680 320 11 1305565 3211948 

Lree Zones") 
I 

Approved projects 7802 1185265 340 1193067 1502426 

Proj. In operation 4022 448109 252 452131 644161 

Projects under 
Implementation - 158150 46 150150 186014 

(*) Public and private rree zones. 

(8) and (9) Appendix (A) 
_S'6-urce: 

ffaýed on tables 7), 
and see also table (6) in the same appendix. 
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1. Approved projects = 31.5, o 

2. prqjects in operation 34.5 

3. projects under implementation 23% 

(d) Foreign capital participation in relation to 

the total costs of investment projects 

(Free Zones): 

1. approved projects = 78.9% 

2. projects in operation = 69.6% 

projects under implementation = 85% 

According to table (C-37), it is apparent that the 

Egyptian capital participation in the approved projects 

up to 1983 accounted for 64,0. The Arabic countries' 

share is greater than the shares; of the U. S., EEC and 

other countries. The higher share of Arabic participation 

is probably becuase of exemption from the condition of local 

partnership in some investment areas such as banking, 

construction and housing projects(", etc. Moreover, it 

is also clear that the share of non-Arab investors in the 

commodity sector (particularly the industrial projects) is 

greater than the Arab investors' one, which is mainly 

concentrated in or allocated to services projects, financial 

and contracting projects 
(*) 

. 

(4) In a recent statistical study, GAFI indicated 

that the Egyptian investment has reached 701*0 of the local 

investment projects 
(9). Under the new companies law no. 159 

Of 1981, the size of capital realised, exported capital, etc 

According to law No. 43 of 1974 as amended by law no. 32 
Of 1977 (more details in the next chapter). 
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are presented in table (C-38). From this table it may 

be established that the size of exported capital exceeds 

"*Arealised during the period covered. the sum of capital 

Table(C-38. ) Exported Capital vr-- total 
and total capital realised 
no. 159 of 1981 since 30;. 1 

Sector No. of Capital 
Projects Allowed 

capital allowed 
under the law 

. 82 up to 30.6 . 83 
(Value in LE 1000) 

Exported Capital 
Capital Realised 

(1) Construction & 
Contracting projects 33 60780 18667 6116 

(2) Industrial projects 17 8941 7511 6082 

(3) Commercial projects 9 3650 1650 900 

(4) Agricultural, husban - & poultry projects 10 15423 6433 2761 

(5) Tourism & Hotels 4 10930 10930 3145 

(6) Air conditioning & 
Refrigerating projects 3 14500 1750 625 

(7) Others 10 8253 4003 1441 

Total 86 122477 50934 21070 

(1) Profit repatriation is not allowed without the approval 

of GAFI as to all projects established under the provisions 

of law 159/1981. 

. 
Source: Central Agency of Stock Market in GAFI's annual 

report, 30.9.1983, p. 43., 
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In the light of the 
., preceding analysis, it could be 

argued that FDI has to some extent contributed to Egypt's 

financial resources. But it is apparent that the FDI 

results have been disappointing during the past decade (1974- 

1984), as demonstrated in table (C-36) in addition to the 

relbted analysis particularly of foreign partýicipation in 

relation to the planned investment expenditure, FDI contribution 

has clearly been tiny. ie. it accounts for between 23 and 

341*0 of the total planned invesmtent of inland projects 

costs. This in turn means that Egypt must seek to raise 

funds (locally or from foreign markets) to cover the variance 

between the total investment projects' costs and foreign 

share (ie. about 72% of total investment costs). The 

previous analysis revealed also that the Egyptian share in 

invesýment projects (inland projects) accounted for 64,0o, 

and the capital exported under the new companies law as 

shown in table (C-38) exceeds the realised capital. 

Accordingly, it may be established that the MNCs have 

brought in little capital, i. e. their share in the investment 

projects- particularly the inland ones - was small compared 

with the planned ivnestment expenditure required. Taking 

into account both the exported capital and the funds which 

should be allocated or raised to cover the investment costs 

(in foreign and local currencies), it is however clear that 

the MNCs will promote a net capital outflow rather than 

capital inflow. This in turn means a worsening of balance 

of payments and local savings. 
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It is possible also to argue that some of the second- 

order consequences of FDI such as decreasing capital stock 

necessary for economic growth, minimal contributions to 
4 

government tax revenues, a high propensity to borrow capital 

from foreign markets, etc. are likely to emerge. 

A comparison between 1982 and 1983 regarding foreign 

capital inflow and its share in the investment project as 

shown in table (C-39)ý*Ind foreign capital share per project, 

in addition to the number of projects withdrawn reveals 

some intresting facts such as: (A) the share of foreign capital 

increased by 0.5'10 in the approved inland projects in 1983 

versus 1982 and the decrease in foreign capital inflow in 

terms of the inland projects in operation, public approved 

projects and projects in operation is also evidnet in the 

free zone investment. 

(B) The total capital of the investment projects 

withdrawn during 1983 (from inland and free zones approved 

projects since 1974) reached LE 463.804 million for the 

inland projects and LE 296.427 million for the free zones 

projects (see table C-40). The withdrawal of a number of 

investment projects which accounted for 92 projects during 

1983 and 141 projects during 1982 will enormously influence 

capital formation in Egypt i. e. decrease the number and 

value of plants and equipment and influence the possibility 

of developing infrastructureal projects, etc. These also 

may decrease or affect the quality and quantity of Egypt's 

outputs (goods and services), GNP, employment, etc., because 

most of the projects withdrawn are of great importance to the 

See next page. 
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development of Egypt (e. g. industrial, construction, 

agricultural projects, etc. ). 

Table (C-40) Number and total capital of the investment 
projects withdrawn during 19830). 

(Value in LE 1000) 

Sector of Investment No. Total 
Capital 

I. Inland Projects: 

(1) Industrial projects 30 63949 

(2) Financial projects 5 273500 

(3) Agricultural projects 4 11168 

(4) Construction projects 7 5960 

(5) Serveies projects 11 109227 

Grand Total : Inland investment 57 463804 

II. Free Zones Projects: 

(1) Public free zones 27 22129 

(2) Private free zones 8 274298 

Grand Total : Free Zones Investmetn 35 296427 

(1) Withdrawn projects during 1982 totalled 141. 

Source: GAFI. Statistical report, December 1983, table 
no. (18) and table no. (30). 
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(C) Project's shares by foreign capital: as exhibited 

in table (C-41) below, it can be seen that shares of foreign 

capital in each project formed are small. 

Table (C-41) Foreign capital shares per investment 
projects - 1983 vs 1982. 

(Value in LE Million) 

Inland Free Zones 

1983 1982 Public Private 
1983 1982 1983 1982 

Foreign capital/no. of approved projects 2.46 2.33 0.96 0.82 16 25 ý 

Foreign capital/no. of projects in operation 1.8 1.5B 0.77 0.75 6.5 5.2 1 

Foreign capital/no. ofprojects under 
implementation 2.3 1.90 1.30 1.1 34 11.5 

Source: Based on tables Nos. (7), (8) and (9) appendix (A). 

It has to be noted also that most of the projects 

formed under law 43 are non-industrial oriented rather than 

industrial ones (either in terms of the inland or the-free 

zones projects as illustrated earlier). 

(D) With regard to annual foreign capital inflow, the 

figures of the projects in operation for example, confirm 

that these entered Egypt during the period from 1974 to 1982 

about LE 109.25 million annually. ie. about LE 874 million 

since the 1974 policy was introduced (in 1981/82 workers 

remittances reached at over 2.2 $ billion, cotton & textile 

exports earnings reached $ 600 million, Suez Canal revenue 
(10) $ 900 million, and petroleum bringing in $ 2.8 billion) 

I 
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(2) Technology Transfer: Looking at the size of the 

inland projects formed (approved, in operation and under 

implementation projects) as measured by the total invest- 

ment costs for example, per project, it can be established 

that the small-sized projects as displayed in table (C-42) 

which have been formed under the current investment policy 

may transfer a limited amount of technology to Egypt. 

Particularly most R&D activities are likely to be 

concentrated in a few firms located in the MNCs home country 

because for example, the MNCs may have no interest in 

diffusing their know-how to potential competitors. 

Table (C-42) The average total investment per project 
1982-83* 

(Value in LE Million 

Inland Projects 

1983 1982 

Total investment costs/no. of 7.8 7.5 
approved projects 

Total investment costs/no. of 
projects in operation 5.3 4.4 

Total investment costs/no. of 
projects under implementation 10.0 8.95 

* Including the withdrawn projects reported earlier. 

Source: Based on tables nos. 7,8 and 9- appendix (A). 

Despite the growing number of licenses and the size 

of related investment in 1975 compared with 1973 as 

demonstrated in table (C-43), it could also be argued that 
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Table (C-43) Domestic investment approvals by sector, -- 
number of licenses, total investments and 
employment (1973-1975). 

-Number of Licenses 

1973 1975 

Total Investment 
jEmployment 

UE Thousands) Numbers 

1973 1975 1975 

Engineering 181 197 9,985 10,818 3,246 

Textiles 30 181 1,272 12,238 4,468 

Chemicals 44 143 1,259 17,540 3,363 

Food 27 127 835 10,177 2,108 

Leather 24 31 1,616 7,100 1,729 

Electrical 14 29 744 7,165 1,603 

Metallurgical 11 20 935 1,389 530 

Mining 1 12 128 1,698 274 

Total 332 740 16,684 67,124 17,231 

Source: D. A. Roy. "Private industry sector in Egypt: 
an analysis of trends, 1973-1977". Mentioned 
by D. W. Carr. Foreign investment and development 
in Egypt. op. cit., p. 66. 
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advanced technology is more likely to be associated with 

larger firms/projects (at least among firms which invest 

abroad). The cause and effect of such proposed relation- 

ship may lead to the conclusion that all the projects formed 

under law 43 of 1974 may not be able to transfer the 

technology needed either in a form of machinery, equipment, 

or training and developing local skills, R&D, etc. (taking 

into account that the largest part of capital assets has 

been contributed by the Egyptian investors). 

Furthermore, from table (C-36) and the distribution 

of invested capital by type of activities as illustrated also 

in tables (7), (8) and (9) in appendix (A), it is apparent 

that the number and size of investments in non-industrial 

projects are greater than in the industrial ones. It is 

probable, however, that one would suggest that the amount 

of technology transferred through non-industrial projects 

is limited compared with the industrial projects. Industrial 

projects in most cases (even if they are not capital- 

intensive) involve a high technolgoy profile e. g. machinery, 

equipment, training, R&D activities, know-how etc. ratber 

than the commercial projects. In a country like Egpyt, 

one would argue that most of the commercial and services 

know-how and knowledge have already existed for a long time. 

Finally, an investigation of the distribution of 

established Free Zones' projects by types of activities 

demonstrates that most of them are services and warehousing 

projects (as illustrated in table no. 10 in Appendix (A) (11) 

This would appear to support the above argument. 
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Following from the above analysis, it could be 

argued that very little technology has been transferred 

to Egypt. Small-sized projects and a great number of non- 

industrial projects compared with industrial ones, may not 

be able to provide much technology because they provide 

nnly a small number of training a. nd managerial programmes 

for example, which are important for making better use of 

local personnel in their production processes.. 

As a result, it is possible to argue that FDI adds 

little value to local labour force in terms of training and 

increasing their skills, etc. Thus the FDI's contribution 

to-the Egyptian economy (in technological terms) is arguably 

very small. 

(3) Management. It has been argued earlier that the 

provision of advanc-ed managerial skills by MNCs may produce 

important benefit to a developing country because such skills 

are scarce factors in production inputs in that country. 

Unfortunately, there is no direct data available to assess 

the contribution of FDI with respect to management develop- 

ment in Egypt. But it seems possible that the preceding 

argument concenring technology transfer can also be 

displayed here in so far as the provision of foreign manage- 

mentv know-how and techniques, etc. are also integral parts 

of technology transfer. 

(2) The creation of job opportunities and employment qains 

MNCs have been seen as providers of employment. 

The employment creation effects (direct and indirect) in 
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a developing host country such as Egypt are of great 

importance because of th e population boom in the first place. 

In this connection, the direct employment-effects of MNCs 

activities in Egypt can generally be inidicated as follows: 

1) From 1974 to 1981 the estimated number of job opport- 

unities of the inland projects that started production 

accounted for 63,577 jobs i. e. about 9082 jobs every year 

with the average was about 146 jobs per project formed. 

In the free zones (public and private) the number of 

estimated job opportunities during that period totalled 

12,323 jobs, i. e. 1760 jobs created every year, with an 
(12) 

average of about 57 jobs per project 

(2) Table (C-44) shows the distribution of both estimated 

and realised number of job opportunities and annual wages 

in the inland and free zones projects that started production 

up to 1982 and the first half of 1983 S*) 

3) As already stated, the new five year plan (1982/83- 

1986/87) aims to create 400,000 jobs, i. e. 80,000 jobs 

every year to cope with the drastic annual increase of 

population. Taking this target into account and the 

estimated jobs which will or can be created by FDI projects 

(10842 jobs every year in both inland and free zones 

projects as based on 1981 statistics), it can be established 

that about 13% of the annual jobs needed will be supplied 

through FDI projects. 

In the light of the preceding data concerning 

direct employment effects of FDI and the indirect employment 

(*) See next page. 
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Table (C-44) Distribution of the estimated and the reallsed number of job opportunities . #, d 
the annual wages of the inland and free zones projects that started production 
up to 1902 and old 1903. 

YPes Of Projects 
ctivities 

No. or 
Projects 
Revieýed 

Total Number or joi, 

Estimated Realised 

(Val, x- in IWO IC otlwrýisr stated) 

Total Wages Variance Average or t1w 
Ainuul &, Je Est imust ed Realised (2-1) (4-3) 

(3) (4) Estimated Reallsod 

(1) Inland Projects 
(December 1982) 

Industrial 1 29119 J4100 31605 51620 +4961 20015 1085, 1514 

Agricultural 19 4558 4552 3IJ50 8676 -6 4726 866 1906 

Construction 46 12048 11346 17089 2 15 99 -7UZ 4510 1418 111114 

Services 66 6949 14450 11389 J4901 #7501 23512 1639 2411, 

Total of Non- 
financial projects 298 52674 64448 64033 116796 +11774 1216 1111Z 

(2) Financial projects 128 n. s. 9717 n. s. 32)42 $128 
(December 1982) 

Grand Total 426 52674 74165 640J3 149138 1216 2011 
(December 1982) 

(3) Xon, finamial 1004 201821' n. a. 259.7' n. a. 
projects Mi II ino 
(up to 30.6.1983) 3115* n. s. 41 . 3+ o. 

on 

(4) rree Zan es projects 
(A) 31.12.1981 00 - 215 12323 15006' 1218* 

. 672. - 3540* - 5250+ 
(8) 30.6.1983 n. a. 17900 - 40.61H -- 

1000* - 8.0*m - 

* Egytpiens. +a foreigners, 64 Deprived from CANS, op. cit., p. 64. 

Source: GAfI's Cairo ANnual Report - 1982/8), September 1983, pp. 65-67.06 and p. 105. 
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effects outlined earlier, it could be argued that FDI 

helped Egypt's employment bomewhat!, Even if the outlook 

is by no means hopeful, nevertheless FDI could still make 

a limited contribution to the employment problem in Egypt. 

At the same time, empirical evidence reveals some 

adverse effects of FDI on employment in the state-owned 

enterprises. It has been found that the new firms formed 

under the new investment law have attracted the most 

experienced skills in marketing and other areas through 
(13) higher wages and incentives Practices of such a kind 

may also create or widen the gap in income between social 

classes instead of closing it, disrupt the national wages 

scheme and labour laws, and so forth as a result of higher 

wages being paid by MNCs than by domestic firms. 

(3), Trade and balance of payment effects 

Egypt, like many developing countries, hope to solve 

its problems with respect to external debt burden, trade 

deficits, etc. In other words, Egypt has expected much of 

the solution to its financial problems including those 

realted to a shortage of hard currencies to rest on the FDI 

contributions. In general, the impact of FDI on Egypt's 

trade and balance of payments can be assessed (taking into 

consideration the effects of capital inflow reproted earlier) 

as follows: 

1) Table (C-45), shows import substitution and both visible 

and invisible export earnings realised during 1981 and 

1982. 
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2) Table (C-46) illustrates value of product, services 

realised and value added to Egypt's GNP in 1981 and 1982. 

3) Table (C-47) demonstrates both the estimated and 

realised value of production and services of investment 

projects that started production in 1981/82. 

Table (C-45) Import substitution and export earnings - 
1982 vs. 1981. 

(Value in LE Million) 

1981 1982 Growth 

Increase 

Import substitution ..... (1) 405 685 280 69 

Exports (visible & invisible) .. (2) 19 32 13 68 

Total 0+ 2) ............... (3) 424 717 293 69 

Imports of intermediary goods.. (4) 174 303 129 74 

Value Added [(3) - (4)] 250 414 164 65.6 

Source: GAFI, Annual Report, September, 1983, p. 21. 

Table (C-46) Products and services realised during 1981 & 1982* 

(Value in LE Million) 

1981 1982 Growth 

Increase 1*0 

Industrial & Agricultural 
Products 418 702 284 68 

(2) Services 296 465 169 57 

Value Added to the GNP 714 1167 453 63 

Exclusive only on the projects that have provided GAFI with 
their balance sheets. 

SOURCE: Based on data provided by GAFI's report of performance since 
1974 up to December 1983. pp. 18-26. 
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Based on the foregoing tables, it could be established 

that FDI has contributed somewhat prositive gains to Egypt's 

balance of payme-ts during the period covered. i. e. Aid to 

Egypt's balance of payments is evident in the above tables. 

Substituting locally produced goods for imports and increasing 

the value of Egypt's exports, and increasing production 

value, etc. may have made it possible for the country's 

trade account to improve (additionally, the capital account 

is also probably improved at least temporarily by the inflow 

of foreign capital referred to, earlier to build the facilities 

required). 

Among the possible positive effects as a result of 

increasing local production and services value is the 

enhancement of Egypt's economic capabilities whereby the 

new plants may help to raise the Egyptian GNP, expand its 

industrial and services base, increase the values added in 

goods produced, etc. In short, the above consequences may 

stimulate economic growth in Egypt including of course the 

balance of payments. 

In order to evaluate the extent of the contribution 

of FDI to Egypt's balance of pyaments these should also 

be taken into account, both (a) the investment costs of FDI 

projects in their relation to foreign participation and (b) 

the quick relaxation of trading measures and curbs which 

have created rapid import expansion covering approximately 

all consumer goods especially during the early years of the 

ODP. Meanwhile, Franko 
(14) 

, has reported that during 

the two years the contribution of foreign investment to 
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Egypt's balance of trade was disappointed. Compared to 

trade balance deficits of $1.7bn in 1974 and an estimated 

2.2bn in 1975 FDI in Egypt has, therefore, been tiny. 

Above all, further criteria needs to be used in 

view of the extent to which FDI has added or helped a 

developing country such as Egypt by undertaking import sub- 

stitution and export earnings as well as value added to the 

GNP. In this connection it has been suggested to calculate 

the following ratios according to the data presented in 

tables (C-45) and (C-47) for example: - 

(a) Import substitution in 1981 and 1982 (average)/GNP 

1981/82 
(15) 

545 278 19611.5 

(b) Export earnings in 1981 and 1982 (average)/GNP 1981/82 

25.5 0 13 19611.5 

(c) Value added in 1981 and 1982 (average)/GNP 1981/82 

332 17 T9-611 
.5 

(d) Realised production and services values in 1981 and 

1982 (average)/GNP 

910.5 4.6', o 79611 
.5 

It is apparaent from the above computed ratios that 

the contribution of realised production and services, and 

in consequence import substitution to Egypt's GNP is 
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greater than the contribution of exports. Yet, all the 

ratios calculated above indicate the modest contribution of 

FDI to Egypt's GNP and in consequence to the balance of 

paymetns whereas import substitution value, export earnings 

etc. Constitute a very small portion in relation to the 

GNP. Added negative effects (as demonstrated in graph 

C-7 for example) such as decreasing local savings, widening 

the trade gap, the continuous growth trends of private 

consumption, etc. resulting from the ODP towards FDI allow 

it to be argued that the contribution of FDI has actually 

been disappointing to a great extent from the point of view 

of enhancing the economic capabilities of Egypt. 

Other Effects Among the possible effects of FDI 

other than those examined earlier are e. g. increased local 

ownership and the development of depressed regions. The 

government of Egypt - like that of other developing countries 

seeks real development of the depressed provinces as well 

as increasing local private and public ownership by 

requiring foreign investors to accept full or partial 

local participation in the investment ventures. This is in 

addition to directing foreign investors to establish their 

plants in the underdeveloping or economically depressed 

regions. 

In this connection and in accordance with the most 

available data, tables (C-48) demonstrates the share of 

the private sector in FDI projects compared with public and 

. 
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foreign participation. Additionally, table (C-49) portrays 

the geographic distribution of investment projects (approved, 

in operation and projects under execution) from 1974 to 

mid 1983. 

In general, from table (C-48), it is clear that the 

private sector's share (particularly in the inland 

investment projects is quite encouraging despite the fact 

that a greater amount of local private investmnet has been 

allocated or directed to non-industrial projects. According 

to table (C-49), it is apparent that most FDI projects 

have been concentrated na few geographic regions, e. g. 

Cairo, Giza, Alexandria and northern provincesý*)If one 

takes into account that Egypt includes 26 provinces, it 

seems clear that the present distribution of investment 

projects including the size of invested capital, types of 

activities of investment projects, etc. make no significant 

contribution to the development of Egypt's provinces other 

than those mentioned earlier. 

Finally, it may be useful (before discussing the 

reasons behind the lower achievement and contribution of 

FDI during the period under study) to present the following 

calculated ratios as based on the preceding reported data: 

A) Total non-industrial investment projects accounted 

for 68% of total approved investment projects up to 1983. 

B) Regional distribution of FDI projects 

Total approved investment projects 
Number of provinces 

5750.3 221.165 (ZE Million) 
26 

For table (C-49) see following page. 
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Taking into account that most - if not all - of the 

investment projects have been distributed throughout only 

12 provinces, at present most of the investment projects 

have either been approved or established in three or four 

provinces (namely, Cairo, Giza, Kalyobia and Alexandria). 

(C) Number of inland export-oriented projects/total 

number of approved investment projects 

0 
1392 

0 

(D) Social welfare benefit as measured by e. g. health 

and mechanical centres, transportation projects, and 

housing projects) = 

Approved housnig, transportation & health projects 
Total approved investment projects 

394 6.8', o 5750.3 

or: 

Approved housing, transportation & health projects 
Total approved non-industrial projects 

394 
3900 10,0 

or: 

Using the following methods of social profitability 

calculations as suggested by Vernon and Wells 
(16) 

which are 

as below: 

Based on the field research enquiry. 
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Net benefits = social benefits minus social costs 

for all inputs should exceed zero (for a 

certain project to pass the test). 

Benefits/cost = social benefits divided_by social 

costs for all inputs )* should exceed one. 

Using the following extreme assumptions: 

. Foreign capital inflows = provision of social 

benefits. 

. Social costs = total investme-t-costs minus 

total capital (foreign and local) of 

investment projects 
(*) (2) 

By Applyinq Vernon and Wells's Methods: 

Net Benefits = (3428.3) - (5124.4) = -1699.7 Failure 

or: 
Benefit/Cost = 

3428.3 
= 0.67 ---- 

Failure 
5124.4 

Despite the oversimplicity of the above-computed 

percentages it could be argued that FDI in Egypt as currently 

undertaken does not support or contribute significantly to: 

(1) building up a national industrial base i. e. Egypt's 

investment policies in general tend to commercialize the 

economy rather industrialize it over the past decade. 

(2) Social welfare, (3) development of depressed regions, 

and (4) improvement of balance of payments and trade account. 

Investment costs here can be arguably allocated to 
alternative uses. 
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2.2 Barriers to FDI contribution in Eqypt 

Broadly speaking, many reasons can be adduced for 

the modest contributions of FDI to Egypt. Matar 
(17) 

, and 

Franko (18) 
, among others have reported several problems 

relating to FDl in Egypt. Foremost among these problems, 

(with the previously outlined char-acteristics of the 

Egyptian environment in mind) have been the following: - 

1. The shortage of foreign exchange and the applied 

exchange rate. 

2. Lengthy negotiations with the Egyptian authorities 

combined with slow moving bureaucracy which have 

caused some companies to give up investment in Egypt. 

3. The country's lack of adequate infrastructural 

facilities. 

4. Difficulties in finding suitable partners for the 

investment ventures. 

Minority ownership. 

6. Lack of information. 

7. Restrictive regulations (investment law, customs, 

fiscal measures, etc. ). 

As stated earlier, most of the above problems in 

Egypt are typical in many Third World countries, perhaps one 

of the most important obstacles which may influence markedly 

FDI inflow and contribution to the Egyptian economy is 

probably related to the organization and implementation of 

FDI policies in Egypt. 

As far as the present study is concerned, in a 
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development stage (more specifically in the next chapter) 

it has been considered important firstly to have a look 

at the salient features of the Egyptian policies on FDI, 

in terms of the associated problems and defects of these 

policies in the context of other developing countries' 

experiences - which have been discussed earlier - in 

addition to the alternative developmental courses of actions 

required, which will be undertaken in Sections (E) and (F). 

It is nevertheless useful to note that in principle 

one cannot argue easily against the objectives (of a 

developing country such as Egypt) aimed at through FDI. 

In practice, FDI has relatively had a certain degree of 

success, but the policies adopted have been clouded in 

controversy in terms of regulations, strucfure of incentives 

offered, etc, which may lead to some questioning of basic 

practices and changes have to be considered. Generally 

speaking, the argument is FDI policies-were haphazardly 

introduced into the economy without careful planning and 

detailed study. What factors or problems other than 

these associated with the Egyptian investment climate are 

behind the modest performance of FDI ? 
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CHAPTER 3 

FDI POLICY IN EGYPT : ORGANIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Introduction 

It has been argued that the developing countries, 

including Egypt, differs from the developed countries in 

many respects. -There is a set of gaps (e. g. technological, 

GNP per capita, etc. ) which separate developed countries. 

In order to bridge these gaps, the Eypgtian government has 

tried several methods, among them the ODP by which the 

Egyptian economy entered into a new era. 

As stated before, the government of Egypt has come 

to realize that FDI can be a method of bridging the 

development gaps which impaired the overall ec6nomic and 

social development in Egypt for a long period of time. i. e. 

Opening the door to FDI has been regarded as urgent for 

revitalising socio-economic progressin Eygpt after the drastic 

failure of the closed economic system from the early 1950s 

to the mid 1970s. 

Taken into account is the argument that th6 impact 

ofFDI in developing host countries is partly cont-ingent 

upon the policies adopted by these countries. In addition, 

a developing country such as Egypt is likely to make errors 

in its policies, organization and practices with respect to 

FDI due to e. g. existing economic weaknesses or the lack of 

experience, etc. Having discussed the FDI policies in some 

developing countries earlier, the objective of the current 

chapter is therefore to underline the salient f. eatues of 

FDI policy in Egypt as follows: 
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3.1 The Salient Objectives and fields of FDI in Egypt 

The ODP has specified numerous objectives to be 

realised through FDI. Certain areas of investment in 

which FDI would be welcomed and encouraged have also been 

determined. Both the mechanisms by which the objectives 

can be achieved, and the areas of FDI have been specified 

according to Law No. 43 of 1974 - as amended by the Law 

No. 32 of 1977 - concerning the investment of Arab and 

foreign funds and Free Zones. In general, the objectives 

proceeding from adoption of the ODP toward FDI can be 

summarised as follows: 
(1) 

1. Objectives in the field of industrial production: 

a. Attaining a degree of self sufficiency in products 

that are currently supplemented by import or reducing the 

imported amount. 

b. Increasing the production capabilities of Eygpt 

beyond the rate of population growth in order to meet local 

consumption and to provide surplus for export. 

C. Utilizing and benefiting from the favourable geo- 

graphical location and natural resources of the country by 

establishing speical industries for export. 

d. Introducing modern new industries, products, etc. 

and transferring the Egyptian industries into large scale 

productive units. 

e. Activating the economic sectors that are currently 

facing inefficiency and stagnation by providing the necessary 

capital not available from the government. 
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f. Introducing the most recent tehnological knowledge 

and experitnce into the Egyptian industry. 

9. Achieving international competitive status for Egyptian 

products, and increasing the selling value of products by 

performing extra industrial operations on products that are 

ýcxported as raw material and half-manufactured goods. 

h. Increasing petroleum production, energy supply, etc. 

and providing the agricultural sector with its requirements 

e. g. fertilizers, pesticides, fodder, tools and so forth. 

2) Objectives in the field of Agriculture Production: 

a. Increasing Egypt's cultivable area and expanding 

agriculture beyond the narrow valley by using modern 

technology in reclaiming barren lands. 

b. Raising production of the cultivable land from 

different crops by means of using scientific and technical 

methods. 

C. Expanding cultivation of crops for export to increase 

government revenues from foreign exchange and to improve 

the economic status of the farmers. 

d. Mechanizing agricultural activities. 

e. Developing animal and poultry farms and increasing 

dairy production as well as fish production. 

f. Exapnding and developing the agro-industry, canning 

of agricultural products, establishing warehouses, mills, 

refrigerators, etc. to increase the value of production. 
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9- Increasing fodder production to achieve the desired 

inc rease in animals, poultry and fish. 

h. Introducing modern means of irrigation in order to 

reduce the loss of water in irrigation. 

2. Objectives in the area of employment: 

a. Increase the number of job opportunities where the 

annual increase of population means a corresponding trend 

in the number seeking employment. 

b. The Egyptian labour force will certainly acquire new 

experiences and skills as a result of e. g. possession of 

modern technology in production and management. 

C. The improvement of circumstances, conditions of 

work and increased wages will enable Egypt to retain its 

higly qualified and exparienced labour instead of their 

emigration for the sake of wealth. 

4) Objectives in the areaoftransport and communication.: 

e. g. providing navigation services for passengers and 

cargo, providing national and international air transportation 

services, as well as providing public and private passenger 

cars. 

5) Objectives in the fiscal and economic area: (a) 

activating the stock exchange market, (b) making Egypt the 

financial market of the Middle East, (c) increasing the 

transfer of capital to Egypt and d) increasing the revenue 

of the government from different financial resources e. g. 

taxes, customs, etc. 
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6) Objectives in the field of trade such as: 

(a) diversifying Egyptian exports and raising their value 

and quality and (b) increasing the volume of Egypt's 

exports and reducing that of imports to improve the balance 

of trade, etc. 

7) Objectives in the tourism sector e. g. (a) increasing 

the volume of tour transportation in Egypt, (b) creating 

and diversifying attractive areas for tourists, increasing 

the capacity of hotels, etc. 

8) Objectives in the field of housing and health services: 

a) Modernising construction methods and providing the 

necessary materials for construction, in addition to 

increasing the supply of constructed units to meet local 

demand. 

b) Expandigg hospital establishments, institutions for 

rehabilitation, medical care and services for the aged. 

C) Providing a high standard of medical services, and 

attracting people from the Middle East area to increase 

Egypt's revenue from foreign exchange. 

9) Objectives in the social and political fields: 

a) Improving the living standards of people 

b) Encouraging Egyptians to realize their innovative 

potentialities. 

C) Giving Egypt the right to undertake decisions 

according to its own advantage and to deal With all the 

countries of the world without belonging to a given bloc. 
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From the above illustration of the expected 

objectives underlying adoption of the ODP, it could be 

stated that the principal objective is to achieve richness 

and prosperity in the economic and social life in Egypt. 

It is nevertheless, important to state that the fields in 

which FDI (inland investment) is encouraged are numerous. 

Based on article (3) of Law 43 of 1974 (see Appendix B), 

the investment of Arab and foreign capital in Egypt shall 

be for the purposes of realising the preceding objective 

within the state's general policyand plan. Thus, lists of 

investment projects have been prepared by GAFI and approved 

by the Council of Ministers in the field of e. g. 

(1) Industrialization, mining, energy, tourism, trans- 

portation, etc. 

(2) Reclamation and cultivation of barren land. 

(3) Housing and urban development and construction 

activities. 

(4) Investment companies, investment and merchant banks 

and reinsurance companies. 

(5) Technical consultant activities. 

In this connection, it should at the outset be noted 

that (a) the policy statement has given special priority to 

those projects which are designed to generate exports, 

encourage tourism, or reduce the need to import basic 

commodities, as well as to the projects which require advanced 

technical expertise or which make use of patents and trade- 

marks of worldwide reputation. (b) the term "invested 
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capital" in the application of the provisions of law 43 

shall be deemed to mean the tangible assets e. g. machinery, 

equipments, raw materials, foreign currencies, etc. and 

the intangible assets, e. g. patents, trademarks, and so 

forth (see Art 2, app. B). 

3.2 Mechanisms, requirements and'structural considerations 
with respect to FDI 

With an understanding of the preceding objectives 

which it is sought to realise through FDI in Egypt, it 

would be better to look at the mechanisms, conditions or- 

requirements and other structural considerations with 

respect to FDI as follows: 

With reference to incentives, privileges and facilities 

offered to foreign investors: to attract and 

promote MNCs to invest in Egypt, the government has 

granted a broad array of incentives and privileges 

as well as guarantees. According to Law No. 43 

of 1974 (as amended by Law No. 32 of 1977), the 

major incentives offered to MNCs can be summarised 

as follows 
ý2) 

1. Repatriation of profits and capital (see Art. 21, and 22). 

2. Tax holidays fon commercial and industrial profits, 

salaries, interests, shares, general income, etc. (Art. 

16,17,20, and 25). 

3. Exemption from certain employment legislations, e. g. 

labour participation in management, profit sharing 

wages etc. (Art. 9,10,11 and 12). 
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4. Exemption from local partnership in certain areas of 

investment activities. (see the exemption from Art. 4). 

Also, the General Authority for Investment and Free 

Zones (GAFI) is authorized to exempt any project from 

local partnership in any investment field. 

5. Guarantees against non-commercial risks, e. g. exprop- 

riation, nationalization and confiscation (Art. 7). 

6. Exchange control facilities (Art. 14). 

7. Freedom from local taxes for free zones projects - 

except VAT. 

8. Freedom from customs, duties, etc. on good exported 

from and imported into, or transported between free 

zones (Art. 36). 

9. Customs exemption of deferment for all or part of'the 

capital assets of the projects, and any production 

facilities such as raw material and so forth shall be 

imported without a license (Art. 15). 

10. Transactions carried out in the free zones shall not be 

subject to the exchange control laws and the general 

tax on income (Art. 47 and 49). 

The government of Egypt has issued a new companies 

law NO. 159 for 1981 concenring the joint stock companies 

which includes a complete reorganization of the conditions 

governing the companies established under its, provisions 

which were formerly scattered throughout a nubmer of diverse 

laws, hard to encompass by the investor, for example: 
(3)_ 
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a. The'. 'establisbrhent_=of a.: company,.. requires-only. -. the--approval 

of a committee of specialized technical members instead 

of the approval of the competent minister. 

b. Eliminating the previous government supervision over 

the establishment process. 

C. The law excluded several restrictions related to members 

of the board of directors such as non-combination of 

the membership of the board of directors of more than 

one company and the restriction on age (60 years). In 

addition, many other restrictions have been eliminated 

and removed with regard to the financial structure, 

mergering and the trnasformation of the company form, 

management, e tc. 

e. According to the provision of law (159/1981) companies 

will be automatically considered as approved if no 

resolution is taken within 60 days from the date of 

application. 

f. Law no. 43/1974 vs law no. 159/1981: Both laws are 

arguably meant to encourage investors (foreign and 

nationals) to invst in Eygpt. Law 43 was basically 

aimed at encouraging foreign investors. By the 

provisions of this law, companies established are 

considered as foreing-companies even when they belong 

to nationals and regardless of the "equity/capital 

invested" ratio in the case of foreign partnership. 

In 1983 new measures and policies were introduced 

to stimulate investment in Egypt: in August 1983, the Ministry 
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of Investment announced the following new poliCies and 

measures 
ý4) 

: - 

- Support to the Egyptian investor. In recognition of 

the importance of creating a national private sector capable 

of participating in joint ventures projects and taking into 

account that about 65% of total investments under law 43 were 

made by Egyptians, the Ministry looks upon the Egyptian 

investor as the pivotal element in the investment process. 

To that end, the new companies law 159 of 1981 was prom- 

ulgated and relevant executive regulations enacted and issued. 

Additionally, no limitation on Egyptian shares in investment 

companies will be imposed. 

- No conflict between the investment project and the 

national interests. The serious investor aims at investing 

his money and effort in a project of economic importance to 

Egypt ie. to increasing employment, national output and 

export as well as reducing dependence on imports. 

- No resolutions with retractive effect. A decision 

has been taken that no resolutions may be applied retro- 

actively. This confirms the importance of stable measure; 

for the creation of a conducive enviroinment for economic 

actii, ity. 

- Allowing contracting firms to lease equipment to 

overcome their problems with the customs authority when 

importing specialized equipment. 

- Establishment of a joint committee to rationalize 

approvals in order to reduce the time required to obtain 
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all the necessary approvals for a project from the various 

authorities. This is in addition to cutting down bureau- 

cracy. 

Participation of public financial institutions in 

joint venture companies. 

-Decentralization of resolutions. In an effort to 

achieve decentralisation in the decision making process, 

all powers granted to the chairman of GAFI and his deputy 

have been duly confirmed. 

- Tax exemptions. In the setting up of strong economic 

unit able to produce on a large scale, it has been decided 

that capital increases of law 43 projects shall enjoy the 

tax holiday offered by that law. Such exemption shall not 

apply once again to initial paid-up capital already exempted. 

-Quality specification and price control determined 

by the government will be applied to the production of 

investment projects. However, these products will not be 

subject to price control regulation, provided that none of 

the inputs receive government subsidies. If prices are 

considered unreasonable, the investment authority has the 

right to intervene. 

- Equity loan ratio reconsidered. GAFI's board has 

decided that investment projects exceeding an overall costs 

of LE 5 million will be eligible to obtain loans surpassing 

their capital provided such capital is not under 35'10 of 

total investment cost (previously this ratio was 1: 1 with 

no differentiation among projects). 
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- The investor has to take serious steps to carry out 

the projects approved within a certain period of time. 

i. e. within 6 months of the date of approval (this period 

can be extended twice) and if the basic objectives of the 

project are not achieved GAFI's board will make a resolution 

to cancel the project. 

- Denomination of capital. In order to tackle 

problems faced by some investors with regard to denominating 

their equity in LE equivalent, a decision has been taken to 

define the capital of project's approved under law 43 of 

1974. Capital which is fully paid up in foreign currencies 

can be denominated in the same currencies. 

(2) Main criteria for project approval: the general 

conditions that have to be satisfied before an application 

to invest in Egypt can be approved may be summarized as 

follows: 
(5)_ 

(a) The proposed project will lead either to the earning 

or saving of foreign currency. 

(b) The proposed project will raise the overall level oF 

employment. 

(C) The , Investment will result in again in teAnical 

knowledge thus raising the existing level of technol- 

ogical know-how. 

In general, priority is given to import substitution 

industries, proejcts which introduce advanced technology 

and projects which are export-oriented. 
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(3) Information needed by the investment authority for 

evaluating the applications for Law 43 investment projects. 

The information that the investor is called upon to submit 

to the authority can be summarised as follows: 
(6) 

(A) Information about the applicant: e. g. the identity, 

address, nationality of the investor and his co-venture 

partners and representatives if any, and in addition, 

information which describes his experience especially 

in other developing countries. 

(B) Information about the project: Title of proposed project, 

type and legal status of enterprise, proposed manage- 

ment structure, proposed location, and the general 

nature of the business and its product line. 

-A statement of the extent to which technology transfer 

will take place in the course of the project and details of 

planned training of Egyptian staff. 

-A description of the financial structure-of, the 

proposed project, e. g. the amount Of loans, equity, sources, 

etc. 

Details of the proposed project's investment costs. 

e-g fixed capital expenditure, current assets, infrastructure 

requirements etc. 

A tabulation of capacity over the expected life of 

the project. 

A detailed description of projected operating expenses 

(in forei-gn and local currencies), e. g. skill levels, wages/ 

salaries structure. 
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- The results of a market survey showing for example: 

prices and quantities of each product in the local or foreign 

markets, pricing policy, proposed channels of distribution 

and so forl-h. 

- Statement of projected revenues and profitability 

ratios. 

- Information on sources and applications of funds 

taking into account equity capita, projected income from 

the operation and debt servicing requirements, etc. 

- The expected outflows of foreign currency for such 

items as interest, raw material, expatriate salaries, and 

so on. And the expected inflows in the form of equity, 

loans, and receipts from exports. 

To facilitate comparisons over a period of time and 

to indicated expected changes in relative prices, the 

investors are asked to measure all values-in monefary units 

of constant purchasing power over the span of years covered 

by thdir feasibility studies. 

Above all, there are several governmental agencies 

that participate in the review of investment applications 

or have regulatory responsibilities as projects are 

implemented. These agencies as shown in figure (C-1) are 

The general Notary, the work permit department of the 

Ministry of Labour, the immigration office of the Ministry 

of the Interior, and a liaison office of the General 

Organization for Industrialization, the Tax Department of 

the Ministry of Finance, etc. The approval of these agencies 

is also required before GAFI's staff submit applications to 

the Board of Directors together with their recommendations. 
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(4) Market Entry. In terms of the type of business 

organizations, there are six possible methods by which 

two or more investors can form an enterprise in Egypt. 

These forms of business association are as follows: 
(7)_ 

(1) Partnership. 

(2) Limited partnership. 

(3) Partnership limited by shares. 

(4) A joint-stock company (corporation). 

(5) A limited liability company. 

(6) A profit sharing association. 

In this context, it should be noted that investors 

who organize i. e. form a company under law 43 are exempted 

from many legal requirements imposed on other Egyptian 

corporations, particularly with regard to its board of 

directors and some personnel requirements and policies that 

have been reported earlire. At the same time, it has been 

reported that both kinds of organisation, the joint-stock 

company and the limited liability company are very similar 

to the French Soci6t6, anogymell and Socift6 a responsibilite 

Limit dell respectively. Also, in practice foreign investors 

will normally only have interest in the joint-stock company 

and the limited liability company. In terms of the principal 

requiiement's for establishing these two forms of organization, 

exhibit (C-2) shows these requirements in a comparative 

fashion. 

With respect to the method of entry into the Egyptian 

market, the MNCs concerned generally make use of one of the 
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Exhibit (C-2) Principal Requirements ror Joint Stock Companies and Limited Liability 
Companies Organized under Law 43 

Requirement Joint Stock Company Limited Liability Company 

1) Number or founders - Minimum or two - Minimum of two (three if 
husband and wife are co- 
founders), maximum of 50 

2) Minimum capitalization - LE 20,000 - LE ItOOO 

! 3) Share of Capital - Equal in value, minimum 
race value per share LE 1 - Minimum face value per 

share LE20 

- May not be the subject of 
a public offering 

- Other shareholders have right. 
of first refusal ir one 
shareholder wants to sell 
his shares. 

- Company articles may impose 
additional restrictions on 
sale or shares. 

4) Pre-registration Registration with the - None 
Commercial Registry and 
publication or Articles 
or Incorporation and 
statutes in the official. 
Gazette. 

5) Board or Directors Names, ages, qualifications - If more than ten shareholders, 
("Administrative and nationalities or a "supervisory council" 
Council") members must be submitted similar to a board or directoru 

annually to the Companies msut be established to 
Department or the Ministry oversee manager(s). 
or supply and Internal 
Trade. (Law 43 companies 
must also submit this 
Information to the invest- 
menL Authority). 

6) Stockholders' Annually - Annually 
meetings 

Date and agenda must be pub- 
lished in two newspapers 

(one Arabic), second pub- 
lication at least 10 days 
before meeting. 

7) Stamp duties Law 43 investors exempt for 
five yearsv but must pay a 
one-time certification ree or 
0.25'. of capital, up to LE 
1,000. 

8) Restrictions on areas May engage In any field or - May not engage in (inter alia): 
of activities activity specified In law 43 

subject to limitations - Banking 
established on a case-by- - insurance 
case basis by the Investment - receiving deposits 
Authority. - investing funds or others 

Source: GAFI. The orriciai guide to investment In Egypt, op. cit., pp. 20-21. 
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following methods: 

(A) Exporting methods: The foreign firms can enter 

into the Egyptian market through the folloWing methods: 

i. Export-import through public companies: public 

sector trading companies (the main activities of which are 

to trade) act as import-export agents. The maj-, public 

sector trading companies in Egypt which are located mainly 

in Cairo are: Arab Foreign Trade Company, El Nasr Export 

& Import Company, Engineering General Company, General 

Trading and Chemicals Company , MISR Car Trading Company, 

MISR Foreign trade company, MISR import-export company and 

Tractor and Engineering Company(B). 

ii. Private sector trading companies. Sicne 1975 

Foreign firms and businessmen have been able to export 
I 

to Egypt through the private trading companies those act as 

importers or as agents. At the present time approximately 

80% of all imports are imported through the private sector, 

although around 751*0 of these are destined for public sector 

enterprises 
(9). 

iii. International exhibitions. Businessmen, 

manufacturers, exporters and investors have been able to 

participate in the Egyptian international exhibitions and 

trade fairs every year. The participation needs only to 

be arranged through the General Organization for International 

exhibitions & fairs (GOIEF) in Cairo, as illustreated in 

appendix (C). 

iv. Agents. Both public and private trading 

companies may act as agents. But there have been some 
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changes in the Egyptian Agency Law recently i. e. since 

1975. The position, as from 5 May 1983, will be as 

follows: 
(10) 

- Agents can be from the public sector (state trading 

companies or private sector (law no. 118/1975). 

- Agents must be of Egyptian nationality, and have 

been resident in Egypt for at least two years (Presidential 

decision No. 14/1976). 

- Agencies must be 100% ' Egyptian-owned and the board 

of directors must aslo be composed entirely of Egyptians 

(14/1976). 

-A firm may appoint separate agents for separate 

products. 

- Agents must be registered with the commercial agents 

registration administration (at the ! 'Ministry of foreign 

trade) . 

- Public sector companies are allowed to accept offers 

from tenders only when they are submitted through agents 

(public & private). (Ministerial decision no. 947 of 1976 

and decision no. 733/1975). 

- Private sector purchasers may accept any offer 

they wish whether submitted through an agent or not. 

By the provisions of law no. 14/1976 concerning 

private sector agencies (art. 1 section two) and (Art. 5), 

and law no. 120/1982 (art. 3 and art 7), a foreign-partner 

may participate with an Egyptian partner (public or 

private) in the establishment of an agency. But the shares 
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possessed by the national partner shall not be less than 

51,10 of the capital and the headquarter should be in Egypt. 

The foreign firm practising trade activities may not 

establish offices for scientific, technical, consultative 

or other activities unless they have a trade agency in 

Egypt. In the case of a partnership, the capital shall not 

be less than LE 20,000 

Finally, an Egyptian agent is also required for all 

other commercial activities whether or not the sale of 

goods or services is involved. These would include consulting 

market research, maintenance services, etc. 

(v) Bilateral deals. The countries with which Egypt 

has bilateraV agreements covering also arbitration of 

investment and ownership disputes are as follows: (12)_ 

Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, France, 

Greece, Iran, Italy, Japan, Morocco, Netherlands, 

Roumania, Sudan, Switzerland, United Kingdom, 

United States of America and Yugoslavia. 

(vi) Branch office. A branch office in the name of 

its parent company can be established, but it must be 

registered with the commercial register of the Ministry of 

Economy according to law no. 34 of 1976. The branch is of 

course entitled to enter into transactions in the name of 

its parent company but as a separate entity. i. e. it can 

receive money and conduct contracts and thereby makes 

itself liable for Egyptian corporation tax on profits made 

in Egypt, and has a separate financial activity from the 
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headquarters abroad, as well as a separate budget add 
(13) 

audit 

(B) Manufacturing Methods. There are three major methods 

by which the MNCs/foreign investors have been able to 

manufacture goods in Egypt. These methods are as follows: 

(i) Licensing. Egypt is one of the developing 

countries which has realized the importance of technology 

transfer as a vehicle of the overall economic activities' 

development. Egypt in this regard took a flexible approach 

to make the transfer of technology as easy as possible for 

the Egyptian private and public sector industries. Steps, 

therefore, have been taken in this context, e. g. 
(14) 

- Egypt sigend the international patent co-operation 

treaty of 1970. It also joined the convention establishing 

the Intellectual Property Organisation in April 1975. 

- The issue of a patent law as based on the British 

model to protect patents, granted protection for 15 years. 

In addition, it may be renewed for ten more years in certain 

circumstances. 

- According to law 43/1974, any investor bringing 

patented technology or industrial know-how into Egypt can 

count that it will be considered as an intangible asset 

and an acceptable form of invested capital for ventures 

established under this law. 

- Foreign investor/licenser has the right not only 

to choose the licensee but also to negotiate any arrangements 
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regarding the percentage and terms of payments including 

management fees, as well as transferrring payments abroad. 

- Royalties and management fees are liable to Egyptian 

taxes unless the licensers choose the law 43 option where 

they enjoy a five year tax holiday on income from mobile 

property. 

- Egypt has also signed some treaties with some 

countries reducing reciprocally the regular rates of this 

and other taxes. 

- Egypt has established a Trademark Registration Office 

to register and protect trademarks and patents. 

ii. Joint ventures. Law 43 of 1974 (as amended 

by Law 32 of 1977) is the corner stone of foreign invest- 

ment in Egypt. According to this law, any type of project 

is eligible for foreign investment with the participation of 

a domestic natioanl partner (public or private). In either 

case the resultant joint venture is ocnsidered as being 

private sector. In the case of the public sector partners 

it is required that the public partner should have the 

majority shareholding (51%) in a joint venture. But in the 

case of the private sector, either side (ie. foreign or 
(15) 

national) may have fhe majority 

All the privileges, incentives and facilities which 

have been adduced earlier are available for all the inland 

venture projects. The procedures for setting up a venture 

can broadly be summarized as follows: 
(16) 

11 
(a) Feasibility study, (b) preparation of an application 
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form to be submitted with the feasibility study to GAFI, 

(C) a tentative approval for the project - on the basis of 

(a) and (b) will be issued by GAFI (approximately within 

120 days), (d) additional approvals and information shall 

be required from other agencies depending on the type of 

project, (e) submission to the legal department of GAFI of 

the incorporation documentation, and M publication in 

the Egyptian Gazette of the Ministerial decree incorporating 

the company under the conditions of law no. 43 as amended. 

(iii) Free Zones Projects. A Free Zone is a 

specifically designated geographical area which can be 

either public or private. Inside a free zone the foreign 

investor can own 100, Oo of the equity, with no corporate taxes 

on profits, no customs duties on imports into the free 

zones. Taxes on income such as wages, salaries, compen- 

sations, etc. shall be exepmted from the general tax-on 

income (Art. 47). And transactions carried out in the free 

zones or between them and other countries shall not be 

subject to the laws'of exchange control (art. 49). 

According to art. 35 of the law 43/1974 (see 

appendix B), licences in the free zones may be granted-. 7for 

the performance of the following: (a) storage of transit 

goods, (b) storing, cleaning, mixing, and blending even 

with local goods, repacking and similar operations which 

adapt the conditions of goods warehoused in the free zones 

to the requirements of trade and processing such goods to 

meet market requirements. 
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(c) Any manufacturingg assembling2 mounting, processing, 

renewing operations, and (d) engaging in any trade warranted 

by the activities within the free zone or intended for the 

comfort of the employees in the zones. 

In general, the law provides a wide va. ýiety of activities, 

which can be implemented inside the free zones. Moreover, 

it provides advantages, privileges - fiscal and legal-- for 

the free zones projects (see Appendix B). 

Finally, inland foreign-owned subsididaries (either 

in terms of sellilng or manufacturing goods) are not allowed. 

But by way of exception from Art. 4, of law 43 of 1974, 

The Authority's Board of Directors, by a two-thirds 

majority vote of its members, may approve the investment 

of Arab or foreign capýtal without local participation. 

Moreover, it is possible to establish technical consultancy 

offices without regard to the above condition. 

3.3 Organization of the Investment Body 

GAFI or as sometimes called the Investmeot Authority 

is the main agency charged with the duty of implementing law 

43/1974. This law grants powers to GAFI making it the 

primary government agency responsible for implementing the 

law, and thus for guiding private sector development in 

Egypt. The activities of the authority are supervised by 

a Board of Diretors. Membership of the GAFI's Board of 

Directors is made up of the following officials: Minister 

of State of Finance, Minister of Industry an-d Mineral Wealth, 
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Minister of Electricity and Energy, Minister of Economy and 

Foreign Trade, Minister of Planning, Minister of Rehab- 

ilitation and State for Housing and Land Reclamation, 

Minister of Tourism and Civil Aviation, Minister of Agric- 

ulture and Food Industry, Representative of the Ministry of 

Petroleum, Chairman of the General Authority for the Stock 

Market, Governor of the Central Bank Deputy Chairman of 

the Investment Authority and Councillor of State for the 

Advisory Department in the State Council. 

By the provision of Law 43, GAFI has been created 

to perform the following tasks and functions (19) 
: 

a) Study the laws and regulations in connection with Arab 

and foriegn investment. 

b) Prepare lists Covering types of activities and 

projects in the participation of which Arab and foreign 

capital may be invited. 

c) Offer projects for investment of Arab and foreign 

capital. 

d) Review applications submitted by investors and report 

on such reviews to the Authority's Board of Directors 

for action on these. 

e) To approve projects established with Egyptian capital 

and owned by Egyptian nationals. 

f) Register incoming capital and approve remittance 

abroad of ne_t profits. 

g) Facilitate procurement of permits necessary for 

executing Arab and foreign capital ivnestment projects 
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including all necessary administrative permits, 

especially residence permits for businessment and 

foremen, etc. 

In general, GAFI was created with the idea that it 

would have a hand in virtually every aspect of the invest- 

ment process in Egypt including promoting new investment in 

priority areas, aiding companies established under law 43 

in their relations with other government agencies and so forth. 

To accomplish the above functions (in collaboratIon 

with the other state agencies), GAFI has been organized 

according to the chart (C-4). shown in the next page. 

The Deputy Chairman of the Board (who serves as 

Managing Director of the Authority) is assisted by two-main 

departments with an authority-wide functional focus. These 

are the Central Department for public relations and the 

Central Department of Technical follow-up. The former 

has the classic responsibilities of a public relations 

unit: to maintain open lines of communication both within 

the authority and between it and outside bodies, to serve 

as liaison between the authority and local and international 

media, etc. 

The Central Department for Technical follow-up is, 

as its name implies, an executive agency charged with the 

duty of ensuring that technical and economic decisions 

made by the Board and the Deputy Chairman are carried out 

and it-also monitors implementation of the recommendations 

made by special committees from within the authority as well 

as those resulting from public conferences. 
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Free zones sector (i. e. Department) is responsible 

for all free zones, both public and. private, and it spper- 

vises the activities of licenses, provides services needed 

for manufacturing or warehousing etc. The free zones as 

an integrative body of GAFI is also responsible for carrying 

out functions such as inspection, audit, and follow-up of* 

planned improvements in the different zones and conducting 

comparative studies to see if successful administrative 

or technical approaches followed in one zone can be applied 

to others, etc. 

Regarding the investor support sector, two units 

comprise this sector, the promotion and overseas offices 

sector and the investors' relations sector. Their task 

is to explain to potential foreign investors the advantage 

to them of taking part in investment in Egypt. ie. to 

encourage FDI flows in Egypt by means of e. g. disseminating 

information on FDI opportunities, answering specific 

questions posed by prospective investors, etc. 

Finally, the authority has set up four units to help 

it carry out its internal functions effectively. These 

units and their main duties are as follows: 

1) Research and information sector: (a) to conduct economic 

research relevant to Egypt's economy, (b) to develop 

data on the various sectors of the Egyptian economy 

which will be of use to investors, and (c) to compile, 

organize and maintain such data in the investment 

authority's library. 
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2) The Auditing and Performance Appraisal Sector: 

a) to evaluate and register investments in approved 

projects and audit the financial perfdrmances of 

operating companies, and (b) to evaluate the perform- 

ance of approved projects in the light of the objectives 

originally sought. 

3) The Legal Affairs Sector: (a) to prepare and review 

all legal documents to which the AUthority is a party 

(b) to advise the authority on legal affairs, and 

to represent the authority in legal proceedings. 

4) General Administrative Sector, which performs all the 

Authority's accounting, internal auditing functions and 

handles manpower administration functions, etc. 

Broadly speaking, from the perspective of an investor, 

from the time he first expresses an interest in investing 

or in doing business in Egypt, the functions of GAFI in 

broad terms are: promotion, research and analysis, planning 

regulation, and facilitation. These functions aim to 

(1) encourage FDI in Egypt, (2) provide reliable answers to 

the investor's questions about the economy, (3) assess 

investment priorities of potential projects and (4) provide 

the necessary advice and facilities required or demanded 

by foreign investors. 

3.4 Concluding Remarks 

Based on the previous chapter, and in the light of 

both the Egyptian FDI policy and other developing host 
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countries' policies (as demonstrated in Chapter 3 in section 

B), it could be argued that similarities and differences 

exist between the former and the latter in terms of e. g. 

forms of FDI adopted, incentives offered to attract MNCs 

orientation to FDI and technology and so forth. 

Despite the generally held opinion - as mentibned 

earlier - that the developing host countries' including 

Egypt are likely to make errors in their policies towards 

FDI because of their economic and socio-political weaknesses 

for example, the following is a summarised comparision 

between Egypt and the ten selected developing countries 

policies towards FDI (which have been discussed earlier): 

1) The similarities are e. g. : - 

A. The most important and acceptable form of FDI in 

Egypt is joint venture investment and investment according 

to the Free Zones system. These two forms of FDI appear 

on the whole to be of great significance in the manufacturing 

sector (in the inland and free zones investment) in Egypt. 

Joint ventures investment particularly is the prevalent 

form of FDI in the inland manufacturing, services, financial 

projects, etc., in addition to the contribution to employment, 

capital inflow, etc. they have brought about in Egypt. 

B) The establishment of a wholly or majority-owned 

foreign subsidiary in most countries (except Singapore, 

Jordan, Brazil and Israel) including Egypt is restricted. 

ie. the wholly and majority-owned foreign subsidiaries tend 

to play a minor role in manufacturing, services outputs, 
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and so forth in Egypt as well as in many developing 

countries. 

C) In most cases, the incentives-offered to attract 

FD1 in Egypt are somewhat similar to those granted by other 

developing countries. It is nevertheless important to note 

that Egypt, contrary to e. g Singapore, Philippines and 

other countries does not offer specific incentives for 

pursuing both expr)e. t and import substitution - oriented 

investment 

D) . There are also some similariteis between Egypt and 

other developing host nations with respect to the criteria 

for granting incentives to foreign investment particularly 

in agriculture and related industries as demonstrated in 

exhibit (C-3) on-next page. 

It is apparent that all countries surveyed are 

similar in the great demand being made on FDI as a medium 

for better socio-economic progress. 

2) The differences are e. g.: - 

a) Egypt has no coherent policy on technology transfer 

such as exists in e. g. Mexico. There are no guidelines 

with respect to, for instance, imports of technology or 

evaluating and screening the technology transferred in 

see e. g. exhibit (B-6) in relation to the incentives 
offered by Egypt as presented in this chapter. 
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Exhibit (C-3) Criteria ror granting Incentives to rarolciee Investment In ailriculture ue. d 
related Industries, selected developing couittrisru, mid 1970s. 

Countries, use or Local Cxports, Import Key Sector/ Agri cu II urt- 
resources, export SubuMution ploneer roluted 
value added diverairicaLlon indind ries Njulow. -uu 

Argentina X X 
Chile X 
Colombia X X 
Mexico X X 
Central Americe Common 

. Market X 

Benin 
Cabon X 
Chone X X 
Ivory Coast 

Kenya 
Mauritania 

Algeria X 
Egypt X 
Libyan Arab 
Jamahiriya 
tunisla X X 

Nigeria X X 

Un1to4 Rep. or 
Cameroon 

India X X 

Melaysla- 
Pakistan X X 
Rep. or Korea 
Singapore 
Iron 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

Source: United Nations Contra on Trananational Corporations, OP-ciL., p. 133. 
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relation to the objectives sought from FDI, etc. 

B) Despite the existence of a Free Zone investment 

system most of the projects that have been established are 

not manufacturing oriented (recently, the government announced 

that the conditions governing the inland investment 

projects will be applied to some invesment projects which 

operate according to Free Zones and similar sites' systems) 
(20) 

C) So far the contractual arrangements (international 

subcontracting, licensing, management contracts, turnkey 

operations, etc. ) seem to be of very limited significance 

in all manufacturing servicing and other productive sectors 

in Egypt contrary to e. g. Tunisia, Algeria, Mexico. 

D) As shown in exhibit (C-3) and (B-6, ) for instance 

profound differences exist between Egypt and other developing 

countries in terms of the criteria for granting incentives 

to FDI in general and in particular to some specific types 

of foreign investment (despite the similariteis in some 

respects). 

Using the above comparison as a basis for developing 

appropriate courses of action in future, Egypt's policies 

and practices relating to FDI should be examined with a 

view to enhancing the potenti; I contkibution of FDI to 

Egypt's economy. 
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Section (D) 

Study Hypotheses and Methodology 
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Highlights for Section (D) 

This section is concerned with outlining the study 

variables and assumptions as wellas describing the field 

research methodology which has been followedto examine the 

hypotheses. It aims also to point out some methodological 

considerations and limP-ations regarding the measurement of 

the study variables, samples, statistical techniques, etc. 

Thus, the present section involves the following chapters: 

Chapter (1): Study variables and hypotheses 

Chapter (2): Fieid research design and methodological 
Considerations 

I 
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CHAPTER (1) 

STUDY VARIABLES AND HYPOTHESES 

Introduction 

In the light of Section (A), it could generally be 

noted that the current study aims to evaluate the FDI 

position in Egypt (forms, flows and impact) and the prevailing 

policy stance, with a view to making changes which will 

improve FDI's contribution. These are in addition to the 

intention of examining from the view point of BMNCs the 

determinants and factors influencing FDI decision, activities, 

etc. in Egypt. 

In order to place the present study in a proper pers- 

pective, it may be useful to outline the overall variables 

and hypotheses underlying the structure, domains and the 

main approach of the study. The present chapter is therefore, 

concerned with pointing out the variables and assumptions of 

the study as follows: 

1.1 Study Variables: 

- Taking into account the study purposes and inputs (see 

figure A-3), the major variables of the current study can 

be divided into two groups, the first being independent 

variables and the second the dependent ones. These two 

groups of variables can briefly be outlined as shown in 

exhibit (D-1). For analytical considerations and because 

Of: (a) the inter-relationship/interactions between the main 

variables (dependent and independent) including the sub- 
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variables of the study, (b) the study covers several inter- 

related aspects of FDI, and (c) the inter-relationship 

between several objectives of the study, it should be noted 

initially that many of the study variables have been treated 

together in some cases as will be demonstrated later. 

Exhibit (D-1) Study variables(*) 

Independent variables Dependent variables 

(1) Determinants and reasons for 
FDI. 

(2) Egyptian environment 
(Egypt-specific character- 
istics)., 

(3) Egyptian policy (organisation 
and implementation) 

(1) BMNCs' decision to invest 
in Egypt. 

(2) BMNCsI selection of 
methods of entry into 
Egypt's market (forms 
of investment) 

(3) BMNCsI activities, policies 
and the potential expansion 
of their investment in 
Egypt. 

(4) Impact of FDI 

(5) The general status of FDI 
in Egypt (performance and 
potential prospects, etc. ) 

(6) Requirements for policy 
changes. 

Detail is to be found in point 2.5 regarding the 
measurements of study variablesin the next chapter, 
as well as the hypotheses formulated belOýi. 

1.2 Study Hypotheses 
le 

Based on both the objectives and_variables of the 

current study, as well as the preceding literature review, 

the main hypotheses of the study 6an be outlined as follows: 

I 
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Hypothesis ( Hl ) concerninq the determinants of FDI Decision(*) 

H1/A: In respect of the reasons for FDI. For most firms, 

FDI decision is contingent upon several considerations whether 

relating to the host countries-specific factors, inducements 

by bouh the host and home governments, or relating to the 

firms-specific advantages, etc. While all of these factors 

are likely*to have a significant influence on the firms' 

decision'to invest abroad, the primacy of importance of these 

factors are arbitrary. 

In the light, of FDI theories - discussed earlier(4-) - 

there are several factors which may influence FDI decisions 

taken by a firm. The market imperfections approach, for 

example, assumes that the decision of the firm to invest 

abroad can be explained as a move to exploit advantages which 

are not shared by local competitors. The departures from 

home market (where perfect competition is prevalent) may 

also occur because of e. g. the role of economies of scale, 

product differentiation, government policies in res . pect of 

taxes, tariffs, etc. 

The locational-approach suggests also a number of 

reasons for the firm's decision to invest in a given, host 

market. Among these reasons: are seen to be for example: 

cost factors including labour costs and inducements by host 

government, investment climate factors such as general 

attitudes towards FDI, political stability, etc., in addition 

to market attraction. The geobusiness approach has assumed 

that FDI patterns and activities are contingent upon variables 

FDI decision in the present study involves both undertaking new 
or additional investment and selecting the form or methods of 
entry into the host market concerned. 

(+) Detail to be found"'in Section (B). 
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such. as'country - specific (e. g disparities in natural and 

human resources, economic and socio-political environment, 

etc. ) and motivation variables such as the relative 

competitive position of the firm, and so forth. Additionally, 

the internalisation, and the IPLC approaches have also 

proposed other factors which are likely to influence FDI 

decisions. 

According to the empirical evidence (which was reported 

earlier), it has been argued that the role of the above 

factors seem to differ substantially not only f-rom one 

country to another bu't it is also possible that different 

valuations may be given by the firms concerned to each factor. 

In other words, some empirical studies indicate that the role 

of cheap labour as a determinant of FDI is weak when invest- 

ment in developed countries is considered, contrary to the 

case of investment in the developing countries. Moreover, 

host government inducements or incentives appear to play a 

lesser role in developing countries compared with the role 

of lower labour costs. At the same time, market attraction 

(size and growth) is singled, out, in many cases as one of 

the"most important determinants of FDI's decision(*). 

As far as the present study is concerned, it has been 

assumed that: 

"A BMNC's decision to undertake a new FDI in Egypt occurs 

or is motivated by a number a reasons related to sales/ 

See for example tables (B-4), (B-5) and other evidence 
in Chapter (1) in Section (B). 
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profits, risk diversification, cost factors and other 

locational factors in addition to the inducements by the host 

and home governments". 

"In order of importance, the reasons related to sales 

and profits potential are expected-to play a considerably 

greater role when investment decision in Egypt is considered 

by a BMNC followed by: reasons related to cost factors and 

barriers to trade, host government pressures and inducements, 

reasons associated with risk, and reasons related to home 

government pressures". 

In this connection, it should be noted that the above 

assumption means that the difference between the above 

reasons I! ie in their degree of influence or importance in 

relation to the FDI decision i. e. "it is proposed that 

-the reasons related to sales and profits be considered as 

first in significance followed by the other reasons i. e. 

it may be a risky proposition to assume that factors such 

as costs and barriers to frade, risks, etc. 'have no import- 

ance or influence on FDI decision taken by a given firm. 

In other words, while the above assump'tion stresses the 

primary importance of reasons relbted to profit and sales 

compared with the other suggested groups of factors, it has 

been also assumed that "no significant differences in 

importance exist between the reasons for FDI when decisions 

to invest in Egypt are considered by the BMNCs". As shown 

in exhibit (D-2) which portrays each group of factors under 

study in a more sophisticated form, it is possible that the- 

See for example tables (B-, 4), (B-5) and o ther evidence 
in Chýapter (1) in 

Section (B). 

I 
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difference between the factors or reasons may exist in their 

primacy rather in their relative importance in relation to 

FDI decision. 

Exhibit (D-2) Reasons for FDI decision 

Reasons related to cost factors e. g.: 

Overcoming tariff barriers. 
Lower cost conditions (e. g. transport, taxes, interest rates, 
labour and materials, etc. ) 
Incentives offered by the government (e. g. tax holidays, 
customs and duties relief, etc. ). 

. To take advantage of differences in technology and prod- 
uctivity, etc. 

Reasons related to risk e. g.: 
To ensure a continuous and secure supply of raw materials to 
the parent company. 
To protect patents, trademarks, etc. 
To avoid labour troubles or onerous national legislations 
at home. 
To diversify markets. 
Excessive competition in the home market. 
Host government's guarantees against non-commercial risks. 

Reasons related to sales and profit potential e. g. 
To expand and develop new markets. 
To utilize excess capacity, comparative cost advantages, 
economies of scale, etc. 
Less competition or large market size existing in the host market. 

Reasons related to home government pressures e. q.: 
Political factors. 
Home government's guarantee scheme for investment abroad. 
Home government's anti-trust legislation making expansion 
difficulties at home. 
Home government economic objectives (e. g. to encouarge exports, 
create new jobs, increase government revenue, etc. ). 

Reasons related to the host qovernment pressures e. g..: 

- The growth of protectionist policies (tariffs and non- 
tariff barriers which restrict exports there) 

- Privileges and incentives provided to incoming foreign 
companies by the host government. 
- Host government guarantees against non-commercial risk. 
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Hl/B. Regarding determinants/factors affecting both the 
decision to invest and selection of the form of FDI and/or 
method of entry of BMNCs into the Egyptian market. 

At the outset, it is clear that the present hypo- 

thesis is an integral part of or relatesto the previous one. 

It is nevertheless thought that it may be useful to obtain 

an overall basis of comparison of the relative importance of 

fadtors and considerations relating to the selection of 

routes of entry into a developing host market such as Egypt. 

At the same time, it has been considered important to obtain 

a general comparison between the importance of Factors in 

marketing, economic, political and social climate in 

connection with the decision taken by BMNCs to invest in 

Egypt 

As demonstrated in the context of the literature and 

previous studies analysed earlier, it is held in numerous 

studies that MNCs employ several criteria when a decision 

to invest and select the method of entry into-an overseas 

market is taking place or is be-ing considered. In assessing 

an overseas market, some studies indicate the importance of 

factors such as the local factor cost properties, the level 

of industrial development, the host country's market size 
(as measured by the level of GNP or per capita income, the 

growth of GNP, etc. ), business systems and commercial 

Policies, etc. Other studies have emphasised that the most 

Popular explanation of a developing country's propensity to 

The expected findings in this respect may help somewhat 
in relation to the development of the Egyptian investment 
environment in general. 
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attract FDI is the political stability. i. e. Political stability 

in a given host market has greater influence on the MNCs 

decision whether or not to invest in that market. Furtber- 

more, empirical evidence in some cases has suggested the 

importance of factors such as language and religion homo- 

geneity, social values, etc. in rela. tion to the decision of 

FDI in host countries. 

Moreover, it has been argued also that factors peculiar 

to the firms themselves (e. g. technological, personnel 

capabilities etc. of the firm, size of the firms, etc. ) and 

advantages of the methods of entry into the foreign market 

such as control over operations, flexibility and exposure of 

the method to foreign market problems, etc., ) are likely 

to influence the company's choice of methods to enter into 

a given market particularly when a variety of investment 

forms is permitted by the host government. 

As far as the present study is concerned it has been 

assumed that: "while a variety of criteria and/or determinants 

relating to both country-specific and firms-specifiC 

characteristics, as well as the advantages of the method of 

entry into a given host market are likely to influence the 

decision to invest and the selection of the method of entry 

into that market, these factors seem to have different 

degrees of importance when investment decision and the 

selection of the method of entry into the Egyptian market is 

considered by the BMNCs". In other words, although the 

Primacy of importance of the above factors for FDI decisions 

and for the selection of method of entry into the host 
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m-arket may not be the same, it is probable that tbe. differences 

between the effects of these factors are not significant. 

According to exhibit (D-3) ýon. *ifolloifingipageý-. ý-, t-dthastibeeh 

assumed that: 

1) "There are no significant differences in importance 

between the factors peculiar to the company, factors 

relatively independent of the company and its industry, and 

the advantages of the methods of entry in terms of their 

influence upon FDI decision and the selection of entry method 

into the Egyptian market. The factors within each group 

and each individual group of factors are likley to differ in 

order of importance". 

2) "In order of importance, factors in marketing, economic, 

Political and cultural environment are also probably to 

differ (from one group of factors to another and from one 

factor within each individual group to another) in their 

importance or influence on FDI decision and on the selection 

of method of entry into Egypt's market. " "At the same time, 

it is expected that the differences of- importance between 

these factors are not significant in relation to the 

decisions under consideration". 
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Exhibit (D-3) Determinantsfor selecting the method of entry 
and FDI decision in Egypt (*) 

(A) Factors relating to the method of entry. 

Factors peculiar to the company e. g.: 

The size of the Company 
The company's product line and its nature 
The volume of foreign business desired. - 

II. Factors relatively independent of the company and 
its industry e. g.: 

- The number of foreign markets in which the company 
has representation 

- Investment requirements 

- Marketing costs 

III. The advantages of each method of entry e. g.: 
Flexibility to enable the company to cope with the 
changes in the market environment 
Control over the operations 

(B) Factors peculiar to the host country's environment affectiný 
FDI decision. 

I. Economic factors (market size, trade restrictions, etc. ) 

II. Political-legal factors (e. g. fractionalization by 
language, ethnic groups, past record of foreign 
investment expropriation , attitude towards foreign 
investment). 

III. Cultural factors/determinants (e. g. communication 
system and transportationt language . homogeneity, 
urbanisation level, religion homogeneity). 

Detail can be found in questionnaire no. (1) in 
appendix (D). 
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3) "In a developing country such as Egypt, the BMNCs may 

tend by and large to put more emphasis on the role of 

Political factors rather than the economic and cultural ones 
in connnection with their investment decision in Egypt". 

Hl/C : In respect of the relative importance of incentives. 

In accordance with the early discussion of this matter and 

in relation to the preceding hypotheses, it has been argued 

that not all the incentives offered by the host governments 

appear to play a substantial role in connection with the 

decision of FDI. i. e. some types of incentives may have a 

lesser influence on FDI decision, while others appear to 

be of great importance. 

It is nevertheless important to state that it is 

probably difficult to argue that the incentives offered by 

the host governments have no importance when a decision for 

FDI is considered even if some of the incentives do not 

affect the potential profitability of the investment venture. 

As far as the present study is concerned, and taking 

into account that a wide range of incentives offered by the 

Egyptian government is evident in the 1974 policy statement - 
it has been assumed that: 

"The incentives offered by the Egyptian government to 

attract-FDI seem to differ substantially in their degree of 

importance when decision for investment in Egypt is being 

considered by the BMNCs. 
A 

The incentives programmes in general as' currently 

undertaken by the Egyptian government do not respond either 
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A 
to the needs of the foreign investor or to the realisation 

of the national objectives which are aimed at through FDI". 

Hypothesis (2)*: Concerning problems encountering the implem- 
entation of BMNCs' marKRting policies, 
investment expansion and activities in Egypt 

On earlier occasions, it hqs been argued that there 

are a variety of factors in economic, cultural and political 

environment in developing host countries which mgiht influence 

the implementation of firms' marketing policies and invest- 

ment growth and activities. Empirical studies provide 

evidence which suggests that inefficient infrastructural 

facilities (communications and transportation, energy etc. ) 

the scarcity of qualified managerial and skilled labour force, 

government controls and measures imposed over e. g. 

pricing, foreign ownership, etc., language heterogeneity, 

and so forth are among the problems which may have sub- 

stantial influence on MNCs marketing and investment policies 

in the developing countries. It has also been illustrated 

that most of the firms are very concerned about the rigid 

labour laws, the underdeveloped marketing systems and 

institutions, low. literacy level, limits to mass media 

opportunities for advertising because of e. g. low TV/radio 

ownership, etc. in the developing host states. 

Accordingly, the present assumption seems to be this: 

"The BMNCs operating in Egypt may tend by and large to 

attach more importance to the influence of the infrastructural 

and communications and transportation problems, bureaucratic 
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problems, government subsidy policies and controls over 

prices and lengthy negotiations relating to the implementation 

Of marketing and investment policies". In other words, the 

previous problems are probably the most common obstacles 

operating against the BMNCs manufacturing in Egypt (either 

in relation to the implementation of their marketing policies 

or investment growth and other associated activities). 

. 
ý. ypothesis (3): In terms of the relevance of the Egyptian 

environment to serve effectively the FDI 

Taking into account the previous assumptions together 

With the proposition that a firm's decision to undertake 

new or additional FDI in a given host country occurs only after 

a number of conscious decisions have been made among which 

is that concerning the overall viability of the country's 

environment, it has been generally assumed that: 

"The Egyptian academic staff by and large are confident that 

-the Egyptian climate (economic, political and cultural) is 

able to serve effectively FDI and foreign firms' activities". 

This assumption can be broken down into: 

. 
t2LA : The Egyptian economic climate (as measured by e. g. 

market size, geographic location, financial commitment, 

natural and human resources, etc. ) is able to serve effect- 

ively foreign investment compared with many of the Third 

World Countries. 

ýýB- The Egyptian political climate (as measured by e. g. 

the possibility of internal unrest, political factions, 

Violence, foreign boycott, etc. ) is generally stable compared 

with many of the Third World countries. 

H3/C: The Egyptian cultural climate (as measured by e. g. 
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level of literacy, number of educated people, mass media 

availability, etc. ) will enable it to respond to and serve 

satisfactorily the foreign firms' activities in Egypt 

compared with many of the Third World countries. 

ýypothesis (4): Regarding the impact of FDI 

To sum up, it has been illustrated earlier that, 

FDI can be seen as a two-edged sword in a given host 

country. The inflow of foreign capital, technology transfer, 

and other resources transfer af fects through MNCs brings 

or creates benefits and costs to the host developing 

countries. Case studies on the host developing countries 

show that some countries have benefited substantially from 

FDI, while others have earned limited benefits. On the 

whole, statistical data coverage of FDI to developing countries 

demonstrates - to a great extnet - that the annual FDI 

flows to these countries grew at a fairly rapid pace over 

the last decade or so(despite the accidental break of the 

trend in some years). 

Taking into account, the generally held arguments for 

and against FDI (as highlighted earlier), or ignoring the 

extent to which FDI can influence the host countries' over- 

all development, which in turn seems to be contingent upon 

several factors (economic, political, etc. ), it has been 

argued that developing countries keep trying to attract more 

FDI. There is evidence for this in the policies and practicesq 

including inducements, of the governments of many developing 
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countries. It is also apparent that developing countries 

will have to cd. ntinue to rely on FDI as an instrument for 

providing economic and social benefits, and this in turn 

will probably be linked with a continuing desire to attract 

more FDI by providing more privileges and incentives to the 

foreign investors. 

In the case of Egypt - as the earlier discussion 

indicates 
- the following hypotheses can be developed: - 

H4/A: The overall effects of FDI on Egyptian economic and 

s'ocial development are probably seen by a large 

majority of. the Egyptian eliteý*2s positive. This view 

is pr6bably shared by the executive managers of the 

state-owned enterprises. i. e. the overall attitudes 

towards FDI in Egypt is probably positive. 

H4/B: Egypt will have to continue to rely on substantial 

capital inflows, technology and other resource transfer 

and social gains, in which areas FDI will probalby 

play an increasingly important role. i. e. In Egypt 

increasing demands will be made on FDI foreign firms 

to provide greater benefits where the economic and 

social development is partly dependent upon continued 

inputs of FDI. 

H4/C: In-order of importance, the Egyptian elites will- 

possibly tend by and large to put more emphasis on 

tt'i-e role of technological benefits of FDI to Egypty 

followed by the economic benefits and then the socio- 

Political ones. But on the whole, it is possible that 

(*) R6fers to the academic staff. 
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there are significant differences in the importance 

of these various benefits as far as Egypt's development 

is concerned. 

H4/D: Within BMNCs operating in Egypt, the generally held 

opinion of their executive managers is probably that 

Egypt has acquired several types of benefits (among 

which are capital inflows, job creation, technology, 

etc. ) as a result of their presence there. 

H4/E: While the role of FDI became the subject of controversy 

after the promulgation of the law 43 of 1974, Egypt 

has benefited at least to some extent from FDI. 

H4/F: While the Egyptian elites (i. e. academic staff) an 

the whole probably acknowledge the potential benefits 

(economic, technological and socio-political) of FRI 

for the development of Egypt, they will probably regard 

as one of the most continuously important issues. the 

classic criticisms or arguments against FDI/foreign' 

firms activities, particularly in relation to the 

economic influences. At the same time, it is possible 

that the differences in opinion of the Egpytian elites 

towar-d"s the 'importance of various adverse influences 

of FDI/foreign firms activities on Egypt are signif- 

icant. 

H4/G: Whereas the cost of FDI is arguably unavoidable, FDI 

in. Egypt will probably create numerous problems and 

areas of conflict between indigenous firms and foreign 

ones. "More specifically, the indigenous firms have 

I 
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probably encountered several types of problems (in 

e. g. marketing, production, personnel, etc. ) as a 

result of FDI in Egypt. It is also possible that 

many areas of conflict between the indigenous firms 

and their foreign counterparts have also been created 

as a result of the FDI in Egypt. 

H4/H: In general, the impact of FDI is possible contingent 

upon numerous factors in host countries overall envir- 

onment including for instance policies towards FDI size 

of FDI, etc. (eg, '. The larger the size of the invested 

foreign capital, the greater would be the benefits to 

Egypt). 

Hypothesis (5): Concerning the Egyptian Policy: Organisation 
and implementation 

In general, it has been demonstrated earlier that, FDI 

Policies including incent-ives and practices etc. and the role 

attributed to them in the national development process vari es 

in several aspects from one host developing country to 

another. Side by side with the general policies of FDI, some 

developing countries for instance, have designed policies 

with the 
-pairtir-blar- purpose of accomplishing specific national 

objectives (e. g. to encourage export-oriented investment or 

import-substitution investment). Other countries have 

devised policies aiming at greater backward and forward 

linkages of MNCs with local enterprises, localisation of 

higher level/number of staff and work force employed -_ by 

the MNCs. Furthermore, to eliminate the adverse impact of 

FDI and in turn to enhance their benefits potential, some 

developing host countries use performance-oriented policies 
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designed not only to control the operations of MNCs but 

also to direct them toward specific industries for example. 

These performance-oriented policies have also been applied 

side by side with the incentives offered. 

From the results of previous research presented in 

Chapter (2) and (3) in Section (B), it has been established 

that the impact of FDI on the development of developing 

countries is not only dependent upon the range of factors in 

their economic, cultural and political climate, but also on 

their overall policies toward FDI. In some cases, it has 

also been demonstrated that a substantial part of the role 

Played by FDI in the developing host countries is contingent 

upon the form of investment permitted by the governments. 

Based on the above discussion together with the previous 

investigation of FDI policies in some developing countries 

including Egypt, it has been assumed that: 

H5-1/A: Despite the evidence that Egypt has to some extent 

gained benefits through the currently permitted forms 

of FDI which are now limited to joint ventures and 

free zones investment, these forms are not accompanied 

by the will. ingness required to realise fully the 

national objectives aimed at through FDI. 

H5-1/B: Being awafe-*-. bf the--grpwing competition among develop- 9- 

ing-countries for FDI and the. probable tendency of 

most foreign firms to be increasingly selective 

regarding the forms most appropriate to their 
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objectives, if'one comparesthe forms available in 

all the other developing countries with those 

permitted in Egypt, onewould conclude that the Egyptian 

government should diversify the forms of FDI in order 

to attract more investment. Thus, the greater the 

diversification of the forms of FDI in Egypt (i. e. 

by permitting other forms apart from joint venture; 

for example), the greater the number of MNCs and/or 

the size of FDI there would be in Egypt. 

H5-1/C: jf the proposition is accepted that the form of 

foreign presence, i. e. whether as a joint venture, 

wholly-owned subsidiary, by licensing or consultancy, 

is as significant a factor as the size of the 

investment, the Egyptian government should allow 

foriegn investors to establish a wholly-owned sub- 

sidiary as long as it has already admitted foreign 

investment whether in a form of joint venture, 

licensing, etc. 

H5-1/D(*): Taking into account that the importance of 

controlling foreign operations is one of the primary 

concerns of most - if not all - foreign firms, together 

with the currently permitted forms of FDI by the 

Egyptian government, it is possible that most of the 

BMNCs operating in Egypt have entered into the 

Egyptian market through joint ventures (see the alter- 

native routes/methods of entry in appendix (D) 

questionnaire no. (1)). 

(*) This hypothesis is concerned with inland investment only. 
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H5/2: In respect of GAFI's organisation and practices. In 

this connection it has been assumed that "because of 

the lack of sophisticated experience there are probably 

several gaps in relation to GAFI's organisation and 

practices toward many aspects of FDI". These gaps lie 

in aspects such as: - 

1. The FDI codes (i. e. law no. 43 of 1974). 

2. The administrative procedures, regulations, etc. 

in relation to approving FDI proposals. 

3. Promotion policies. 

4. The organizational aspects, including GAFI's organ- 

izational structure, relationships with its official 

representatives abroad-, centralization/decentralization 

of authority, etc. 

5. The conditions/the instruments of incentive policies 

(fiscal and non-fiscal, financial and non financial) 

and fields of application of investment incentive 

policies, etc. (see Hl/C). 

6. Criteria for approving the FDI proposals, as well 

as pre-conditions and performance requirements, 

and feasibility of incentives etc. 

7. Selection, channelling and directing FDI proejcts. 

B. Technology transfer (in terms of e. g. requirements, 

conditions and appropriate choice). 
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.! 
jUothesis (6): Regarding the general status of FDI - 

present and potential 

On earlier occasions, it has been argued that the 

impact of FDJ in a developing country (such as Egypt) seems 

to be contingent upon several factors among which are the 

country's specific factors including the prevailing policies 

and practices towards FDI (*). i. e. Some developing host 

countries with, for example, limited market potential, small 

resources and without an effective administration and adequate 

policies towards FDI, etc. may not be able to obtain all the 

possible benefits from FDI. Taking into account the fore- 

going hypotheses it has generally been assumed that "while 

the present contribution of FDI in Egypt is relatively 

modest, the overall impact of such investment (present or 

Potential) is also dependent upon numerous factors relative 

to e. g. Egypt's policies (forms of FDI, measures and incentives, 

practices and so forth)t and environment". "Thus if there 

is to be an improvement of FDI's present and potential 

contributions, the need for changes in policy and the 

investment climate, etc. is indisputable". i. e. the cont- 

ributions of FDI in Egypt will increase when the currently 

undertaken policy and practices and the climate for such 

investment is improved, and other performance-oriented policies 

concerning the activities and practices of foreign firms, etc. are considered. 

The influences of MNCSI practices and policies and 
other considerations are ignored in this hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER 

FIELD RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Introduction 

Taking as a whole the objective of the present study 

together with its hypotheses, the analysis attempted on 

FDI in Egypt'uses various sources of information (secondary 

and primary) as shown earlier in figure A-3. It also 

covers several aspects of FDI (forms, flows and impact, 

determinations, etc. ). Different approaches have also been 

used to examine some of the study assumptions. In seeking 

the attitudes towards FDI, for example, the executive managers 

of the state-owned enterprises, the academic-staff and GAFI 

senior decision-makers were interviewed. Accordingly, it 

is Perhaps interesting to mention that the present study is 

arguably the first attempt to cover all of the previously 

Outlined areas of FDI with the use of different approaches 

in the case of Eg ypt since law no. 43 of 1974 was enacted. 

Generally speaking, the overall objective of the 

present chapter is to describe the field research methodology 

undertaken in order to examine the hypothesis formulated in 

the preceding chapter. Meanwhile, it may prove useful at 

the outset to note that the field research which was implem- 

ented during the second half of 1984 is based on: - 

(1) Mail questionnaires administered to: (a) a sample 

Or the BMNCs operating in Egypt (see questionnaire no. (1) 

in appendix D) and(B) GAFI's official representatives abroad 

in collaboration with the Egyptian-British Chamber of Commerce 
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in London (see questionnaire no. (4) in appendix D) 

(2) Direct personal interviews - guided by three 

structured questionnaires with: (a) the Egyptian academic 

staff in two major Egyptian universities namely Cairo and 
Alexandria (see questionnaire no. (2) in Appendix D) 

(b) GAFI and GOFI senior decision-makers in Cairo (see 

questionnaire no. (5) in appendix D), a*nd (C) the executive 

managers of the state owned enterprises (i. e. public sector 

companies) in Egypt as shown in questionaire no. (3) in 

Appendix (D). 

In this respect, it may be useful to mention that 

secondary sources of information were used side by side 

with primary sources to help to a certain extent in examining 

some assumptions i. e. for (a) analytical convenience, 

(b) the time lag between publishing some types of data 

neededtnet the period during which the field research was 

conducted, in addition to (c) the sensitivity of collecting 

the most up-to-date data from GAFI, it has been considered 

useful to use the most available historical information (which in 

Personal interview was also conducted twice (before 
and after administering the questionnaire) with the 
managing director of the Egyptian-British Chamber of 
Commerce. 
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some cases seems to be out of date) together with those 

collected through the field research in examining some of 

the study hypotheses. 

Having considered the above introductory points, the 

remaining points concerning the methodology which has been 

followed in examioing the study hypotheses can be outlined 

briefly under the following headings: 

2.1 Study Samples 

Two bases of sampling were used to select the research 

sample. The first was drawn at random (i. e. probability 

base) from: 

A. Three lists of the Egyptian academic staff working 

at Cairo and Alexandria Universities. 

B. A list of BMNCs operating in Egypt. 

C. A list of the state-owned enterprises. 

D. A list of GOFI senior decision-makers. 

The second was drawn at non-random (i. e. non- 

probability) from: 

A. GAFI's senior decision-makers. 

B. GAFI's official representatives abroad. 

Four methods of sampling have been also employed. As 

shown in exhibit (D-4), there are multi-stage/or multi-phase 

method, simple random sample, stratified random and census 

methods. 
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Exhibit D-4 - Research Population and methods of samples used 

Research Population Sample Method 
(1) 

(1) BMNCs operating in Egypt Multi-stage/multi-phase. 

(2) Egyptian Academic Staff 
(2) 

Multi-stage (judgement in select- 
in Cairo and Alexandria ing the academic institutes +. 
Universities. quota in choosing the type of 

respondents + simple random in 
terms of selecting the respondents 
interviewed). 

(3) GAFI's senior decision- 
makers 

(4) GOFI's senior decision- 
makers 

(5) GAFIls representativs 
abroad 

(6) The Egyptian state- 
owned enterprises 

Census. 

Simple random 

Census. 

Stratified random sample. 

For more detail see for example: 

A. Wilson. The assessment of industrial markets'. London: 
Associated business programmes Ltd., 1975 , 

-pp. 109-131. 

(2) Possession of Ph. D. was mainly used as a pre-determined 
chdracteristic for selecting the respondents. Addition- 
ally, the Universities of Cairo and Alexandria were 
selected as the largest and oldest Universities in Egypt. 

2.2 Sources of selecting study samples 

As exhibit (D-5) demonstrates, the research samples 

were drawn from various sources including the directory of 

Public companies and agencies in Egypt, the directory of 

MNCsy records and other official publications, etc. 
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Exhibit (D-5) Sources of selecting the research samples 

Research Population 

(1) BMNCs operating in Egypt 

Sources 

1. The commercial departments' 
reports - British Embassy in 
Cairo, 1983 (which has been 
provided by the department of 
Trade and Industry - CBI/ 
London 1984). 

2. The Journal of the Egyptian- 
British Chamber of Commerce - 
various volumes. 

3. Review of selected literature 
e. g. The Directory of multi- 
national enterprises prepared 
by J. Stopford, et. al. 1980. 

4. An international conference on 
joint venture in Egypt - 
organised by Monadnock, London, 
May 1983. 

5. The AnglqEgyptian Seminar 
organized by the Egyptian- 
British Chamber of Commerce, 
London, November 1983. 

6. GAFI's Cairo records. 

(2) Egyptian academic staff - The records of secretary offices 
of the academic staff affairs 
in each faculty surveyed, 1984. 

(3) Egyptian state-owned - Al-Ahram al equtisadi: the 
enterprises directory of public companies 

and agencies, 1978. 

(4) GAFI's Cairo and GOFI 1. The organizational charts of both 
senior decision-makers GAFI & GOFI, 1982. 

2. A personal interview with two 
members of GAFI and GOFI's 
boards of directors in April 1984. 

(5) GAFI's official represent- - The official guide to investment 
atives abroad. in Egypt - GAFI 1982. 
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2.3 Sizes of the research samples and rates of response 

With the different approaches and samples employed in 

the present study, the field work and the analysis involved 

88 direct personal interviews guided by structured question- 

naires in three categories: 49 interviews with the Egyptian 

academic staff, 30 interviews with the executive managers 

of the state-owned enterprises and 9 interviews with the 

senior decision makers of both GAFI and GOFI. This is in 

addition to 25 mail questionnaires of which 19 from the 

managing directors of BMNCs operating in Egypt and 6 from 

the official representatives of GAFI abroad and the Egyptian- 

British Chamber of Commerce. In this connection, Table (D-1) 

Portrays with some *explanatory notes, the number of firms 

and/or individuals in the research population, the number 

Of firms and/or respondents in the research samples, and 

the rates of response(+). Finally, it may be useful to 

mention that the rates of response received are generally 

encouraging and questionnaires completed were useable. 

2.4 Profiles of firms studied and the U. K. direct 
investment in Eqypt 

It has been considered helpful to provide a summary 

of the characteristics of the particular firms studied. 

Thus, profiles of the firms surveyed can be demonstrated 

as follows: 

The questionnaires used in the field research appear 
as appendix (D). 

Overleaf 
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No. of No. of Rate 
indiv- firms/ of 
iduals respon- Response 

Research Population ib tbr. dents 
main in the 
population sample 

(1) BMNCs operating in Egypt - in September 1983 136 
of which: 
BMNCs operating in Egypt from which the 
study sample drawn after excluding 
commercial banks and other non-industrial 
services) 71 53 34 

(2) Egyptian academic staff (in Cairo/Alexandria 120 60 82 
Universities) of which: (*) 

a. University of Alexandria, Faculty of Commerce 40 30 (93) 

University of Cairo - Faculty of Commerce & the 
faculty of economic and 
political science. 80 30 (70) 

(3) GAFI & GOFI Senior decision-makers 82 

(4) GAFI's official representatives abroad 
W 

and the Egyptian-British Chamber of 
Commerce -London. 11 6 55 

(5) The Egyptian state-owned enterprises 30 100 
of which: - 
a. Food and beverages industry sector 21 8 100 

b. Spinning, weaving and garments 29 7 100 
manufacturers sector(**) 

C. Export/import sector 83 100 

d. Others - 12 100 

Members of academic staff who are currently working in the Arabic 
countries/abroad have been excluded. 

GAFI's official representatives account for ten members (in Abu- 
Dhabi, Canada, France, Japan, Kuwait, Saudi-Arabia, Sweden, U. K., 
U. S. and W. Germany). 

This sector involves 30 companies, but for analytical convenience 
the company which is producing textile machinery and equipment 
has been excluded. 
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(1) In respect of the BMNCs operating in Egypt. Some salient 

characteristics of these companies with some supplementary 

data regarding the British direct investment in Egypt are 

listed in table (D-2) below. In this respect it may be 

important to note that most of the BMNCs studied operated 

in several industrial fields such as chemicals, ' and chemical 

products, electronics, petroleum and petroleum products, 

pharmaceutical products, metals, etc. 

For Table (D-2) see the following page. 
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Table (D-2) Profile of BMNCs studied and the size of the 

. 
U. K. direct investment in Egypt. 

(value in E million unless otherwise ffenqcred) I 

Firms Sales/Turnover Total Total number of Year 
Assets employees 

(A) 25,755 28,860 153,300 1981 
(B) 1 t662 788 N 79t2OO 1981 
(C) 582 588 F 11,700 1981 

(D) 2t385 1047F stioa 1981 
(E) 6t581 5211F 132,400 1981 
(F) 4,949 4,048 189,000 1982 

(G) 40t6O2 13,184N 166,000 1981 

(H) 11395 n. a. 52,700 19B1 

(1) 1 9393 932 F 4,500 1981 

(J) 493,814 n. a. 1,900 19. B1 

(K) n. a. $2,153 n. a. March 1984 

(L) 5,300 n. a. 61688 August 1981 

(M) 127 n. a. 1,549 1982 

(N) 267.7 n. a. 9,106 1981 

(0) 239 n. a. 5pOOO 1982 

(P) 2,466 n. a. n. a. 1982 

(Q) 3,221 n. a. 131,757 1982 

( RI, 83,160 n. a. 11354 1982 

(S) 51 n. a. 20350 1982 

(1)Total UK direct investment in Egypt = LE 9818 million 1981 

(2)Total foreign*capital investment in Egypt = LE 165010 
million 1981 

(3) 0); (2) = 5.9% 1981 
(4)Total UK capital assets in the free zones = LE 19249 1981 
(5)UK's share in total capital assets in the free 

zones = 6.13% 1981 

F= foreign N= net L= ZE 1.52 April 1982 - Cairo 

stock and foreign exchange market. 
Sources: (1) data 

' 
on BMNCs drawn from: Key British. 183 

Enterprises - Britain's top 209000 coTpaniesq 
London, Dun & Bradstreet Ltd. 1983, vol-1 & 2, 
(excl. data on co. M which is the subject of 
a separate special report). 
(2) Data on UK direct investment in Egypt drawn from: 
CAPMS,, op. cit., pp. 46-49, pp. 160-203 and p-67. 
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(2) With regard to the state-owned enterprises. According 

to the information given by the interviewees during the 

implementation of the field research table' '(U*,! 3) -displays 

two. main feature8, cýf thelfirins'sur I veyed. ihcluding the 
types of activities. 

Table (D-3) Profile of the state-owned enterprises surveyed. 

Sector No. of 
Surveyed 

Description 
of Degree of 
diversif- 
ication 

Average Year 
No. of 
Employees 

Food processing & 
beverages 8 Moderate 10 1984 

Spinning & weaving & 
garments manufactures 7 Moderate 8 1984 

Export - import 4 5 1984 

Others including: 
electronics, const- 
ruction(+), chemicals 
and metals 11 Limited 18 1984 

Measured according to the number of produ cts (product 
lines) and on the basis of the assumption that: - 
fewer than an ave rage of 5 different prod uct = limited 
degree of diversi ficatjon, and from 6 up to 10 
moderate degree. 

Includes two companies which produce construction 
machinery and equipment. 

Source: Field research. 

2.5 Measurements of study variables 

The field research was carried out primarily on the 

basis of five structured questionnaires by means of which 

the study variables (V) have been measured as illustrated below: 
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VI: Reasons for FDI. These variables have been measured 

through questions involving five possible groups of reasons 

for FDl (e. g. reasons related to risk, sales and profit 

potential, etc. ). The executive managers of BMNCs were 

asked to rank in order to importance the reasons within each 

group which were relevant to their companies' decision for 

investment in Egypt (see questi'on(q) no. 1 which appears in 

que-stibnnairbr(. qLr)no. 1, Appendix D) . 

V2: Determinants of FDI. First the determination6of 

FDI have been classified into three groups which include a 

number of factors peculiar to Egypt's specific character- 

istics (marketing/economic, political and cultural) i. e. 

locational factors. As demonstrated in q. 6 which appears 

in qu. 1, the executive managers of the BMNCs were then asked 

tQ rank in order of importance any number of factors 

within each group - that have been considered by their 

companies when a decision whether to invest in Egypt is 

considered. 

V3: Factors and considerations for selecting the form 

of investment and/or method of entry into the Egyptian market. 

A number of possible factors related to firms-specific 

factors, the advantages of the methods of entry, and other 

factors relatively independent of the firm and its industry 

were given. Then the respondents were required to rank in 

order of importance the factors that their companies used in 

selecting the method/path of entry into the Egyptian market 

(see q. no. 6 in qu(1). Additionally, each respondent was 
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required to outline - on the basis of an open ended 

question - the reasons behind his company's choice of a 

certain method. At the same time, a number of broad 

factors were also given in the questionnaire and the respond- 

ents were asked to rank in order of importance those factors 

that related to their companies choice of the method of 

entry (see q nos. (4) and (5) in qu. no. (1). 

(1) 
V4: Methods of entry into the Egyptian market as 

shown in q. 3 in qu (1), a number of alternative routes or 

paths for entry into foreign markets were suggested. Then 

each respondent was asked to indicate the relevant. methods/ 

paths followed by his company when entering into the 

Egyptian market. 

V5: BMNCs types of activities. The types of BMNCsI 

activities were measured directly through information 

provided by each respondent regarding its company's chief 

activities or products (see part one (CV) in qu. no. 1). 

V6: Egypt's environment. The relevance of the Egyptian 

environment towards serving FDI and foreign firms activities 

etc. has been measured according to different approaches 

(as well as using two types of information (i. e. secondary 

source information as shown in section (C), and the primary 

one) as follows: (A) the executive managers of the BMNCs 

were required to indicate the greatest problems (as well 

as the facilities they required including the absence of 
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required facilities in Egypt), that their companies have 

encountered in terms of both implementing their marketing 

policies, and expanding their investment and related 

activities (see q. nos. 8 and 10 in qu. no. 1). 

(B) The Egyptian academic staff were asked to 

indicate whether or not the Egyptian economic, political 

and cultural climate is able to serve effectively FDI and 

foreign firms activities as shown in q. no. 7-6 in qu. no(2). 

(C) The senior decision-makers of GAFI and GOFI have 

been also asked to refer to any obstacles that have been 

encountered in the implementation of FDI's policy and 

performance in Egypt since 1974 (see q. no. 2 and 4 in qu. no. 5). 

V7: Impact of FDI. On the basis of secondary sources 

the impact of FDI on Egypt's development has been measured 

or assessed as demonstrated in chapter two in Section (C). 

Additionally, in measuring the influences of FDI the 

following approaches have been followed in the field 

research: - 

(A) A number of benefits which can be attributed to FDI 

were suggested, and then the Egyptian academic staff were 

asked to indicate how important they regarded each type of 

benefit within three main groups of benefits, (economic, 

technological, cultural and socio political) on the basis of 

a four-point scale: very important, fairly important, of 

some importance and of no importance. Moreover, the 

respondents were also required to rank in order of importance 

three broad areas of benefits of FDI (economic, technological, 
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and cultural and socio-political. The questions in which 

these benefits arementiobed-dh q. nos. (2) and (3) in qu. (2). 

(B) The executive managers of the BMNCs were also asked 

to rank in order of importance some specific benefits which 

may be acquired by Egypt as a result of the BMNCs presence 

there. The questions employed in this-connection appears 

as 4.9 in qu. no. (1). 

(C) With regard to adverse influences of FDI, the same 

respondents and the same method as usedin(A) above were also 

employed in measuring the adverse economic, technological 

and cultural-political impact of FDI and foreign firms 

activities in Egypt (see q. nos. 4 and 5, in qu. no. (2). 

(D) In addition to (C), the executive managers of the 

state-owned enterprises were asked to rank in order of 

importance certain problems that their companies have 

encountered resulting from FDI in respect of (1) production, 

(2) marketing, (3) personnel and (4) finance). The type 

of problems in each area of activity are shown as q no. 2 

in qu. no. 3. Furthermore, the respondents in terms of e. g. 

the use of mass media, pricing, etc., were also asked to 

indicate some possible areas of conflict which have arisen 

between their companies and their foreign counterparts since 

1974. These areas of conflict appear in q. no. 3 in qu. 

no. (3). Finally, the respondents were required to rank in 

order of importance five broad types of problems such as 

production problemp, marketing, import/exports, e tc. that 

their companies may face after a period of five years (see 

q. no. 4, in qu. no. 3). 
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VB: Attitudes toward FDI. This variable was measured 

as follows: the academic staff and the exectuive. managers 

of the state-owned firms were asked to indicate their 

opinions towards the overall effects of foreign investment 

on the Egyptian economy according to the following scale 

(see q. no. 1 in qu. nos (2) and (3)): - 

Very positive Positive don't know negative very negative 
IItIII 

V9: Problems facing the implementation of BMNCs' activities 

etc. in Egypt see V6A. 

V10: The Egyptian policy. This variable (which involves 

number of sub-variables) has been measured as follows: 

(A) An investigation has been carried out of'ithe. 1974 

policy statement i. e. law no. 43 of 1974 as amended by the 

law no. 32 of 1977 concerning the investment of foreign 

and Arab capital and free zones (see these laws in Appendix 

B). This is in addition to the analysis of-a number of 

laws relevant to export/imports policies and organization 

of commercial agencies, etc. as pointed out in figure A-*2 - 

Section A). 

(B) The incentives and measures, etc. offered/imposed by 

the government of Egypt have been measured also on the basis 

of analysing the law no. 43/1974. In addition, the 

Executive managers of the BMNCs were asked to indicate which 

incentives, facilities and guarantees were most important 

to their companies. In other words, the respondents were 

required to rank in order of importance a number of incentives 
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facilities, etc. relating to investment in Egypt (these 

typesof'Incentives are shown in q. no. 2 in qu. no. 1). 

(C) The current practices and organization of GAFI were 

measured as follows: 

1. The senior decision-makers of both QAFI and 

GOFI were asked to indicate: (a) the major methods employed 

to reach foreign investors and encourage them to set up 

investment in Egypt i. e. to promote or sell investment 

opportunities in Egypt. In this connection a 5-point scale 

was used'corresponding to a number of possible methods in 

order to explore the frequency of use of each alternative 

method as shown below 

Method Scale 

always usually sometimes rarely never 
Advertising through k 
international press/ 
magazines visits 
abroad, etc. 

(b) The respondents in (a) were asked to point 

out the main reasons behind the tendency of 

both national and foreign investors to 

establish storage and servicing projects 

rather than*manufacturing plants in the free 

zones and to indicate also any difficulties 

that the execution of the FDI policy has 

encountered since 1974 (see q. no. 2 and 5 in qu. no. 5). 

(*) Detail is to be found in q. no. (1), qu. no. 5. 
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2. The official representatives of GAFI abroad (in 

collaboration with the Egyptian-British Chamber of Commerce) 

were required to indicate the following: 

a. Any plan that has previously been determined in 

terms of promoting and attracting foreign investment 

in Egypt (see q. no. 4 in uq. no. 4 which appears in 

Appendix D). 

b. The types of facilities and requirements that should 

be exacted (by GAFI) to enable them to implement 

their activities effectively, as well as any aspect 

of great importance related to their relationship 

with GAFI (see q. 5 and 6 in qu. no. 4). 

C. The problems/obstacles either they have encountered 

or discussed relating to dealing with and reaching 

foreign investors (see q. no. 1,2 and 3- qu. no. 4). 

3. An investigation of law no-43 of 1974, law 32 

of 1977, and decree no. 335 of 1977 has been carried out 

to explore the types of responsibilities, activities, relation- 

ships, etc. of GAFI. This is in addition to the analysis 

of the organisational structure of GAFI, the relationship 

between GAFI and the other governmental agencies or 

ministries concerned with FDI in Egypt. 

4. The forms of FDI allowed were measured on the 

basis of law 43/1974 and the other related decrees noted 

earlier(*). At the same time, the alternative methods of 

See in this connection the investigation of the Egyptian 
policy in Chapter (3) in Section (C). 
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entry into the Egyptian market as already illustrated (see 

VO have also been employed in this respect. The analysis 

of the present situation of FDI (i. e. relating to performance, 

distribution by type of projects, activities, size of 

investment etc. ) has also helped in measuring the success 

or failure or GAFI's current practices 

VII: The general status/achievement of FDI since 1974. 

This variable was measured basically on the basis of 

analysing several annual reprots published by GAFI, GOFI, 

governmental agencies. This is in addition to some 

relevant studies which have been undertaken by international 

bodies or scholars and researchers, etc. Furthermore, 

criteria such as size of investment projects, total capital 

inflow, percentage of FDI proejcts distribution by the type 

of activities, geographic areas, and so forth have been also 

used in this regard (see also q. no. 3 in qu. no. 5). 

V12: The relationship between the impact of FDI and the 

overall environment, government control of FDI and foreign 

firms activities, the forms of FDI allowed, etc. In this 

connection it should be noted that the current study is also 

interested in exploring the opinions of the academic staff 

(**) This analysis has been outlined in Chapter (2) in 

Section (C). 
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towards the contingency of the impact of FDI on variables 

such as government control, forms of FDI and so forth 
(+). 

Thus, the academic staff were asked to indicate how far 

they agreed with some propositions or statements such as: 

the impact of foreign investment on Egyptian economic 

development etc., is contingent upon the government's dire. etion 

of foreign firms' activities, etc. (other statements appear 

frequently in q. 7 in qu. no. 2). Three possible responses 

were given (Yes, No, Not Sure) with an open-ended question 

to permit elaboration or any comment to be made by each 

respondent. 

Finally, in the light of the current study's objectives 

it has been considered helpful to examine the opinions of 

both the academic staff and the executive managers of the 

state-owned enterprises towards a number of suggested 

developmental courses of action and/or performance oriented 

policies (as a part of the overall need for policy changes 

towards FDI in Egypt) as follows: 

(1) The academic staff were required to indicate 

whether or not they agreed - on a5 points scale - with 

some suggested actions which could be taken by the govern- 

ment to improve the contribution of FDI as illustrated below: 

Any findings from examination of this relationship 
may help to some extent in terms of establishing the 
need for policy changes and assessing the overall 
position of FDI in Egypt. 
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* Require all foreign firms to: 

- Export a specified percentage 
of production to sustain the 
balance of payments. 

strongly strongly 
jagree I agree, uncertain, disagree I disagree 

etc. 

Require the government to: 

Allow 100, '0 ownership of 
foreign subsidiary 

etc. 

These suggested developmental courses of action in 

addition to other types of proposals appear in q. no. (6) 

and no. (7) in qu. no. (2). 

(2) The executive managers of the state-owned 

enterprises were required to indicate the degree of importance 

they attached to some suggestions according to which the 

state-owned enterprises could react to and cope with the 

competition potential or eliminate any negative impact of 

FDI on a 4-point scale as demonstrated in q. no. (5) in qu. 

no. (3) e. g.: - 

*- providing the state-owned enterprises with the same 

privileges, incentives, etc. that have been granted to 

foreign firms 
very fairly of some of no 
important , important I importance, importance 

* More freedom regarding shaping the employment, pricing, 

financial, and product policies. 

etc 
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2.6 Methodological considerations and limitations 

It is probably useful to conclude the current chapter 

by listing the following points relating to the methods 

used to provide possible generalizations of the particular 

findings derived from the study: - 

1) The closed questions and both open-ended and straight 

forward types of questions were always used in order 

to obtain the greatest benefit from each type of 

question. 

2) In order to eliminate somewhat the possibility of 

order bias especially with regard to the more 

sophisticated questions (e. g. the question on the 

impact of FDI), the respondents were required to 

answer an aggregate question relevant to the same 

topic under examination. 

3) In terms of the open-ended questions, an attempt was 

made to classify the responses provided to obtain the 

most common opinion so that the answers received 

would. prove fruitful in relation to the study's 

objectives. 

4) As mentioned earlier, in seeking examination of some 

hypotheses, secondary sources of information were used 

side by side with the field survey. This was in 

addition to the use of different approaches when, for 

example the attitudes towards FDI or the relevance 

of Egypt's investment climate etc. were examined. 

In this connection, different points of view (. e. g. 
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those of the academic staff, the executive managers 

of the state-owned firms, BMNCs, etc. ) besides the 

published materials were examined. 

5) As stated earlier, for reasons such as analytical 

convenience and the inter-relationships between the 

I study varjables, some assumptions were treated 

together. 

6) Because the study samples are relatively small in 

some cases, a word of caution must be mentioned to 

the effect that it is not easy to generalize the 

study findings (particularly those related to the 

BMNCs). 

7) Once the information collected and other published 

data were classified and tabulated, an attempt was 

made to survey the statistical techniques to find 

those are the most appropriate for testing and 

analyzing the study assumptions (e. g. ): - 

(a) Nominal statistical techniques were used as appropriate 

for the nominal and sometimes for the ordinal 

information. 

(b) Ordinal techniques were used as suitable for the 

ordinal information. 

(c) Ratios/percentages techniques were used as appropriate 

for investigating the statistical data collected 

through secondary sources, as well as some other 

ordinal and nominal information derived from the 

field research. 
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For statistical inference, a frequently recommended 
(2) 

sampling fraction is 1/10 of the population 

Thus, it is perhaps useful to note that in the light 

of the present study sample size of each type of 

population studied, the rates of responses received 

can be considered as encouraging. Furthermore, 

for both large and small samples, the statistical 

techniques applied were those appropriate to the 

sample size. 

(9) Since certain problems may arise related to small 

sample size, it was considered helpful to use more 

than one statistical technique to eliminate these 

problems as far as possible. 

(10) Because the present study is arguably the first 

attempt to cover several aspects of FDI in Egypt 

since the 1974 policy was initiated, and because the 

most up-to-date data required has not been available 

owing to the time lag between undertaking the research 

and the publication of required data, a cautious 

approach must be adopted in interpreting some of 

the research findings. 

2.7 Study Approach 

Broadly speaking, it has been reported earlier that 

different approaches have been adopted in seeking, for 

instance, attitudes towards FDI, requirements for policy 

changes and so forth. As far as the present study is 

concerned, it is probably useful to note that among the 

wide range of FDI theories/approaches - as demonstrated 

in Section (B), it has been considered appropriate to 
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adopt the locational approach as relevant to the purposes 

of the research (where most of the study variables and 

objectives etc. are related to the host country-specifics 

rather than to those of MNCs). 

i 
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Section (E) 

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 
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Highlights for Section (E) 

This Section presents the analysis of the field study 

findings. It is organized generally according to the 

main sequence followed in Section (8) and (C) earlier. 

As shown below, it is divided into three main chapters. 

Chapter One introduces the empirical evidence relating to 

t[ye reasons and determinants of FDI, Chapter Two outlines 

those results regarding the impact of FDI, and Chapter 

Three deals with the need for policy change 

Chapter (1) Determinants of FDI. 

Chapter (2) Impact of FDI. 

Chapter (3) Requirements for policy change . 
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CHAPTER (1) 

DETERMINANTS OF FDI 

Introduction 

At the outset, the current chapter presents the anal- 

ysis of the field study findings concerning the determinants 

of FDI (decisions to undertake FDI and choose its form). 

As argued earlier the decision of a company to ut4dertake a 

new FDI in a given country occurs on the basis of a number 

of considerations concerning e. g. the choice of a particular 

location, the size and form of FDI, etc. Theories of FDI 

and previous research findings pointed out a wide range of 

determinations and reasons are likely behind the companies, 

decisions for FDI and other related or interdependent decisions 

such as the selection of the form of such investment. Taking 

into acount the contribution of FDI theories and previous 

studies, etc. it is a rather complex task for a given field 

research to cover in a general way the scope and meaning of 

all the types of the determinants of FDI. Not only because 

the decision of FDI involves implicit - or even explicit - 

considerations which are more complex on the international 

dimensions compared with the domestic one, but also because 

of factors associated with questions such as: 

1) How often should a company state its objectives/ 

motivations in response to the research requirements? 

and in which way should suc-h objectives or reasons 

etc. for FDI be examined or reported ? 
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2) Who should be approached - the headquarter or the 

subsidiary of the firms under study, the executive 

managers or the members of the board of directors, etc ? 

In addition to the above problems, studying reasons 

and motivations of FDII decision is arguably one of the 

most sensitive undertakings in view of the possibilities 

that any resulting criticisms influence the firms' prospects. 

In addition, reasons for FDI do not necessarily lend 

themselves to expression in an economic or financial terms. 

Despite the above issues, active co-operation has 

bedn given by'companies during the course of the present 

study. Also it must be admitted that numerous attempts to 

establish general determinants of FDI have been undertaken 

and have succeeded in providing answers to questions such 

as why a companyundertake decision for FDI at what time, in 

which location, etc. 

Having considered the literature review discussed 

earlier together with this introduction and the study objectives 

the present chapter is concerned with exaTining the stuýy 

hypotheses nos. (1), (2) and (3) mentioned earlier as follows: 

1.1 Reasons for FDI 

The following analysis represents an examination of 

Hl'A concerning the reasons (or motivations) for FDI decision 

as perceived by 19 BMNCs operating in Egypt. According to 

the study methodology highlighted earlier, table (E-1) shows 

an overall comparison of the relative importance of each 
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reason (and group of reasons) for the BMNCs' decision to 

undertake a new FDI in Egypt. More specifically, the table 

presents: (a) total number of responses corresponding to each 

reasons for FDI, (b) the possible number of responses in 

which the reason was not cited by the respondents, (c) 

weighted score of each reason, (d) the mean or average 

of weighted scores, and (e) the order of importance of each 

reason. 

In this connection, it is probably impefftant to note 

that the weighted scores have been calculated, on the basis 

of both the number of responses and the order in which each 

reason cited appears in table (1) in appendix (E) as 

I follows: 

Each time a reason was considered by a respondent as 

number one in order of importance, it was multiplied by 7, 

as number two it was multiplied by 6, as number three it was 

multiplied by 5 and so on. Then, by summing up the weighted 

scores over each reason within groups a total weighted score 

was given for that reason. Consequently, rank in order 

of importance is cited opposite each reason, as well as 

M of scores for each group of reasons as shown in table 

(E-1) on the following page. 
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Table (E-1) The reasons and/or motivatfoon behind the BMNC*' decision to undertake investment 
In Egypt. I 

(Number of rirms/res pondents (N. 19)) 

total Possible Weighted Order or 
no. or sm. or Scare lagwortlawy 

flesson responses respollses (3) 
(out of 19) in which 

(1) Um reason 
t - : it F) 

Reason related to cost factors, 
Ovjrq9ming tsýjf( berrietp 10 9 48 (4) 

Lower cost conditions (e. g. trasnpart, taxes* Interest 
rates. tabour, row materials, etc. ) 13 6 72 (1) 

Incentives offered by th vernment (e. g. tax holidays, g % e 
customs and duties ratio I tc. ) Is 6 89 (1) 

To take advnetage of differences In technology and 
productivity, etc. 14 5 75 (2) 

others to 9 10 (5) 

71 
It. Returns related to risk: - 

To eanure a continuous and secure supply or row materials to the 
parent company 10 9 37 (5) 

To protect patenteg trademarks, etc. 11 29 (6) 

To ovoid labour troubles or onerous national legislation at home. 9 10 45 (4) 

To diverairy markets. Is 4 96 (1) 

Excessive competition In the 1, - market 14 5 73 (2) 

Host government guarantees against non-commercial risks 10 9 49 ( 1) 
Other 3 (7) 

III. Reasons related to sales and profit potentialt 
To expand and develop now markets. 17 2 

To utilize excess capacity. comparative cost advantage. economy of 
scale, etc. 14 5 78 (3) 
Lose competition or large market size existing In the host country 16 96 (2) 

Others 8 11 a (6) 

y 111 73.2 

IV. Reasons related to home government pressures: 

Political factors 11 41 (3) 
Home government's guarantee scheme for InveaLment abroad. 11 a 59 (2) 

Home government's anti-trust legislation causing expansion difficulties 
at 1. 7 12 29 (4) 
Home government's economic objectives (e. g. to encourage exports, 

0 create new. jobs, Increase government revenue, tc. 14 5 91 (1) 

Others 3 16 3 (S) 

XIV 
Reasons related to the host government pressures- 
The growth of protectionist policies (tariffs and non-tarirfe barriers 
which restrict exports there). 6 68 (3) 
Privileges and Incentives provided to incoming foreign companies 
by the host government. 14 5 85 (1) 
Host government guarantees against non-commercial risk 12 7 77 (2) 

Others 3 16 3 (4) 

V 58.2 
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Based on table (E-1), the following major points can 

be highlighted: 

(1) While all the reasons for FDI under examination have 

been taken into account by the BMNCs when the decision to 

invest in Egypt is considered, (see columns 1 and 2), it 

is clear that different valuations have been assigned to each 

reason. i. e. it appears that there are reasons which tend 

to play a greater role compared with other reasons in relation 

to the decision undertaken by the firms surveyed to invest 

in Egypt e. g. expansion and development of new markets, 

competition or large market size existing in Egypt (i. e. 

the host country) are singled out by most firms as the 

most important reasons, followed by reasons such as home 

government objectives and incentives offered by the host 

government. Other reasons e. g. political factors, ensuring 

and securing supply of raw materials to t. he parent company 

etc. possessed a lower degree of importance. 

(2) A comparison between'the five groups of reasons 

examined on the basis of X as an arbitrary factor reveals 

that reasons related to sales and profit potlential are first 

in order of importance follo. wed by reasons related to the 

desire to benefit from differences in cost factors and 

technology, host government inducements/pressures, risk 

avoidance and home government pressures. 

(3) As argued earlier, it would be neither realistic nor 

meaningful fcLr one - under certain conditions - to ignore 

the importance of the growth of protectionist policies i. e. 
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trade barriers or - protection of patents and trademarks as 

reasons for FDIIs decision. Thus, to determine whether or 

not there are significant differences of importance between 

the reasons for FDI under study, it has been considered 

relevant to carry out the following statistical techniques 

as based on table (E-1): (A) Kruskal-Wallis One-W. ny analysis- 

of-variance (H), and (B) the analysis-of-variance for unequal 

sample sizes (ANOV). As for H-test, table (E-2) shows a 

summary of calculation of H value, while table (E-3) portrays 

an ANOV summary and the observed value of 'IF". 

Table (E-2) Scores and ranks of BMNC's motivations & reasons 
for their decision to invest in Egypt - H. test * (1) 

- (N= 25, K= 5) 
..... Groups of motivation/reasons 

Group I Gnxp II Grap III GroLp IV Group V 
Scores' Ranks Scores Ranks Scores Rank Scores Rank Scores Ranks 

48 15 37 18 ill 1 41 17 68 12 
22 11 29 19.5 78 7 59 13 85 6 
89 5 45 15 96 2.5 29 19.5 77 8 
75 9 96 2.5 8 22 91 4 3 24 
10 21 73 10 3 24 

49 14 
3 24-- 

NI =5 ER I= 61 N II =7 ER II =104 N III =4 ER III =32.5 NIV=5 ERIV=77.5 " ERV = 50 

N number of reasons in Group I, N number of reasons 
in group 2, etc ..... 

ER the sum of ranks for each group. 
(1) N= the total number of reasons (in all groups of mot- 

iva. tions/reasons. 

K= the number of treatment (i. e. groups of reasons 
examined). 

H observed value = 0.833 
H critical value = 13.277 at K-1 degrees of fr2edom i. e. 
5-1 =4 df and at . 01 level of significance (X distribution is used 
because the combination of sample sizes exceeds the largest 
H given combination of sample sizes). 
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Table (E-3) An ANOV summary. 

Source oF SS, * dF MS + F** 
Variation 

Between groups 2388.85 4 597.212 
(SS bet. ) 

0.496 

Within groups 
(55 within) 24075.15 20 1203.757 

SS Total 26464 24 

The sum of squares. 

Mean square. 

Ms between/Ms within. 

F critical value = 4.43 at . 01 level of significance and 2 and 20 df. 

According to both the observed values of IIHII and 'IF" 

compared with their critical ones and despite the apparently 

little concerns given by the respondents to some reasons 

for FDI, it is evident that there are no significant differ- 

ences of importance between the effects/importance of the 

reasons under examination with respect to the BMNCs' decision 

for locating new investment in Egypt. i. e the differences 

between the reasons for FDI lie in the first place in terms 

of their primacy. 

To sum up, one can choose the following most frequent 

locational reasons for FDI in the present case (on the basis 

Lk of the general which was found eqal to 56.4) 
I 

Calculated as follows: X+7 11 +7 111 + -T 
IV +7V /5= 56.4 
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(A) In respect of reasons related to sales and profit 

potential: Expansion and development of markets, 

utilize excess capacity, comparative cost advantage 

and economies of scale, and less competition as well 

as the large market size existing in Egypt, 

(B) P-asons related to cost factors: lower cost conditions, 

incentives offered by the host government, and advant- 

ages of differences in technology and productivity. 

(C) Reasons related to host government pressures: the growth 

of protectionist policies, privileges and incentives, 

etc. offered and guarantees against non-commercial 

risks. 

(D) Reasons related to risk: the desire to diversify market 

and excessive competition in the home market. 

(E) Reasons related to home government pressures: home 

government guarantees schemes and economic objectives. 

Finally, it may be useful to point out the following 

additional reasons (comments) reported by the Executive 

Managers of the BMNCs in connection with their companies' 

decision for investment in Egypt: 

(A) "We simply decided to invest in Egypt not only to carry 

out our business in a new market, but also we are 

looking for other opportunities - throughout the 

Arabic and Middle Eastern countries - via Egypt 

particularly the latter appears relatively more pol- 

itically and economically stable compared with other 

countries in the Middle East, and above all, Egypt has 
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a unique geographic location which may serve our inter- 

national trade and capital movement". 

(8) "Our decision was based on an initiative take to provide 

Egypt the just certain services". 

(C) "We invest in Egypt to enable us to compete in the 

global market worldwide". 

(D) "We invest in Egypt to shorten the supply route to 

local market and to offer locally made products in 

local currency". 

(E) "We decided to enter the Egyptian market to meet 

demands by some international companies already working 

in the U. K. 

(F) "To encourage LDCS to manufacture products whenever 

possible to the mutual benefit of both partners (i. e. 

Egypt and home country)". 

(G) "We decided to invest in Egypt on the basis of an 

encouragement made by some Egyptian state-owned 

enterprises working in certain and special industrial 

f ields" . 

"To ensure a continuity of work during the depression 

period in U. K. ". 

"The desire to escape into main contracting overseas". 

(J) "Utilizing our international brand, technology and 

marketing expreience". 
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1.2 The relevance of various incentives to FDI decisions 

It has been argued that while most foreign firms want 

to benefit from the inducements/incentives offered by the 

host government, there are types of incentives which may 

exert less influence on the FDI decision. i. e. the role 

of incentives granted by the host government appears to differ 

in order of importance when the decision to invest in a 

particular country is considered. In this respect, table 

(E-4) demonstrates the relative importance assigend by the 

executive managers of the BMNCs to each type of incentive 

offered by the government of Egypt in relation to their 

initial decision-for investment there. 

From table (E-4) it is evident that not all the types 

of incentives bases the same degree of importance to the 

BMNCs studied. In other words, it may be established that 

the BMNCs are concerned primarily with eg. favourable 

conditions for the repatriation of profits, income and 

capital, freedom from bureaucratic burdens, freedom from 

restriction on employment conditions and managerial recruit- 

ment and tariffs and customs relief (see column no. 3 and 

5 for example). 

In addition to the above, it may be useful to report 

the following comments adduced by two respondents: "We need 

more freedom to trade in foreign currencies and use of 

repatration of earnings. Also, freedom to set up a company 

in Egypt within its normal companies' law without the need 

for investment approval requiring us to demonstrate by 
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feasibility studies, etc. that the business will be viable 

whi0h is after all a commercial decision"(". For the 

BMNCs operating in Egypt, primacy of incentives seems to have 

been reserved mostly for better conditions concerning 

repatriation of profits, capital, labour use and managerial 

recruitment, and freedom from trade restrictions and bureau- 

cracy. 

1.3 Factors in marketing and the economic, political and 
socio-cultural climate influencinq FDI decision 

In the light of the preceding analysis especially that 

presented in 1.1 regarding reasons or movitations for FDI, 

it has been established that expected outputs or profits 

constitutes by far one of the main reasons for FDI. Also 

the desire to benefit from differences in cost factors and 

technological advantages in addition to inducements by the 

host government, etc. probaly do have an influence on the 

BMNCs decision to locate FDI in a developing country such 

as Egypt. 

It is nevertheless important to extend understanding 

of how significant the role is of environmental determinants 

when the decision to undertake investment in Egypt is 

considered by the BMNCs. In other words, as a general rule, 

it may be a mistake to state too strongly that a given firm 

See other comments in the next analysis in 1.3,1.5). 
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may take a decision to invest in a certain host country 

within which violent swings from left to right and vice 

, versatake place, or to locate investment in a country with 

limited market size and resources, inadequate marketing 

infrastructural facilities, etc. 

Taking into account the pr(ývious discussion on factors 

in the host country's overall environment affecting FDI's 

decision together with the findings derived from 1.1., the 

following is an examination of HlB which demonstrates how 

the BMCNs estimated the role of factors in the marketing 

and the economic, political and socio-cultural climates 

relative to their decision of FDI in the case of Egypt: 

(1) 0, Factors,, in marketing and economic climate: As pointed 

out in the study methodology, the executive managers of 

the BMNCs were primarily required to rank in order of 

importance any marketing/economic factors which have been 

considered when deciding whether or not- to invest in Egypt. 

Accordingly, table (E-5) which is derived from table no. (2) 

in appendix (E), presents the number of responses, weighted 

scores and rank by importance etc of each factor studied. 

From table (E-5), the evidence suggests that the 

respqndents by large majority have considered almost all the 

factors examined in connection with the decision whether to 

invest or not in Egypt (see the columns no. (1) and no. (2) 

Using the value of 'T which is calculated on a weighted 

scores basis (as a controllable factor) it could be established 

that the most frequent marketing and economic determinants 
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Table (E-5) Marketing and economic factors affecting the 1114NCs' decision to invest In Egpyt. 

Factors considered 

No. or Firms 
considering/ 
using factor 
(out of 19) 

(1) 

Possible 
No. or firms 
by which a 
factor was 
not cited/ 
consi(I-red (2) 

Weighted 
Scares 

(+) 
(3) 

Rank 
by 

use/ 
importanc( 

(4) 

The type and level or industrial activity in the host country 17 2 96 (2) 

Market Size 18 1 119 (1) 

The extent or foreign investment which has already taken place is 1 83 (3) 

Labour costs and supply by quantity and quality 17 2 61 (5) 

Commercial policies and trade restrictions Including Fiscal 
and monetary policies. 16 3 75 (4) 

Business system and its structure (e. g. availability or an 
adequate number or marketing institutions such as outlets, 15 4 57 (6) 
advertising agencies, types of legal rorms of organisations, 
banks, capital and stock market, etc. 

Others 4 15 4 (7) 

Total number or responses 105 

Total weighted scores 495 

Value or 70.71 

Some or these factors can be seen in some cases as criteria for assessing overseas marketing opportunities. 

Weighted scores have been computed as described earlier taking Into consideration the dirrerences in order 
In which each rector was cited by the respondent (see table no. 2 In appendix E). 
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considered by the BMNCs in terms of their decision for locating 

investment in Egypt are as follows: 

(1) Market size. 

(2) The type and level of industrial activity in the 

host country. 

(3) The extent of foreign investment which has already 

taken place. 

(4) Commercial policies and trade restrictions including 

fiscal and monetary policies. 

It is clear, however, that the BMNCs are concerned 

mainly with the host market size potential (including 

competition, degrees of development etc. ) as well as 

trading potential within or across the host market's borders. 

Yet, in the light of the foregoing argument one cannot 

deny the importance of those factors which have not been 

chosen above e. g. labour costs, business system and so forth, 

it is simply that they are not primary concerns of the BMNCs 

in the present case. Thus, the conclusion in this respect 

appears to be that, while investment decisions involve all 

the determinants examined, there are differences in the order 

of importnace of these determinants relative to particular 

decision. i. e. For the firms concerned, there are factors 

which tend to play a substantial role compared with other 

factors in respect of the decision whether or not to invest 

in a given host country. 

Finally, it is helpful since it is relevant to the 
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present theme, to outline the following factors and comments, 

made by the British managers surveyed: 

1. Government monopoly of certain industries. 

2. Market-prospectivity (current and potential). 

3-. 
- 

Longer term commitment by the host government (credits 

and aid ) for long term expansion. 

4. Economic factors and problems influencing BMNCs marketing 

strategies and the expansion of their investment and 

business activities in Egypt. Responses to enquiries 

on these issues by most of the executive managers of 

the BMNCs indicate several factors and problems. 

Perhaps the most frequent factors and problems reported 

to have been encountered by the BMNCs were as follows: 

A. It is almost impossible to define the available marekt 

in Egypt because there is no definite picture of the 

role of public sector companies in the economy and 

no information as to whether the government is fully- 

trully commited to growth in the private sector to 

the extent that it will increasingly erode the activities 

of the public sector. 

B. There is a distinct lack of projects with remuneration 

in negotiable currencies (the main projects of this 

type are funded by aid organizations such as U. S. aid 

which limit participation to their own nationals 

thus limiting the number of available projects). 

C. Lack of freedom to trade freely in foreign currencies. 

D. "Importation legislations which are badly introduced 

on a bad methods, and other tariff barriers". 
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E. The unreliability of the new generation of traders 

who emerged in the 1970s. 

F. A general reluctance to move from labour intensive 

projects utilising many inefficient techniques. 

G. Lack of market information in terms of the current and 

prospective opportunities. 

H. "Many of our products are sold to public sector companies. 

These comapnies are frankly most inefficient in their 

approach to purchasing, stock control, and regretably 

the quality of their finished goods. " 

I. Constraints related to availability of finance. 

J. The excessive production - in Egypt - of personnel with 

paper qualifications has led to a market cluttered with 

experts. This has led to extreme competition and 

cost cutting, resulting in a lowering of standards. 

K. Slowness of business machinery and lack of other 

related marketing and production services. 

L. In addition to the above-mentioned problems/factors, 

government subsidy policies, pricing control practices, 

the absence of preferential treatment with regard to 

import/export measures for locally established foreign 

firms and exchange control constitute important 

problem areas affecting BMNCs overall business and 

investment activities in some instances (particularly 

for those firms manufacturing and trading consumer 

goods). 
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(2) "Factors" in the political climate: Among the main 

determinants of location decisions concerning FDI are seen 

to be political factors including political stability, 

regulations limiting ownership or transfer of capital and 

profits, attitudes towards FDI and various other possible 

disincentives to foreign investment in general. It is 

probable that one may consider that the provision of guarantees 

against non-commercial risks for example to a given firm in 

a given host market will provide a certain degree of security, 

but on the other hand, it is also arguable that the potential 

loss due to violence, riots, etc. i. e. political unstability 

may exceed any possible compensation can be offered to the 

company concerned. As demonstrated earlier, Xenophobia in 

government circles/among the public, definite legislative 

prohibitions on foreign ownership, e tc., may also impede the 

firms manoevrability in undertaking its global activities and 

its policies in a particular market. 

Without emb. arking on more detail, the folloWing is 

the empirical evidnece provided by the field research - 

related to the political determinants of decisions concerning 

locating the BMNCs investment in Egypt: 

1) Table (E-6) (overleaf) demonstrates the number of 

responses, weighted scores and rank in order of 

importance corresponding to each political factor 

examined (the raw data upon which this table is based 

appears in table (3) in appendix (E). The main 

points can, however, be reported as follows: 
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Table (E-6) Political ractors taken into consideration inrluencing the decision or BMNCS 
concerning the location or Investment in Egypt. 

-- 
(N = 19) 

No. or-- -To ssible 
f irms no. of 
considering firms by Weighted Rank 
6r using which a Scores 

Factors factor (out factor was 
of 19) not cited/ 

considered 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Fractionalization by language, ethnic groups & political factionst etc. 13 6 51 (7) 

Attitudes towards foreign investment and the past and present record 
of such investment. 17 2 107 (2) 

Social conditions including extremes in population density, distribution 
of wealth, etc. 14 5 67 (5) 

Violence, strikes and frequency of social conflicts in general. 15 4 75 (4) 

Dependence of the host country on a super power (economically, 
militarily, etc. ) 13 6 65 (6) 

Restrictions on business, trading,. etc. measures and the host govt. 
degrees of Interventions in business affairs and policies and the 17 2 118 (1) 
overall legal system 

Past record of foreign investmect expropriation, confiscation, etc. 17 2 95 (3) 

Others 1 18 1 (8) 

Total number of responses 107 - - - 

Total weighted scores - 584 

Value of Y 73 

Calculated according to the procedures followed earlier taking Into account the order of importance 
in which each factor was cited by the respondents (see table no. 3 In appendix E). 
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(A) The evidence from table (E-6) indicates that the 

political factors under study were considered to have 

been significant in relation to the decision made by 

the BMNCs to invest in Egypt (see for example column 

no. 2 ie. the number of responses omitted ) 

(B) The eviden, -e also suggests that although almost all 

the factors in the political climate have been consid- 

ered - as mentioned in (A) - it is apparent that 

some factors e. g. fractionalization by language, 

ethnic groups, economic dependence on a super or hostile 

power, etc. seem to have a small influence on the BMNC1s 

decision to invest in Egpyt. In other words, as 

column no. 4 illustrates it could be argued that there 

are some factors in the political-legal climate which 

tend to have a more'significant impact on FDI s decision 

while there is doubt about others in terms of their 

primacy or degree of influence on the decision 

concerned. 

(C) Based on the calculated value of the following 

factors in the political climate are probably the most 

frequent/or important determinants of FDI decisions 

(relevant to the present case): 

Restrictions on business, trading, etc. measures and 

the host government's degree of intervention in business 

affairs and policies and the overall legal system. 

Attitudes towards foreign investment and the past and 

present record of such investment. 
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Past record of foreign investment expropriation, 

confiscation, etc. 

Violence, strikes and frequency of social conflicts 

in general. 

(2) In addition to the results reported above, the following 

comments made by the executive managers of BMNCs during the 

course of this survey are worth mentioning: 

(A) "Political stability is a very important factor for 

any enterprise wishing to invest in any country". 

(B) "Governments who have violent swings from left to right 

and vice versa shall be avoided". 

(C) "Stability of laws, measures 

trading locally is vital for 

in host countries". 

(D) "Exchange restrictions, inab 

and inability to export into 

usually the main reasons for 

and other imports/exports, 

any foreign operations 

ililty to limit dividends 

other local markets are 

not investing". 

(3) "Factors"in socio; -cultural climate As stated 

previously although the role of "factors" in the socio- 

cultural climate in respect of FDI's decision is under- 

standable, the weight which may be assigned to such factors 

may vary from one factor to another and perhaps for the 

same factor at different times because, for instance, of 

the dynamic nature of factors such as habits, tastes, etc., 

or becasue the differneces are likely to exist in terms of 

the types of firms' activities or product nature, etc. 
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Generally speaking, taking into account the earlier dis- 

cussion put forward in section (B), together with both the 

study objectives and the methodology, the main findings of 

the current field research can be outlined as follows: 

(1) According to table (E-7) below it is evidnet that the 

socio-cultural factors under examination have been given 

different weights or valuation in respect of their degree of 

importance relative to the BMNCs' decisi6n. to invest in 

Egypt. 

Table (E-7) socio-cuiturai ractors taken Into consideration and/or arrecting the decision 
or BMNCs to Invest in Egypt. 

No. of firms Possible no. 
N=19 

considering of firms by 
factor which a fac- WeighLed Rank 

Factor (out of 19) tor was not Scores 
considered 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Language homogeneity 

Religious homogeneity 

Social values, habits, traditions, etc. 

Literacy level 

Urbanization and transportation, 
communication, energy systems. etc. 

Managerial styles prevailing and the 
role and status of business executives 

Others 

15 4 69 (4) 

13 6 44 (6) 

15 4 70 (3) 

15 4 63 (5) 

17 2 101 

17 2 90 (2) 

2 17 2 (7) 

Total number of responses 94 

Total weighted scores - 439 

Values or Y-- 62.7 

Computed according to the same procedures followed earlier taking into accotmit the differences in order 
in which each factor was cited (see table no. 4 in appendix E). 
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(2) Among the socio-cultural factors studied, it is apparent that 

factors such as (a) urbanization, transportation and communication 

and energy system, W managerial styles prevailing and the 

role and status of business executives, and (c) social values, 

habits, etc. are primary concerns of the BMNCs operating in 

Egypt. 

(3) Finally, it is probably interesting to outline the following 

additional factors which have been reported by the respondents: 

(A) "Anti-western attitudes towards foreign investment in an enormous 

issue for not investing in foreign markets (not peculiar to 

Egypt particularly)". 

(B) "Availability of schooling and universities for accompanying 

families is very important". 

(C) "Absence of local professional managers is one of the most 

important problems which may plague our business success in 

Egypt". 

(D) The following summarised commwent is made also by an Executive 

manager surveyed: "Despite my earlier comments I do believe that 

one cannot resist the temptation of doing business in Egypt". 

Yet it would be unwise for any investor to ignore the Egyptian 

bureaucracy". 

1.4 The relative importance of factors in the economic, political 
and cultural climate: An overall comparison 

It has been established according to the previous analysis that 

the role of "factors" in the marketing, economic, political and socio- 

cultural climate in FDI's decision varies from one factor to another. 

At the same time, under different valuations all of the factors examined 

appear to have been involved when the decision taken 

by the BMNC's to invest in Egypt is considered. 
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Taking into account the proposal put forward in MB 

together with the preceding findings, an overall comparison 

between the relative importance of the economic, political- 

legal and socio-cultural factors in ielptionstoAheo, 

decision of-FDI can be presented as follows: 

1) Table (E-8) below shows the number of responses, 

weighted. scored and rank by order of importance corresponding 

to each group of factors in Egypt's economic, political- 

legal and socia-cultural climates 

Table (E-8) Economic, 
affecting 
an overall 

political and socio-cultural factors 
the BMNCs decision to invest in Egypt: 

comparison 
N=19 

Group of Order in which each Number of Poss. Weighted Rwii+ 

Factors group was cited respones No. of score 
in which a Resons- 

(1) (2) (3) group was es in 
cited (out viiich a 
of 19) groLP 

Number of responses was not 
cited 

Economic 
Factors 15 31 19 52 

Political- 
legal 
factors 4 14 1 19 41 (2) 

Cultural 
Factors 11 17 19 22 (3) 

Total 
Responses 20 18 19 57 - 

Maximum score multiplied by no. of responses is equal to 3 in terms of 
the order no. (1). 
Based on the weighted score assigned to each group of factors* 

In this connection it is useful to report that the respondents were 
required to rank in order of importance the three groups of factors 
regarded in general as relevant to their firms' decision to invest in Egypt. 
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From this-table, the evidence suggests that the economic ' 

factors appear to be a major concern of the BMNCs relative, 

to their investment decision. Thus, the present result 

arguably does not support too strongly the study hypothesis 

formulated earlier. 

2) A comparison between the result derived from t, able 

(E-8) and those in tables (E-5), (E-6) and (E-7) as illust- 

rated in table (E-9) (shown below) shows a relatively 

different result from that obtained earlier. 

Table (E-9) Ranks, weighted scores, and rs of factors 
affectings FDI decision. 

First Treatment (1) Second Treatment (2) 
Environmental Value of Rank (A) Weighted Rank (B rs 
determinants Scores betwe 

A&P 

Economic 
factors 70.71 (2) 52 

Political- 
level 
factors 73 (1) 41 (2) 

Cultural 
Factors 62.7 (3) 22 (3) 

0.50 
(4) 

(1) Based on tables (E-5), (E-6) and (E-7). 

(2) Based on table (E-8). 

(3) rs= Spearman's Rho. 

(4) Because the sample size is too small in this case (i. e. less than 
4 elements), one cannot determine how significant is the observed 
value of r 
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Based on table (E-9), it is apparent that according 

to the first treatment of factors under examination, the 

political-legal factors held the first rank in order of 

importance followed by the economic and then the socio- 

cultural factors. This result, however, confirms the study 

assumption put forward. But when these factors have been 

examined on a broad base (ie. second treatment), the economic 

factors have been considered first in order of importance. 

Despite the apparently positive relationship between rank A 

and rank B as based on the value of rs it is not possible to 

conclude with certainty that the political-legal factors 

are rather less important than the economic factors. At 

the same time, it is clear that the socio-cultural factors 

in both cases (first and second treatments) held the third 

rank in order of importance. 

3) In view of the study hypotheses which suggests that 

the political factors are likely to be a primary concern 

of the BMNC in a developing country like Egypt, it would be 

necessary taking into account no. (2) above relying on 

the first treatment, i. e. earlier analysis presented in 

table (E-6) compared with (E-5) and (E-7) which deals with 

the factors understduy in more detail. According to this 

suggestion, it may be made clear that the political factors 

in gneral can be considered as first in order of importance 

followed by the economic and the socio-cultural factors 

respectively. 
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4) According to ANOV analysis shown in table (E-10) which 

is based on tables (E-5), (E-6) and (E-7), it was found that 

no significant differences exist between the means of the 

factors under study at the . 05 level of significance. 

Table (E-10) An ANOV summary of the determinants of FDI 

Source of SS df Ms F 
Variation 

Between groups 425.14 2 212.57 

0.18(*) 
Withiin groups 21874.86 19 1151.308 

Total 22300 21 

The critical value of F=3.52 at . 05 level of 
significance and 2 and 19 degrees of freedom. 

Comparing the observed value of "F" compared with its 

critical value, the evidence, however, suggests that while 

some factors in the marketing, economic, political and 

cultural climate appear more important or more frequently 

related to the FDI's decision than others, for instance market 

size, restrictions on business and attitudes towards FDI, 

urbanisation and transportation systems etc., this pertains 

most to the order of improtance or the primacy of each 

factor rather than to how important each factor is (Within 

each group and between the three groups of factors in 
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connection with the FDI's decision. i. e. the types of 

determinants of FDI have been considered which are relevant 

to the FDI's decision taken by the BMNCs to invest in Egypt, 

but there were some doubts or differences of judgement in 

respect of the primacy of the determinants under examination. 

Finally, a warning must be given here that the above 

Findings-as a whole are peculiar to the case of a small 

sample of the BMNCs operating in a particular country (Egypt). 

This may make it difficult to produce any generalization of 

the results obtained. 

1.5 Problems encountered in implementing the BMNCIs marketing 
policies, investment expansion and related activities 
in Egypt-. 

As related to the previous analysis, it has been 

considered appropriate to explore the most common problems 

whiCh have been experienced by the eXecutive managers of 

the BMNCs in Egypt (see hypothesis no. 3). In this 

connection, the respondents were asked to indicate the 

greatest problem they have encountered in respect of the 

implementation of their companies' marketing policies, 

investment expansion and related activities. In response 

to this question, the salient problems which were found to 

have more significnat influence for a larger number of the 

BMNCs studied can be summarised as follows: 

First: In respect of implementation of marketing policies 
". 4 1) Lack of business understanding by government officials. 

See also the previously reported comments and results 
relevant to this point. 
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2) Lack of skilled-. maopowet: at. -=all.: Ibvels--: aad-=particularly 

in marketing and related activities. 

3) ' Lack of customer education and public awareness concerning 

what is available in the market. 

4) Inadequate and poor standard of communication facilities 

to reach several profitable markets in Egypt. 

5) The red tape which makes it difficult to obtain reliable 

statistics and data required. It also makes delays 

when dealing with the public secto. r companies. 

Second: In terms of investment and business expansion: 

1) Ambiguities exist with regard to many aspects oF the 

investment policies. 

2) The lack of co-ordination between government's 

departments concerned result in lengthly negotiations 

and increased costs. 

3) Excessive customs. procedures in respect of imports and 

exports. These procedures/measures are too slow and 

very complicated for marketing purposes. 

4) The uncertainty and instability of economic legislation 

and measures, coincident with the delays between 

planning and actual execution by the ministties involved. 

These problems arise not only because of the bureau- 

cracy which operates in complying with government 

regulations and laws affecting the day-to-day running 

of a business, but also because of inter-departmental 

differences and lack of control over. the inefficiency 

of almostall government employees. 

/ 
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5) Limitations imposed an the use of non-Egyptian 

I-abour together with the difficulties caused by frequent 

changes in training procedures. 

6) Shortage of foreign exchange and change in foreign 

exchange rates with regard to the Egyptian pound 

against other curriencies. 

7) Problems related to the selection of suitable potential 

partners (our local partner for example does not 

have the same commercial objectives, financial and 

managerial capabilities/quality making it difficult 

to work toget. her. 

An infant experience with foreign investment - ten 

or so years - with narrow accesses available for 

penetrating the Egyptian market, making it difficult 

for any foreign investor to invest a large amount of 

capital. It is precisely enhance the risk (rarely 

is it able to establish a whoily-owned subsidiary for 

example) . 

9) Lack of financial support abd credits provided by the 

Egyptian government. 

10) Delays due to bureaucracy, centralization of the decision- 

making process at the top of government level and very 

out-of-date management practices in GAFI and other 

industrial circles. All of these types of issues 

cause delays from the conceptual phase of the investment 

projects to both the implementation and the operation 

stages. There is a considerable lack of communication 

and co-ordination between the Investment Authority and 
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the other economic sectors concerned with foreign investment. 

11) Egypt suffers enormously from the absence of research 

and information centres needed to serve investment 

purposes in general. 

12) Policy reversal is possible and lack of freedom still 

exists. In this respect it is probably useful to 

quote the following two comments: - 

(a) One respondent (who provided a negative reply 

because the questionnaire was not appropriate to his 

case) reported that: 

"We were invited by the government to look at the 

possibility of a joint venture with their government 

owned .... company a couple of years ago and indeed 

a letter of protocol was signed between ourselves and 

the Egpytian government. However, unfortunately due 

to President Sadat's assassination the new government 

had a change of mind and the agreement was cancelled". 

(b) Another respondent also reported ....... there would 

be much more investment in Egypt if the "door" was 

opened a little more growing freedom to companies to 

set up ventures with less government control". 

"I am certain that the slow procedures out investment 

approval system in Egypt turns off more viable investors 

than any other cause. " 
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1.6 Factors affecting the selection of investment forms/ 
routes (*) 

As already stated, a firm's decision to undertake FDI 

in a host country always occurs after a number of determin- 

ations are carefully made in respect of e. g. the size of 

investment, timing of investment and so forth. Among the 

most important (or inseparable) decisions associated with 

FDI is probably that the firms concerned must choose care- 

fully the form of such investment. i. e. if FDI is chosen, 

the form of investment e. g. wholly-owned, joint venture, etc. 

should also be chosen. The selection of investment form 

and/or the method to enter into a particular country as 

an interdpendent decision which is incorporated with the FDI's 

decision is also probably contingent upon a number of factors. 

Some of these factors - as assumed earlie*r - are probably 

associated with for instance the firms specific while others 

relate to those of the host countryv etc. In this respect, 

the following is an analysis of the field research findings 

on considerations and factors influencing the BMNCs1 choice 

of investment forms or routes for entering into the Egyptian 

market: 

1) Table (E-11) shows a number of responses, weighted 

scores, order of importance in which each factor 

considered by the respondents was cited etc. From 

this table it is apparent in general that factors 

relatively independent of the company and its industry 

(as based on 7) have been considered first in order 

Several alternative forms of FDI and/or routes of entry 
into a given foreign market have been given (See 
questionnaire no. 1 in appendix D). 
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Table (E-11) Factors considered in selecting the forms and/or methods or the BMNCs 
Investment In Egypt (1) 

N=19 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Total no. Possible Weighted Rank by 

Factor or B14NCs no. or Score importunce 
(out or ig) responses 
considering in which 
factor a factor 

was not 
cited 

1. Factors peculiar to the companyt 
The size or the company 15 4 56 (7) 

The company's product line & its nature 13 6 63 (6) 

The volumes or foreign business desired 14 5 so (4) 

The competition In the overseas market 16 3 73 (5) 

The company's previous experience or o/seas Investment 18 1 102 (2) 

The company's rinanciale technical, personnel capabilltiesletc, 16 3 105 (1) 

The company's comparative advantages over local firms or other 
foreign subsidiaries In the overseas market 17 2 95 (3) 

Others 3 16 3 (8) 

Total number or responses and the value or 112 72.12 

11. Factors relatively Wependnet or the co. & Its Industry: 

The number or foreign markets in which the co. has representatlool 18 1 120 (3) 

Investment requirements (funds, personnel. etc. ) is 1 122 (2) 

Marketing costs and profit potential perceived to exist in the 
market is 1 135 0) 

Others 5 14 5 (4) 

Total number of' responses and the value or 59 95.5 

111. The advantages or each method or entry: 
Flexibility to enable the company to cope with the changes In 
the market environment 17 2 127 (1) 

Information, feedback and control over the operations 16 3 110 (3) 

Exposure to foreign market problems (e. g. legislation and 
imposed curbs, etc. ) 17 2 Ila (2) 

Others 4 15 4 (4) 

Total number of responses and the value or 54 89.75 

Crand total of responses (I + 11 + 111) 225 - 

Ceneral value or 7-- 85.79 

(1) See table no. 5 in appendix (E). 

(*) Computed as already described taking into consideration the order or importance In which each racLur was cited. 
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of importance, followed by factors reDited to the 

advantages of each method or form of investment, and 

in the third place were those factors peculiar to 

the company (ie. firm-specifics). A key part of 

the overall findings shown in table (E-11) is also 

the number of omissions of responses (ie. column no. 2). 

If one looks at the number of possible responses in 

which a factor was not cited by the respondent it 

should be made clear that almost all factors - within 

each group - are seen as having an influence on the 

choice of the form of FDI taken by the BMNCs when the 

decision whether to enter intb the Egyptian market is 

taken. In other words, the decision taken by the 

BMNCs to select a certain form or route for entering 

into the Egyptian market is apparently based on the 

factors studied. It is nevertheless useful to note 

that (based on column no. 4 and the value of X of each 

group of factors examined) not all the factors appears 

to have the same degree of importance in the choice 

of FDI's form. ie. the evidence here suggests that 

although all factors examiend may have an influence on 

the selection of FDI's forms, the degree of such 

infleunce seems to differ somewhat form one factor to 

another. For instance, company's financial, technical, 

personnel capabilities, marketing costs and profit, 

investment requirements, flexibility of the FDI's 

form, etc. are factors which appear to have a greater 
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effect on the choice of the investment forms rather 

than others (e. g. the size of the company or its 

product line and nature). 

2) To determine whether the re is significant difference 

of importance between the factors examined relative 

to the choice of FDI forms, two statistical techniques, 

an ANOV for unequal sample sizes and an H test has 

to be calculated as shown in tables (E-12) and (E-13) 

According to the observed value of both 'IF" and IWI 

compared with their critical ones, it is evidnet that 

no significant difference was found between the factors 

studied with respect to the BMNCsI choice of their 

investment forms and/or routes to enter into the 

Egyptian market (ie. the differences lie mainly in 

the primacy of the factors examined). 

Table (E-12) An ANOV summary: Unequal sample si-Les. 

Source of SS df MS F 
Variation 

SS between groups 1747.12 2 873.56 

SS within groups 28682.63 13 2206.35 

SS Total 30429.75 15 

0.40 

F Critical value = 6.70 at . 01 level of significance and 2 and 13 
degrees of freedom. F critical value at . 05 level 
of significance is equal to 3.80. 

(*) Based on column no. (3) in table (E-11). 
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Table (E-13) H -Test. 
(K= 3) 

Group I Group II Group III 

Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank 

56 13 120 4 127 2 

63 12 122 3 110 6 

80 10 135 1 118 5 

73 11 5 14 4 15 

102 8 

105 7 

95 9 

3 16 

N=8 ER=86 N=4 ER=22 N=4 ER=28 

H observed value = 3.626 

H critical value = 9.210 at . 01 level of sig 2 ificance and 
2 degrees fo freedom (in distribution of X ), at . 05 
level of significance H=5.991. 

(3) In very broad terms, the executive mangers of the 

BMNCs were required to: (a) rank in order of importance 

some factors (which have been examined earlier) relative 

to the choice of the alternative entry strategies (i. e. 

forms of FDI), and (b) indicate any particular reason 

(or benefit) behind the selection of a particular 

investment form/route instead of others. Accordingly, 
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table (E-14) illustrates the findings realised in 

respect of (a). More specifically the evidence in 

this table (as shwon in column no. 4 and on the basis 

of 7) suggests that the relbtive importance of the 

factors studied pertain to those factors associated 

with the host country's overall environment (p9litical, 

economic and socio-cultural), the profitability of the 

overseas market and investment requirement. Country- 

specifics or environment in general tends to play a 

substantial role not only in terms of the decision 

whether to invest in a given coutnry but also the 

selection of the investment form. 

Finally it is interesting to point out the following 

comments regarding the reasons which lie behind the selection 

made by four firms surveyed (out of 19) of their forms and/ 

or routes of entry into Egypt: 

A) One respondent whose company established a wholly- 

owned subsidiary has reported that "our parent company 

always believes that its companies should be close to 

the market place, and whenever possible, it is our 

group's practice to establish a production base after 

initial sales have been achieved"(+) 

A firm operating in the extractive industry (oil 
exploration and oil products). 
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Table (E-14) Broad factors affecting the BMNCIs choice of 
investment form and/or routes of entry into 
Egypt's market 

(N=19) 

Total Possible Weilited 
Factor No. of No. of Score" Rank 

responses Responses 
(out of 19) in %hich 

a factor 
was not 
cited 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Host country's political, economic and 
cultural environment 19 116 (1) 

Hme country's pressures, local market 
competition at home, etc. 15 4 64 (6) 

The nxber of overseas market that are 
covered by the caTprry and the ccrparry's 
dxjrees of penetration in each market 18 1 71 (5) 

The previous e>perience of tte ccmparry 
with overseas markets 19 - 80 (4) 

The profitability of a given overseas 
market 19 - 94 (2) 

The importance of controlling the 
operations overseas 17 2 61 (7) 

Investment reuq-irement " the 
CCITP"ls capabilities (financial, 

personnel, technical, etc). 19 - 81 (3) 

Total responses and the 7= 

value of X 126 81 

Based on table no. (6) which appears in Appendix (E). 

Calculated as demonstrated before taking into consideration 
the order in which each Factor was cited. 
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B) Another respondent (whose company entered into the 

Egyptian market through exporting via an agency 

agreement that led to 50/50 joint venture with a local 

partner) reported that "we thought at the very begin- 

ning that local market know-how is very important. 

Exporting. via an Egyptian agent ( ... ) provides valuable 

assessment of the potential investment in Egypt, and 

a gradual build-up of a manufacturing base in that 

country. At present, we are thinking to further our 

company's position inthe Arab market". 

C) The third comment, reported by a consulting engineering 

company was as follows: "Consulting Organisation (such 

as ..... ) does not necessarily set up a permanent 

base in a new territory". 

D) A fourth comment was made by a company which established 

directly a 60/40 investment ventures: -.. "Once again, 

rarely is it possible to establish a wholly-owned 

subsidiary and thus in Egypt we have a 60/40 relation- 

ship with our partners. We prefer to become a 

company with Egyptian investment competing on equal 

terms with indigenus firms". 

Based on the above comment and taking into consideration 

the previous analysis, together with the study limitation 

referred to, it is possible to argue that the nature of a 

company's activity seems to have some influence on the form 

of investment which can be chosen by the firm concerned. 

Also, ' there are companies which prefer not to plunge directly 
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because the lack of local market know-how for example or 

most improtnatly because of the conditions of Egypt's policy 

towards FDI which permits narrow accesses or a limited number 

of forms of investment for incoming foreign investors. 

1.7 The relevance of the Egyptian environment to FDI 

It has been considered important - in view of the 

current stduy objectives - to explore how relevant the Egyptian 

environment is to FDI and related activities. In this 

connection it has been assumed that - the Egyptian elites are 

generally confident that the Egpytian climate is able to 

serve effectively FDI and foreign firms' activities (hypothesis 

no. 3). Taking into account the preceding findings 

particularly those comments made and obstacles reported by 

the BMNCs surveyed together with the analysisof the Egyptian 

economy etc., in section (C) the following is an examination 

of the hypothesis put forward in this resepct (which is- 

based primarily on the opinion of the egyptian academic 

staff and the senior decision-makers of GAFI and GOFI): 

1) As demonstrated in table (E-15), on following page 

the overwhelming majority of the Egyptian academic 

staff believe that the Egyptian economic climate (as 

measured by e. g. market size, geographic location, 

natural resources, etc. ) is able to serve satisfactorily 

FDI and foreign firms' activities. 
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Table (E-15) The relevance of Egypt's-economic climate to 
FDI: Academic staff point of view 

N= 49 

Yes No Not Sure Total 

Number of responses 44 22 48(*) 

10 90 44 98 

Number of respondents who provided answers to the questions 
concerned. 

Calculated on the basis of N= 49. 

2) In response to the question whether or not the political 

climate of Egypt conforms to the requirements of FDI 

the Egyptian academic staff by and large agree that 

Egypt's political climate (as measured by e. g. the 

possibility of internal unrest, political factions, 

violence, foreign boycott and so forth) is generally 

stable compared with many of the Third World Countries. 

This agreement is evident in table (E-16) below. 

Table (E-16) The relevance of Egypt's political climate to 
FDI: Academic staff viewpoint. 

N= 49 

Yes No Not sure Total 

No. of responses 43 5 48 

ýO 88 10 98 

(*) See the comment made earlier in table (E-15). 
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3) In respect of the cultural climate of Egypt, it is 

also evident as illustrated in table (E-17) below that 

the respondents surveyed agree that the Egyptian climate 

(as measured by for instance, level of literacy, number 

of educated people, mass media availability, etc. ) is 

to respond and to serve effectively the foreign firms 

activities in Egypt. 

Table (E-17) The relevance of Egypt's cultural climate: 
Academic staff point of view. 

N= 49 

Yes No Not sure Total 

No. of responses 41 8 49 

Oe ,a 84 16 100 

4) In response to the question whether or not there are 

any political considerations behind the restrictions 

imposed on the establishment of inland wholly-owned 

foreign subsidiaries, the senior decision-makers of 

GAFI and GOFI by a large majority (88%') have reported 

that no specific political considerations exist 
!. *) 

Additionally, a deputy chairman of GAFI reported that 

generally there are no political considerations 

regarding the establishment of a fully-owned foreign 

project. But the exemption from local partnership 

condition requires the approval of two-thirds of the 

Board of Directors of GAFI according to the provision 

Undoubtedlý, such enquiry seems to be a naive one, but it has some- 
what signi cant importance in the Egyptian context. It also throws 
light on the attitudes towbtds foreign investment in very geneal terms. 
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of law no. 43 of 1974". "The exemption from this 

condition is always dependent upon the nature of the 

investment project". Another respondent has also 

reported that: "wholly owned foreign projects should 

be allowed on a significant base". 

5) As far as the foreign firms are concerned(as one will 

find out in the next chapter) not only are the attitudes 

of the academic staff towards FDI generally positive 

but this view is also shared by the executive managers 

of the state-owend enterprises in Egypt. In other 

words, no hostile attitudes towards FDI were found 

to any significant degree either on the part of the 

leading officials of GAFI or on the back of both the 

Egyptian academic staff and the executive managers of 

the public companies. 

Possibly, one can argue about the methodology adopted 

in seeking the attitudes examined above, and in consequence 

question the findings obtained, but it must be noted that 

the objective of the present study in this field is to explore 

the broad overall perceptions or judgements of a sample 

of the Egyptian elites about their country's climate in the 

context of FDI. The realised results, however, must be 

considered together with-as previously noted-the earlier 

investigation of the overall environment (including policies, 

practices, etc. towards FDI), in addition to the BMNCs 

experience with Egypt's environment which has been highlighted 

before. 
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1.8 Concluding Remarks 

It is perhaps interesting to point out 

briefly some comments made by two executive managers of the 

BMNCs studied. 

(1) "Egypt with its vast population and growth together 

with its open door policy offers a long term potential 

market". Although "too early to comment further, certainly 

there would be much more investment in Egypt if the door 

was opened a little more". "Consistent, not changing policies, 

measures and procedures are very important in any long term 

enterprise". (2) "We are needed, we are encouraged, but 

rarely are we helped to achieve what Egypt wants. We love 

it, but it is enigmatic to expatriates". 

Although it is not possible to draw a general conclusion 

concerning the previously analysed findings due to the 

limitsations outlined earlier, it may be useful to point 

out the following major points: 

(1) For most firms studied, reasons and/or motivations for 

FDI are numerous. While almost all reasons for FDI 

examined have been considered under different evaluation 

it has been established that reasons related to sales 

and profit potential and cost factors are of primary 

concern to the firms surveyed. 

2) Among the most important types of incentive are those 

related to the conditions regarding repatration of 

capital, profits, etc. freedom from labour conditions 

and trade measures. 

3) Among the most important locational factors affecting 
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FDI decisions are market size, level and type of 

industrial activities in the host country, restirctions 

on business, attitudes towards FDI and urbanization 

levels including infrastructural facilities in general. 

4) Particular attention has been paid by the firms studied 

to factors in the political-legal climate in general 

when an investment decision in a developing country 

l'ike Egypt is considered. 

5) The executive managers of the BMNCs surveyed by and 

larged believe that there are problems such as bureau- 

cracy, inadequate infrastructure, instability of laws 

and measures imposed on e. g. the use of non-Egyptian 

labour, and limited forms of FDI admitted by the 

government are influencing the implementation of 

marketing policies and investment expansion in Egypt 

6) There are factors relatively independent of the firms 

and their industry's features tend to play substantial 

role in relation to the selection of the forms and/or 

routes of entry in a given market, followed in order 

of importan. ce by factors peculiar to the advantages of 

the methods or forms of FDI and then firms-specific 

(particulary those associated with technical, financial, 

and personnel advantages). 

7) Despite the issues in marketing and economic, etc. 

(*)In this connection it is probably useful also for further 
information/data etc to go back to the earlier analysis of 
the Egyptian economy in section (C). 
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environment, Egypt with its large market, natural 

resources, geographic location, hospitable political 

and cultural climate compared with many Third World 

countries could provide a promising market potential 

for any foreign companies concerned 

In this connection it is probably useful for further 
information/data etc. to go back to the earlier analysis 
of the Egyptian economy in Section (C). 
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CHAPTER (2) 

, 
IMPACT OF FDI 

Introduction 

As presented earlier, the role of FDI in developing 

countries' economies has long been a subject of controversy. 

The arguments for and against FDI are endless and without 

limit. The conventional and/or neo conventidnal writers, 

for example, attribute salient economic and social benefits 

to FDI (when channelled by MNCs). It brings in, for 

example, missing or deficient factors of production such 

as capital technology, managerial skills and so forth. On 

the other hand, the cirtical views have pointed out numerous 

unfavourable consequences of FDI on the economies of develop- 

ing countries. FDI - as channelled through MNCS - often 

increase the propensity for conflicts in interest between 

the host country and the MNCs, it creates technological 

dependence, high import dependence, misallocation of 

resources, adverse effects on balance of payments, dis- 

placement of indigenous production, etc. The eddeomic 

and political capabilitie. s of a given host country will 

probably be decreased as a result of such adverse conseq- 

uences of FDI, 

Nevertheless, it has also been argued that it seems 

that mutual interest exists between the host countries 

and the MNCs. Even with the possibility of divergences of 

interest or the possible wide gap in e. xpectations between 

both partners of investment venture (i. e. MNCs and the 
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host states), it is hard to ignore either the importance 

of infusions of foreign capital, know-how, etc. for a 

developing host state, or the continuing desire of MNCs 

to undertake new investment - or expand it - in developing 

countries in order to benefit from e. g. comparative 

advantages or cost factors and so forth. 

In short, bearing in mind, the previously discussed 

arguments and counter arguments and the costs and benefits 

of FDI in developing countries, a look at the growth trend 

of FDI's flows in developing countries may make it possible 

to argue that both partners of investment ventures will 

probably have to continue to rely on each other for sub- 

stantial mutual benefits, i. e. on the one hand, the develop- 

ing host countries will have to rely on FDI as an instrument 

for financial and technological benefits, etc. and the MNCs 

on the other hand, will also be increasingly paying partic- 

ular attention to the developing countries as potential 

markets (for locating or undertaking new investment there). 

As far as the host countries are concerned, the extent to 

which the FDI can influence their economies seems to remain 

an arbitrary question. As demonatrated earlier the impact 

of FDI in these countries is arguably dependent on numerous 

factors in the economic and socio-political climate, etc. 

including the policies, basic orientations and practices, 

etc. towards FDI. 

Leaving adide the contingency of the impact of FDI, 

the present chapter is concerned with analysing the field 
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research findings regarding the influence of FDI in the 

case of Egypt (hypothesis no. 4). This analysis can be 

presented under the following heading as based on the 

study methodology: 

2.1 Attitudes towards the effects of FDI in Egypt 

Knowing the attitudes towards the effects of FDI 

would be an initial pre-requisite for measuring and probing 

the importance of such investment in a certain developing 

country such as Egypt. In this connection, and apart from 

the generally held opinions towards FDI, it has been 

assumed that the overall affects of this type of investment 

in Egypt are positive. i. e. the attitudes towards FDI is 

generally positive. Thus the following are the main 

findings resulting from an examination of the present 

assumptions: 

1. The overwhelming majority of the Egyptian academic 

staff agree that the overall affects of FDI on Egypt's 

economic and socitil development is positive. This agreement 

is evideot in table (E-18) on the following page, which 

demonstrates that about 67,10 of the respondents ýnterviewed 

considered the effects of FDI as generally positive and 6% 

viewed it as very positive. It is also evident in the 

light of Ehe observed value of Chi-Square (X 2) that despite the 

, apparently. Wignificant, difference exists j the attitudes of the 

respondents surveyed towards the overall effect of FDI 

has been generally seen as positive. 

The observed value of IX2 is probably overestimated because of 
the responses which are divided into two categories (see next page). 
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Table (E-18) Attitudes towards the effects of FDI in Egypt: 
Academic Staff point of view 

(N=49) 

Very Positive Positive Don't Know Negative Very Neg Total 

No. of No. of No. of No. of Nc). Of No. of 
Ot Of Oý Ot Reslxnses M Responses A Pesponses 00 Responses 010 Respomes oo Respcrises A 

3 6.3 33 67.4 5 10.0 8 16.3 00 49 100 

22 X observed value = 10.7949 X critical value at . 01 level 
of significance and 1 degree of freedom is equal to 6.636(*). 

2. According to the following table (E-19) which shows 

the nu, mber and percentages of responses of the executive 

managers of the state-owned enterprises, it is-clear that 

the view of the academic staff towards the effects of,, FDI 

is also shared by a large number of the ma nagers ofýthe- 

indigenous firms studied. i. e. the effectý of, FDI on Egypt's 

de. velopMent has been regarded as generally positive by 

the Executive managers of the public companies. 

For the purpose of statistical inference/convenience, the 
above responses were collapsed into two groups, (favourable 
attitudes i. e. very posit 

, 
ive and positive, and unfavourable 

attitudes i. e. don't know, negative and very negative). 
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Table (E-19) Attitudes towards the effects of FDI in Egypt: 
The viewpoints of the executive managers of 
the state-owned enterprises(+). 

(N=30) 

Very Positive Positive Dont Know Negative V. Negative 

No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of 
01 0' responses A Responses A Resporr-es A Responses 0 Responses 0 

3 10 20 67 265 17 

3) A comparison between both the attitudes of the 

academic staff and those of the executive managers towards 

the effects of FDI - using aX2 test as portrayed in table 

(E-20) below shows that no significant differences exist in 

respect of the overall effects of FDI. In other words, 

it was Found that a consensus agreement exists between 

both the academic staff and the executive managers; both 

groups agree that the effects of FDI on Egypt's economic 

and social development are generally positive. 

A breakdown by number of firms, types of economic 
activities, number of responses received etc. appears 
as table (7) in appendix (E). 
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Table (E-20) Academic staff attitud2s vs. Executive 
manager's attitudes: X- test (*) 

Observed frequencies Expected frequencies 

Type of responses 
RaW-&nts Favourable UnFavourable Favourable Unfavourable 

Executive Managers 23 7 30 22.40 7.59 30 

Academic Staff 36 13 49 36.59 12.40 49 

59 20 79 5B. 99 19.99 79 

Observed value of X20.01 

Critical value of X26.636 at . 01 level of significance-and'I degree 
of freedom. 

4) Based on the previous analysi ,s of FDI in Chapter (3), 

section (C), especially the part related to the recent 

efforts to encourage FDI together with the preceding outlined 

view of the leadinglofficials of GAýI and GOFI in the fore- 

going chapter, it is also apparent that attitudes towards 

FDI in Egypt are encouraging(+). i. e. Egypt will probably 

continue to encourage FDI or rely on such investment as a 

method for providing substantial benefits to the Egyptian 

economy. 

The responses have been collapsed into two types 
favourable and unfavourable for the purpose of 
statistical inference. 

See for example the new measures to stimulate foreign 
investment, which were introduced in 1983. 
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5) In response to the question whether or not the 

government should allow foreign firms to enter into the 

heavy and strategic industries as well as to permit 100% 

ownership of a foreign subsidiary the responses received 

from the Egyptian academic staff were encouraging; about 

63, o of the total-number of the respondents interviewed agreed 

about the proposition that the government should allow 

foreign investors to enter into the heavy and strategic 

industries, while 49,10 agreed-about permitting foreign owner- 

ship in the investment project on 100%0 basis A result 

of this kind may also provide evidence to confirm the 

previous analysis put forward concerning the attitudes of 

the academic staff towards FDI. 

2.2 The relative importance of FDI's contributions to the 
development of Egypt 

In this regard, it has been generally assumed that 

Egypt will probably have to continue to rely on substantial 

capital inflows, technology and other resourcez--transfer and 

social benefits in which FDI will arguably play an important 

role. Moreover, it has also been expected that the academic 

staff - Egyptian elites - will put more emphasis on the 

technological inputs of FDI in general taking into account 

The opinion here has been examined on a 5-points-scale. 
i. e. the degree of agreement includes strongly agree 
and agree, while uncertain, disagree and strongly dis- 
agree have been considered in this respect on dis- 
agreement (see next Chapter). 
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the proposition that it is possible one will find that 

significant differences exist in opinions regarding the 

degree of importance of all types of benefits of FDI to 

Egypt's development. 

Even from the side of the BMNCs under study, the 

generally held opinion of the executive managers of these 

firms is probably that Egypt has acquired several types of 

benefits'as a result of their presence there. In short, 

thes, findings of examining the hypotheses put forward in 
ýt 

this connection can be demonstrated as follows: 

First: Table (E-21) portrays how the Egyptian academic 

staff evaluated some of the anticipated benefits of FDI to 

Egypt's development. From this table, it is clear that 

the academic staff by and large considered most of the 

benefits examined as important to the development of Egypt 

(especially those related to the economic and technological 

contributions of FDI). Using the value of which appears 

in table (E-21) as an arbitrary factor together with the 

rank assigned to each type of benefit it is perhaps useful 

to choose the following most frequent types of benefits: 
(*) 

(1) In respect of resource transfer effects: (a) the 

provision of foreign capital (foreign capital inflow) 

This classification has been undertaken in the light 
of an earlier listing of the effects of FDI in develop- 
ing countries (Section B Chapter (2). The categoriz- 
ation that appears in the table was for the field survey 
purposes only. 
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Table (E-21) Academic stafr, s view of the importance of benefits of FDI to Egypt. 

(N=49) 

Types of Benefits Order of importance in which each type of benefit was cited WeLghted 

Very Important Fairly Import. Of Some Import. Of No Import. Scores(*) Rank 

No. % No. % No. % No. % 

1. Economic benefits: 
Foreign capital inflow 29 59.2 11 22.4 9 18.4 0 167 (2) 

The creation or new job 
opportunities and util- 
ization or local skills 
training, etc. 31 63.3 10 20.4 7 14.3 1 2.0 169 (1) 

The stimulation or 
competition with local 
firms 17 34.7 13 26.5 14 28.6 5 10.2 140 (7) 

Import substitution 
and export earnings 16 32.7 23 47 9 18.3 1 2.0 152 (6) 

The creation or new 
foreign markets and 
commercial links 13 26.6 16 32.7 17 34.7 3 6.0 137 (a) 

The provision or new 
products and services 
to respond to the 
needs of local consumers 21 42.9 13 26.5 15 30.6 - a 153 (5) 

The development or 
local resources, dep- 
ressed areas and encour- 
agement of local entre- 
preneurs. 25 51 12 24.5 10 20.4 2 4.08 158 (4) 

The expansion or the 
Egyptian industrial base. 26 53 15 30.6 5 10.2 3 6.0 162 (3) 

Value or 154-7 
II. Technological benefits 
Replacing outdated, small- 
scale industries with up- 
to-date advanced large 
scale industries 20 40.8 15 30.6 12 24.5 2 4.0 151 (5) 
training indigenous manpower 25 51 15 30.6 8 16.3 1 2.0 162 (1) 
Transferring new managerial 
skills and know-how, etc. 24 50.0 13 26.5 11 22.4 1 2.0 158 (3) 
The contribution to local 
R&D erforts. 28 57 9 18.4 9 18.4 3 6.0 160 (2) 
Providing new patents. 
technical know-how, etc. 24 50.0 15 30.6 6 12.2 4 8.2 157 (4) 

Value of i 
157-5 

III. Cultural & Socio- political benefits.: 

The provision of political, 
financial and military aid 
by the foreign firms' 
national government 5 10.2 9 18.4 20 40.8 15 30.6 102 (3) 
Foreign investment providing 
visible and tangible symbols 
of growth and progress 9 18.4 12 24.5 24 50.0 4 8.2 124 (1) 
The development of new tastes, 
habits, new ways of life. etc. a 16.0 10 20.0 24 50.0 7 14.0 117 (2) 

Value of X 114.3 

Weighted scores have been calculated in this case as follows: each time a type or benefit was 
cited by the respondent as "very important* it was mu Itiplied by 4, as "fairly important", 
it was multiplied by 3 ..... and as "or no importnace by 1. 
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(b) Technology transfer: training indigenous manpower, 

the contributions to local R&D efforts, transferring new 

patent and technical know-how. 

(c) Transferring new managerial skills and know-how. 

(d) The provision of new products, services, new tilsts, 

ways of life, etc. to respond to local needs. 

(2) In terms of employment: the creation of new job 

opportunities, utilization of local skills and training, et c. 

(3) Other benefits such as: (a) the development of local 

resources, depressed areas, encouragement of local entre- 

preneurs, (b) the expansion of Egypt's industrial base, and 

(c) FDI's provision of visible and tangible symbols of growth 

and progress. 

To explore how significant are the differences of 

importance b. etween the types of benefits examined, two 

statistical techniques have been applied (ANOV and H-test) 

as shown in tables (E-22) and (E-23) below. 

Table (E-22) An ANOV summary. 

Sourc e of Variation SS df ms F(*) 

Between groups 4225.54 2 2112.77 

8.81 
Within groups 3117.4 13 239.8 

Total 7342.94 15 

Critical value is equal to 6.70 at . 01 level of significance with 
2 and 13 degrees of freedom. 
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Table (E-23) Scores and ranks of the benefits of FDI: H-test 

Cultural and socio- 
Economic Benefits Technological Benefits political benefits 

Scores Ranks Scores Rank Scores Rank 

167 2 151 11 102 16 

169 1 162 3.5 124 14 

140 12 158 6.5 117 15 

152 10 160 5 

137 13 157 8 

153 9 

158 6.5 

162 3.5 

N= 8 ER 1 =57 N=5 ER 2 =34 N=3 ER 3 =45 

H=6.896 (observed value) 

H critical. value at . 05 level of significance and 2 degrees 
of freedom is equal to 5.991. 

Based on the observed value of both "F" and IIHII 

(compared with their critical values) it has been established 

that significant difference exists between the means and 

ranks of FDI's benefits examined with regard to their 

importance to the development of Egypt i. e. there is 

a significant difference of opinion regarding the relative 

The larger the observed value of 'IF" and/or IIHII, the 
more likely thatsigniFicant difFerences exist between 
the types of FDI's benefits. 
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importance of the FDI's benefits in relation to Egypt's 

development. Additionally, the academic staff were asked 

to rank inorder of importance the economic, technological, 

cultural and socio-political benefits of FDI in very broad 

terms. In response to this question, table (E-24) shows 

the number of responses that have been received, percbntages 

and rank of each broad area of FDI benefits. Looking at 

the ranks of FDI benefits in table (E-24) in the light of 

the values of 7 appearing in table (E-23), it is obvious 

that the technological contribution of FDI to Egypt's develop- 

ment have been considered as first in order of importance, 

followed by the economic contributions and then the cultural 

and socio-political ones. Taking into account the previously 

analysed characteristics of the Egyptian economy it is not 

Table (E-24Y The relative importance of the broad areas 
of FDPs benefits. 

(N=49) 

Order of importance, in W-dch area of FDI benefits vm cited 
(2) (3) 

Area of benefits -Y 
Number of responses and percentages 

No. Oý 

a No. of 

10 
D/ No. A 

Economic 22 45 24 49 36 (2) 

Technoloaical 25 51 19 39 5 10 (1) 

Cultural & Socio 
political 246 12 41 84 (3) 

Total Responses & 
percentages 49 100 49 100 49 100 
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surprising that the academic staff put more emphasis on 

technology transfer or that they believe that the development 

of Egypt is dependent upon continued inputs of FDI in 

general and in particular those inputs related to technology, 

foreign capital, and other types of resource transfer and 

benefits. Finally, in view of the study hypotheses referred 

to, it could be established that increasing demands will be 

made on FDI to provide greater benefits to Egypt taking into 

account that the preceding reaslised findings regarding the 

attitude towards FDI, together with that outlined in Section 

(C) which probably indicate that the conditions governing 

the Egyptian economy in general will arguably not be as 

restricted as in the period prior to 1974. 

Second: In an examination of the overall judgement/or opinion 

of the executive managers of the BMNCs regarding the benefits 

they may consider that Egypt has acquired as a result of their 

companies' presence in Egypt, Table (E-25) shows some 

interesting findings realised of which the following are 

exammples: (1) The executive managers of the BMNCs by and 

large believe that Egypt has acquired in general all of the 

benefits examined (see column no. 3). (2) In order of 

importance, employment and resource transfer affects (e. g. 

technology, know-how, and capital), were considered as main 

benefits gained by Egypt through the presence of the BMNCs 

there (see column no. 5). 
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Third: In has been that "while the role of FDI has long 

been the subject of controversy since the promulgation of 

law no. 43 of 1974, Egypt has gained some benefits from such 

investment". To examine this assumption, it has been cons- 

idered useful to refer in general to the benefits realised 

-since 1974 (according to the previous analysis undertaken in 

chapter (2) in section (0) as follows(taking into account 

the arguments put forward in this connection): 

Resource transfer effects. In this connection two major 

types of resource transfer effects can be outlined: 

(A) The provision of foreign capital, foreign capital inflows 

or participation in inland investment projects up to 1983 

was as follows: (a) approved projects accounted for ZE 3428.3 

million, (b) projects in operation amounted to LE 1197.4 

million and (c) projects under implementation totalled 

LE 743.7 million. 

In terms of the Free Zones projects, foreign capital 
I-, - 

participation up to 1983 was as follows: (a) approved 

projects totalled LE 1185.3 million, (b) projects in operation 

totalled ZE 448.1 million, and projects under implementation 

accounted for LE 108.2 million. Additionally, under law no. 

159 of 1981, foreign capital realised up to the 30th of June 

1 1983, amounted LE 21070 (thousand). 

(B) Technology transfer e. g. It has been illustrated in 

this resepct, that the number of licenses was 740 in 1975 

and the amount of actual investment undertaken in this 

connection totalled LE 67,124(+). In fact, the realised 

See tables (C-36), (C-37), (C-3B) and (C-39); see also tables 
nos. (7), (B) and (9) in Appendix A. 
See table (C-42). 
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number of licenses and the size of investments undertaken 

in that year were more than double those realised in 1973 

i. e. before the adoption of the 1974 policy. 

2) Employmentf From 1974 to 1981, for example, the 

estimated number of job opportunities of the inland projects 

that started production was 63,577. While in 1983 the 

estimated number of job opportunity in the inland approved 

projects amounted to 218,396 and the estimated amount of 

wages was LE 313,157 

3) Trade and balance of payments effects. From the 

data presented in tables (C-45), (C-46) and (C-47) it is 

evident that in 1982 import substitution gains totalled 

LE 685 million and exports earnings amounted to about LE 32 

million. As a result the value added reached LE 414 million. 

Moreover, the value added to the GNP i. e. the value of 

products and services realised totalled LE 1167 million in 

the same period. These realised benefits, however, may 

arguably sustain the balance of payments and the trade account 

in general. 

(4) Other benefits: It has also been demosntrated as 

shown in table (C-48) that the private sector's share in the 

investment projects (inland) which accounted for over 30% 

of the total capital invested is quite encouraging(+). 

Excluding foreigners. 

More detail is to be found in table (C-44). 

See for example table no. (C-48). 
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Furthermore, on the basis of the geographic distribution 

of the investment projects portrayed in table (C-49) and 

despite the fact that most FDI projects have been concentrated 

in a few regions, it is nevertheless possible to argue that 

FDI has contributed benefits to provinces other than Cairo, 

Giza and Alexandria. 

In the light of the above summarized data together with 

those reported in detail in Chaper (2) in Section (C), it 

appears that Egypt has acquired some valuable benefits from 

FDI since 1974. In this regard it must be noted also that 

the same benefits could arguably be achieved more effectively 

by ways other than FDI. Yet, the experience of Egypt over 

the two decades prior to 1974 - as illustrated in Section (C) 

may lead to the conclusion that it is not possible to ignore. 

the preceding outlined contributions of FDI to Egypt's over- 

all development whether or not Egypt is successful in this 

respect. 
(++) 

Finally, in view of the neo-conventional argument for 

FDI and/or MNCs in general, the foregoing findings may 

arguably indicate that Egypt's overall economic and political 

capabilities will probably be increased as a consequence of 

mechanisms such as: foreign firms can add to the productivity 

of the domestic labour force through training and development 

programmes, transferring new managerial skills, and additional 

knowledge, etc. (b) provision of new products and/or 

See point 2.4 later in the current chapter. 
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services, (c) undertaking R&D programmes and transferring 

new patents and technical know-how, (d) value added to GNP 

and productive use of local resoruces, (e) positive effects 

on local entrepreneurs, (f) improvement in balance of pay- 

ments through e. g. inflow of foreign capital (or export 

potential and import substitution), and (g) encouragement 

of production linkages between domestic and foreign firms 

etc. 

It is nevertheless improtant to mention that the cost 

of achieving these contributions/benefits is possibly dis- 

advantageous. In other words, even assuming that the 

requirements and production facilities, etc. are available 

in the host country concerned, the FDI's contributions are 

likely deterrants to some extent as the following analysis 

may reveal. 

2.3 Anticipated costs of FDI in Egypt 

With regard to the adverse impact of FDI it has been 

assumed that while the Egyptian elites probably realise the 

benefits potential-of FDI, the classical critics against 

such investment will possibly persist in their opposition an 

important issues. Additionally, whereas the FDI has 

relatively contributed some benefits to Egypt the cost of 

such investment is probably unavoidable. It has been 

also expected in this connection that indigenous firms have 

encountered several types of obstacles attributable to FDI. 

With reference to this point, the following analysis presents 

an examination of two points of view as follows: 
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(1) The academic staff point of view: 

The respondents were asked to rank in order of 

importance a number of anticipated adverse impacts of FDI 

and/or undesirable activities of foreign firms in Egypt. 

As appears in table (E-26)on the following page the responses 

refelct to a great extent the fact that the academic staff 

appreciated all the possible undesirable effects of foreign 

firms. activities on Egypt's development (see columns no. 

(1) and (2) in the table). In other words, the adverse 

influences of FDI examined have been considered as causes 

for concern (or potential problems) from the viewpoint of 

the overwhelming majority of the respondent interviewed. 

The economic influences in general - as the value of 

indicates - were viewed as the most insistently pressing 

issues of FDI. .- These are followed by the questions/issues 

of technology transfer i. e. assisting Egypt's R&D, 

training programme, etc. and then the socio-political and 

cultural effects. Bearing in mind the classic arguments 

against FDI/foreign firms' activities, and using the ranks 

appearinq in column no. 4 in table (E-26). the following 

are apparently the most-frequent criticisms directed at 

FDI and/or foreign firms (regarding e. g. resources transfer 

effects, balance of payments, employment, e tc. ) in Egypt 
(*) 

: 

It may be useful to go back to the earlier argument, 
outlined in chapter (2) in Section (B), (exhibit B-3 
is also udeful. *in this respect. 
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Table (E-26) Academic staff point of view towards anticipated undesirable influences of foreign 
activities in Egypt 

(N=49) 
Total PossabLe 

Type of Influence Responses no. of Weighted - Ranks 
or/number cases in Scares+ 
of cases which a 
out of 49 type of 

infl. 
was not 
cited. 

1. Economic influence. 

Foreign firms create monopoly and economic domination 43 6 301 9 
Foreign firms compete with the local firms in terms of export. opportun. 44 5 345 7 
Foreign firms cause a bad industrial "mix* by producing luxury goods 44 5 412 2 
Foreign firms act frequently in ways contrary to the national interests 46 3 371 6 
Foreign firms result in a foreign exchange drain & influence the balance of payments 43 6 388 4 
Foreign firms cause an economic dependence on other nations 47 2 438 1 
Foreign firms exploit local resources, local capital, local skills to the best of their 
interests only 45 4 401 3 
Foreign firms produce and sell products for which their home market is declining 44 5 276 11 
The activities/presence of foreign firms cause a loss of control over nati6nal planning 
and disturb national legislations and regulations 45 4 292 10 
Foreign firms disrupt local working conditions 45 4 318 8 
Foreign firms attract the indigenous skills from local enterprises 41 8 378 5 
Foreign firms displace national investors 43 6 216 12 
Others 1 48 10 13 

Value of - - 318.9 - 

II. Technological influencest 

Foreign firms are reluctant to adapt. and promote technology to meet local requirements 48 1 332 1 
Foreign firms widen the technological gap between their home country and Egypt through 
bringing in out-dated technology 42 7 276 4 
Foreign firms do not train, promote Egyptian nationals to top management positions. 44 5 282 3 
Foreign firms do not contribute significantly to the national industrial training, 
R&0 Programmes, etc. 44 5 289 2 
Foreign firms casuse, and lead to a technological dependence on foreign countries 
and impair local innovations. 44 5 270 5 
Foreign firms may be transferring knowledge, know-how which already exists locally. 39 10 194 6 
Foreign firms' royalty licensing costs are too high 42 7 178 8 
Foreign firms bring in advanced technology which does not conform the local skills 
or serve the national objectives 44 5 190 7 
Others 1 48 6 9 

Value of R - - 224 

Ill. Cultural and socio-political influences: 

Foreign firms disturb national culture and values, ways of life, and tastes, etc. 46 3 236 1 
Foreign firms bring in unacceptalbe business practices (eg. bribes) 42 7 200 3 
Foreign firms insist on the use of their own language 42 7 199 4 
Foreign firms interfere and disrupt the national pol-itical climate 42 7 171 5 
The presence of foreign firms enhance the political tension 42 8 162 6 
Foreign firms do not respond to local cultural interests 41 4 222 2 
Others 45 48 5 7 

Value of X 170.7 

Based on table nos. 8,9 and 10 which appear in appendix M. 
Computed as described earlier (under different order of importance in which a type of influence 
was not cited. (see the above note) 
The classification of types of influences was for the purpose of the survey inference. 
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(A) In terms of the issues of dependency, exploitative 

relationship, balance of payment effects, etc: 

1. Foreign firms cause an economic dependence on other 

nations. 

2. Foreign firms cause a bad industrial "mix" (by e. g. 

producing luxury goods). 

3. Foreign firms exploit local resources, capital and skills 

in their own best interests. 

4. Foreign firms produce a foreign exchange drain and 

influence the balance of payments. 

5. Foreign firms attract the indigenous skills away from 

local enterprises. 

6. Foreign firms act frequently in ways contrary to the 

national interests. 

(B) With respect to the extent of technology transfer/ 

the transfer of inappropriate technology: 

1. Foreign firms are reluctant to adopt and promote 

technology to meet the local requirements. 

2. Foreign firms do not contribute sign ificantly to the 

national industrial training, R&D programmes, -ýetc. 

3. Foreign firms do not train, promote Egyptian nationals 

to top management positions. 

4. Foreign firms widen the technological gap between 

their home country and Egypt through bringing in out- 

dated technology. 

5. Foreign firms bring about a technological dependence 

on foreign countries and impair local innovations. 
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These firms maybe also bring in knowledge, know-how, 

etc. which already exists locally. 

(C) With regard to the transfer of inappropriate cultural 

patterns of consumption and business practices: 

1. Foreign firms disturb national culture and values, way 

of life, etc. 

2. Foreign firms do not respond to local cultural interests. 

They also insist on the use of their own language. 

3. Foreign firms bring in unacceptable business practices 

(e. g. bribes). 

Broadly speaking and as the previous discussion indicates 

in response to the neo-conventional argument that MNCs enhance 

or increase the overall economic and political capabilities 

of a given country (by means such as more productive use of 

domestic natural resources, bringing in the missing production 

inputs (e. g. capital technology/know-how etc., in addition to 

added value to the GNP and improved balance of payments, and 

so forth), the above realised findings demonstrate that 

critical arguments 'that MNCs' adverse activities may 

endanger and result in a reduction of economic and political 

capabiliteis of the host country concerned are primary 

concerns of the academic staff in Egypt. In other words, 

taking into consideration the previous argument in this 

connection, it is possible that the economic and political 

capabilities of Egypt may be reduced as a consequence of 

mechanisms such as foreing firms decreasing capital stock, 

exploiting local resources, etc., leading to dependence on 
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additional foreign technology and capital which may make 

it possible that the drain of capital will increase. 

Furthermore, the transfer of limited, out-dated technology 

or the transfer of inappropriate technology, etc. can have 

adverse effects on the overall progress of the host country 

concerned. 

Additionally, some respondents have reported other 

types of possible adverse influences such as: (a) foreign 

firms prodcue non-essential competition and reduce local 

savings, (b) they bring in consumers' goods technology 

rather than the production industrial one, and (c) foreign 

firms cause social duality. 

Finally, it is perhaps interesting to emphasise the 

following two points relevant to the previous analysis: 

First: The respondents were required to rank in order of 

importance the three groups of FDI's adverse influences in 

very broad terms. The result realised can be illustrated 

through table (E-27) below. From this table, it appears 

that the economic impact of FDI is ranked first in order 

of importance, second is the technological impact and the 

third rank is given to the cultural and socio-political 

influences. 
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Table (E-27) Rank of the broad areas of FDI's influence 
on the development of Egypt. 

(N=49) 

Area of influence Order in which area of influence 
was cited 
(1) (2) (3) Rank 

Number & percentage of responses 

No. Ot Ot 

eo No. A 
a, No. a 

Economic 27 55 14 28.5 8 16.5 (1) 

Technological 13 26.5 23 47 13 26.5 (2) 

Cultural and 
socio-political 11 22.5 10 20.5 28 57 (3) 

Total Responses 51* 104 49 100 49 100 

Figure,: and percentage do not equal 49 and 100, Oo 
because of multiple responses. 

In the light of the ranks displayed in table (E-27), 

compared with those ranks that can be given to the three 

groups of FDI's influences on the basis of the value of 

portrayed in table (E-26) it is obvious that the value of 

rs between both ranks will be equal to unity (i. e. 1.0). 

With the previous analysis of the study findings on the 

positive impact of FDI borne in mind, it may be true that 

because the academic staff expressed general agreement about 

the importance of the technological and economic contributions 

of FDI, the possible negative impact of such investment on 

the same areas of Egypt's development are primary causes- 

for concern as well. 
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Second: Using the weighted scores shown in table (E-26), 

an ANOV analysis and H-test have been applied as the summary 

in the folloiwng table (E-28) and (E-29) illustrates. 

Comparing the observed values of "F" and "H" with their 

critical ones, it is evident that significant differences of 

opinion exist with respect to the possible 6dverse influences 

of FDI examined relative to the development of Egypt. In 

other words, the academic staff by and large believe that 

the negative impact of FDI seems to differ substantially 

between each other in connection with Egypt's development. 

The evidence of this result is also obvious in the light of 

the ranks that appear in table (E-26). In short, the 

Findings realised illustrate that not all the types of FDI's 

effects examined have or exert the same degree of influence 

on Egypt's general development. These findings in general 

support the study assumption formulated earlier. 

Table (E-28) An ANOV - for unequal sample sizes - Summary 

Source of Variation SS df ms 

Between groups . 
111388.4 2 55694.2 

Within groups 262005.4 26 10077.13 

Total 373393.8 28 - 

5.52 

F critical value = 5.53 at . 01 level of significance and 
df 2 corresponding to MS between groups and df 26 corr- 
esponding to MS within groups. 

At . 05 level of significance corresponding to the above 
degrees of freedom is equal to 3.37. 
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Table (E-29) H-test : summary 

(K=3) 

Economic Influences Technological Influences Cultural & socio 
political 
influences 

Rank Rank Rank 

10 8 17 

7 
'14.. 

5 20 

2 13 21 

6 12 25 

4 16 26 H=13.866 

1 22 18 

3 24 29 

14.5 23 

11 28 

9 

5, 

19 

27 

N= 13 ER 1 =118.5 N= 9 ER 2= 160.5' N=7 ER 3= 156 

2- , H critical value (using the distribution of X where the sample sizes 
exceed 5 elements) is equal to 9.210 at K-1 degrees of freedom, 
where K= the number of samples. 

I 
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(2) The viewpoints of the executive managers of the 
indigenous firms: 

Because the Executive managers of the indigenous 

companies are close to the market realities, it was thought 

useful to explore their opinion in terms of (a) the main 

problems that the state-owned enterprises have encountered 

as attributable to the FDI over the period 1978/79-1983/84, 

(B) the types of conflicts that have arisen between the 

state-owned enterprises and the existing foreign firms, and 

(c) the main problems in functional activities that will 

be encountered by the public firms in 1989/1990 as the 

consequences of FDI and/or foreign firms activities. 

The managers interviewed were firstly asked to rank 

in order of importance some types of problems in respect of 

production, marketing, personnel and financial activities 

which their companies encountered as a consequence of FDI. 

The findings on this point are contained in table (E-30) 

which shows the number of responses, weighted scores and 

ranks etc. in relation to each type of problem examined. 

The results shown in table (E-30) provide evidence 

that may generally suggest that the FDI has created numerous 

problems affecting the implementation of the activities of 

the state-owned firms. The ranks appearing in column no. 

(4) for instnace indicate that the managers surveyed seemed 

more concenred with the following problems. 

(1) The shortage of raw material, machinery, parts, etc. 

(2) Intensive/excessive competition in terms of product, 

quality, price, etc. as well as the decline of the 
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Table (E-30) Major problems encountered by the state-owned encerprises attributable to FOI over the 
period 1978/79 - 1983/84 

(N x 30) 

Total Poss. no. Weighted 
no of of resp- Scores Rank 
resonses onses in (3) (4) 

Areas and types of problems out of which a 
30 type of 

(1) problem 
was not 

ited(2) 

I. In respect of proauction: 
1) '§hortage of technicians. skilled workersv etc. 27 3 159 12 

2) A shortage of raw material, machinery, parts, etc. 27 3 186 1 

3) Surplus capacity due to (1) and (2). 27 3 142 3 

4) Others - 20 - 4 

Value of - - 162.3 - 

11. In respect of marketing: 
1) Causing a decline of the company*s market share in general 27 3 124 3.5 

2) Intensive/excessive competition in terms of prod., qual., price, ote 27 3 160 1 

3) Shortage of sales force because of competitive recruitment 27 3 124 3.5 

4) Shortage of number of distribution channels and outlets 24 6 73 6 

5) Increase in advertising costs and promotional efforts 24 6 81 5 

6) The loss of professional marketing managers to the foreign companies 27 3 147 2 

7) Others: surplus inventory 
W 1 29 1 7 

Value of I - - 101.4 - 

111. In respect of personnel: 
1) Shortage of Egyptian personnel & managerial skills 30 185 2 

2) Dissatisfaction with working conditions and climate 30 - 204 1 

3) Others: disrupt the innovation efforts & personnel initiatives 1 29 7 3 

Value of I 
- - 132 - 

IV. In respect of Finance: 

1) Shortage of local capital and foreign exchange 30 189 2 

2) Increased interest rates because of borrowing by foreign co. 30 - 201 1 

3) Others - 30 - 3 

Value of - 195 - 

Based on table no. 11 which appears in appendix M (using the weighting scale techniques - 
which has been described earlier). 

Reported by one respondent. 
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companies' market share in general. 

(3) The loss of professional marketing managers to the 

foreign companies. 

(4) Dissatisfaction with working conditions and climate. 

(5) Shortage of Egyptian personnel and managerial skills. 

(6) Increased interest rates because of borrowing by 

foreign firms. 

(7) Shortage of local capital and foreign exchange. 

Based on the weighted scores that appear in table 

(E-30), the previ6us page, an H-test has been appli-e. d to 

examine how significant are the differences in opinion regard- 

ing the types of obstacles which have been experienced by 

the companies surveyed. As table (E-31) indicates, the. 

observed value of "H" is lower than its critical one. This 

may suggest that no significant differences exist between 

the opinion of the excecutive managers in respect of the 

problems which have been created as a result of FDI and/or 

the presence of foreign firms in Egypt over the period 1978/79- 

1983/84. Moreover, using the value of -7 that appears in 

table (C-30) it is apparent in general that financial 

problems created as a consequence of FDI can be ranked as 

first in order of importance, followed by problems in the 

field of production and personnel and, in fourth place, the 

marketing problems. 

Secondly, respondents were required to indicate types 

of conflicts that have arisen between their firms and their 

foreign counterparts since 1974(*). Table (E-32) accordingly, 

illustrates that the most frequent types of conflicts that 

It is probably useful to mention that the selection of 
respondents took into account the requirements of the 
questions posed. 
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Table (E-31) H-test 

Production 

Scores Rank 

Marketing 

Scores Rank 

Personnel 

Scores Rank 

Finance 

Scores Rank 

159 7 124 10.5 185 5 189 3 

186 4 160 6 204 1 201 2 

142 9 124 10.5 7 14 

73 12 

81 12 

147 8 

1 15 

N1 =3 ER 1 =20 N2 =7 ER 2 =75 N3 =3 ER 3 =20 N4 =2 ER 4 =5 

K4 
H 6.135 (observed) 
H critic2l value at 3 degrees of freedom and 0.01 level of significance 
in the X distribution's table is equal to 11.345. 

Note: It must be noted here that H value is treated as an X2 value 
for interpretative purposes in the table. 
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have arisen between these companies (i. e the indigenous and 

the foreign firms) lie in two main areas: (a) labour 

relations and recruitments, etc. and (b) pricing policy. 

Table (E-32) Areas of conflict that have 
state-owned enterprises and 
since 1974. 

arisen between 
foreign firms 

(N=30) 

Areas of Conflict No. of 
firms 
mentioned 
each type 
of conflict 

1) Location of foreign firms 1 3.3 

2) Sources of the raw materials 9 30 

3) Labour relations, recruitment, etc. 18 60 

4) Infrastructural facilities 6 20 

5) Implementation of the advertising and 
promotional programmes 8 26.6 

6) The use of mass media 4 13.3 

7) Pricing policy 18 60 

8) The use of outlets, warehouses, distri- 
bution channels, etc. 6 20 

Finally, the managers surveyed, were required also to 

cite in order of importance some broad areas of problems 

that their companeis will encoutner during the five year 

period commencing (1989/1990) as a result of FDI the study 

findings in this connection as portrayed in table (E-33) 

revealed that after five years the respondents by and large 

expect that the first problem their firms will face is 
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personnel, and in the second comes marketing problems followed 

by the other types of problem. Comparing this result with that 

which has been reported earlier one will find that the 

financial problems ranked the first during the period 1978/79 

1983/84, followed by the production, then the personnel and 

the marketing problems ranked in the-last position. 

In the light of table (E-33), Lt is not surprising that 

both personnel and marketing problems are regarded as most 

likely to be the prime concern of the executive managers of 

the public companies after a period of five years. In 

actual fact most - if not all - foreign firms operating in 

Egypt under law no. 43 of 1974 enjoy a wide variety of 

privileges with respect to employment conditions i. e. they 

have been exempted from local labour laws. For instance, 

foreign companies are free to apply their own working 

conditions and wages schemes and labour representation on 

the board of directors is not applicable to foreign firms 

Such type of privileges - with the possible high wages paid 

by foreign firms taken*into account - make probable the 

departure of labour force and managerial talents from the 

indigenous firms to the foreign ones. On the other hand, 

it is also possible that the state-owned companies will 

encounter acute competition in the future with the increasing 

number of foreign firms. This in turn may lead to an 

Further detail is to be found in chapter (3) in Section 
(C), and appendix (B). 
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increase in the level of the marketing activities to be 

undertaken and in the related expenditure required to enable 

public companies to compete with foreign ones. 

The preceding findings in general indicate certain 

fundamental problems faced by the indigenous firms. For 

instance, it was widely agreed that intensive competition, 

the decline of companies' market share and the loss of 

professional marketing managers and skilled manpower to the 

foreign firms etc. are major problems confronting the state- 

owned enterprises as a result of the presence offoreign 

firms. Potentially, there is also a genuine fear that 

foreign firms could become monopolistic powers in both types 

of markets purchasing production inp6ts and selling outputs. 

In other words, there is widespread concern among the 

executive managers surveyed over the potentially adverse 

impact of the foreign firms' market domination as well as 

over the effect on the existing labour force (managerial 

and skilled manpower) particularly in the national companies. 

In response to the conventional view that MNCs may break 

local monopolies (or increase local competition) the present 

study findings provide evidence to suggest that the dis- 

placement of indigenous firms is also possible because of - 

dominance of MNCs. As preceding findings indicate, for 

example, that foreign companies can offer wage scales that 

make them more attractive than indigenous firms, they can 

take advantage of capital-intensive techniques and marketing 

know-how, increase interest rates because of borrowing local 
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capital etc. All these are examples of mechanisms which 

may cause displacement of domestic firms by foreign ones. 

Finally, in view of the study assumptions, the prec- 

eding realised findings in general provide evidence to 

confirm the hypotheses put forward in this connection (where 

the indigenous companies have encountered several types of 

problems as a result of FDI). 

1 

2.4 The status of FDI: The contingency of its impact 

It has been demonstrated that Egypt has acquired 

certain types of benefits attributable to FDI. Also, the 

present attitude towards FDI (expressed by the academic 

staff, the executive managers of the public Firms and the 

senior-decision makers of GAFI and GGFI) is generally 

positive and encouraging. Additionally, it is evident 

from the study findings that the academic staff have shown 

greater anticipation of both the positive and negative impact 

of FDI in relation to the development of Egypt. They 

appreciate for example benefits such as the utilization of 

local skill and training, capital inflow, increase of R&D 

activities, etc. at the same time, these contributions 

of FDI do not imply that the academic staff and the executive 

managers are unconcerned about issues such as economic 

domination and dpendence, displacement of local firms, and 

so forth. 

As argued earlier,, FDI seems to be a two-edged sword i. e. 
6# 

. there are benefits that can f gained and costs that can 

be incurred). The impact of such investment on the host 
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country's development is arguably contingent upon numerous 

factors. ie. the extent to which the host country can benefit 

from FDI is relatively dependent on factors in economic, 

political and cultural development as well as on policies 

and practices toward such investment, etc. 

In short, as far as the present study is concerned, 

it has been assumed that the contribution of FDI to the 

development of Egypt is modest 

Taking into account previous investigation of Egypt- 

specifics including policies, practices towards FDI, etc., 

it is evident from the study findings that the modest 

contribution of FDI to Egypt at present is probably due to 

the existing problems and factors in Egypt-specifics which 

affect the implementation of the activities of foreign 

companies. In this connection, the experience of the BMNCs 

in Egypt revealed numerous types of obstacles which impede 

the execution or their activities. Despite repetition, it 

would be useful to note briefly some of these problems as 

follows: 
(_0 

(a) The lack of market information regarding current and 

prospective investment opportunities, (b) constraints 

related to the availability of finance, (c) government 

control (on pricing import-export and foreign exchange) 

(d) bureaucracy, (e) lack of marketing and production 

See the analysis undertaken in chapter two, section (C). 

More detail is to be found on points nos. 1.3,1.5 and 
1.6 in chapter (1) of the present section. 
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facilities, (f) reluctance to move to capital rather than 

labour intensive investment projects and the utilization 

of many inefficient production techniques, (g) lack of 

business understanding by government officials, (h) lack 

of skilled manpower, and the limitations imposed on the 

use of non-Egyptian labour and (i) lack of adequate infra- 

structure and financial support, e tc. 

Furthermore, with the above constraints in mind - it 

has also been demonstrated - based on the BMNCs experience 

also - that a foreign firm's decision to undertake new or 

additional investment in Egypt may be influenced by factors 

in the policies and practices towards FDI such as(+): (a) the 

limited forms of FDI currently permitted by the Egyptian 

government, (b) the slow and unnecessarily complicated 

procedures attached to the investment approval system, 

(c) ambiguities existing in Egypt's investment law ie. law 

43 of 1974 including the continuous changes in the legis- 

lation concerning FDI in general, and (d) the absence of 

better conditions regarding trade, repatration of profits 

and capital, etc. 

Additionally, the previous analysis of the current 

status of FDI in Egypt provides evidence to suggest that the 

contribution of such investment indicates the importance of 

factors such as: 

Further detail regarding the assessment of Egypt's 
policies toward FDI will be provided in the next 
chapter. 
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(1) Size factors. 

(2) Selection of investment projects (including the choice 

of technology). 

(3) Preconditions and performance requirements. 

(4) The feasibility of the type of incentives granted. 

(5) Government control and direction of investment projects. 

Among the factors relevant to the present theme are 

probably size factors (leaving the other factors to be 

discussed in the next chapter). Size factors here concern 

the importance of the size of invested capital as a whole 

in connection with the realised benefits of FDI (and its 

distribution) in the light of e. g.: - 

(a) The amount of capital invested in every project and 

its importance to resource transfer effects (i. e. 

technology, managerial skills, capital inflow, 

employment creation, etc. 

(b) Geographic distribution of investment projpcts relative 

to the objective of assisting the depressedregions. 

(C) Incentives awarded compared with the amount of invest- 

ment in the project concerned relative to attracting 

more investment, improving the balance of payments, 

etc. (see the next chapter for discussion of this 

point). 

(d) Total costs of investment project (in relation to (0). 

(e) Types of investment. projects (i. e. the natureof 

activities involved in projects). 

M Foreign capital share in the investment projects 
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(in relation to resource transfer effects). - 
In. view of tba-stuoy_. assumption referred too taking 

into account the fact that it may be difficult to reach 

more definite conclusions regarding the effects of size 

factors relative to the contribution of FDI and this for 

reasons related fo*r instance to: (1) the general policies 

and practices towards such investment and their relevance 

to foreign firms, (2) the inter-relationship between the 

various effects of FDI as demonstrated before, etc. The 

preceding analysis OfFDI. inflow and impact highlighted in 

chapter two in the context of section (C) provides evidence 

to suggest that the present status of FDI does not conform 

in general to size factors relative to expected contributions 

of such investment to the development objectives in Egypt. 

This is evident from the following summarised examples based on 

statistical data reported earlier" .1as to*. inland approved 

projects 
(*): 

1. Total foreign capital invested from 1974 to 1983 

amounted to LE 3428.3 million (i. e. 31% of the total 

approved investment projects - see table C-39). 

2. The average of foreign capital shares in each inland 

approved project amounted to LE 2.46 million (table 

C-41). 

As an arbitrary factor it is probably interesting to 
look at the size factors in investment projects in 
the light of the data concerning the profile of BMNCs 
surveyed in table (D-2). 
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3. The average total cost of each inland approved 

projects was LE 7.8 million (see table C-42). This is 

to be compared with no. (2) above. 

4. Total annual foreign capital inflow during the period 

1974 to 1983 was about ZE 109.25 million. 

Relatively speaking, based on the above facts, it 

appears that the FDI projects formed make no significant 

contribution to Egypt's development in relation to: 

resource transfer effects, balance of payments, employment, 

etc. in their broad and detailed terms. 

5. Regional distribution of FDI approved projects in 

each province accounted for ZE 221 million up to 1983 

(See table C-49). 

6. Non-industrial projects accounted for 68% of total 

investment projects up to 1983 (see more detail in 

table nos. 7,8 and 9 in appendix A): additionally, 

most of FDI projects in the free zones are warehousing, 

storages (see table no. 10, app. A). 

On the basis of (5) and (6) it is apparent that FDI 

add little benefits to the development of and the building 

up of Egypt's industrial base. 

As a conclusion, it is perhaps useful to note that 

the academic staff were asked to indicate whether or not 

they agreed about the dependence of FDI benefits on factosr 

such as size of invested capital, types of projects, etc. 

The respondents overwhelmingly agreed with the statement 

referred to. This agreement is evident in table (E-34). 
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Table (E-34) The dependence of FDI benefits on the size of 
invested capital, types of projects, forms of 
FDI allowed and the viability of the host 
country's overall environment. 

(N=49) 

Yes No Not sure 

01 01 01 No. 10 no. 10 no. 10 

45 92 1236 

Finally, the above analysis appears to support the 

study hypothesis that the larger the size of the invested 

foreign capital the greater would be the benefits to Egypt. 

. 2.5 Concludinq Remarks 

On the whole, it has been established that the previous 

analysis provides evidence to support the study hypothesis 

(no. 4) put forward. At the same time, it would be approp- 

riate to point out the following major points based on the 

present examination of the impact of FDI in Egypt: 

(1) The overall effects of FDI in Egypt have been considered 

by and large majority of the Egyptian elites as positive 

i. e. the attitude towards FDI in Egypt is generally positive. 

(2) While the role of FDI became the subject of controversy 

since 1974, Egypt has benefited to some extent from such 

investment., Meanwhile, the modest performance of FDI in 

Egypt indicates the importance of factors such as size factors, 

selection of investment projects, government direction and 

i 
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control of FDI projects, feasibility of incentives programmes 

designed, etc. (taking into account the findings realised in 

Chapter 1) 

(3) The Egyptian elites put more emphasis on the role of 

technological benefits of FDI to Egypt. Additionally, 

while the academic staff acknowledged the potential benefits 

of FDI (transfer resource effects, employment, etc. ) they 

regarded as are most continuously important issues the 

classic criticisms against the activities of foreign firms 

in relation to several economic influences such as exploiting 

local resources, balance of payments effects, economic 

dependency, etc. Furthermore, in view of the adverse and 

positive impact of FDI in Egypt it was found that significant 

differences exist among the opinion of the academic staff 

towards such influences in relation to Egypt's development. 

(4) Whereas the cost of FDI is probably unavoidable, this 

type of investment creates some problems and areas of 

conflict betwPen the indigenous firms and foreign ones 

particularly in areas such as labour relations, pricing, 

personnel, etc. 

(5) In general, it seems that Egypt will have to continue 

to rely on substantial transfer resources inputs (capital, 

technology, etc. ) and other gains in which areas FDI can 

play an important role. 

(*) Further illustration is to be found in the next chapter. 
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Finally, despite the limitations on the assessment of 

gains and losses from fDI in a given host country, the 

approaches adopted here and inconsequence the realised findings 

of the current attempt/study have revealed - even to some 

extent - the overall perception of a sample of the Egyptian 

elites towards FDI, a s well as highlighting how significant 

the impact of this type of investment is in a developing 

country such as Egypt. 
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CHAPIER (3) 

REQUIREMENTS FOR POLICY CHANCE 

Introduction 

It has been demonstrated earlier that the contribution 

of FDI to the development of Egypt is unequivocally modest. 

T aking into account the proposition that law no. 43 of 1974 

concerning FDI was not introduced without careful planning 

or detailed studies, the poor performance of such investment 

over the past decade is therefore, a matter that requires 

consideration from two angles: first, reasons must be 

found to explain the poor performance of FD1 which has 

produced the need for policy changes and second, attempts 

must be made to determine what courses of action would be 

likely to improve the contributions of FDI in Egypt. 

Partly, the previous analysis of the study findings 

provides evidence to suggest that factors in Egypt-specifics, 

and to some extent - the features of FDI policies are among 

the reasons which may be responsible for the modest 

performance of FDI. This is in addition to the size factors 

in FDI projects. 

To assess the validity of the study hypotheses 

referred to (i. e. H. 5 and H. 6), the current chapter aims 

to shed light upon reasons other than those examined earlier 

which may account for the-poor achievement of FDI, as well 

as to present the findings of the field research regarding 

the kind of policy changes that should be introduced. 
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3.1 Reasons behind the modest performance of FDI and the 
need for requirements for policy changes 

The experience of BMNCs in Egypt - as illustrated 

earlier - does highlight numerous issues and deficiencies 

in Egypt's policies and practices regarding FDI. Ambig- 

uities in law no. 43 of 1974, lack of co-ordination between 

government agencies concerned with FDI, overlapping systems 

and unproductive procedures in relation to investment 

projects approval, limited forms of FDI permitted etc. are 

all factors or issues in Egypt' policy encountered by the 

BMNCs- investing in Egypt and in consequence they probably 

effect the inputzr of FDI to Egypt's development in general. 

In seeking further demonstration of reason6, issues, 

etc, in policies and practices towards FDI which on the 

one hand may explain the poor performance of such investment, 

and increase the improtance of policy changes on the other 

hand, the following is an analysis of the study findings 

based on both the field survey and the investigation of 

the current FDI policy (organization, implementation, etc. ) 

in the context of other developing countries' experience--- 

with FDI. 

(1) Findinqs realised from the field survey. According 

to the study methodology, the senior decision makers of 

GAFI in Cairo, together with both GOFI and the official 

representatives of GAFI abroad, including the Egyptian 

British Chamber of Commerce in London were asked to 

indicate some aspects relating to policies and practices and 
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the greatest problems and areas of difficulty they have 

encountered in dealing with foreign investors. The main 

results are as follows: 

The senior decision-makers of GAFI and GOFI have 

reported the following problems 

A. Basic data and statistics concerning the Egyptian 

market's needs are not available. 

B. Joint venture investment forms still dominate 

Egypt's investment policy's main orientation. 

C. Lack of information, financial commitment that 

should be provided by foreign investors regarding 

their investment proposals. 

D. Foreign investors generally use the wrong approach 

i. e. they either do not conform to the conditions 

approved previously (particularly with regard to 

machinery and equipments, etc) or they do not 

come directly and contact GAFI. 

E. Imports measures, restrictions, etc. are so severe. 

F. The contradictions and instability of investment 

laws and regulations. 

2) According to the responses of the experience of the 

official representatives of GAFI abroad-(including the 

Egyptian-British Cha, mber of Commerce in London) the major 

obstacles they have encountered in dealing with and 

contacting foreign investors are as follows: 
(*) 

It is interesting to note that some of these obstacles 
were mentioned earlier by the BMNCs. 
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(A) Lengthy negotiations with the investors. 

(B) Emphasis by investors on the protection. r. equire- 

ments (e. g. customs protection-and facilities). 

(C) Unfamiliarity of the investor concerning the 

assistance available for him through the special- 

ised agencies in his country dealing with overseas 

investment. 

(D) Inflexibility by the investors in adjusting to the 

buiness patterns of the host country (Egypt). - 

(E) Fluctuation in foreign exchange rates, especially 

with regard to the Egyptian pound and the dollar. 

When the respondents were asked tý indicate whehter 

any problems had been discussed with foreign investors with 

regard to their investment pr9jects/proposals in Egypt, the 

overwhelming majority (5 out of 6) of the respondentsýhave 

answered "Yes". 

In their elaboration, the respondents have cited the 

following types of problems: 

(a) Problems related to the financial structure'oý the 

project e. g. debt/equity ratios. 

(b) Problems related to the terms of technology transfer, 

such as technical assistance and management contracts. 

(C) Problems related to the selRetion oftpotential partners. 

Problems related to (a) the project's location. 

(b) infrastructural facilities. 

(c) lpbour conditions. 

(d) local suppliers. 

(e) export potential. 
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-1 
(e Finally, problems with regard to th---explanation of 

laws and provisiaas-gn-V-e-rýýj investment in Egypt. 

(3) In response to the enquiry about the reasons behind 

the tendency of both national and foreign investors to 

establish storage and servicing projects rather than 

manufacturing plants in the free zones the senior decision- 

makers of GAFI reported the following reasons: (a) to 

promote foreign and national investors as a first step 

toward the open door policy (b) lack of experience (c) 100% 

ownership investment form is generally prohibited in terms 

of the inland projects, in addition to the monopoly issues. 

(4) Methods employed for reaching foreign investors and 

promoting investment opportunities. In this connection 

GAFI and GOFI-Is officials were required to indicate the 

methods employed as described earlier in the study method- 

ology. Table (E-35) (no. the-following page)v, tberefore 

illustrates. responses to this enquiry. 

In order to make an overall comparison between the 

methods employed to reach foreign investors and promote 

investment opportunities abroad, the researcher has given 

numerical scores instead of the descriptive frequencies of 

using a method, as follows: "always" is evaluated by 4, 

"usually" it was evaluated by 3, "sometimes" by 2, "rarely" 

by 1, and "never" by 0. Thus, each time a method was 

cited by a respondent it was multiplied by the proposed 

number according to the type of responses.. -The total 

scores for each method is therefore calculated by adding up 

the individual scores across the types of responses adjacent 

as shown in Table (E-36). 
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Table (E-35) Methods employed for reaching foreign investors 
and promoting investment opportunities abroad. 

(N =9 

Method Employed Descriptive frequencies in which a method Total 
was cited Responses 

(out of 9) 
always usually sm-etimes rarely never 

Number of res onses/cases 
(1) Advertising 

through inter- 
national press/ 
magazines. 2 1 6 9 

(2) Visits abroad 1 4 3 1 9 

(3) Sponsoring 
visits for the 
investors to 
Egypt (1) 3 3 3 9 

(4) Personal cont- 
acts 2 1 6 9 

(5) Agents & trade 
unions abroad 2 2 5 9 

(6) GAFI's repres- 
entatives abroad 6 1 1 9 

(7) Conferences held 
abroad & locally 1 2 4 1 1 9 

(8) Local advertising 2 1 6 9 

(9) Direct mail to 
foreign companies 1 1 7 9 

(10)Others 

-GAFI's publicat. 3 3 

-Cairo Internat- 
ional exhibition 
and fare. 1 

(1) The respondents have adduced that the use of this method depends solely 
on the US. A. aid i. e. the government of Egypt does not sponsor any visits 
for foreign investors. 
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Table (E-36) Scares and ranks by use of the methods employed 
for reaching foreign investors and promoting 
investment opportunities abroad. 

Method Distribution of Scores Total Ranks 

43,210 Scores by use 

(1) Advertising through 
international press/ 
magazines 

(2) Visits abroad 

(3) Sponsoring visits for 
the investors to Egypt 

(4) Personal contacts 

(5) Agents and trades 
union abroad 

(6) GAFI's representat- 
ives abroad * 

(7) Conferences held 
abroad and locally 

(8) Local advertising 

(9) Direct mail to 
foreign companies 

(10)Others 

- GAFI's public. 
- Cairo internat- 

ional exhibition 
and fare 

0. 0 4 1 0 5 (8.5) 

0 3 8 3 0 14 (3) 

0 0 6 3 0 9 (6) 

0 0 4 1 0 5 (8.5) 

0 0 4 2 0 6 (7) 

23 3 0 0 0 27 (1) 

4 6 8 1 0 19 (2) 

8 3 0 0 0 11 (5) 

.0 0 2 1 0 (10) 

12 0 0 0 0 12 (4) 

4 0 0 0 0 4 ( 11 

Total Scores 52 15 36 12 0 115 
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From table (E-36), it appears that the most frequent 

methods employed by GAFI to reach the foreign investors 

and to promote investment opportunities are as follows: 

- GAFI's official representatives abroad. 

- Conferences held abroad and locally. 

- Visits abroad. 

- GAFI's publications. 

It seems however, that the above methods employed by 

GAFI are not enough to promote investment effectively or to 

reach foreign investors. 

(5) The official representatives of GAFI abroad were 

required to indicate whether or not they have any previously 

determined plan for promoting and attracting the foreign 

investors for investment in Egypt. In response to this enquiry 

all the respondents answered "Yes". In their elaboration 

of this response two respondents (out of si)ý), have referred 

only to the methods below: 

(A) Personal contacts, 

(B) GAFI's publications and feasibility studies programmes, 

and 

(C) Seminars. 

(6) Additionally, the official representatives of GAFI 

abroad were also asked to indicate the types of facilities 

and requirements should be granted (by GAFI's Cairo) to 

enable them to implement their activities effectively. 

One respondent was the Egyptian-British Chamber of 
Commerce in London. 
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The respondent indicated the following requirements and 

facilities (which obviously reflect the lack of co-ordination 

and communication between GAFI and its representatives 

abroad, and in consequence make it difficult for the latter 

to implement their activities abroad. 

(A) More information about the Egyptian market (ie. 

publications and printed materials, and exchange of 

information. (B) Guidelines. (C) Quick decisions 

with regard to the investment proposals sent by them 

(i. e. GAFI's representatives) to GAFI's Cairo. 

Finally, it has been reported earlier that one of the 

most persistent problems encountered by the BMNCs in Egypt 

is the limited forms of FDI permitted by the Egyptian govern- 

ment. In this regard, and taking into account the study 

assumption referred to, the executive managers of the BMNCs 

were asked to indicate the methods of entry (ie. the form 

of FDI) which have been adopted by their companies for 

entering into the Egyptian market and/or undertaking 

investment in Egypt. In response to this question the field 

research findings revealed that 
(*) 

: 

(A) 21, o of the BMNCs surveyed entered into Egypt and/or 

undertook FDI there on the basis of a wholly-owned 

foreign subsidiary. These firms operate in the 

extractive industry (mainly oil exploration and oil 

producing companies). 

(*) See table (12) in appendix (E). 
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(B) 31% of the firms surveyed entered into the Egyptian 

market through licensing agreement with p permanent 

branch office established in Egypt. The main types 

of activities of these firms arein manufacturing oil 

equipments, mechanical and electrical, beverages 

industries and consulting engineering activities. 

(C) 27% of the firms undertake investment directly through 

joint ventures with local public enterprises such as 

civil engineering, aviation and housing. 

(D) 211A of the firms entered into the Egyptian market 

for the first time through both indirect export and 

agency agreements and then established joint venture 

investment projects with local private partners. 

The main types of activities of these firms are 

m-anufacturing and exporting consumer goods and 

industrial materials. 

Taking into account the earlier findings based on 

analysis of the BMNCs and those of the senior decision- 

makers of GAFI, itx( is evident that the most frequent forms 

permitted are joint venture, followed by licensing agreements 

i. e. it is evident that the forms of foreign investment 

permitted in Egypt are actually limited. This empirical 

evidence not only underlines the basic orientation of law 

no. 43 of 1974 (concerning the investment of foreign capital) 

but it also indicates that foreign firms probably prefer 

those forms of investment which provide more freedom and 

contorl over their foreign operations as well as profits. 
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Nevertheless for a host developing country like Egypt it 

is apparent that the more limited or the less diversified 

the forms of foreign investment in general, the smaller the 

number of foreign firms and the smaller the size of foreign 

capital invested and therefore, the more modest the contri- 

bution of fDI would be. 

(2) Weaknesses in organization and implementation of FDI 

policy in Egypt. The previous analysis of FDI 

policies and practices in some developing countries including 

Egypt has arguably underlined several areas of deficiencies 

and weaknesses in Egypt's policies and practices towards FDI. 

In view of the relationship between the impact of FDI and 

the weaknesses of Egypt's policies towards such investment 

it has been considered important to throw light upon the 

following points (taking into account the earlier assessment 

of FDI contributions together with the issues considered 

by the BMNCs operating in Egypt): - 

(1) Technology transfer. According to the provision of 

law no. 43 of 1974 (Art. 2, para 1 to 7) technology 

to be transferred was deemed to mean both tangible and 

intangible assets. Tangible assets (e. g. machinery 

and equipment etc. ) to be transferred to Egypt should 

be modern and have not been previously used unless the 

More detail will be provided later. It may also be 
necessary to have a look at figure (A-2) for further 
illustration. 
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Board of Directors of GAFI grants an exemption from this 

condition. The critical factors here appear to be that 

the law contains nothing in terms of the age of tangible 

technology, its life expectancy, the types of industries 

to which it relates and whether the technology contributes 

to R&D, employment, exports, local skills, fees and 

royalties and so forth. The absence of such criteria may 

not only influence the potential contribution of FDI in 

Egypt, but it may also create confusion and ambiguities for 

the foreign investors concerned. The same issues also are 

applicable to intangible technolgies such as patents, 

trademarks and designs, technical assistance, know-how etc. 

which can be transferred by either highly skilled personnel 

or by means of agreements for the longer term, where, for 

instance, the life expectancy of the patent or trademark 

is short it is possible that the royalty/fees would be 

higher. 

Additionally, no clear statement has been made about 

the distinction between. labour-intensive and capital 

intensive investment projects. 

(2) Employment creation. In very broad terms, the law 

relating to investment proejcts must contribute to the 

creation of new job opportunities in Egpyt. Having 

-- considered the relationship between technology to be trans- 

ferred and employment (mentioned in (1) above), the investment 

law also contains no conditions by which the investment 

project must create new jobs particularly in the case of 
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inland investment projects. With a high population growth 

rate, and large numbers of trained and educated people in a 

country like Egypt, employment creation is probably one of 

the most persistent and actue problems facing the government. 

Thus the critical factor in this matter of employment 

appears to be the need to determine the proportion of -the 

total workforce that should be recruited from Egyptian 

nationals as opposed to their foreign counterparts 

(3) Trade and balance of payments effects. Export- 

oriented projects, investment and commercial banks whose 

activities are confined to transaction carried out in free 

currencies, etc have been granted a special priority (Art 

3, para 9 and exemption from Art. 4). According to the 

study survey there is no inland export-oriented projects 

established despite the special priority granted. Most of 

the projects established under the above article are invest- 

ment and commercail banks. In this respect, the issues 

here seem to be: (A) no specific distinctions can be found 

between those projects involving export-oriented or import- 

substitution activities and those that are not, 

(b) conditions concerning the extent of the contribution of 

these projects to export for example, do not exist e. g. 

percentages of production capacity that will or should be 

exported by each project annually, (c) types of incentives 

This condition already exists in the field of free 
zones investment by the provision of Art 101 of law 
43/1974. 
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or the type of special priorities that will be granted are 

not clearly pointed out in the relevant law and (d) banks 

that have been given special priority (tax concessions 

and exemptions from the conditions of local partnership) 

can be e stablished depending on the reputation of their 

parent organizations and/or their deposits in foreign 

countries. Thus, it is possible in the absence of a specific 

size of capital to be brought in (as a condition for granting 

the approval of investment proposal) the investment will be 

too small. 

(4) The selection of approved investment projects. As 

demonstrated earlier about 68% of the investment projects 

approved from 1974 to 1983 are non-industrial. This in 

turn may rather commercialise, the economy than build up 

its industrial base. The considerations in this regard 

appear to lie in e. g. the mechanisms or instrumetns used to 

12 attract and s-lect the incoming new investment projects 

or proposals, the absence of conditions governing the choice 

of technologies referred to earlier, the direction of 

projects to a particular sector, etc. These areas of 

questions are applicable also in the case of the free zones 

investment where most of the projects established so far 

are in the field of warehousing/storages. 

(5) The relevance of investment incentives and privileges 

offered and conditions imposed. It has been illustrated 

earlier that not all types of incentives offered tend to 
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play a substantial role in relation to FDI decision. In 

the case of BMNCs operating in Egypt, it is evideat that 

most of the firms surveyed ar e concerDed primarily with 

e. g. better labour conditions, favourable terms for repat- 

riating profits, capital and trade. With this finding in 

mind, together with the previous outlined issues as well 

as the experience of other developing countries, the analysis 

of the current structure of incentives and'privileges granted 

by the provision of law 43 reveals numerous critical and 

inter-related points or issues which probably influenced 

the contribution of FDI in Egypt. Some of these issues 

can be pointed out briefly as follows: 

(A) The distinction between incentives, privileges and 

conditions etc. applying to all investment projects 

and those applying only to specific projects (according 

for instance to the economic sector or the nature of 

activities involved) is not clear or does not even 

exist in all cases except housing projects and banks 

of all types. In this connection, some other related 

points must be outlined: 

First: exemption from local participation in establishing 

housing projects which is offered only to Arab investors. 

At the same time foreign capital may not undertake housing 

projects even in participation with Egyptian capital. 

Such exemption combined with the prohition of foreign 

capital from investing in housing projects may considerably 

influence the objective of developing that sector which is 
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considered as on e of the most important objective of the 

economic and social development. 

Second: In practice, both Arab and foreign investors are 

foreigners. The difference between the former and the 

latter is only in the native language. Thus, discrimination 

between the two types of investors is based on no practical, 

or even ideological logic, particularly since foreign capital 

- by the provisions of the same law - can be exempted from 

the local partnership conditions in some other projects 

(e. g. investment banks) as has been stated earlier (see 

the excpetions from ARt. 4). 

Third: The law has delegated to the GAFI's Board of Directors 

the power to grant an exemption from the national partner- 

ship conditions in any investment field regardless of the 

nationality of the investors. This situation poses some 

questions for considerations, e. g. even wholly-owned sub- 

sidiaries may be considered under "exceptional circumstances". 

(*) See following page. 
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Why then have these-circumstances been left undetermined 

leaving room for ambiguity ? On the basis of what criteria 

will this exemption be granted ? In order of importance 

what are the differences between an industrialized project 

(which may not generally be exempted from for example 

local participation) and an investment bank which in some. 

cases can be exempted ? 

Given the realities of the business world, the 

above issues may illustrate ambiguities of the rules and 

the possible conflicts between the national objectives and 

the methods adopted to achieve them particularly under 

undetermined conditions and the absence of some objective 

criteria. The exemption from national partnership, as 

well as the discrimination between those projects which 

have been given special priorities (as defined by the 

provisions of the alw, or left to the Authority's decisions) 

and those projects which have not enjoyed these privileges, 

have resulted in imbalance in terms of the distribution 

of investment projects. This imbalance by no means 

influences the national objectives particularly those 

objectives related to industrialisation of the Egyptian 

economy and social welfare as previously outliand. 

Fourth: Although the government announed in December 1983 

that licenses regarding warehousing in the Free Zonqs 

will no longer be issues as before, the intention being 

to eliminate them the dominance of such projects remains 

unaltered. 
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(B) The law contains no reference to the permanent 

measures, concerning e. g. exports, imports, taxes, etc. and 

other types of fiscal and non-fiscal measures imposed and 

those of a temporary nature in relation to each type of 

investment project approved. 

(C) Related to (a) and (b), there is also no distinction 

between the incentives, measures, etc. of immediate impact 

required to be achieved (e. g. reducing the costs of 

investment projects or accelerating the implementation of 

the projects and so forth). 

(D) Except for housing projects and banks (commercial and 

investment) most if not all the fields of application of 

incentives and privileges, etc. are not unequivocally defined. 

As illustrated earlier, some developing countries such 

as Mexico, Israel, Jordan, e tc. employ a variety of 

incentive instruments often related to a vareity of objectives. 

Some countries awarded incentives for regional development 

others for export-oriented projects, etc. In the case of 

Egypt, the maldistribution of investment projdcts by e. g. 

geographic regions, nature of activities, etc. is evidence 

of the deficiencies of Egypt's incentives programmes or 

policies in terms of the field of application of incentives. 

The conflict here seems to be between the objectives Egypt 

requires FDI to meet and the ability to achieve such 

objectives under the present structure of incentives offered. 
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(E) Disincentives are evident in the new measures 

announced by the government in 1981. Law no. 159 of 1981 

which has been considered as a new instrument for further 

encouragement to FDI is actually discouraging. It is 

concerned primarily with national local investors rather 

than encouraging foreign investors, For example: 

Repatriation of captial as well as profits is not 

acceptable by the provision of law 159/1981. 

Shares are not subject -toany negotiation before 

publishing two balance sheets covering two years. 

In the meantime 49,10 of the invested capital should 

be offered to Egyptian subjects. 

The majority of members of a board of directors 

should be Egyptians. Furthermore, staff salaries are 

limited to a maximum to be decided by the goveýrnment 

of Egypt. 

There is no exemption from most of the labour laws' 

provisions applied locally. 

All companies established under law no. 159/1981 are 

subjected to exchange control, curbs and measures, 

and exports - imports regulations etc. 

No tax exemptions from the general customs are normally 

permitted. Moreover, any exemption is subject to the 

approval of GAFI. 

Undoubtedly foreign investors are free to choose and 

decide what is appropriate and acceptable for their best 

interests. But from the foreign investor's point of view, 
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law no. 159/81 is considerably restrictive for those 

investors who are seeking more freedom in their operations 

and more incentives to invest in Egypt. i. e. the Egyptian 

government, instead of providing more freedom, has intro- 

duced severe measures(by means of law no. 43 of 1974, & 159181 

creating problems that have been illustrated earlier) - 

(F) The absence of criteria for approval, pre-conditions 

and performance requirements. It has been mentioend earlier 

that some developing countries apply performance require- 

ments side by side with the incentives offered in order to 

control the operation of foreign firms and direct FDI in 

general toward desirable economic activities. Despite the 

possible discouragement for the potential investors as a 

result of such practices, it must be noted that the applic- 

ation of systems of this kind may help in obtaining several 

desirable benefits from FDI or at least estimating many 

potential adverse effects ofsuch investment. 

Broadly speaking, the absence of criteria for approving 

investment projects, pre-conditions and performance 

requirements which should be associated with both granting 

incentives, privileges and investment approvals, is evidnet 

in law no. 43 of 1974. Taking into account the previous 

analysis of FDI impact in Egypt together with the preceding 

outlined points, the existing issues 
-in_the 

currently under- 

taken incentives policies or programmes in Egypt relative 

to the desirable impact of FDI appear to be: 

Regional development requirements are not attached to 

the incentives offered. 

Requirements related to trade (export and imports) 
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are absent in most cases. There is no distinction 

between, for example, an investment project which uses 

local resources or domestic inputs a project which 

relies on imports; or between projects which are 

export oriented and others which are import-sub- 

stitution oriented, etc. This is in addition to the 

absence of some types of incentives needed to encourage 

such projects. 

The absence of employment requirements for all types 

of investment incentives applies to inland projects 

i. e. projects which may create a very limited number 

of jobs opportunities are eligible for the same types 

of incentives as are offered to those projects which 

may create a satisfactory number of jobs. Additionally, 

no foreign firm is required to engage or employ a 

certain number of local managers and workers in order 

to be eligible for any specific type of incentive. 

Furthermore, there are no specific or even general 

requirements concerning training of the labour force. 

Requirements relating to the flow of foreign capital 

are not stated clearly in the incentives programmass. 

All types of incentives can be granted quite apart 

from the amount of capital brought in. Even in 

the case of re-invested profits or capital expansion, 

the incentives attached to them are disappointing 

(there is also no clear distinction between projects 

with large foreign exchange inputs and those heavily 
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financed from local finance). 

Technology transfer requirements are also not related 

to the incentives granted, e. g. there is no difference 

between investment projects with a high technology 

content. or which will undertake R&D locally, etc. 

and those of a lower technology content. 

Commercial and services-oreinted investment projects 

are eligible for the same incentives (and sometimes 

will be granted extra incentives). offered to the 

industrial/manufacturing oreinted projects. 

In short, most -if not all - incentives programmes 

employed by Egypt to attract FDI do not fit in with the 

expected contribution desired from such investment. 

Ambiguities, lack of performance realuirements etc. are 

evident in Egpyt's policies incentives programmes. Although 

the impact of the above pre-conditions or performance 

requirements have an effect on investment decisions by the 

foreign firms concenred, it is probably important that such 

conditiosn and requirements need consideration by the Egyptian 

government in the light of both the current performance of 

FDI and the potential contribution of such investment. 

(6) Bureaucratic delays/the overlapping system. 

Bureaucracy has been considered by the BMNCs surveyed as 

one of the most outstanding problems affecting their 

activities in Egypt. In connection with FDI it is probably 

useful to outline in general terms the reasons which may 

underlie such problems as follows: 
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(a) The dispersion of procedures and arrangements concerning 

investment approval among various government agencies 

and ministries including GAFI and its official repre- 

sentatives abroad and in Egypt. Figure (C-1) and 

the following figure (E-1) provide evidence of this. 

Figure (E-1) Elaboration of the circular process of investment proposals approvals: the current 
situation. 
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of CAFI during the course of the field research. 
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(b) Despite the fact that GAFI maintain four official 

offices outside Cairo and others in ten foreign 

countries, the final decision with regard to granting 

the investment approval is the sole responsibility 

of GAFI. i. e. there is a high degree of centralisation 

of investment decisions. 

(c) The limitations of the official representatives of GAFI 

both at home and abroad in terms of both the technical 

capabilities required for assessing investment 

proposals and the power even to grant a pre-approval 

on any investment projects. 

(d) The ambiguities that exist in law 43 of 1974 as 

illustrated earlier. 

(7) The responsibilities of GAFI - the need for rational- 

ization. The preceding analysis of the functions of GAFI 

and its organizational structure (see chart C-4), together 

with the field study findings reveals several-gaps, e. g.: - 

(a) The absence of specific functions such as post- 

approved follow-up necessary to ensure that the approved 

investment projects are undertaken according to terms 

or conditions approved, or to overcome any obstacles 

facing the implementation of the projects, etc; and 

the absence of the functions concerning screening 

technology contracts or the types of technologies 

to be brought in. The organisational bodies required 

for implementing such functions do not appear in the 

organisational chart of GAFI or in the law that 

created GAN (see Chapter 3 in Section C). 
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(b) The absence of effective-promotional programmes (other 

than the incentives referred to) to reach foreign 

investors and to sell investment opportunities. (see 

also the field research findings outlined earlier) 

except for a few international conferences and 

ministerial meetings in Cairo with f6reign investors. 

In addition to a very limited number of publications 

distirbuted locally (ignoring publications prepared 

by international bodies and professional agencies 

outside Egypt). 

(c) There are no specific functions, responsibilities, 

etc. assigned to the official representatives of 

GAFI abraod, or its four branches inside Egypt. 

(d) In 1983, the Investment Authority realized the 

importance of activity promoting investments by 

approaching investors, rather than leaving it to 

investors to make an approach to the Authority. Thus 

over two hundred or so investment projects have been 

prepared and are now available to any investor. But 

from'an analysis undertaken of 21 projects (as a 

random sample) two major points emerge: firstly, 

each project should be linked with'the conditions and 

privileges enjoyed by an incoming investor who wishes 

to invest in a certain project i. e. the conditions 

impsoed and privileges granted should obviously be 

mentioned. Secondly, some important information 

is not always provided for every project, e. g. the 
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(8) 

forms. 

site of the proposed project, financial data, the 

local or foreign partner and marketing information 

particularly in terms of the agro-indsutrial projects. 

Foreign investment policies - the absence of other 

It is evident from the field research findings and 

the analysis of foreign investment policies in general 

(as demonstrated in figure A-2 and Chapter 3 in Section C) 

that investment forms permitted by Egypt are very limited. 

Taking into account the proposition that a foreign investor 

needs to choose that form of investment which conforms to 

its own objectives, and the relationship between the need 

to attract more foreign investment (including its potential 

contribution) and the forms available in a given country, 

it could be argued that the present forms of investment 

permitted by Egypt are not diversified enough to serve 

national objectives by means of foreign investment in 

general. 

Based on the foregoing analysis, it could be argued 

that "Investment Myopia" is evident in many aspects of 

Egypt's policies and practices towards FDI. Available forms 

of investment provide limited alternatives for foreign 

investors to choose from. Directing foreign investment 

towards projects in selected economic sectors probably does 

not correspond with what the national economy or the market 

actually need. Contradiction and ambiguities exist in the 

law governing investment processes and there is not an 

adequate promotion "mix" for selling or marketing Egypt 

abroad, etc. Broadly speaking, the preceding analysis 

appears to support the study hypotheses referred to. 
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3.2 Requirements for policy change 

In the light of the previous analysis, it is apparent 

that the existing gaps in FDI policies have affected the 

contributions of such investment to the general progress of 

Egypt. Given the importance of closing these gaps, the 

following is an analysis of the field research findings 

concenring types of developmental courses of action that 

should arguably be considered by the government of Egypt in 

order to enhance the positive impact of FDI: 

(1) Proposed Pre-conditions 

In respect of the practices and activities of foreign 

firms. In this connection, the academic staff were asked 

to indicate their degree of agreement relating to some 

types of pre-condtions (and/or policies) proposed to provide 

some measure of control over the operations, practices, etc. 

of foreign firms in Egypt. Accordingly, the study findings 

are contained in table (E-37). From this table, it is 

apparent that the academic staff by and large expressed 

considerable agreement about almost all the suggested 

requirements under consideration. 
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Table (E-37) Proposed pre-conditions concerning the activities and practices of foreign firms. 

(N=49) 

Require all foreign Strongly Strongly 

firms to- Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree Disagree 

No. No No. No. No. 

Export a specified percentage of 
production to SUSt8Ln the balance 
of payments 32 66 10 20 6 12 0 0 1 2 

Spend a certain percentage or their 
annual income in the areas of training, 
R& C) et c 34 69 13 27 2 4 0 0 0 a 

Prohibit wage differentials between 
nationals and foreign workforce 14 29 14 29 11 22 3 6 7 14 

Provide a certain percentage of 
local nationals at every level 22 45 19 39 7 14 1 2 a 0 

Limit amount of annual profits, salaries 
etc. repatriated (to their home) 14 29 27 55 5 10 3 6 0 0 

Re-invest a certain percentage of 
annual profits in Egypt 40 . 

82 6 12 2 4 1 2 a a 

Provide up-to-date technological 
level. 28 57 15 31 5 10 0 a 1 2 

Limit exports of products which 
are urgently required by the 
Egyptian economy. 25 51 20 41 3 6 1 2 0 0 

Purchase equipment, raw materials 
parts, etc. from local suppliers 
where available. 27 55 16 33 6 12 0 0 0 0 

Assist local entrepreneurs by 
incresaing their share in the 
investment venture. 18 37 24 49 6 12 0 0 1 2 

Get the location right and produce 
products that respond to local needs. 22 45 21 43 4 8 1 1 2 

Respect national legislation, 
regulations, etc. 34 69 13 27 2 4 0 0 0 a 

Others 1 2 - - - - - - - - 
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In order to obtain an overall comparison of the relative 

importance of the proposed actions or policies examined, 

weighted scores are given to each type. In this regard, 

each time a certain type of suggested pre-condition (and/ 

or policies) received a "strongly agree" response by a 

respondent, it was multiplied by 5, "agree" was multiplied 

by 4 and so on. Table (E-38) therefore shows weighted 

score and rank in order of importance of each type ofpre-'C'onditions 

o-V , ýpeýformance-oriented policies 6xamiend. Based on this table, 

the most frequent or important new requirements arguably 
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Table (E-38) Weighted scores and ranks of the. pre-conditions 
and/or-Performance oriented policies. 

Weighted Rank by 
Scores iffMrta-ce 

- Export a specified percentage of production to 
sustain the balance of payments. 219 4 

- Spend a certain percentage of their annual income 
in the areas of training, R&D, etc. 228 2.5 

- Prohibit wage differentials between nationals and 
foreign workforce. 171 12 

- Provide a certain percentage of local nationals 
at every level. 209 8.5 

- Limit amount of annual profits, salaries, etc. 
repatriated to their home. 199 11 

- Re-invest a certain percentage of annual profits 
in Egypt. 232 1 

- Provide up-to-date technological level 216 6.5 

- Limit exports of products which are urgently required 
by the Egpytian economy. 216 6.5 

- Purchase equipment, raw materials, parts, etc. 
from local suppliers as available. 217 5 

- Assist local entrepreneurs by increasing their 
share in the investment venture. 205 10 

- Get the location right and produce products that 
respond to local needs. 209 8.5 

- Respect national legislation, regulations, etc. 228 2.5 

- Others 5 13 
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appear to be in terms of requiring all foreign firms to: 

(A) Re-invest a certain percentage of annual profits. 

(B) Respect national legislations, regulations, etc. 

(C) Spend a certain percentage of their annual income in 

the areas of training, R&D, etc. 

(D) Export a specffied percentage of production to sustain 

the balance of payments. 

(E) Provide up-tp-date technological level. 

(F) Purchase equipment, raw material, parts, etc. from 

local supplier when available. 

(G) Limit exports of products which are urgently required 

by the economy. 

(2) Policies and orqanizational requirements in relation to FDI 

Respondents (academic staff) were required to indicate 

their degree of agreement regarding some proposed require- 

ments to be considered by the government. Table (E-39) 

illustrates the realised findings in this respect. Based 

on this table it is clear that the overwhelming majority of 

the academic staff agree about the suggested requirements for 

new policy changes. In general, one can consider the 

following types of new changes required as of great import- 

ance relative to Egypt's policy reform taking into account 

the preceding analysis in this connection: - 

(A) Eliminate as much as possible any bureaucratic and 

non-productive procedures. 

(B) Provide clear rules and comprehensive information to 

foreign investors. 
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table (E-39) Requirements for policy and organisation chagnes. 

(N 49) 

Require our government to: Strongly Agree Uncertain Disagree Strongly 
Agree Disagree 

Weighted -Rank 
No. % No. % No. No. No. Scores by 

Import. 

Allow foreign investors to enter into 
the heavy & strategic industries 21 43 10 20 9 18 8 16 12 189 (1) 

Allow 100% ownership or foreign subsidary is 21 9 is 6 12 15 31 4a 163 (12) 

Diversify the policies or foreign invest- 
ment (i. e. permit other forms apart from 
joint ventures). 13 27 29 59 3 6 4 8 -0 198 (10) 

Establish technical units to screen the 
levIe and types or technology brought 
in by foreign firms 18 37 27 55 4 8 - 0 -0 210 (9) 

Direct foreign investors into the 
desirable economic sectors and reserve 
certain industries for its own monopolies 
or for local investors. 28 57 18 37 0 1 2 24 216 (7) 

Eliminate as vouch as possible any bureau- 
cratic and non-productive procedures 38 78 10 M 1 2 - 0 -a 233 (1) 

Establish an Investment Review Board 
and Pilot Units to follow-up the project 
after approval. 30 61 16 33 3 6 - a -0 223 (4) 

Require foreign firms to use the local 
resources and national dendowments. 23 47 26 53 - 0 - -0 219 (6) 

Study investment proposals and attempt to 
predict their potbrotial impact on the 

balance of payments in the light or 
objective criteria (e. g. % use of potential 
exprots or imports substitution, % of 
local borrowing vs. the external, etc. ) 32 65 15 31 2 4 0 -0 226 (3) 

Publicize investment opportunities abroad 20 41 24 49 5 10 0 -0 211 (8) 

Provide clear rules and comprehensive 
information to the foreign investors 35 71 13 27 1 2 a -a 230 (2) 

Link and differentiate the incentives 
privileges, e tc. that shall be granted 
to the foreign investors on the basis 
of e. g. type of investment projects, geo- 
graphic areas, capital inflow vs capital 
outflow, etc. 27 55 20 41 2 4 0 0 221 (5) 

Others 1 2 - - - - - - 5 (13) 

(*) Calculated as described earlier. 
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(C) Study investment proposals and attempt to predict 

their potential impact on the balance of payments 

in the light of objective criteria (e. g. percentage 

use of potential exports or imports substitution, 

percentages of local as opposed to external borrowing, 

etc. ). , 

(D) Establish an Investment Review Board and Pilot Units 

to follow up projects after approval. 

(E) Link and differentiate the incentives, privileges, 

etc. that will be granted to foreign investors on the 

basis of e. g. types of investment projects, geographic 

areas, capital inflows versus capital outflow, etc. 

(This is in addition to the pre-conditions suggested 

which can be used as a performance-oriented policies. 

i. e. to grant some types of incentives to the actual 

contribution of investment projects). 

(F) Require foreign firms to use local resources and 

national endowments. 

(G) Direct foreign investors into appropriate economic 

sectors and reserve certain industries for its own 

(i. e. the goverment's) monopolies or for local 

investors. 

In an attempt to examine how significant the relation- 

ship is between both groups of requirements of policy 

change shown in tables (E-38) and (E-39), two statistical 

techniques have been undertaken i. e. "r 
s" and ANOV analysis. 

Using the ranks that appear in the above mentioned tables, 
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the observed value of 'Ir 
s 

11 was found equal to 0.53. This 

value is significant at . 05 level of significance. 

According to the observed value of "F" that appears in 

table (E-40) below, compared with its critical valuev it 

is clear that no significant differences exist between the 

means of the weighted scores assigned to each type of 

requirement examined. The findings here may suggest that 

Table (E-, '40) An ANOV Summary. 

Source of Variation ss df ms F 

Between groups 3.84 1 3.84 

Within groups 86396.1 24 3599.8 

Total 86399.94 25 

- 0914 * 

*F critical value = 7.82 at . 01 level of significance and 1 and 24 
degrees of freedom. 

a strong relationship exists between the requirements 

proposed for changes in the Egyptian polciy towards FDI, 

the importance of these courses of developmental action is 

also evident in table (E-40) despite the differences that 

exist in the orders of importance (i. e. primacy) that appear 

in tables (E-38) and (E-39). In other words, no sig- 

nificant differences exist in the opinion of the respondents 

regarding the importance of the proposed requirements for 

policy changes. 
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(3) Policies and requirements regardinq the state-owned enterprises 

In order 

to enable the 

to eliminate the 

public companies 

adverse 

to react 

impact of FDI and 

to or cope with 

possible competition, the executive managers of these 

companies were required to indicate agreement concerning the 

importance of some policies to be undertaken by the govern- 

ment. The findings of this study are accordingly included 

in table (E-41)(. *) Probably the key columns in table (E-41) 

on the following page are nos (4) and (5). From column 

no. 4 it is clear that the executive managers by and large 

appreciate the suggested new policy changes which may enable 

their companies to cope with the competition potential and 

negative influence resulting from FDI/or the presence of 

foreign firms in Egypt. On the basisof column no. (5) one 

may suggest the folloiwng requirements for policy changes 

as of the most importance to the state-owned enterprises 

for the purpose of reacting to the adverse impact attributed 

to FDI: 

(A) Foreign investment should be allowed to enter into 

industties/activities. that provide intermediate goods, 

material, services, etc. which are not available 

locally. 

(B) More efforts in the area of R&D will enable the 

state-owned enterprises to be more competitive versus 

the foreign firms. 

(C) Foreign investment should be allowed to enter into 

industries/activities characterized by capital and 

technological intensity in which the state-owned 

firms have no competitive advantage or ability for 

involvement. 

See followinq paqe. 
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(d) Commercialisation of all state-owned enterprsies 

particularly those that relate to consumer goods. 

(e) More freedom regarding shaping the employment, pricing, 

reinvesting profits, purchasing and product policies. 

(f) More freedom from bureaucratic procedures and govern- 

mental measures. k 

It is perhaps interesting to note that the Executive 

managers interviewed seem to have some doubts concerning 

the importance of providing their companies with the same 

incentives and privileges granted or being offered to the 

existing foreign firms in Egypt.. By contrast, the Egyptian 

academic staff when asked to indicate their agreement on 

the same propsotion, they overwhelmingly (84% ') agreed that 

the government should provide the public firms with the 

same incentives which have been granted to their foreign 

counterparts. Taking into account the preceding analysis 

of FDI impact (for instance, the issue relates to--the 

possible displacement of indigenous firms) the situation is 

probably disputable. In very broad terms, the critical 

views relating to the impact of FDI may support the academic 

staff point of view. On the other hand, from the effect- 

iveness point of view the executive manager's responses 

tend to some extent to conform to the competition between 

foreign and indigenous firms. At the same time, it could 

be argued to some extent that previously-analysed findings 

concerning the problems, conflicts, etc. experienced by 

the public companies as a result of FDI in general may lead 
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one to agree with the academic staff point of view. Yet-, 

it is probably helpful to compare the above finding in 

general with those realised in Chapter (2). 

Finally, an attempt is made to examine the attitudes 

of the Egyptian academic staff towards the establishment 

of a wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries in Egypt. About 

61% of the respondents agree that the form of foreign presence 

i. e. whether as a joint venture, wholly-owned subsidiary, 

by licensing or consultancy is as significant a factor as 

the size of the investment. The Egyptian government should 

allow foreign investors to. establish a wholly-owned sub- 

sidiary provided it has already admitted foreign investment 

whether in a form Of joint venture or licensing, etc. More- 

over, in an enquiry relating to dependence of FDI impact on 

the government's direction and control of foreign firms 

activities, 881'0 of the academic staff agreed about this 

relationship. Taking all these points into account 

together with the previous analysed findings, it is apparent 

that the study hypotheses (nos. 5 and 6) referred to are 

supported in general. 

3.3 Concluding Remarks 

In view of the study hypotheses (no. 5 and 6), it is 

clear that the above analysis provides evidence to confirm 

the hypotheses referred to. Several gaps, lack of 

sophisticated experience, ambiguities, etc. are evident in 

Egypt's investment policies, GAFI practices and organization, 

implementation of FDI policies and so forth. 

In short, according to the present attempt, it is 
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possible that one can detect the following main points 

(taking into consideration the realised findings in Chapters 

1 and 2): - 

1) The contribution of FDI to Egypt's development has 

been adversely influenced by factors such as: (a) the forms 

of FDI whcih are currently permitted by the Egyptian 

government. These forms are not diversified and accompanied 

by the willingness required to realise fully the objectives 

aimed at through FDI. (b) Inadequate, inefficient, etc. 

practices and administrative procedures' and regulations in 

relation to approving FDI proposals, (c) lack of co-ordin- 

ation between GAFI and its official representatives abroad 

in addition to the little commitment of the latter. 

(d) The absence of many criteria for approving FDI proposals 

as well as the inadequate incentives programmes incl'uding 

the basis/conditions upon which the types of incentives 

offered. (e) Ineffective promotion policies, M the 

absnece of organizational bodies to screen and choose the 

level and types of technology will be transferred, this is 

in addition to following up the implementation of FDI 

projects approved, as well as monitoring the potential 

effects of such projects in the light of the national 

objectives aimed at through FDI in areas such as transfer 

resource effects, employment, trade and balance of payment, 

regional development, etc. 

(2) The present situation of FDI in Egypt as described 

earlier taking into account the previously-outliend gaps 

has indicated that the need for a change in policy and 
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investment cliamte in general is indisputable. Requirements 

for policy change. - 
for enhancing the positive impact of 

FDI are therefore multifold e. g. FDI forms in Egypt should 

be diversified, pre-conditions and performance requirements 

must be imposed to control and direct the activities of 

foreign firms, unproductive administrative procedures should 

be removed, providing clear rules and comprehensive 

information to foreign companies/investors are of great 

importance, restructuring the government-business relation- 

ships is also indisputable i. e. government interference in 

business affairs should be eliminated. 

Finally, with the realised findings concerning the 

examination of the requirements for policy change in mind, 

it could be argued in general that new approaches in relation 

to FDI in Egypt is required if there is to be an improvement 

of such investment's contributions. Thus, the next Section 

is devoted to provide further proposals regarding new policy 

approaches in relation to FDI in Egypt. 
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Section (F) 

CONCLUSION: NEW POLICY APPROACHES 
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Main Points af Section (F) 

- The prime objective of this section is to throw 

light upon new policy approaches that can enhance the 

contribution of FDI to overall development in Egypt. More 

specifically , i*t is conce*rýn6d, primar. il-y viit-h 

proposing new policies (forms and practices, etc. ) in relation 

to FDI in Egypt. These policies are based on the basis 

of the study findings, the literature review and the 

preceding analysis of the Egyptian economy (i. e. Egypt- 

specifics)and the current status of FDI etc. 
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CONCLUSION: NEW POLICY APPROACHES 

Introduction: 

As demonstrated earlier, a great variety of policies 

which may have an influence on the inflow of FDI, including 

the activities of MNCs, can be adopted by a developing host 

country. At the same time, it could be argued that there 

are specific types of policies which may be of significant 

importance relative to FDI in general. Among these are 

FDI's forms permitted, policies aiming at attracting specific 

types of investment or achieving greater vertical/horizontal 

integration and linkages of FDI with the national economy 

and other policies aimed at controlling the activities of 

MNCs i. e. performance-oriented policies, etc. 

Despite the abundance of types of policies available 

in relation to FDI and their viability in terms of the 

national interests (specific or general) of a given host 

country, it is not possible for one to ignore the costs of 

each policy. i. e. the net effect of any adopted policy on 

either the inflow of FDI or other national objectives require 

to be fully understood. Meanwhile, it may be a risky 

proposition to assume for instance, that because one form 

of FDI e. g. joint venture produces some valuable gains, when 

geared to a particular developing country, the same form is 

necessarily appropriate to another country. Different host 

countries have different characteristics, objectives, etc. 

even for the most conventional inputs of FDI, so that such 

countries might make different assessments of the importance 
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of such investment relative to their national objectives. 

Yet the history of business provides some examples 

of success achieved in some developing countries e. g. 

Mexico, Hong Kong, Brazil, etc. which have responded to 

the impact of FDI by means of developing or adopting policies 

and practices such as regional-development oriented policies, 

controlling transfer resources required for local development, 

establishing central bodies to screen technologies brought 

in - all based on the benefits desired from FDI, etc. 

In the case of Egypt, unlike some developing countries, 

it has been demonstrated that in spite of the large and 

rapidly growing market size (at present and potential), large 

natural resource endowments, the wide array of incentives 

offered, hospitable attitudes and so forth, the contribution 

of FDI appears to be very disappointing. The modest 

performance of such investment is therefore a major cause 

for concern. Empirical evidence derived from the present 

study generally suggests that the poor performance of FDI 

can be explained by a combination of factors such as: - 

(1) Insufficient diversified FDl forms and a. genetially 

short-sighted approach to this type of investment, (2) 

ineffective administration and practices associated with 

FDI, (3) inadequate infrastructure facilities, marketing 

institutions and lack of information centres), (4 )ineffect- 

ive mixture of measures imposed and inappropriate incentives 

offered, etc. These are major problems which help to 

explain why Egypt is not yet able to negotiate for FDI from 
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a postion of strength, in order to attract and benefit from 

an increase of such investment. 

Generally speaking, given the above deficiencies 

together with the anticipated growing competition from 

other developing countries for FDI, it is not possible to 

state too strongly that Egypt without better and more 

diversified forms of FDI (i. e. better entry systems for 

foreign firms), better general administrative systems and 

practices, etc. will be able to attract the desired amount 

of FDI depending only on the hospitable overall economic 

and political climate it enjoys including the market 

offering referred to. Whatever, the options of the 

government may have been, it is clear - from the previous 

analysis and findings of the current research - that FDI 

policies and related regulations, etc can have substantial 

repercussions or influence for such investment and the 

activities, future, etc. of foreign firms operating in 

Egypt. 

As far as the current section is concerned, it has 

been considered useful to present proposed approaches For 

new policy changes towards FDI in Egypt. These approaches 

have been suggested taking into account considerations such 

as: - (1) the worsening economic and social conditions prior 

to 1974 which forced Egypt to open the door to FDI, i. e. 

the need For FDI was considered as urgent, (2) It is there- 

Fore possible that Egpyt should develop coherent objectives 

in its dealings with foreign firms or FDI in general, 

ie. by quantifying the pros and cons of FDI, (3) As 
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appropriate policies related to FDI are the means by which 

specific ends can be achieved, namely to realise_- desired 

objectives, such policies must take costs and benefits 

into account (4) the adoption of new policies, providing 

relatively generous -incentives. offering a promising market 

or resources - none of these by themselves are sufficient 

inducements to attract FDI in Egypt. (5) the government 

cannot expect FDI and/or foreign firms to provide effectively 

all the types of benefits required from such investment; 

nor is it realistic to expect FDI to provide benefits 

without reference to costs, (6) FDI is not the only means 

of providing technological development, employment benefits, 

capital, etc. (7) the economic, political and cultural 

advantages of Egypt should be compared with those other 

Middle Eastern countries, (8) the distinction between equity 

and non-equity forms of foreign investments will be ignored 

ie. FDI forms here involve all types of foreign investment 

whether or not foreign firms gain some degree of access to 

and control over the value created by the investment project 

whole, majority or minority ownership of the investment 

project. (9) The current study findings as a whole and 

particularly those related to considerations such as: 

A. The general attitudes towards FDI (expressed by 

executive managers, intellectuals, GAFI official, 

etc), foreign ownership of investment projects, etc. 

B. The comments made or the attitudes expressed by the 

executive managers of the BMNCs studied related to 

Egypt in respect of market and location potential. 
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C. Opinions regarding the importance of diversifying 

the forms of FDI in Egypt including the practices 

associated with each form and the ability of the 

government to direct and control FDI and foreign firms' 

activities in Egypt. 

D. The differences between Arabic speaking investors and 

their non-Arabic speaking counterparts are not sign- 

ificant in the real world. Also, given the realities 

of the business world, the form adopted, ie. whether 

as a joint venture, wholly-owned subsidiary, licensing 

or 'consultancy, is as significant a factor as the size 

of the investment. Thus, the Egyptian government 

could allow foreign investors to establish a wholly- 

owned subsidiaries provided they have already been 

accepted as foreign investors whether in the form of 

joint venture or licensing and so forth. 

E. Success or lack of it relative to FDI impact is 

dependent on removing the environmental obstacles 

referred to. 

F. The previously examined requirements for policy changes 

(especially those of tables E-37 and E-39 and E-41). 

Taking the above considerations into account and 

allowing for the impracticability of dealing in the present 

study with the complex interactions of general determinants 

which have relevance to the proposed policy changes but 

would be more appropriately discussed within the wider 

framework of a more comprehensive series of researches, 

the following is an attempt to present basic requirements - 
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oriented approaches for policy changes in order to devblop 

and enhance the contributions of FDI in Egypt. These 

approaches can be put forward under four major headings 

as follows: 

(1) folicies aiming at greater provision of opportunities 

for foreign firms to enter into Egypt (Diversification 

of forms of foreign investment) 

Because the extent of FDI's inflow into a given 

market depends partly on the forms of FDI permitted, it 

has been considered important for Egypt to diversify or 

adopt new forms apart from the existing ones. Figure (F-1) 

shows the proposed forms that can be introduced, taking into 

account the following broad considerations if the government 

is to adopt the suggested new forms for such investment, 

e. g. : - 

(1) If Egypt still insists on the joint ventures invest- 

ment policy even with local majority ownership , or licens- 

ing agreements, it will probably receive less foreign 

capital inflows, fewer training programmes, small size of 

foreign investment, small numbers of foreign firms? etc. 

(2) If Egypt ignotet forms of foreign investment such as 

the "International sub-contracting", "manufacturing contracts", 

etc., it will perhaps lose the opportunity of exploiting 

its superiroity or comparative advantages in some industrial 

fields e. g. textile and food industries where Egypt tends 

to have an abundance in quality and quantity of the raw 

material of these industries. 
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(3) If Egypt still insists on the establishment of national 

agencies only, the local consumers will gain only if the 

activities of the national agents result in either lower 

prices to consumers or bigger quantities and better quality 

of the goods sold locally. 

(4) If the adoption of new forms of FDI enables Egypt to 

attract large number of foreign firms, it may lose some 

degree of control over the economy, and this in consequence 

may raise again the issues of transfer resource effects 

(capital and profit repatriation, foreign exchange drain, 

etc. ). 

(5) If the government permits 100'10 foreign-ownership it 

will be able to increase foreign capital inflow, level of 

technology brought in, R&D effort and developemnt, but 

taking no. 4 above into account, domestic ownership will be 

adversely effected, and other issues of dependency will 

reamin as cause for concern, etc. 

(6) The adoption of any new form or a combination of forms 

of FDI does not by itself mean that the country becomes 

attractive for foreign firms to undertake new or additional 

investments; it requires in addition the development of 

suitable policies to market the country itself and the 

introduction of effective administration and practices, etc. 

(7) A new foreign firm in Egypt may avoid contracting 

or investment venturs with public companies or government 

ventures i. e. it may give preference to a local private 

partnership. This may raise either the question of private 
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sector capability or commitment or the availability of the 

local private partner (as demosntrated earlier). 

If it is not accepted the proposed new forms, 

questions to raise for the feasibility of the current policies 

including the related practices, organisation, etc. This 

in turn means that many - if not all - the requirements 

referred to (in Chapter three - section E) must be taken 

into account if any attempt for developing the status of 

FDI is considered. 

Briefly, with the foregoing considerations in; mind, 

in most cases performance requirements and other pre- 

conditions seem to be of great-influence in favour of the 

country. This is true whether or not Egypt decides to 

accept the need for introducing new forms of FDI into the 

economy or still relies on the currently implemented/adopted 

ones. 

(2) Policies aiminq at qreater achievement of specific 

nnnfrihitfinn-Q nf FnTs 

Among those investment policies which achieve specific 

objectives in Egypt appear to be: 

(1) Export-oriented investment. Despite the fact that law 

no. 43 of 1974 referred to a special priority to be given to 

the type of investment projects, the empirical evidence 

gives no indication of the evidence of such investment. 

This may denote that the instruments/incentives required 

to promote such investment are not efficient or are not clearly 
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defined. Thus, if Egypt intends to make a greater 

contribution not only in terms of foreign exchange gains 

but aslo employment, technolgoy, capital inflow, etc. 

which may -. attribute to this type of investment - where 

everything is static a new incentives scheme must be 

designed specifically to promote it (experience of other 

developing countries such as Singaproe, S. Korea, Israel, 

Tunisia, etc. are helpful in this respect). 

(2) Labour-intensive versus capital-intensive investment 
(Technology choice): 

Unlike some developing countries, Egypt with its 

population booming whidh intensifies the need for job creation 

(and the very large number of educated and well trained 

workers available) and its need for advanced technology to 

enable Egyptian goods to be more competitive world-wide, it 

is probalby difficult to put forward specific suggestions 

in respect of the choice of the level of technology to be 

brought in. It is nevertheless useful to suggest taking 

into account the --wide range of factors influencing technology 

choice and available alternatives mentioned earlier - that the 

need for capital-intensive investment is relativley indis- 

putable for the best interests of Egypt. On the one han6 

most - if not all - the requirements of capital intensive 

investment already existed f-here. Most FDI projects required 

for developing countries like Egypt are undoubtedly capital- 

intensive rather than labour intensive. Even with the 

apparent importance of technology appropriate to Egypt's 
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factor endowments, this does not mean that capital-intensive 

investments should be banned, labour intensive investment 

increased at the expense of the former. On the other 
0 hand, even if GAFI chose5the present approved projects in 
J. 

the light of appropriateness requirements, ý-he questioo 

of disappointing performance of investment projects will 

have to be considered. Furthermore, labour-intensive 

projects are not limited. Employment-generation does not 

aslo exclusively relate operations involving a low level of 

technology. Traditional primary and heavy industry 

investments and supporting investment projects such as 

transportation and other infrastructure investment etc. 

Can generate considerable direct and indirect employment 

contributions. Finally, to compete worldwide, Egypt needs 

capital-intensive investment. Special measures and/or 

special incentives scheme must be designed to encourage 

such types of investment. 

(3) Localisation of manpower. In order to enlarge employ- 

ment opportunities for skilled, semi-skilled, etc. labour 

and professional and technical as well as managerial 

personnel, a new policy for localisation of manpower is 

required. Localisation of manpower here includes e. g. 

gradual replacements of expatriate workers by nationals, 

representation of natioanIs in high level managerial functions, 

etc. provided the required skills are available locally 

If the required skills at every level are not available, 

the government or foreign firms should train the personnel 
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needed and then replacement of the expatriate by nationals 

can take place Localisation of manpower may however 

make a relative increase in employment and also eliminate 

repatriation of income or foreign exchange, etc. 

4) Import-substitution investment projects (domestic- 

oriented) should be promoted by offering special incentives 

scaled to the need for products in the deomstic market and 

the economy in general, the size of the work force, the use 

of local prdouction inputs including capital barrowing, etc. 

This is in addition to new adjustments or modifications of 

the present trade measures and regulations, as well as from 

time to time 

(5) Policies aiming at greater vertical and horizontal 

integration and linkages of investment with the local 

economy. Although the success of promoting or adopting 

such policies is dependent upon numerous factors e. g. 

availability of domestic inputs required (ranging from 

related infrastructure facilities, marketing services, etc. 

to the raw material) and forms of investment permitted, etc. 

it is necessary to foster vertical and horizontal linkages 

between the local economic sectors and foreign investment 

projects. The establishment of these linkages, may hbIp 

in promdting e. g. local entrepreneurs, private ownership, 

These conditions can be considered under pre-conditions 
and performance requirements. 
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capital formation, etc. To promote the creation of these 

linkages, all incetnives offered must be scaled to eg. 

., the degree of integration (and its type) of the investment 

projects with the existing ones or the degree of integration 

of investment projects that will be undertaken by a particular 

investor, etc. 

(6) Policies aiming at developing national priorities 

relative to the investment projects (selection of FDI 

projects). These policies can be considered in relation to 

those previously outlined. The reason here is probably 

that investment proposals should be classified according to 

certain priorities in the light of both national objectives 

and the incentives offered and the time of implementing the 

projects. For instance, investment projects and related 

benefits and/or objectives that can be achieved or brought 

in without excessive incentives or promotion (in Egypt for 

example Hotels, Banks and other tourism projects) should be 

treated differently from those that cannot be achieved 

without active govenrment promotion. In other words, 

projects that will result in immediate desirable benefits 

should be given special attention). * 

7) Regional development policies. The country. -m-us-t be 

divided into certain regions according to the development 

requirements of each region. Discrimination between regions 

is therefore. requirL-d in relation. -to incentivep---offered for 

incoming projects(experience of other developing countries 
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referred to including some pre-conditions and performance 

requirements is helpful in this respect also). 

8) Policies aiming at strengthening the indigenous 

companies in order to be more competitive (see for example 

table E-41 and related analysis). 

(3) Performance-oriented policies 

These policies or measures are concerned with the 

actual perofmrance of the investment projects. Incentives, 

privileges, etc. can be associated with or apply if the 

investment proejcts do contribute to achieving specific 

objectives. Taking into account the realised study findings 

drawn form the examination of requirements for policy 

change' (especially those of table E-37 and'E., -39), it is 

however important to repeat that offering some types of 

incentives, privilegs, facilities, etc. to incoming foreign 

investment must be scaled to or applied side by side with 

eg.. size of the workforce, regional development, types of 

projects, contribution to balance of payments effects, use 

of domestic contents, etc. This is in addition to: 

1. Providing special incentives (fiscal and non-fiscal) 

to encourage or accelerate the implementation of investment 

projects 

The percentages (or ratios) of excecution of projFcts 
approved since 1974 up to 30/6/1983 for example Were as 
follows: projects under execution 251*0 of the total number 
of projects approved and projects which have reached the production 
stage 50, o (see also tables nos. 7,8 and 9 in Appendix A). 
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(2) Special incentives to be granted relative to the 

period of transferring ownership, control and management etc. 

to local nationals, (public/private) in the case of turn-key 

projects for example. (3) In terms of other forms of 

non-equity investment projects fees and royalties, etc. must 

be considered in connection with timing (short or long-temrs 

etc. ), involvement of the contracts on higher or lower 

skills, transferring control and management of the projects 

etc. 

Undoubtedly as mentioned earlier, the proposed 

measures may influence the inflow of foreign investmentiroreign firms 

momentarily, at the same time it is rather difficult to draw 

any generalization concerning the feasibility of ZuCýhnew 

measures/policies. It may be established that the current 

situation of foreign investment in Egypt - as demonstrated 

earlier - makes it psosible to consider the present 

indisputable proposal relative to the contributions sought 

by FDI. 

Orqanizational Development 

Deficiencies in GAFI's organizationinclude inadequate 

administrative procedures, lack of co-operation/co-ordination 

between governmental agencies concerned with foreign 

investment, a hýqh degree of centralisation of decision- 

making processes, etc. in addition to other issues related 

to GAFI practices that are evident from the findings of the 

current study. In the light of the previously-examined 
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requirements for policy change*,, the need for specific 

organisational development and promotional efforts appears to 

beindisputable. Examples in this respect can be outlined 

as follows: 

1. Establilshement of an organizational unit to screen 

the technology that will be brought to Egypt (relative 

to the impact of FDI). 

2. Establishing and maintaining regional R&D units to 

take part in collecting information about regional 

market needs, opportunities for investment that are 

available or can be created, assisting foreign investors 

in the regions, etc. 

3. Increasing the number of branches of GAFI inside Egypt 

and abroad with full authority to approve investment 

projects up to LE 5 million, for instance. This may also 

require the recruitments of new technical staff and 

other necessary supporting services, etc. (each 

branch - to some degree - can be treated as what is 

known as a "profit centre/unit" of GAFI's Cairo. 

Alternatively, under the supervision of GAFI, approving 

foreign investment project6could be the responsibility 

of each Ministry concerned. 

4. GAFPS Cairo in consequence should be entrusted with 

responsibility for the strategic planning of FDI in 

general for all the country, settlement of disputes, 

and approving projects over LE 5 million. 

5) Establishing units to be responsible in collaboration 
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=--- f-- with other governmentSbddies for-. -. determining.. pod.. -. '' '' =' 

implementing the infrastructural facilities required 

for the pre-studies or prepared investment projects 

avialable for foreign participation, etc. 

6) Promotion policies in Egypt should be undertaken on 

both a regional and national basis. (In the case of 

national promotional policies it would be useful For 

GAFI to perform this function. Abroad, it should be 

the responsibility of the official represntatives of 

GAFIý This is in addition to the need for using 

other methods i. e. the proposed methods would re- 

inforce those currently followed in promoting invest- 

ment opportunities (see talbe E-36). 

7) Follow-up and investment review units should be estab- 

lished regionally to monitor the progress of post- 

approved projects, offering facilities and guidance 

in the implementation of projects, tackling on the 

spot any obstacles facing the execution of projects, 

etc. 

Undoubtedly, the above proposals for organizational 

development involve costs, but benefits can be derived by 

e. g. eliminating bureaucratic procedures, accelerating the 

rate of implementation of investment projects, attracting 

more FDI, etc. Such benefits might well outweigh the cost 

of implementing the proposals. - 
Finally, as demonstrated earlier and as far as the 

foreign investors are concerned a great deal of attention 
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must be paid to remove all types of areas of ambiguities, 

contradictions, etc. that exist in law no. 43 of 1974 

govenring foreign investments in general. Foreign investors 

need clear rules, few administrative procedures and regulatory 

requirements connected with investment projects approvals. 

Even in the case of post-approved investment projects many 

of the currently carried out regulations relating to import- 

export subsidies, credits, reinvested profits, undertaking 

- additional investment expansion, etc. in all cases required 

approval From GAFI or through lack oF clarity do not respond 

to what Foreign investors need, etc. All these are issues 

that need to be reviewed or removed in order to develop the 

investment climate in broad terms. Generally speaking, 

it could be argued that strong, reasonable and effective 

administrative procedures, clear and understandable rules, 

etc. are elements that may strengthen the government's 

bargaining power, reduce costs related to promotional 

proqrammes and efforts, and make the country more attractive 

for investment purposes. 

Finally, a word of caution must be noted again. it 

is not possible at present to obtain general quantitative 

conclusions regarding the cost and benefits (direct and 

indirect effects) of each of the proposed options/approaches 

suggested. Partly, because the present proposals are 

so highly integrated, inter-related and inter-dependentr 

partly too, because there are other related courses of action 

(which can be added and/or derived from the proposals under 
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considerations) which have not been pointed out i. e. the 

proposals do not contain in detail for example measures 

directly related to trade barriers or-measures that appeared 

to be strongly linked to various types of incentive progra- 

mmes and short term economic policies, etc. which should 

be incorporated in the proposal. This is in addition to 

the fact that the proposals do not explore in detail the 

alternatives other than FDI. 

Moreover, a number of implications of the current 

new approaches presented earlier including those which have 

been examined in Chapter (3) in Section (E) may be related 

to the questions of whether the Egyptian government can 

adopt and implement all the proposed changes, when and how, 

etc. Undoubtedly, the new approaches in general might 

appear somewhat arbitrary, yet the realities of the current 

situation of foreign investment in Egypt makes it possible 

to suggest that the proposals derived from the present study 

can have a large part to play from the point of view of the 

potential contributions of foreign investment to Egypt's 

overall development. As mentioned earlier, with the possible 

negative impact of many suggested courses of actions 

especially those which are related to performance-requiremetns 

and other pre-conditions etc. in mind, it could be argued 

that the operations of the foreign firms cannot be left to 

a freely operating market. Additionally, it is doubtless 
iw 

that FDI is not the only source which embodies the complete 

package of benefits sought. Technology, employment, foreign 
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capital and other positive transfer resource effects can 

also be obtained effectively from. sources other than FDI. 

To sum up, the variety of factors, policies, measures 

and so forth associated with foreign investment and the 

importance or feasibility of the present new approaches 

in general may enhance the need for further studies from 

which useful contributions might be obtained to the best 

of Egypt. 
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APPENDIX (A) 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA ON THE EGYPTIAN 

ECONOMY AND FDI 
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Table (1) Output of selected industrial products (in thousands of 
metric tons unless otherwise stated) -1973-78. 

Products Previous 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978* 
Peak 
Output 
& Year 

Spinning & weaving products 
Cotton Yarns 1790972) 182 179 181 193 210 220 

Cotton Textiles 1150972) 118 120 122 138 905 940 

Wollen Yarns & Fabrics 19(1965) 11 11 12 13 - - 
Foodstuffs, etc. 
Sugar 6100972) 633 577 526 576 614 700 
Cheese 1350972) 135' 135 153 147 149 160 
Preserved fruit & vegetables 26(1971/72) 24 18 24 48 41 55 

Cottonseed oil 158(1971/72) 160 170 161 160 166 170 
Oilseed cakes 733(1965/66) 600 540 720 417 430 465 
Soft drinks (mill. of bottles) 751(1964/65) 600 660 784 960 984 1300 
Beer (mill. of litres) 300972) 32 29 29 30 39 43 
Cigarettes (billions) 230972) 23 23 21 28 25 27 

Dairy products 1680972) 174 177 194 176 - - 
Chemicals, etc. 
Soap 154(1968) 143 183 219 227 - - 
Sulphutic, acid 227(1967/68) 23 30 36 28 27 36 

Superphosphate 5220971/72) 419 465 520 493 513 530 
Ammon. nitrate(31*10 nitrogen) 438(1967/68) 210 320 400 530 1258 695 
Tires (thousands) 9270972) 860 814 923 859 903 -795 
Paper and Cardboard 1520972) 149 131 146 92 - - 
Caustic Soda 200969) 14 14 37 37 - - 
Engineering Products 

Cars (units) 61300972) 5590 8169 11576 9799 12817 12880 

trucks & tractors (units) 29560972) 2761 2342 2825 3807 4445 3030 
Buses (units) 1155(1965/66) 413 360 305 307 475 470 
Refrigerators (thousands) 68(1969/70) 39 55 109 112 129 130 
Television Sets(thousands) 84(1966/67) 49 68 77 88 138 135 
Metallurgical products 
Reinforcing bars 2510969/70) 226 232 219 202 230 275 
Steel Sections 135(1968/69) 87 81 106 151 128 145 
Steel Sheets 1790972) 167 125 211 156 235 225 
Cast Iron products 54(1962/63) 53 55 66 63 78 72 
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Table (1) Continued. 

Cement 3921(1971) 3617 3263 3579 3362 

Glass 210971) 24 16 20 22 

Mininq Produnts 
Phosphate 748(1967/68) 540 499 428 392 468 445 
Iron ore 553(1965/66) - 1033 2424 --- 
Salt 4980952) 656 1302 1087 1242 - 
Refined petrol. products 62640972) 6623 6882 8614 9950 10302 

* Estimated from figures for the first nine months of 1978. 

Source: Ministry of Industry and Mining, Cairo, Egypt and National Bank 
of Egypt: Economic Bulletin no. 1,1978, table 514, in D. W. Carr 
Foreign investment and development in Egypt, op. cit., pp. 82-3B3. 
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Table (2) Sectoral percentage shares in GDP at factor costs 
1947-76. 

1947 1932 195ý156 1960161 1964165 196716k 1973 197o 

Articulture 38 33 34A 31. S 29.7 24.0 26.3 31 

Industry , 13.4 20.10 21.5 20.3 21.3 22 
13 13 

Elcoricily 04 O. N 12 1.7 18 1 

Construction 0.4 0.4 2.3 2.1; 4.7 3h 4.2 4 

Trarvirwirt 33 6.0 7.3 8.41 5.1 5.7 7 

1 Fade 67 11.0 10.4 h. 6 9.3 v. 2 11 

Housing 19 19 7.3 6.4 3.8 5.5 4.6 3 

Utilities 77 na. 0.5 0.4 O. S 0.6 04 

Seri ices 14 17 21.1 19.9 21.1 34.2 26.2 2U 

*The incicabc in indumq's share belacen 193SM and 1960161 is largelydefisrolional- 
lopffle"I LZI-PI (Neu 

Sfpu, (-ri The 1947 and 1952 f*ucs are from brill llanmrn and Karum, Nashash'b'- Lcwewn TP#Jc Reirimcs @mJ Lemomic Drre 

'sock- National bureau ofEconomic pre%&. 1975). p. II and the 1976 I'keureswer, ýohiamed from Nsiminal Bank 

BuUrtin (No. 3.1977). p. 263. The remainder are front Matwo and Radwan 

"The industrialization of Egypt, 1939-7311, p. 47, in D. W. Carr 
foreign investment and development in Egypt, op. cit., p. 32. 

Table (3) GDP & Other sectoral targets in 1986/87 compared with the same in 1981/82. 
Production 

EE mn at Growth Input: output 
-1981ý82 prices rate ratio M GDP share M 
1981/82 1986/87 % Pa 1991/82 19867-87 1981/82 19&ZT&7 

Primary 
Agriculture 3,992 4,660 3.7 29.9 27.6 19.8 16.1 
Secondary 
Manufacturing & 
mining 21665 4,359 10.3 71.9 70.8 13.6 15.1 

Petroleum & 
products 2,943 5,239 12.2 21.5 20.8 15.0 18.1 

Electricity 117 195 10.1 42.0 42.8 0.6 0.7 
Construction 930 

- 
1,384 8.3 36.9 56.1 4.7 4.8 

Sub total 6,657 11,177 10.9 57.3 55.4 33.9 38.6 
Tertiary 

productive 
Transport, 

storage & 
. communication 859 1,363 9.7 41.3 37.2 4.4 4.7 

Suez Canal 693 899 5.4 3.1 2.8 3.5 3.1 

Con-inerce 2,510- 3,439 6.9 39.8 39.3 12.9 12.1 
Finance 1,040 1,455 6.9 7.9 6.7 5.3 5.0 
Insurance 47 69 8.0 44.7 43.1 0.2 0.2 
Restaurants & 

hotels 230 323 7.0 53.9 52.0 1.2 1.1 
Sub total 5,379 7=99 7.2 33.2 32.2 27.4 26.3 
Tertiary - social 
Housing 356 549 9.0 10.0 9.0 1.9 1.9 
Public utilities 39 72 13.9 42.9 40.7 0.2 0.2 
Social & personal 810 1,127 6.8 21.6 23.4 4.1 3.9 
Social insurance 21 30 8.0 42.9 42.0 0.1 0. I 
Government 

services 2,486 3,707 8.3 30.2 29.2 12.7 12.8 
Sub total 3 711 iL '3ý 5 485 : : 11 3 

9.1 27.1 26.7 18.9 
100 0 

18.9 
100 0 Total '9 9 f 8 , 9TO 2 8.1 42.6 42.4 . - 

Source: FYP in C. Daniels, Egypt in the 1980's, op. cit., pp. 117-118. 
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) Table (5) Projected GNP, 1982-83 - 1986/87 UE million) 

Average Annual Growth 
Sector 1982/83 Per Cent 1986/87 Per Cent (per cent) 

1981/82- 1981/82- 
1982/83 1986/87 

Agriculture 4000.0 18.8 4629.0 16.1 2. B 3.5 

Mining & Industry 2905.8 13.6 4529.4 14.9 9.0 9.8 
Oil & Products 3547.6 16.6 5508.9 19.2 20.5 13.3 
Electricity 126.8 0.6 194.6 0.7 8.2 10.7 
Building & 1004.7 4.7 1324.0 4.6 8.1 7.3 
Construction 

Total Commodity 
Sectors 11584.9 54.3 15915.9 55.5 9.8 8.6 

Communication 
transport & 
storage 916.0 4.3 1110.0 3.9 6.7 5.3 
Suez Canal 719.6 3.4 944.5 3.2 3.9 6.4 
Commerce 2680.4 12.6 3470.0 12.2 6.8 6.7 
Finance 1097.0 5.2 1455.2 5.1 5.5 6.9 
Insurance 51.3 0.2 69.1 0.2 9.1 8.0 
Restaurants & 
Hotels 239.5 1.1 323.1 1.1 4.0 7.0 

Total Productive 
Services 5703.8 26.8 7272.1 25.7 6.0 6.5 

Housing 401.0 1.9 548.7 1.9 12.5 9.0 
Public Utilities 42.0 0,2 72.3 0.3 11.4 13.9 
Social & Private 
Services 866.0 4.1 1083.4 3.8 7.0 6.0 
Social Insurance 22.3 0.1 30.3 0.1 8.3 8.0 
Government Services 2696.0 12.6 3652.7 12.7 8.4 8.0 

Total Social 
Services 4027.3 18.9 5387.4 18.8 8.5 7.7 

Grand Total 21316.0 100.0 28675.4 100.0 8.5 7.9 

Source: EBCC, 1983. 
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Distribution of the Capital A%%ct%of the I Mind Projects I hat Started vi. ý..: Iion b) mititliawyor, he non-Arall I immon. up-w . 11.12,19K I Table 6 

Total 
T%pc% of Acti% if% Capital 

1. Investment 23.145 879 2010 91 1982 12 1441 3 i92 7o 
2. Banks 55926 129(K) 10766 2943 M40 - - 9331 3KO 14(9)0 4., 464 
3. Tourism 9217 to) 370 910 1365 1 (No 1771 
4. Housing - - - - 
S. Trans. & Commun. 9394 - 2K(K) : 81 -- 2410 
6. Agri. & Hushandr) 5963 - 33(X) 431 114 - 4(X1 420 13M K) 
7. Contracts 9N97 148 175 1 KXO M 530 1713 - 4(K) I(Xx) 142 7: 10 2267 
K. Tech. Consultancy 2498 579 - 137 1 OU :! 5 632 - 79 - it 896 
9. Services 25141 - 759 379 175 245 14 - - - 50) 4M 

10. Spin. & Weaving 5.159 3779 490 299 - -- - 89 155 - 547 

11. Food 6351 - INO 219 Ill 150 317 - - 4X56 - 5IN 
12. Chemical 6715 U86 214 210 377 - 631 YX) - 1147 150 
13. Wood 114 57 250 - 196 - 36 429 176 - 
14. Engineering 6156 47 - 1652 

-1913 
190 950 206 V)x 

15. Con%t. & Fireclay 1420 - 720 - - - 700 - 
16. Metal 

. 
1435 203 - 1300 87 1 (X)O 1 

-10 
170 523 

17. Pharmacological 3371 3203 - - - - 16X - - 
IN. Mining 39 - - - - - 39 

19. Petroleum 12241 - 343 - 10174 1400 - 3.10 

Health & Hobp. - 

Total 165010 260(K) 227117 98111 19"2 
. 
192.1- 12040 9119 W 555 21.113 153.0 Al 14X(M) 30126 

Per cent Share I (KI-0 I 
-, 
U 13.8 5.9 12.1 2.4 7-1 

.6 _, 
q 

-1 
12.9 

.9 .2 
9.0 1 X-1 

Source: CAPM's, opposite B-49. 
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APPENDIX B 

The Law No. 43 of 1974 concerning the investment 

of Arab and foreign funds and the Free Zones 

as amended by Law no. 32 of 1977 
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TIM ARAB REPUBLIC OFEGYPT 

THE GENERAL AL-MORrA. Y FOR D=. ST-%IF-N-T 
AND FREE ZONES 

IAW No. 43 of 1974 

CO-NCER-ND; G 

THE IN VESTMENT OF Al= AND FOREIGN I UNDS 

AND THE MEE ZONES 

AS A3=N-DED BY LAW No. 32 OF 1977 
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Decree of the President of tiie Arab Repubdc of E. -)pt enacting La*iý 
No. 43 of 1974, concerning Amb and Foreign Capital inves=ent and Free 
Zones -. 

In the 'Xime of the people. 

T-Ie President of The Republic 
The People's Assembly his approved the following, and it has been 

L-3ued : 

Article 1: 

Arab aad foreign investments and free zones are governed by the 
attached law. 
Article 2: 

Matters not covered by this Law are subject to the applicable L-ws 
and regulations. 
Article 3: 

The ML-ister of Economy and Economic Cooperation shall issue, upon 
reco=endatioa of the Board of Directors of the G-eneral Authority for 
Investment =d the Free Zones. the executive regulations imiplemen - tic., 
tl: dz law wit! biin three months of its enactment. 
Article 4: 

Law No. 65 of 1971 on Arab Capital Investment and Free Zones is 
lu_-reby repeaied. Any other provision contrary to what is stated in the 
preseat law is &! so repe--led. Projects approved under said law ý. hall con- 
tinue to enjoy the rights and privileges specii. ed thereunder. Projects 
approved prior to the impiementation of law No. 63 of 1971 shaU con- 
tinue to enjoy the privileges and guarantees granted to tuch 1! roJects 
prior to the coming in to force of said law. 
Article 5 

This Law shall be published in the Official Gazette and will receive 
the seal of the State and shall come into force from the date of Its 1: -#- 
lication. 

Signature of the President 
19 June. 1974 

Law'No. 43 of 19T4 has been amended by Law No. 32 of 197# ithe 
eAniending Law*). The follo-wing text of Law No. 43 inccrporates all 
changes made by Articles 1-4 of the kmending Law, which changes are 
set for--h in italic ty-pe. Anicles 5.6.7, and S of the Amend! ng Law do 
nct effect changes in the text of Law 'No. 433 and are set forth in Amne. x 
A hereto. 

3 
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CHAPTER ONE 

MMSTUENT OFARAR ASM FOREIGN CAPITAL 

Article 1. 
The tem qpm)- in the appLiaLtiomi of ULQ pmnsions Of ULW Law 

sh&Jl 2ý= 60Y &crmtY -kWed wLthm any of the spheres therems speci. fi*d Lad a? Pr*vtd by the BaLrd of Directors of the Generg Authority 
for Investment ud Free Zomm 

Article 2. 

7114 term emnoted capital- in the applLc&twm of the provisions of 
this Law " be doemed to me" the fonowing : 

L F-ly convertible forings -my duly, tran,, ferivi to the A-mb 
RePuhUc Of EUPC through & bank relpstered at the Central 
Bank Of En*pt for utilization in the emecution or e"Mam at 
a prole" - 

iL 3"Whil ry. equipmenL trawportitioa equipment. raiw mzen-In 
and cOmmO-IitT rvaturements imported from abroad necessary 
for the estabilshment or expansion of the project. provided 
that such are C*MngtfbU 'nth modern technoicrical develop- 
MeAts and have am been previously use& unleas the Autharity-s 
Board Of Di-- grzats exemption from w---h ocndition -. 

ilL Intangible assem swh as parsar and trade _rit registered 
-Ith member sates of the International CoarenLin, for the 
Prot"C'04 Ot kda$trLLI P"OPQrtY. Or in '-cwrdawe will& the 
rules of lnternQdond rrX=aLM contained in tj, j: 
000'""003 concluded in thmis respect and held by rwAidents 
abroad and perm%nag to the projw-s 

IT- TMWY convertible forequ currency spent by the investor on 
limundrarr stud: es. rezearch. Lad mcorporaiiar Lad paid w". in the limit& approved by the Authoritys Board of Directors -. 
P-148 -ali-d bj, the r-Ject if utiused in in-maug its capiw if invested lit another projw, coa&rL--. an the approval of the Auth*nt)r's Board of Directors in both cases . 

VL Freely convertible foreign currency trsoW#rrd to the Arab It"Ni'lle Of EwmYPt through a bank. reguitered at the C#atraj 
Bank of EMt 'Lod utilized to subscribe to shams of atock in 

Egyptian co=p=ws or to purchase same from the Itack rx- 

chaaCt in the Arab Republic of Egypt in accemInce with the 

rules ad"d by the Authonty's Board of Directors : rad 

ViL Freely conrerttblý for%-gn currency transferred to the Arab 

Republic of ECyTK through a bank registered at the Cent: 31 

Eank of Enpt and utilized in pruch-wrig land. whethervacaut 

or not- for the construction of buddings thereon rursuant to 
the pronstans of this Law. even if purchased before obtaic=g 
the Board of Dir-. ctA)r*s approval so long as the an ef purchase 

was effected according to the prevuling Iaws and ca a date 

subsecluent to the entering into force of Law 63 of 197L 

The valuation of the invested capital referred to in It&= 

L3 and 4 shell be sub)ect to the approval of the Authorit,. es 

Board of Directors and sh&U be smade In acerrd--rce viLh the 

rules and procedures which shall be specifed in the czecutive 
retulations. 

ArTscie I his t 

Invested capital Wma be transferred to. and emmrted from the Arab 
Republic of rMt- and profits generated therefrom thall be transferred 

in joraign currency abroad in accordance with the provoicus of this Law. 

at the highen rate pr. mtftg Lad declared for freely convertible famill-t 

. 
kv the competent EMtlan authorities. currency 

The provisions of the preceding paragraph sW apply to Invested 

ca. itil mquavd to purchase land and property that rvpmrtnt an intergal 

part of the capital assets of projects approved by, the General Author. ty 
for Investzment and Fee* Zones. 

Article 3t 

The investment of Arab Lad forwiru capital In rho Amb Republic of 
Egypt shall be for the purpose of rt&lizmg objectives of economic and 

soc, ml dmkVment withim the trammework of the State's Smeral POUC! ' LUd 

national plan prwidod that the Investment Is made In projects in need of 
t--termational, exrterdse to the Spheres of modern dovelontment or in prej-cts 

requiring foreign capital. The pro4ects. eantaiRed to the Dro to be "! wa 
nd by the Authorltv and apProved by the C; ouncil of Wnixters. shall be 

in the following Celds : 

L Industriall=tion. mining. enerCT. tourizom transnortitim and 
other fields 
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IL A=--&! PrOducuor. water resources. and the nclamation and 
er! =&tLcn of burn and desert jvd. 

Tbe rtci=zt'OD and of bm7= and desen ! and 
shall be Under &=;. ter= tc==Cy Not excgedj2.. 50 YWL. & CM the 
T*cOmnwnd&L*OO Of the Autbcr. t7 and by ap. -orml cf the CO'Lacil 
Of 362-19tem this Mod of lenacry =a, be mtndrd for one or 
EMOrt PmOds not to exceed an additional 50 yem : 

JiL PM. WU for hOtWn, - and ft- Urimm develovmDmL ty u-bith is 
We= 3: 3"stmtnt ic the vil: 4jr-Wom tr lamd Into parcels =a the 
cOmr-ruction of new buildirrv top-her, wft tb* Iwarimon of 
pubile ublUes ctmnectca tberewitu_ ; 

The purchase of a building already in existeace or of %acLut 
land is out deemcd to be a proiectý b the context &f the provi. 
sionz of this Law unless h-. euded for eonsmetion w fL- rebsu). 
d3mr =4 not fC' the purT**e of resa: e In orJer to benefit froan 
an inav"t in market 'ralue. without prejulict bowever to the 
rerulat"MS rovernin. - the disr4sal and repabiention of invested 
C&PItal Contained to tius Litir. -The trillft; shall be tA=Dlettd 
V. thin the ". md ar-: Tied by the Authort: fs Board ef Diree- 
to-1. with 130 oblimlim an the Imro cf the State to condct= rut 
P3 op.. t.. for FV& Trojec: : 

'T- Inves=. =t compsanies which ato at ugnixi-7 tun! s In the fields 
enumerated in this Lair : 

T. Investme--t binks; and =erch=t banks and remumm-net econva 
Wel; whose Petivities skall be com-fined to tramartivas effected 
In freely ccn-Wjble foreip currencies. Tica afertmentionA 
b='r_ and CoMpWMS are entitied to directly Undertake fM,, C. 
irf and investment eywrationit. whether thev am in proj-es to 
the free zones t- tor loc&L joint or foreign proJects established 
within the Arab RepubBc of Erypt. They may- also finance 
Er. %I)Uan foreira trade transaction : 

TL Ranks enrar=g in local cr--m" trLD&acU=x P- Joe; as th-. r 
art to the form ef joint ventures In which local E7. rntiao eap; tal 
Constitutes at least 5M of the total - 

VLL CO: Mstructio: activibes In repons outside the arricultural arta 
and the penno-te7s; of existing citm : 

4 Ville Coos=c, = cot,,, ticg sturiucs w6cmaaem bw Jaml Starl' 

CMPLAMS in which there 3s a ==m- FrFruan MP-133 r1luci- 

PLUM Of 50'. ; and 

ix. Techwcal coasuhing --t*- in t-he form of Joint --" c-- 

p, _ws W p&rtneralLp with forirm intematHmAl CCOMMItIng f'"os 

proOded that they are related to SOY T"Iec% 'Inthý'- the flelds 

of accrnty tm"d here= &Ad that ther attniues a" ZP 

pro,. ed as an integrz! part of the proyea bp 
.v 

thf. Aztborit7's 

Board of DLrecums on a case-by-csse ham 

Each operatm &hall have a grazi-I account W Carlo-=ty With 

the SYstem deftned by the Mming-- of Economy and Econc: 2ic 

Cooperabom and approved br the Board Ed Ulect'" of the 

Authoritv. 

Special prmyrity shall be STWZ to those prcJft'u which We MdP21 to 

. rtý, cuce tze seed to impam. b=c 
ftnamte eWpo, ̀%L encMmIle umr=ZL or 

==Modiou as wan &a projects which veq=m &dTwll*d 1*"MICLI ezP"' 

use W which =Lkg use of patezu or tr&6e-marks of vlorlivide TePu 

AYUCk 4: 

The capital invested in the ArLb Republic of rLypt nude? the prori- 

, 2=3 of this JAw shall take the form of pzrUcrpLtscn with public or private 

I: r. -ptian capital to such fields and under such terms and conditiocs as 

Are set forth Atricles 2 and 3 of the pment, law. By way of ezeerbac 

frC= the above : 

L Housing projects. construeW for the purpose ef Invest=ve. 
may be undertaken only by Arab capits-I -. Foreirs capital may 
not undertake bocj=; prpýects in pwbcipabot wit! i 
capitaL 

Too term eArab invested capizals altaD mean such capital as 
is ammed by it natural per*oz harm; the astionality of an Arab 

country or by a juridical pers= prorided that the majorhy- c! 
its capital " be btldloýr citizens of one or more Arab countri-s. 

L Arab or foreire capital may operate without IL 1-n--. 
in inveFuntnt banks and merchant banks whose actirstw sre 
cocIned to transactions effected to freely convertible forti, -n 
currencies so lon; as they take the form of branches of firms the 
Principal offices of which art situated abroad ; and 
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il Tba Authority's Board of Dirmtors. by a two thLrds =ajonty 
vo(a of as membera. =y apprure the jnv*g==t of Arab of 
forelgu cainLal WiLhout local PLrucqmmm in : he other Ilwds 
apecited in Lnuck 3. 

Ardele 3t 

Roil estate may not be expropruited for tba purpose of bugdiae in- 
vestment projws unk-ts such is deemed to be a pubUc udLity purzueat to 
the LAw. 

AjUcle 6: 

irrespective of the nationality or donucile et thwr owner&. prejects 
in the Arab Republic of Zr. ypt approved under the PronsuMs Of this Law 
shall enjoy time ruazzattes and prird" set forth in th: s Law. 

Subject to the Authwitys approval according to its rules Bud MIru- 
latums. PMX4 . eta esublished in Lay of the fialds set forth In Article 3 
t! " vnth EMUan capital and as by Emoan Raticnals ah%U on- 
joy the p6riles" and exemptions set forth in Articles 9.14.2& 16. IT 
and IS. 

Subject to the Authotlt--Is approva such exemptio, " $hall apply to 
Joint stock companies wcisftg at *bt time of the enactment of this law to 
the extent of new expansion in folds app. of under the LAw throuLb. an 
increase in capital by cash subserrption. 

Article ". t 

Projects may not be nationalized or eoeLfLs=ted. 
Ile afwts of such projects manot be acimed, blocked. conflacated or 

"estrtted except b:, Judicief procedures. 

Artkie 8: 

tavestment dirputes rvsr*ct of the impiementation of the provisions 
of this lAw shall be rettled In a manner to be efived m7me With the in. 
ver. 0r. Or within the "awwoft of the agmemasts ta force between the Amb Repubtic of Es3mc and the inveswes how cona". or within the tMxnework of the Convention for the Settlement of lovesonent Disputes 
bet, tven the State and the natices. La a( other countries to whielt Egypt has adhered bv virtue of Law No. 90 of 29M where such lAw applies. 

Disputes way be sealed thmugh arbaramon. An ubitmdou imrd 

shall be consututed. eOMpriIi--g a member on behLif of each utspuung 

parm, aAd a third member seem; as ch==n to be Juintly s. Lzo-d by the 

saal two members. Failing x-gretment on the acmin3ttzs of the third 

member within thirty days of the appointment of the bimmit carmber. 
the chaisman shall be chosozo. at the request of either party. I he Supreme 

Council of Udicial Bodies from among counreLlors of the judicutry u, the 
Arab Republic of Egypt. 

The arbitration board shai lay down its rules of procedure uumst- 
ricted by the rules e=, Air*d in the Cird and Ccmmemi&i Code of Proee- 

dure. save the rul" which relate to the Imude guarantees and priciples 

of litigation. The board shall see to it that the dispute is expeditiously 

resolved. Awards shall t- rendered by majority vote and shall be final 

and binding on both parties and enforerahle as any other fical Judgment. 

The Lrtatration board &ban decide an the costs of =bitrati-, * "d 
thag determine who &hill bear such cers. 

Article 9: 

Compa. wes enjoymc the pr=zions of this LJLVr bhall be deemed to 
tel=g to the pnr. te sec tar of the *=C=I'. "rrective of 'he P pi ultu-e 
of the indl'genous cmpitsl particitmucir therem Lefulaum. rquIamwA. 
and satutes Lpplicahle to the pubUe sector of the Pconf. =y : nd Its tm- 
p! oyees shall not ar. p. ty to Wd companies. 

Artk-lo : 10 2 

projects emiovag- tse prcidons of . b- Law whaiLl not fit tubjtct to 
Law No. . 73 of 19-, 3 to conatedon with the coeditions and proc-duris for 

el. ctmg labour repre-entatmes to the boards of dwectors Of public w-tOr 

orginizadons. joint stock companies. and pnrLte associations and -stsb. 
lishments. 

The statutes of the ectaranY *ball pmvide for a mthol of 11tour 

participation in the mant; m3ent of the project. 

Ardele It : 

Provisions of Law 2n of 1954 concerning Labourtra and eamploreell a*- 
plicable, to joint ff=c-k compames. Partnerships Hinited by them and Iiin- 
ted liability compsAits &hall apply to projects irrespeettv4 of their 1"S. 1 
form The employers of raid projýctx sh-" be subject ta the Soc-zl In- 
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vir--mce Law ualess the Froject prmdes a more favourabie icsur--nee 
approved by the Gtnt=l Or. --_=zLtLou for Socal Insurance. 

Empwyees of Pro)". tz It" be exempted Ava: t! w provisions of law 
No. M ci IOM CvCcC-, z; cuýtmrkYmmt *a j-,;; at ctozk ccuipanses and pub. 
U L--. -Tcmt: ons and Artw. Le ZI of the tabour Law %**. 91 of 1939. Em- 
:, Ioyets and members of toards of directczs of projects ahs. 11 aim be ex- 
-zopled from the Wous cf LAw No. 1= of 1961 lizoiting the remono- 
Munn of Me chau-An and =embers of board of duvmrs of seconded 
=e=bers to a =ax: =um of T- WN. 

Artkit 11 (bias : 
The projects reftrrrd to -, - the Ent paragraph at the previous article 

are subject: to the restnct! o--x rcr--LM! Af to eMDIOyftS Of GOVerrunent 
and representauvv Wies set ferat izk Article 95 throuth 9s of Law No. 26 
of 19U. 2nd to the prohibit! ms get forth in Axuc! e M of Lý. vv No. 

ý-,; of 
19 --- ". "th rzqLrd t3 r,. mk: c rs ef the Peo:, ie*s AssemblT. 

I'miubited acti"ties W accordance ulth the proriCcas referred to 
im the "ItTIOUS Pzrt--r'-"h r=dfr: &JC! m-. 1--y prilrate Z-. tivity. eirec. 
"T Or through an httrMedivý-. inc! ud'xg consulting -nivitie-s. If during 
the year prior to leaving oflt: s of emp1mment. tha, Irmwer or public of- 
r. dJ" vm tavoived In Beenti--T the establishment c. 1 thm projects or 
2uptrrt=g them actt-: tr. 

Z2 the appiiesma of the prova-ions of this Law. the term 11. imistero 
rhtll =can -he P. --. e ', V:: is: *n Deim". r Pr. =-- IkII-ister. Uwsters and Deputy, Innisters. 

. trIe 1: 

COMPInies eejo., mzz the moti-MIS of this Law qhafl be "empt from 
the Pro%nzioas of Artdclj 14 ; &r=gr.; h 3 of Lair -^5 of 1934 c2ne--n%ing lzbourers and employees anpCnble to joint stock comparties. pextearth-ps ILMited by shares and linuted Bahilfty cempanim pmIded that a rereen- 
tare of the net protits of rich companies shell be distributed annually 
among emly. lojees and ! nhourvrs in accordance with the rules proposed by 

.Ia 
the compawe board of directers -- I rnnroved by the general assembly. 

These cempames xbLI1 a! &* be exempted from the prowumas of Article 
2 paracm. rb Ill. ILL Article 13 !, amgraph 01). Article 21 pa. 
TICM. phs Ill &Ad M. Article 24 paregranh (2). Article 2L : 0.33 and Z3 dbiol. Article 41 ! 4ramrh 14) and Ar ficle 66 parigrapit (2) of Law 

Xo. 26 of 1934. Reperesentatires of forti; n nabo-31 or Juridical persons &IIA. 11 
be czempLed tram the prowimons of Ar,: cle 29 of such LA%v and non-Egr,, - 
tiLm individuals shia be exempted from Article 31 thereot Shares tacia- 
dicg fwmders shares may am be transferred d; Lr. z; the first two years 
of the project unless approved by the Board of Directors of the Autho- 
nty. These companns @hall also be exempted from the prevuLtan of LAw 
144L Jr. of 1961 concerning the formattan of boards of directors of joint 
stock companies. 

Article IS i 

Without prejudice to the provudons of Item (vil of Azticle Z. the 
banks benefiting from the pravrisions of this law &hall be excepted from 

the requLrement that E; ), pt, --- should own &. 11 of its shares contained in 

pm&TLph (a) of Article 21 of the Law on Banks and Credit issued by 
Law No. 163 of 1957. Said banks &hall &4* be excerýtd from the pro"- 
lions of paragraph I C) of the same ardde. 

LZL&wm. inrestment and merchant banks and reinsurance emp2nies. 
referred to in Item dvi of Article 3. hereof. shall be exempt4d form the 
provisions of the laws. rerilations. and resolutions regulaLing control of 
tsetumg- transactions. 

Artick 14 a 
By vray of exception Lrom the pronsions; at Law No. P-d tf 1976 

regulating transactions in foreign currency. prviects shall haw the ri. -nt 
to maintain a fomirm currm. cv, account " accounts with )mnks re-matered 

.. 
"t in the Arab ReuubLc of RM.. On the et the Central Bank cf Z; 

credit side of such account or accoucts shall be -nttred the ), -'--ce of 
the capital paid in foreirn currencies. lonns and any oth,! r funds of the 
project so long as thev shall be in h*Ply convertibl* fortiza currencies. 
funds p4trchastd. by th; projva f. orn local banks at the highest rate p. m. 
selling Lad declared for foreign currewe. the proceeds of the visible and 
Invijuble exoorts of the enterprise and the proceeds of vzIe3 to the local 

markets in foreign currencr. 

The project Shan have the right. without sracw "rM't fir authoem- 
tion. to utilize the said arcount in transferrine the vln*"TfttA 9-u'b*riwd 
under the provmons of thin Law for rayments for imourtS Of commodities 
and Investment goods seccuary, for the oDeration of the project. for met- 
ting invisibLe expense* 4. n connection with such imports. br tho myment 
of Interest and principal on foreirn currency loans. for settling any other 

u 
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c"nses nec-nary for the projec, & far purctAces ef Izal currency at the 
bilrmesE Me! pmmU*rg and dedand for frzely ccmvcrubkfamp cur. 
rr=CT. Th& projec- gnad undcrtzke to catcut. to U-4 Authority. V. me 
Cnd 1! eZCh f=21 yt%r. a SW -1 M. i--IICU=. - the =2WUI, -2t in NICh &C- 
ccunz. L-; ether inth . %sch da=uumats &ad &La" as the Autkwntv immy 
request to ascerts-a that its atihzaUca has been In campliarm wizh the 
purposes spit *cmb in thin Law. Such stztement shall be ceruried by a 
certified public accommaut. 

Artcile IS: 

Ey way of enepti-xi from the r4vvixious cf the liwia regulations and 
resolu:; ons M-erning imports. ectMrises enjoying zhe previsions of this 
Lair ah" be &Llcwed to import. on cvnditzon of inspection I: = withcut a 
lic-tee. whether bT -themselves cz throu-, h a third -arty. the prediction 
! zc: Et; es. Mtttr&li& =AChi=ef-Y. PlUirMIRI&L "re r2rrL rn; I tr=sportz- 
tica cou-poitmt r for the ý-MTEI--tica and cTr. z: icm rf the prn! ect. 
that am conz-alible w,.:! i Vhe =--: ure ef their actint: %1. Such c j. *rI. tIC, %S 
thall te excepted fr-. = he rrccel-rre -. quir, = su4; j: rxr; ra in a e--= 
=V-, e for the rurpm cf tzlec"-rz th: I. 

--t tecder. tut them thail I-e to 
obligation on the ;= of the Core-. ==ezt-. to p"r-de the foreig-2 mr- 

pencr teeessa: 7 fzr im7wrtizr operations beyond the bank azmtts 
=ei: t,. cntd in the pr? -e-dmr Article. Projects sba-I bA tuthorm-d to 

export their _miducts whether by themselves or through am intermedi- 

%: %r without a UMSO Rrd without such projects haruzg to be regiisterei 
'a the Revist:.. of E: )Mem 

Article 16 : 

M-thout Pro, a to mere f--"cu. =We t= exc---? *i2vt% p-mided for 
anr Wher ! aw. pra, _"ts shzU be exemp*ed from tit; tax cin comm-ciLl 

and i--dustrW profits and the twces appecdest. theret-i : likemse, the 

profits distrtbuted shzil te exempted from the tax Ga the rovernes fr. Im 

wtove2ble e: qut: l amd the tftxos F-Iýwndent thereto. in: L as ths C: t! e mly 
be. from the tax an cc!:, mem=l zzd induvrial prefits and the txxts 

appecdcat tbt. -tto. as vre: 1 ss fcm the gerer--l t. -x an ! =, rmt. re! stive to 
the tz=tle rroror- of such rwf-s, as set ford, in : his ro-slon : cuch 

exemption to to for a r-icd af Eve ye. %, v f :m the !!:, at ft-cal vvgr follow- 

i-z --e--nt of r-ductice or en-. altment in WiTIUCL AS the MAS 

mar I-e. Such enem-i-io-m P! %3!! --rrly, for the unt, to the rro- 

cce0s of the profits ichich are re=vened to the enterrita and for srcial 

reserwi that are &bited to the distribution account aft, -r deductwo. of cot 

pronts and to Conswu; aLs ULS ccmp'cYs flosAIMAS POSit-104 A124 

uo"tin. buLed prouts eameo, uar-u; tl-* &=mp;. Oa pencil sun wsint-uteU 

arter suca period has ciapsed. Iae aLLres anzA be -itempLed ircm tbe 

auauat pmportwuai zt&mp duty &or tive years ZGUowmq %ba, date "ties 

are ie. -auy aue tor the Lrsc was. 

The exc=pt; on from the general tax an income is conditional upon 

such income not being subject to --Isr tax in the invesuit's home 

crAiatry or in the eountry to which uscome, is. tranhierred. as the case 

may be. 

On the propcs&L of the Authonty*& BcW of Directars. with the ap- 

proval af the Council of Mai terit. the period of exempti,, n " be mght 

years. prov",. ded such period is required by ccnvderztiýa of public interest 
in rtew of its naram of the project. 4 ts geo-graphicLI locazi, =. its im:: or. 
=rA to eccrcroic dev*. -c: )menr- the vc! uzre of its capital. and the extent 
to winch. it pitrucipiles in c3qdoitir. T natural resources cod iucteativ. - 

exports. 
Zxemptions for M.;,; cts involving rteoustrucuou. Mt 0. 

new cit: es outside the t1ricuitural z--ea and the peiruncters of exisiLaT 
CiDeL and Land mcianuttion shall Le for a ten year period that =,; be 

ticteaded to fiften ýears Ly Decree of, the PrcAident : if t! tv Repuo! ic upon 
recotamendatica of tite, Au;. hor. tT*s Board of Dxectovt. 

Also. by Decree of the Presidect of the Republi-c ulo-z r-c=twnd&- 

tion, of the Luthonry's B4a rd of Duvetars. all cilutmL assets ad impnmetl 

ccumucucat matertai Lad components necessary for founding projects ap- 

proved under thLs Lavr may be exe=pted from -or granted the privileves 

of deferred payment or installment ; zyments for. ta or part c-f the cus. 

t=s duuts and try other Ewms or dues. prormied. that. in the =-! * of 

exe=puotL if such items are locally, disposed ef vntkan five ytars ! ram. 

the date of impom all such taxes and dut; es prevwusly e. -. Cw. p' zed shall be 

pud. In the case ef deferred or itirza2mtnt piFmentL if ruch items are 

locally disposed of within fir# years. or witbin the deferred or installment 

payments pertod if such ; ertod exceeds five years. 2D such taxe. - and 

duties shall be paid. 

&rtk-W 17 : 

After the expiration of the zLx exemption period established vade-r 

Article 16. and without prtiudies to the provutons of =ch AxticL-. the 

23 
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profits discr. buted by a projw. shall be exempted froin the grzer&l tax an 
income up to a ==um, of 3ýg of the on1rnal amoont of the uxpa7efs 
share in the invested c--Imt&L 

Ardele Is . 
Interest due an loans in foreign currency coodwitS by the project 

even if in the form of a dtT4=t sball be exempted from all taxes and duts. 
Such exemptions shan sprAy as well to the interest cn foreig-it curreoc7 
loans concluded by tbt Egyptian participant to Guance hs share in the 
projec. - 

Article 19 . 
Busl&mp utilized for -d-i rmtire purposes. &=d above average 

bwsLcg. constructed under the provukans *( tba LAw &ban rat be subject 
to reat control as st4uatkd in the la" gowr=g rental Of precu"AL 

Ardicle 20 - 

Fortqrz ejqmrts an4 ompiove" brought fzom ahr"d to trork in &ny 
Of the P. '03ft'u ear%-. 'nt the provimons of dus Law shad be pex=utted 
to L-ansfor irom E. -, -p: -- portlaa of the wagm sal-eies and compprsa- 
U09L which thev rectart in -Me Araa Repubite of E*-"l L proviced that such 
pruan thia Cut. txcetd Efty pe: mt of their gro" ear=glL 

All payments suýjec* to tLe Empjoý=ent EjL-min. -z tax. silch as 
wares. salanes bonuses or other vailar payzments muk to foreign am. 
PIOYTes bF PrPlects established according to the provisions of Uum Law 
shail be exempted !. -cm the genera! tax on income. 

-1 
Ardoe 21 : 

The ParTY Concer=d M&3r request the repatnation or disWs4 0 the 
Invested capital after cbmium. - the approval of the Authonty's Ecard cf 
DirectarL provided that tire y*ars sh" hsre claraed from the data of 
imPomEwn of the czpmýi fixed in the rertsmatiom certificate Ithe Autho- 
nry's Board of Directors mev vmre this condition of it is evident that 
the &CCePt&d Project. tor wh" funds have be" munferred. caanot W 
implemented or continued for reu-ma beyond the control of the investor 
or for other excrpLi=ja eavanmLace a to be considered by the Authonty's 
Board of Directorst in accordance inth the foU*winC : 

14 

L Lzavested capitil may be tra&*Lered abro" 'r. t" "'gae" 1--te 

prevaiiing and decuired for irmy converuale foreig-a currency us 
ave equaL aunu&i instAllment" By vmy of mcepuon. the Ul- 

vested capitLL calculated under the provisions Of this JL'Mit- 

sW be tmazierrLok in full to the extent of Lha crt-dit bmizace 

in the foreign excoAnge account raterred. U in Articia 14 a-r if 

the investors had disposed of such invested cap: tal in ezcb&np 
for freeety convertible fomgn currency grvm&-d Mat the 
Auttionty is notified of this action ; 

I If the invested capital was brought in kind. it may, with the 
approval of thot Authant3es Board of Directors. t. * repatriated 
kind ; &ad. 

UL Transfer of the invested capital abic. 11 be inthin the limit of 
its value at the time of liquidation. or disposal thereof. an tbe 
can m&7 be. and iihall be on condition that the Authority Lp. 
proves the results of liquidation. The invnL*d capital m-gLptered 
with the Authonty maLy be &sposed of for frunij- corver%xb! e 
foreign currency after infor==g the Authority. Nevertheiess; 
the investor mazy. wiLb, the appromi of the Autherity'r Board of 
Directors dbpote at his invested capital as tvigmt-cii vnith. the 
Autherty or dis-Ase of part t4ereof in fzvour of another party 
in local currencr in v. -thich came the party! n fztomz of whmh such 
disposal has taken p! am sb&7u not en)oy the :: Zht to trPuisfer 
set fcrth in this Law. In both cases however. the porty in favour 
of which such transfer his taken place shall. rz-pimce tbe origi- 
nal investor in enjoymg the promociii of this LAw. 

In an came&. shases offered in freeiy convemWe fmqrn c--rrency 
may be sold at the Eg)-pU&n Stock rx, ',,, gt for frevely convruble 
foreign currency in irluch cLx4 the proceeds of sates cmy tý tranierred to 
the seUers amunt abrozd. 

Article =: 
The Lutbority*s aPPIOVII Of L P. 'Ojftn $"a includ: speedymg the 

rules for transfemr. 9 the return, an invested capital ailmad. if so rvques- 
ted by the inve4tor. in accordance %'kth the following : 

L Proints rc&IL: icg seLf zutSo-ency m thex fcre: ga currency needs. 
whom* earning tram %=bl* or invudble exrwrts cover all their 

is 
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requLremments for i"rEs of macnimery. equipment. proauct-ou 
inputs and mawnsis. and paýrczents for aa gomp currency 
loans and interest thereon. sa" be permitted to transfer their 
wLnual net proms determined at the highest mt* prevailing and 
declared for free. y conrembi fomgn currecar wulun. the 

of the crecuL balance ct the fote: gu curmcy account imthonsed 
by the prcvmons of Article It of this tAw ; I. 

iL Prcjftu that are basmally not export orwantecl. and that Umt 
the country's need f-3r imports. shall be pettanted to transfer. 
in whole or in part. their nor, prodts at the highest rate pro- 
vaiLng dvc-lared for friely convertible forequ currecy Inth- 
in the Lnuts approved by the Authority Lad subject to the cur- 
rency reguistions in force . and 

iii. Net revenue on boumung. the rentals of which am paid in freely 

convertible foreign currency. ithall be trandaratile in full. Not 

revenue an housing the rentals of which are puyablit in I=al 

currency shaa be transferazle up to Sre per sunum of loves- 

ted capicaL Projects for popular housme. and ho-. Amt in new 

cities and outside the itgricultural areas Lad the acrtnicters of 

e==g mi-s PhLB be allowed to transfer net revenues up to 

141ý of L-t%, r-s; --d c2; Itzi. Reinvermev. of rewenz not trans- 
ferable saL. 3 'm r. er=t: ed witbin an additions! We p-r amu= 

of invested capital. ard the funds reinvested under this ; mvl- 

lion in in red ritids shall be considered as invested capital In 
. 

pro 
the sense of the p-. *-. -mons of this lAw. 

Iß 

CRAPTER TWO 

JOL%T VENTUTMS 

. 4rdde 23 : 
joint ventures esahlished under the pronsicas zf Uns Uvr in the 

form of joint stock or Umited "'Wity companies shall spec! fv in their ar- 

ticles of incorporation the names of their respective conEracing parties. 

the legal. form of the company. its name. purpose of ael-Ities. duration. 

capital. percentagv of participation by EryptiaA. Arab. -ni forzei; n parties, 

and methods of zubs=ptioos. 

Statutes of the company shall to patterned after the model issued 
by the Irwister cf Economy and Ecomemic Cooperazon ca the Lmsis ef 

a proposal by the Board of Directors of the General Atitizority f,. & in- 

vestment and Free Zoeez. *:: iag into co=derst: on the pri ti: pjes. ; n2ran- 
toea, and exemptions wd dcwu in this Lwz. 

In all joint ventures the General Authonty for Inre-twent and Free 
Zones shall have tole cocn; eter. ce to revzoor and apprVve. in cem. -. i ace 
-ith the P---s of the r, --L I--. the a-, - a' lueort-re. .- 

The siguatures of a partners or shareholders on contr--c: A relating 
to all projects whatever their k. zal starcs shall to tudc--&d ar3, n-; am 
endorsement fee cf c2c quLrter of are perccnt ct Che ceptaLl of the pmjcct 
to a mLm=um not exc, -edLt; out thcusicd Eg)-pz= Dourids 4LX- ! 0; 41 

or its equivalent in foreign currezcyý as the cam =y b.. -. hethar such 

endorsement be carried out in E4ypt or at in Egyptian reprvfenti-. iGu: a 

office aboaz%L Ccurracts estaWish-Ir a project and all ccutrvcts r*. aun. - 
to a project incluciing I"m agTeements. mct%; &VeL purenuss of real 
estate and machinery. construction contracting and other eontmets shall. 
te exempted frc= stamp duties. regtttm=n and putLeat-ca fees urtil one 
year following the commencement of op rons. 

This provision shitii also apply to projects established in the Free 
L 

Artick 24 : 

lhe stazutcs af jcint sto*. k ecinpanies fcrmed tmckrtbe prortatocs ci 
this I-w shall be r-rcattilpted hy ecc-don of the %bxLp*cr ;f 
and Econocue Cooperation. Suc! l CCULpacuts %haH tdiay -- juridictl per- 
sonafity as frcm the d2te cf putticaden of their azaiut-s rtd =, t. c! *- ci! 
incorporiation pursuant to the executire reguJaUms A L--L& Liv. 'he 
fomg=g provWons sh&H appiy to any amendment of tha companfe 
statute&. 

17 
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CILAI'= THRELý 

GENERAL AUTHORrIT TOFZIT-SIMENT 

ANli rRrlr ZONES 

Arude 23 : 

A General Authomy. whose Board cd Directors sh&U b2 wider the 
Chawmausbip of tne Minister of Economy and Economic Cooperation 

P! La be cmated and named Tot Gen" Authomy for Invezzaact " 

Fret Zonesp (herem xvierred to in this Lkw as -Ltkv Authority. ). Its 

prmciple offices sh&U bt to the c3ty of Cairo. and it may U'amtam offices 

u2tside the Arab Repubbe of E; yp*- 

The AuLhonty sW enjc. r a juridbcal personality. and aball have a 
Soard of Directors to be emaut2ttd by Decree of the Pruident o! Ihe 
Republic. 

Tat Board G! Lrzeetm shall be the prevallint authority in all 
Matters of tht Authonty. si3all A, -Iaryv fts dutw& and lay domm Me 

genera! pcJwr tbw. shall be purvied. It imay adopt a" resolutim dcrm- 

ed to be cmducrve to the schverement of the ob3ectfts for Wnieb the 
Authority VMS cmate-I 

By, Deem of t-he Prew6cm C! the Republic. a Deputy Chaum= of 
the Board Of D4ZTCtM% D! toe Arthonty sk6all be appotated who shall act 
as its ILLDAS=t Director "ad prtalot over we executme "Y G! the Autho. 

nty. eonvs=t of tecatucLI and adumunstrative stLU appointed b accor- 
dance with the orVLnt: mt3onal swacture app7o"d bT Lhe Board ef Dow- 

Uri. 

7be Delmty Chlu=An of the Board of Duvcuws &b" dirum the 
AutharitY. conduct hs bumnest, reprumt ft in hurnim sad befmv third 
parUes and preside over the Board = the ChLirm='s abecuc. 

The Bout of Dorctors may delegate to the Chainnan for to the 
Deputy CALwmas ef tkw Authanty part of Its duties. The (Iaa=ajl. 
Deputy ChLwman and pnncipal cffbcem approved by the Uard shall 
have the rightof signature on beins) afthetheAuthonty. 

Articie 26 : 

The Authmity &hall be competent to implement the tsvWsons cf 
this Law. more spedfx&4. to pciform the foUawwg 

29 

L Study the iaws. miuations ane res=tbou an connection w= 
Arab and fore. -p invesuskent m the Amb Repubbc of E. -W. and 
the Free Zones emated there= and subcut g2ch propotals ab 
are deemed apprepriale in this rtgwd ; 

IL PreFare hus corcrut; kA-pes of activitbes &ad pro)mu in the 
paruc: pauon of wbich Araii and foreip cap" may be invited. 
Such lists sh" be ratified by the C*=cg ef lEcustcru u-wm &I- 
praval by the Authority's Board of Duvetom 

UL Offer projects to: mve"ment by Arab and foreign capital Lod 
ren6cr advice in conneclica therewith and I=Liuarixe antema. 
tweal capital -- eu and capital exporun. - co=Lr3c-. web the 
appro, ved bats and tne projects offered fo7 foreign inves=. ents 
pi" the comiditions and priviietts enjoyed tT mmoung capital 
vIbeA invested vnthm the cw=tr'r and the fror Z(zcs to to emb. 
babed . 

iT. Rffvww apphcauors subnutted by investors and report on such 
rvvww to the Auibority-a Board of Director: for uum tbereca ; 

V. Reguter imc=ixg zipitia in terms of the crijrwl curtacy ru: tl, 
if in ca&4. and siso to rtrmtr wid vaiue capital par=patm= 
in kmd or in the form of mtangibýc assets m Lbe bght of docu- 
ments submmed. worid pnets &ad the opswo2 *1 rpecialLud 
expu7* and to rmew the valuation of the invested calxta: at 
the Umt of du4mal or hquldLUon thereof for the ; mrpm of 
repauution or tramdemet abroad . 

vi. Approve remittance abroad of net profits after c3La=. wg t1se 
6oc=euts winch reflect the project's financw pos3uor. and 
aKwtLt=g. Im particulszý that &U reenves and &Uocttmns bave 
been set aside pursuant to laws and standard acemmUng prmcj- 
ples. and also that taxes have beta paid uprA thi expirstm of 
the period of exe=ptwo provided in this Law ;. 

viL racilitate procurement of permits rAvessary to. - %secutiny Aral) 
and fur*!; m capital 3nre.. -tment proyects. includ-mg all necesszr. r 
adraminntive per=! tL espectally reskicom p-rotits for busutes. 
smem. expert& Lod fwernta remited over sew for workw; in 
projects enjoying tbe provisions of Ous Law ; and 

19 
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vLIL To approve I-rojE-cts establisntd vnth r4r. vpuLa cap. til and c&ned 
by EMUan mauonals in accordtom with parjivýmphs a2l and 
13) of Arti6t 6 of thLs Law. 

Mae executtre re. -uiauons L6all oeterm, the cules and prcmdures 
under which the Authcwsty shall 1, eriorm Its duties as descnbed in tbs Law. 

Article V; 

Applications ter invvatment sba be suhnutted to the Authority. 
An appiicat! cu CW1 rpecA'r the aawunt of capital to be invested. the 
nzwre : hcrect azd say other such pardculars as shall ba required to 
indica: * Elie tortz and nw. =* at the project covered by the atplication. 
. IA Board of Dir. ccors of %he Authority WaLl Met the authority to 
&. Ppro"o Lppucatwns sum=wd for laves=eac. Such &Pprovai &Iian 
lapet ;f the zrazzar 3n-U ail to Wce serious steps to carry out : he pro. 
Ject =Wn six months of &pyrar&L uniess the Board sk; =-I rene- 
wed opproval for such farmer period as it shaA deent Ot 

Ankie U: 

'rat AuLhonty shaa ! 4v* a sepLnLto budvK prepared according to 
L!, A r*ji*s cuswc: ary = "m=erciLl *nEerpngeL unrestric%e4 by the prm- 
&ons lovermag the bud. tEs at public authorttes and pub:!. - coporations. 

Arucle 25 1 

The revenues of the tutbonty sbaa cons-st of me fcnowin; 

L Crtdiu LIlocated by Ehe StLte 

iL Revecues derrved from its wivitats 

U Charges for cemees rendered by the iiwtheritýr whkb way be 

received Ut freely convertiblo foreign currency purv=t to the 

rules and regulations adpoted by the Board of Directors : and 

i-.. Local or forei; n loans wben approwd accardLar to Law. 

110 

CIUP= roca 

FREE ZO-NM 
Article 30 

The Audionty's Board of J>xectcrs may. upra api-mal by h. 
Council of Vint ters. estabilih PubHe free zones for the t4cat= rf pro. 
jects authorized under the Provisions of this Law. E2ch p-. b! ic Ere 

zone shLU be" a Juridical personality. 

By resolution of the Authanty*s Board of Dir-ccors. r-irate free 

son" may be created exclusively for a aingie project. In ail etrc=-! t&%- 
ces. the resolution shall indicate the locinon and boundaým ct the =as. 

The establishment cf a free =no rx-rerict an entire city Vasil be by 
decree of law. 

Article 31 t 

The Authority'& Board of Dircc! c-a it the supreme authority covm!. 
Ung the affairs of the free zczes and lartar down the gtnrri! pzUcy to 
to pursued for which such : cats bare teen creau: 4 th- I'L-. &Ls 
prescribed by this Law. More specifically. it may . 

L Coordinate pulicies and formulate the Tereral pl,, n* q of 
free tones in amraiiction, with the competent 
authorities : 

il. Acquire I=dL converting it to public or private five tones 

RL Approve budgets Lad closinjr accounts of free zonts 

ir. Assume the functions of 'be board ef dimnors rearonxible f". 

each public Crop zone as set farth in Article = berict Lnti! ihe 
board ef directcrs cf such !, utlic #-'--ee =oe bas bren con-iti- 
tutod ; and 

v. AffUiate prigrate tre* gone@ to a imblic free =at. 

AiKkic =: 

The AuthortWe Z,: r. rd of Directors shall lay Aow: t the c,. A4, uci%. e 
regulations which gwrem activities wAth'a the free Z---es f-cm IhL 
administrative and technical asivcts spec&. c&Uv ruka a! -plitablc to com- 
r4aws and projects operating inthin the free zones. It &'-, all also lay 
down the rules governing ingrets and e-. ress rellizzmation #if pods. ex- 
amination of documents and zuelitfa; ý controlling. rulicint; Ote twe and 
collection of leviable duez. 
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Ardele =: 

Exch public free tocP shz! l te d-xected b7 a tozrd of dL-ectors which. 
sh&JI be consumted and uz chj-. --an rrpcztzd by remolutim of the 
Authanty s Board of Du-fmm 

7U board of directcrz of a public fret sone shall be competcat to 
implement the prurisms of this Law and its executive nVulations in 

an matters pertammg to such sone. mom specifically, the following 

L It &hall authorize occupation of lands and real property or rental 

of real property owned by a third party In the free zo--* . 

L It &hall decide on offers submitted by Arab acd foreign inves- 

tors accordizz to the ruke laid down by the Autoritys Board 

of Directors : 

Ill. It shall emblish. operate. and exploit storm warehouses. and 
areas for shippic.;. -cioading and warehoustair cperacin- : 

ir. It shall proride muhiner: - and equrpment ate-War7 for fuX- 

Wing operations Lzd projects created within itho fret come . 

T. It shall ytov d* such services as may be neekd by the projects 

crtLt&d In the free zone in return for chargs to be fixed by 

the board ; and 

vL It shall superviye *be priv--ta free zones affiliated thereto by 

resduwa of the Authontfs Board of Directors. 

Article 34 t 
Pemts for the ocrupation of free : oces or part thereof &hall 

specify the purposes for which they were gmated. the %idtditr thereof 

and the mmntee pLid by the liceamm. Exemptions and Pri- 
v%leg, es supulated In this ch"er zmay not be enjoy-ed t%cept within tbz 
licuts of Cis purpo"s indicated in such licence. 

A licence for the occupation of a free zone shall b., of a personal 
imature. The person in %+=* same a licence is issued may not --sign 
all or part thereof or invite participation by a third party therquA unless 
such Is approved by the authority granting the licence. 

Ardele 83 : 
Licences in the free Zones may be granted for the perfcr=, _%t* of 

the following :- 

L Storl, " of transit foods. of indigenous fooas dettaned tor ex. 
POrt On WhICIA taxes hay* been Paid and foraign pods cr. -vmg 
without import daties. ad without prejudice to the laws and 
refUlatiom in force in the Arab Republic of Egypt in con. ". 
UOU with goods C; A'cWatim of which Is prohlb! " 

. 

IL SOrdor. clearun;. nuxint Lad blending. own nix lucal ; OodL 
repacking and similar operations which adapt the concLtion of 
goods -housed in the free too" to the requircroonts of 
trade. and proceRsive such goods to meet mjL-ket requuvmcnts ; 

M Any -ufa-f. assembling. moundn-;. prccessing rene. 
g. or any other opemexics; which need the advantage cf a 

free vote to benefit from the ccimtry's geogrophical polution 
and 

iv. Eogzg%n. ý In say trade warranted by the acti%riticy, within the 
free zone or Intended for the comfort of t%-e *=-J, ýve in the ý- . es 
zone. 

Ardele 33 : 
VVith due reirard to provisions in livni and rtrmlittions regarding the 

ban on the circulation of cert" goods or materials. gw&n erportitii frc= 
or imported Into. the free zone. shall not be subject to be ncrmal c-4st=i 
procedures applicable to imports and imixit acr to custcns duues end 
other taxes and does. save insofar as is provided for fn thit IAw. 'ZX&c. 
ins* all instruments. machwery. equipment and transportatica equipment 
necessary to eazahlishmen's autho=ed inthin such zow &hall be exemp- 
ted from customs duties and other tames and dues. 

The executive re-, ulatims of the free zones shan rp-cly th: ftmv" 
dures for movint goods from the moment theT are unloaded vatU their 
arriVII Lt the frVe MODeS slid VICe-WML 

F. %-, ort and other taxes and duties " be levied on local goods end 
material upon entering the free acce, after completion of export formLlI- 
ties. 

:3 
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Ine Deputy r--=-ran Of th! Mard of the Autho-fty Or Loy Zuthari- 
me! c!: au=n of the tc%r! Ct IL! - fiý. C tcws =&:. rczmi* temporwy 
ev'ry C: IczO Foods into tho fril zcr* for repiur or COMPlEmentArY OPO- 
rzt=l there= ProTi'*e4 th- a ecgzms tax zh&U b- exacted in respect 
of the rep&= c- cemplzmeutmý- = emp: ian" irith -urams rrrWauoa& 

Likewit. -. the Arthcurity .8 DL! Mty calumm of the Board or bny 
authomed ebairman of the burd of a public tree 2o-, -. m-ty permit um- 
rorary entry of tree sc-ne yoods =to thýcouutry ter repair cr complemtj*- 
ta-, r opffauo--s therem 

Artide 37 : 

Customs duties and taxes " be payable in respec' of roods with- 
dravr= fro. - the free uwc to! - iocz) eonsumpLica, as though vuch wen 
imperud trc= abrosi znd in mcordance výth their coadium sit' zer man. 
ufactzrin;. with due re. -2rd to rulep and ! wmtdures wc-nT. 4t, - impartiL 
Such cus;. 0--s dutvs &ad taxes eALU be payub! t cc roals evnismi, Joeal 
component: I-- rrc; V. -co to thz rd v%Jort= ralue C! foreirn ccmpwents 
contained in the manuta--tur*6 products. lcotwithrzadm; any of the 
foreyo=g. tz the m= that local components constnute 047c or more 
0.1 the zcanuftctured wel. urt, rj: b duts as thall be payablle in accordance 
with the pro%-s! cns ci this Artýý : hL3 bc reduced by 5ne. 

BY w3F Of exception. from import procedureL the Authority's Do. 
PutY CW=In cf th- 1,11Y& or uc. - authorized cbstrman cf the board 
Cf '- MbIUC free tone. may percut withdrawal into the eountrr of kftovrts, 
ordinary com. tainers. and Currey fteqAacks after 112vin; the customs 
duties and tales due thlerton. 

lit thall have the ri; bt to dupose of the above IT. -ins at the expeast 
of the party egincerred tbwald the-; r centinv,. 4 presEnce in the tree zone 
ftvJlt In lhtj=ful effetts on b=l-. b or ca d-mcipbut with= the me. 

The Authority's Chairman of the Board or any authorized chairtan 
of the board cf a pub: ic free zone may authorize entry into the emntry 
of products not fit for cxrOrt or tcraps resulting from the wanufactur- 
In? Operations within 'be free zone. provided that the taxes and custom 
duties are paid therecz. cat ccudtwu that so competition with national 
industries rttWt. L 

Arficks UI 

Goods enwmg the free soDe shO be subwa to so restr3cum &S to 
the d=bgn of their stay theram. nor shaU 13nporu glito or rjcpom jr= 

the tme sone be xub)ta to any %mrart or export restncUot. i 

Ardebe 29 

EmploYeft of the Authority and free scoes mWanted by resolution 

Of the Minister Of Justice *a the I'--- of a request -froui the Autherity's 
C2uLbm= Of the Board sh-, U possen the cspLdty of judicial eMcers wltli- 
In the bmix, of their tuncrboms. The Authority's Deputy CnLzmaz c! 
the Bo" or MY perIoU so Butharized. =27 request. the public Prosecutor 

to authorme the judicial cfficers to Inspect any part of the tree zone or 

conduct tavestiptions. whenever such is wLrmnted. 

ArtcGe 40 2 

By eseceptim to the provizions of Law No. 66 of 2963 encLtmg the 
Custms Code. the Cuxtoms AdmbustrLtion sball advire the tbavmnm C! 
the boLrd aff the free sons of am7 eLsm of un"caunted shortare. or xcr- 
pht, in t*ng foods numUered in the bMs of la&ng. wbether in tk: e numbf-- 
a! packaps or thtir contents or packed or loose foods If cma7ned to the 
free =04. 

ReMwasibMt-y for tbt cams rpecined tD t*nt prectdmf p&-trmrb ind 
percimt&M of &Bmmm iLb&U be rerulated by resolt-bom of the Autho- 
rirjes BoLrd of Dn%-ctm-L 

Ard, * 41 t 
Those authorized to operate under the pronsicas of this Cbapto-- 
be Uable tor procamp iDvnsnm coverage for buUdmj! L *qUtPVMM*4 

and natbiDery arLim &D hLrArds. They sbaU also be bocmd to rv=v" 
.. al their own expense within m3ch perWd as way be fmd tm the 
chatrom of the boLrd of the free swe calculated from the date of ex- 
pirLticm of their licences. unless the board of the free zone elects tQ par- 
Chase DLM* tbereý 

Aldcle CA 

EatrT tat* and resi6enft In the free zmka. as WeZ us the tntrOduc- 
ction of Er. "tian currency into and its lrithdmvvl from the tr" aw-m 
ab&B be In confamitY %ft tht coodibons and tenns to be met forth to 
tht ezecative Terdati(ML 

24 
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7bf rr. -u4-.: ms man also ft the charges for ac=; Tmt WTLS In 
which goods ar* 6epmte& 

Artkie 43 : 
IJ'r%D* Uazmr=% Froxcts esLLbU%bed in the free vý2ex sball be ex. 

CIOPted frcm W con'LUMI c=ncerning the &LUr=Lbty of the i6lup owner 
and crew sLiPUILt&d in the MerckuLnt Marme Co-go and in Law No. $4 of 
2949 in COMDemmo with the refuLtraum of vessela. I. Akesam they Almll be 
=mpted froto the prop ons Of lJLW NIX V ef 2964 csmbbshft the 
EgypWz General Corporatwn for Marittzme TrLnspcr-ý 

Arficle 44 s 

The fzw Zones abAU be subject to the proftdans of rgyptiam. leris- 
lation whert no V. Dec=l prarwon is made In LIgs LAw. mme paruculoT 
the lerisittim forer=. - httltb quarantine praced-sms. bcaM fees. and 
PrOtWU(z3 of Plants &FL=t rpidem2ics and poLnumles. Tbe Authwitfs 
Board of Duvetm sh&U lay down the umplementiag rules for the ap- 
plication Q! the provilims of such levelatiew Ivithin tbt free woes. 

Ardele 45 1 

DIIPI-Ils &ril=g bem'c= Projects er; ablisbed 10 f? " rJUM CT ari. 
SiRt betwtex such FO)ms and the Authorry or any other authorities or 
ad=Mistratz" bodm connected with the bumtss a---dvMxx vitl%im the 
Zwe =lLy be sub-itud. by arreement. to afthration. 

Ar arbitrati= board shaD be coDstitated to 6ecide cz the dlenute in 
scc*rl"nft witb the n3es and pursuzzt to the m2earvvs strAlsted to 
Article 8 hemcC 

The arbitration board zilay also exaguine dispute, rising betwm 
? "J"tz -4'"T to the tree ZoMe 9134 natural or J-Affical persons wbether 
tod'venous Or 613CL U such Perr-mus ar" to Wer the d"Ipute to the Or. 
bttrLti= board before or Lfter It -rise- 

A rdel ": 

WIthout prejudice to the provimons of this Law. projects estabbsbed 
in the tree mmw- and d3%-;, -Amds therecd. shall be exe=pted trvm the provi- 
memo of ux and duty. laws in the Arab Pq)ublic of EgypL Arab and 
foreizz tum4s Wrested in the free mones oball Uevin be ezcmpted fromm 
Inheritance taxes and death duties. 

26 

Nevertheless. such prkwLu shall be subXCI. to ducz payshim for get. 
V and to an mutual dut-r not exeeedLry one percent 12 ý*. i of the value 
of pods entering or leaving the five Zoos fOr the LCOW. d. Of the Project. 
Such annual duty Shall be dcterM=ed by rescaution of tbe Authority's 
Boart of Directors. Trade in tmict. foods sball be exempted from sucfi 
a fee. 

Ukewiseý projects. the main. activities of which do act require inrrpss 

or erress of commodities. shall be subiect to an annual duty deteTttJoed 
by the BOS of Duectors of the Authority. with doe consideration to. - 
the mature and volume of activities and not exceeding thý percent (3ý-, 1 

of the ... us] value added of the project. 

Article 47 t 
PaymenU subject to tax DO income. such as wares. zeAries co=pen- 

sation and the like paid by tro)ecLa exWjcr withu; t"t free zones to 
their expatriate employees shall be exempt frc= the Fereml tax On income. 

Article 43 t 
Provisions of Articles 6 and 7, of this L4, ur &ban itpr4r to the capital 

authorized to operate Ic the free zone. 

Article- 49 : 

Transactions carried ou' . In the free zone or be-weft such zones and 
other c=ntries shall Dot be subject to the provisions of exctarre coctral 
laws. 

Artick 50 t 
C=pLuies with ScUylties W the fret zones slh&U act be rubiect to 

the rules stipulated in LAvs Na. 26 a! ISU anS No. T. ' of 2973 itterrcd 
to above. 

Statutes of the companies created in the fr" zonen sb&D be Tmttt, 7*- 
A after the moodel formulated-bY the Minister of r-mcmv Rmd Ecm=ic 

Cooperation cm the bms of a proposal schmitted tT the Autho. 1ty's Board 

of Dirsetors. 7te statutes of rucb eumnanies shall be nacwd br deem 

Smond by the Ifiniste" of EconomY and FAMOmic COOPerLticu on ttt bgr-9 

of a proposal vmbiU*d bv the Authcrrity*s Board of Dzrectors. end sucb 

coaqmAks sball enjoy aa jurdscal personality tram the date of rubbeatiott 

of their statulas 924 "eta of kneorporatim (2). 

(1) This puscraph ban been amended by Artir; e 6 of IAw 22 of 29-.,. 
(mee below). 
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Inc abow prunsions ab&U apply to any smundme, l in the SuUutes 
of such c=p4jum 

Artick 51 t 
PrvvWons of Law No. 1713 of 295S r"pumg an EMUan to obtain 

a pertmit fr= tb* coaxpetent authoritan rawr to ukmt up employment 
with foreign orranuatma mbaD met apply to rcqnmn employses engaged 
kv pro3ects and establishments enjo. yug the prorumns of tbda Cbapw. 

Arbde 15-1 : 

No Employment may be taken up in the free zm* except after ob. 
Wzdxg a permit from the acne's clianm= of the board under such terms 

and conditions as are specified in the executive regulations of the free 

zones and upon payment of a fee to be fixed in such rejulstion 3,011; to ex- 

eved a maximinn of fm hundred Egyptian pounds annually. 

Article 53 1 
Contracts of emovyinent concluded with emrJoy"s of Egyptian as- 

tionality sh" be draw= in tripliWe in the Arabic lanpartý each Parm 

ret-i-im. - a cor. r thereof and tbe third copy to be deranittil with the ad- 

munistrLtion of the free zones. Contracts shall specify the type of work. 
duration thereof. and the agret! w2p thereof 

A translation of said contmet may be appended in a famign INDFUSTO 

The employer shall file wit-It the administratim: of the free times 

copy. translated Into EnFWb or French. of cub contract of eml4cyment 

conaluded with expatriate emplaress withm me week from the date the 

employee takes up emplloymciot. 

Article 54 : 
Projects estabbabed In the Im acme shall develop OPPOrMzdtks "42 

prepare appropriate training prcp-ams for the trazatnt of =PIO? m k'&v- 
kDr Egyptian matioDLb%v in other that they mar IIe "ed labourers. 

Article 55 : 
The executive regulations shall lov dmnL. as the Minimum kyal Il- 

qtured. the rules applvmg to ensr&kyý In the project authorized to ope- 
rate in the bee zones. owe specifICLUY the foDowmg : 

L Ming the propoition of empicr. having F-Uptils nationaty 

29 

IL F"Lict the Minimum Wagtii- Provided tbeY do mat fall bakm the 
minimum %-&, -as applicabie iD the Arab Repubiat cf E: g3V. -. 

i. Fýxw-. ' "IF hours Of work and weekly holidays. pravrided the 
hours of work may not exceed t2 hours per week 

iv. F): Lm., Overtime and rates therefore 

V. Specifying the social and zwAical services to be rendered by- the 
enterprises 10 their empiovees, and the nesecm-y precautions to 
Protect them during work : 

V'- SPecif'Ywr the lingth of all kinds of vacations and wages paya- 
ble in beu them-of . and 

viL Specifying the Veneral principles of dLamp! 4ft. discharge and 
C=Pezsati= of employees. 

Article 56 t 
Employees in proyects performirg actntbes It the free tones and 

with E. "ptlan, nat3onahtr shall be sukiect to tkke provivans, cv., the social 
insuranc e laws. unless the enterprise Vuaramees a xuperwr insurance 
tew approved by the General Organizitioz for Socua Insurance. 

Article 57 t 
Without prejudice to any more serere penaby pmided W in any 

other lAir. violation of the prorumon of Articles 42 and d this Law ah" 
be puniabsNe by Impriuinment for a UrM not exceeding azz months or a 
fine not less than fin pounds and not exceeding two hundred pounds or 
both penalties, 

Any per@= violating any other provisms contained in this law or 
in the executrve relmlatzons of the free zones swW be babe to a fine of 
not less than five pounds and not exceedict one hundred pounds. 

I; * legal aebom may be brought in respect of the violations referred 
to in the preceding two parstraphs except upon requen of the JLvtho- 

rity*s CbLwman of the Board or any person authorized themloy. The 
Authontfs Board of Dnmtors ar any authorized persom appointed tkle? %- 
by way. in the course of litirstion. effect concibation va regard& runs 

prescribed in tkus Law. 

All fines ordered by a court in respect of offences against the provi- 
sions of this L4w or paid by the violator by way of conciliation LbLU 71- 
vert to the Authority. 

29 
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, L%. NMC A 

Law 'ML 32 of 1977 amending ceruun provmoa at LLw No. 43 of 
197-4 concermmg the inwament of Arab end Foretp Fun" and Free 
Zone. 

rEL the ULM* Of the people. 
The President of the RepubUr- 

The People's A -se-wy has approved and ismed ths following Law : 

(The provisions of Articles I-4 have been incorporated in the 

preceding revMd text Of LALw No. 43 of 19 4 4. as amanded by LAW X4L 32 

of 19-... ) 

Article 5 

In the event that the invested capital has already been transferred In 

part or m full to the Arab Republic of EjYpt at the otnc: &L rat& ac: cord- 
ing to the pronswas of Law No. 43 of 1974. suca caintal snay. either upon 

the agret- of the partners repmwzt=g at least three tourths of the 

invested, capital. or by a deciuan to the extent the amount so vezirpert 

wtth. n of a special. aaaretolders meeting, be revalued tht limits aptntfied. 
by the pronsons of Arucie 2 his of said Law ; in such case. the pro)ect 

may increase the value of its shares or issue son-vount bonus share in 

to amount equivalent to the difference resuftiz-V from such. revalutiom 
Any such reva! uaticia and issuance of snares &=A be fres of LnT taxes 

or fets. In the event that revaluation does not take place *a authorLmd 

above. the value of the shares or the valise of the amount that has been 

traiasie-vd. as the ease ccity be. shall remsin calculated at the c-15ciLL 

rate of exchange at which the tranfer took pLLm rhu- the proportion 

of pLr=pabm in the profits as deterinuied by that value when the pro- 
ject W" app.. v shall remain the sum inthout chance thereon. Pro.. 

fits reiraltmig from thm shares. or trom the amount that has been trLnz- 
tarred therect. as the cast izzy be. shall be distributed in iccordance t6ith 

L'ut proportion of participation based an such art&-n3l viluation. 

Artide 6: 

The Xmister of Economy and Economic C4operation shall Issue. 

upon proposal of the Board of Directors of the JLuthartty. Uodet Articles 

of Incorporation for joint stock companies and Untied Lability comps- 

nits for joint ventures ostabLished according to the privisions c4 this IAw 

whether inl-na at in tree tones. Pro3ect owners are not cbLipd to fol- 

Ww such Modej Artiets, tasofLr as their provtmans 4* Dot relate to the 

Egyptia. a. pubLic order. A! so. the prtem* bylawl of Joint Stock COMP&- 

juss *st&bLzh*j whether in land or in free sones. unde the provisions of 
this Law, shaA be issued by decree of the IU=er of Econ my And Eco- 

acauc Cooperation. 

Arad& '. : 

All Pmulsions Of LCY iz- confUctLar with the prormons of ths said 
Lmr 43 of 19 4 are btreby repealel 

ArtLcls 9* 

Me tAw &hall be pubUshed in the OMA-1 Gazette and shL[i come 
into tome from the date of Re pubHcacmL 

Tlajs Law is stamped with the Stme Sea &ad = execut&d u one of 
its Laws. 

SiP&mm of the PrtsLdent 
June & 19 -id 

Published in the Official Gazette on June 9.19-. 4. 
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APPENDIX C 

Timetable and Application forms 

for participation in Cairo Inter- 

national Exhibition and Fairs. 
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General organization for 
international exhibitions& 
fairs,, AgaL 
EXHIBITIONS GROUND - HASP CITYcairO A. R. E 

Cable: nef ertiti Cairo Telex: 92600 Fair Un. Phone 836433 

31*X 
Invitation 

for ParticiPation 
in 

cairo int. exhibitions & fairs 
to: 
businessmen 84 

manufacturers 85 
exPorters 
investors 86 

We have the pleasure to Invite you to participate In Cairo 

International Trade Fairs and Exhibitions as mentioned on 

the back of the Page 

9 

I. 

X*3*X*X 
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First: Intemational Exhibitions and Fairs, In . 1984 
1- Cairo International Fair 10 - 23 March. 
Structure of Display: 
General trade fair Includes all kinds of developed exhibits in fields of production. activities and 

different services. 
2- Cairo International Exhibition of Building and Constrýctlon Equipment October 
Structure of Display : 
Equipment and machinery needed for building - means of transportation needed for the 

processes of construction like lorries and tractors - machinery needed for digging and paving 
roads - chemical products like plastic "' 

and *rubber. 
3- Cairo International Exhibition 61 Furniture and Woodworking Machinery October 
Structuie of Display: 
Complete room Furniture, separate units of the house furniture- kitchen. bathrooms, 

gardens furniture . beds, furniture and upholstery needs - machinery and equipment needed for 
the cutting. forming and treatment of woody furniture. 

Second: International Exhibitions and Fair's In1985 
I- Cairo International Fair March 
2- Cairo International Exhibition for Agriculture & Agricultural And Foodstuff 

Industries October 
Structure of Display 
Agricultural crops. fruit and vegetables - products of agricultural Industries and preserved 

food - equipmenL Implements and apparatus used In agricultural and animal products ... etc. 
3- Cairo International Exhibition for Irrigation and Land Reclamation October 
Structure of Display : 
Machines and equipment used in land reclamatior), modern methods of Irrigation and bled - 

drainage . 4- Cairo International Exhibition of packing Equipment. October 
Structure of Display : 
Machinery for wrapping - searing bags - machines for counting - capping - sealing - labelling - 

marldng . Cardboard - wood and metal cases - barrels - containers for material handling ... etc. 
Third: International Exhibitions and Fairs In 1986 
I- Cairo International Fair March 
2- Cairo International Exhibition For Hospital Equipment October 
Structure of Display: 
Operations and resuscitation rooms- medical apparatuses and equipment- xray films- 

furnishing . 3 : Cairo, International Exhibition For Hotel Equipment. October 
Structure of Display: 
Furnishing - Laundry and miscellaneous - cafeteria , Bar - Heating. Conditioning. ventila- 

tion - Tableware - Sauna& swimming pool equipmed... etc 
4- Cairo International Exhibition For Office Equipment and October 
Electronic Computers 

Structure of Display: 
Electronic and electrical calculators - machinery for communication and promoting Informa- 

tion - equipment for printing - photography and microfilm and other exhits of relation to this 
activity. 

I. 
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APPENDIX (D) 

QUESTIONNAIRE LISTS 
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University of Strathclyde, 
Department of Marketing, 
Stenhouse Building, 
173 Cathedral Street, 
GLASGOW, G4 ORQ, 
Scotland, U. K. 

Questionnaire No. (1) 

To be completed by the Executive Managers of British firms 

and their representatives operating in Egypt in order to 

assess the relevance of the Egyptian environment to 

foreign investment. 

Please return the completed questionnaire to: 

Mr. A. M. ABOU-KAHF 

I 



Part d&A - CV 

1. Company's name and address: 

2. Chief product or services: 

Name of respondent: 

4. Position of respondent: 

Tel No: 

Part Two 
Reasons for investment overseas 

This part aims to ascertain reasons for investment in Egypt to obtai na basis 
for overall comparison of the relative importance of each reason. Thus, it 
would be very helpful if you were to answer the following questions: 

Q. 1 Listed below are a number of reasons for investment abroad. Please rank 
in order of importance any of the following reasons which were relevant to 
your company's decision for investment in Egypt. 

Reasons Rank 

I. Reasons related to Cost (please rank from 1 up to 5 reasons) 
1. Overcoming tariff barriers 

1: 1 

2. Lower cost conditions (eg transport, taxes, interest 
rates, labour, materials, etc). Fý 

3. Incentives offered by the Government (eg. tax holidays, 
customs and duties relief etc). 

4. To take advantage of differences in technology and 
productivity, etc. 

5. Others (please specify): 

F] 
II. Reasons related to Risk (please rank from 1-7) 

1. To ensure a continuous and secure supply of raw 
materials to the parent company. 

2. To protect patents, trademarks, etc. 
3. To avoid labour troubles or onerous national 

legislation at home. 
4. To diversify markets. 
5. Excessive competition in the home market. 
6. Host government's quarantees against non- 

commercial risks. 
7. Others (please specify): 
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0.1 continued 

III. Reasons related to sales and profit potential (please rank from 1-4) 

1. To expand and develop new markets. 
2. To utilize excess capacity, comparative cost 

advantages, economies of scale, etc. 
3. Less competition or large market size existing 

in the host market. 
4. Others (please specify): 

F-1 

IIV. Reasons related to home government pressures (rank from 1-5) 

1. Political factors. 
2. Home government's guarantee scheme for investment 

abroad. 
3. Home government's anti-trust legislation, making 

expansion difficulties at home. 
4. Home government's economic objectives (eg. to 

encourage exports, create new jobs, increase 
government revenue, etc. ). 

5. Others (please specify): 

V. Reasons related to the host government pressures (rank from 1-4) 

1. The growth of protectionist policies (tariffs 
and non-tariff barriers which restrict exports 
there). 

2. Privileges and incentives provided to incoming 
foreign companies by the host governments. 

3. Host Government guarantees against non-commerical 
risk. 

4. Others (please specify): 

ED 
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Q. 2 In your own opinion, what are the most important incentives, facilities 
and guarantees your company would like from the Egyptian government? 
(please rank in order of importance) 

Incentives/Facilities offered . Rank 

1. Tax exemptions and tax credits on exports 
from reinvested profits. 

2. Covernment sponsored credits/loans and 
capital incentives. 

3. Tariffs and customs reliefs on important 
- exported goods and raw materials. F 1 

4. Equality of treatment with domestic enterprises - 
in terms of e. g. wages, schemes, taxation, etc. 

1 f 

5. Non-discrimination against foreign ownership - 
and control. 

1 F 
6. Freedom from bureaucratic burdens. Fý 
7. Freedom from restriction on employment conditions 

and managerial recruitment and gathering 
information, etc. 

B. Favourable conditions for the repatriation of 
profits and income, and repatriation of capital. 

9. Others (please specify): 

ED 
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Part Three 

Strategies/paths for investment abroad and the criteria for selecting the strategies 

The prime objective of this part is to find out the most common paths adopted for 
entering into overseas markets, and to assess the alternative methods of foreign 
market entry. 

0.3 Listed below are a number of alternative routes/strategies for entry into 
foreign markets. - Please indicate the path which your company has adopted 
to enter the Egyptian market. (Please tick one) 

Paths/Strategies 

An arrow --: ý,. indicates progression to the next stage 

1. Home operations ---> establishment oF wholly-owned 
manuFacturing plant or sales subsidiary abroad. 

2. Home operations ----> indirect exporting through, e. g. 
export houses establishment oF manuFacturing 
plant abroad. 

[agent or: 
3. Home operations --4 exporting via[distributors or other 

[representatives 

and then ---: > overseas sales or --: ý)-establishment of 
marketing subsidiary manufacturing plant 
abroad abroad. 

[licencing or: 
4. Home operations (international sub-contracting 

[manufacturer contracts 
(assembly plants 
[turnkey operations 
(management contracts 

and then > establishment of wholly owned manufacturing F-I 
or sales subsidiary abroad. 

5. Homer operations --> joint ventures with local enter- 
prises (-sales or manufacturing) --> establishment of 
wholly owned manufacturing/sales abroad. F-I 

6. If the above paths are not applicable to your company's 
own route or strategy in Egypt, please elaborate: 

LI 
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0.4 Could you please outline the reasons behind your company's choice: 

Q. 5 It has been suggested that the choice of overseas investment route/ 
strategy for a company is contingent upon numbers of variables. 
Would you please rank the following in order of importance: 

Rank 

Host country's political, economic and cultural 
environment. 

1: 1 

2. Home country's pressures, local market competition 
at home, etc. 

M 

3. The number of overseas markets that are covered by 
the company and the company's degrees of penetration 
in each market. n 

4. The previous experience of the company with overseas 
markets. 

5. The profitability of a given overseas market. 

6. The importance of controlling the operations 
overseas. El 
Investment requirement and the company's capabilities 
(financial, personnel, technical, etc. ). F-1 
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0.6 In the light of the preceding questions, listed below are a number of 
factors, criteria and some considerations regarding the decision to 
invest abroad and the selection of the methods of entry into the Egyptian 
market (i. e. the levels of involvement, e. g. joint venture, exporting 
through agent, establishment of wholly-owned manufacturing/sales 
subsidiary, etc). 
Please rank in order of importance the following criteria or factors that 
your company used or considered in selecting its method of entry into 
the Egyptian market. 

Factors 

Factors peculiar to your company (please rank 1-8) Rank 

The size of the company. 
R 

2. The company's product line and its nature. F 
3. The volume of foreign business desired. 

M 

4. The competition in the overseas market. F-I 
5. The company's previous experience of 

overseas investment. 

6. The company's financial, technical, personnel 
capabilities, etc. 

7. The company's comparative advantages over local firms 
or other foreign subsidiaries in the overseas market. 

B. Others (please specify): 

11. Factors relatively independent of the company and 
its industry (please rank from 1-4) Rank 

1. The number of foreign markets in which the 
company has representation. El 

2. Investment requirements (funds, personnel, etc. ) 

3. Marketing costs and the profit potential 
perceived to exist in the market. F1 

4. Others (please specify): 

F-I 
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III. The advantages of each method of entry (please rank from 1-4) 
Rank 

1. Flexibility to enable the company to cope with the 
changes in the market environment. 

2. Information, feedback and control over the operations. 

3. Exposure to foreign market problems (e. g. legislation, 
imposed curbs, etc. ). 

4. Others (please specify): 

0 

IV. Factors peculiar to the Host Countries' environment 
and affecting the decision to invest or not. 
T-pl-ease rank from 1-7) 

Economic factors/determinants Rank 

1. The type and level of industrial activity in the host 
country. 

2. Market size. Fý 
3. The extent of foreign investment which has already 

taken place. 

4. Labour costs and supply by quantity and quality. 

5. Commercial policies and trade restrictions including 
fiscal and monetary policies. 

6. Business system and its structure (e. g. availability 
of an adequate number of marketing institutions such 
as outlets and advertising agencies, types of the 
legal forms of organisations, banks, capital and 
stock market, etc. ). 

7. Others (please specify): 

El 
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Q. 6 continued 

Please rank the following adverse political - legal factors/determinants 
in order of importance, making investment difficult. 

Rank 
1. Fractionalization by language, ethnic groups and 

political factions, etc. 

2. Attitude towards foreign investment and the past 
and present record of such investment. F] 

3. Social conditions including extremes in population 
density, distribution of wealth, etc. ED 

4. Violence, strikes and frequency of social conflicts 
in general. El 

5. Dependence of host country on a super power -1 
(economically, militarily, etc. ) F 

6. Restrictions on business, trading, etc., measures 
and the host government's degrees of interventions 
in business affairs and policies and the overall 
legal system. 

F1 

7. Past record of foreign investment expropriation, 
confiscation, etc. EJ 

B. Others (please specify); 

0 

Please rank in order of importance the cultural factors/determinants 
which might favour foreign investment. 

1. Language homogeneity. F-I 
2. Religious homogeneity. 

3. Social values, habits, traditions, etc. 

4. Literacy level. F-I 
5. Urbanization and transportation, communications, - energy systems, etc. F 1 
6. Managerial styles prevailing and the role and 

status of business executives. 

7. Others (please specify): 

El 
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Q. 7 Please rank in order of importance the following factors 
affecting your company's decision to invest in Egypt. 

Rank 

1. Economic factors. 
E] 

2. Political - legal factors. El 
3. Cultural factors. 

11 

n T. i- 97n II I- 

Environmental factors affecting 
marketing strategies 

Q. 8 Could you please indicate what are the greatest problems that you 
have encountered in the implementation of your marketing policies 
in Egypt. 
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Part Five 

Company's records and profile 

Q. 9 Please indicate in general terms the benefits that you considered 
have been acquired by Egypt through the presence of your company there. 
(please rank from 1-6). Rank 

1. Job creation, training nationals, etc. F1 
2. Import substitution and export earnings. F-1 
3. Capital inflows. 

4. Technology, know-how, etc. 

5. Satisfying the needs of local markets. 

6. Others (please specify): 

El 

Q. 10 Could you please indicate the problems that you have encountered in terms 
of expanding your investment, and what types of facilities and requirement 
should be granted to enable you to implement your business and investment 
policies effectively in Egypt. 

(a) Problems 

(b) Facilities 
required 
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Q. 11 If you feel that the preceding questions do not cover any aspect 
related to the present study, or if you would like to add any 
suggestions, please comment: 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO- OPERATION AND TIME 
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University of Strathclyde 
Department of Marketing, 
Stenhouse Building 
173 Cathedral Street 
GLASGOW, G4 ORQ 
Scotland, U. K. 

Questionnaire No. (2) 
1 

To be completed by the Egyptian academic staff in order to explore the 

attitudes toward foreign investment and the role played by the foreign 

firusin terms of the economic and social devel opment of Egypt; 

additionally, to assess some propositions relating to foreign 

investment policies in Egypt. 
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Part One: C. V. 

Name of the Academic Institution. 

(2) Name of respondent. 

(3) Position of respondent. 

Part Two 

Attitudes toward Foreign Investment 

The major objective of this part is to highlight the attitudes toward 

foreign investment in Egypt. Thus, it would be very helpful if you were 

to answer the following questions: 

In your-opinion, are the overall effects of foreign investment 
on the Egyptian economic and social development generally: 

(please circle one on the scale) 

very positive positive don't know negative very negative? 

Q2. Listed below are a number of anticipated benefits of foreign 
investment in the host countries. Please indicate how important 

you regard each of the following benefits to Egypt. 

Very Fairly of some 'of no 
import import import- import- 
-tant -tant ance ance 

I. Economic Benefits: 

1-.,, Foreign Capital inflow 

2. The Creation of new Job 
opportunities and Utilization 
of the local skills, training, 
etc. 

3. The Stimulation of Competition 
/with the Local Firms. 

4. Import Substitution and 
Export Earnings. 

5. The Creation of new foreign 
markets and commercial links 

6-/ The provision of new products 
and services to respond to 
the needs of Local Consumers 
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7. The Development of Local 
Resources, depressed areas, 
and the encouragement of 
local entrepreneurs. 

8. The expansion of the Egyptian 
industrial base. 

9. Others (please specify): 

Technology Transfer 

Replacing outdated, small-scale 
local industries with more 
up-to-date advanced large scale 
industries. 

2. Training indigenous manpower. 
3. Transferring new managerial 

skills, and know-how, etc. 

4. The contribution to local R&D 
efforts. 

5. Providing new patents, tech- 
nical know-how, etc. 

6. Others, ýlease specify): 

Cultural and Socio-political 
benefits: 

1. The provision of political, 
financial and military aid 
by the foreign firms' 
national government. 

2. Foreign investment providing 
visible and tangible symbols 
of growth and progress. 

3. The development of new tastes, 
habits, new ways of life, etc. 

4. Others, (please specify): 

Q3. Please rank the following broad areas of benefits of foreign 
investment to Egypt in order of importance. 

(Please rank from I up to 3) 
Rank 

1. The economic benefits 

2. The technological benefits 

3. The cultural and socio-political benefits 
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Q4. Listed below are a number of undesirable activities, conflict 

areas and possible pu)blems of foreign investment as, channelled 
by the foreign firms in Egypt. Please rank some of the 
following types of influences and activities of the forei gn 
firms in Egypt in order of importance. 

I. Economic Influences (please rank from 1 up to 13): 
RANK 

1. Foreign firms create monopoly and economic domination. 

2. Foreign firms compete with the local firms in terms of 
exporting opportunities. 

3. Foreign firms cause a bad industrial 'mix' by 
producing luxury goods. 

4. Foreign firms act frequently in ways contrary to the 
national interests. 

5. Foreign firms result in a foreign exchange drain and 
influence the balance of payments. 

6. Foreign firms cause an economic dependence on other 
nations. 

7. Foreign firms exploit local resources, local capital, 
local skills to the best of their interests only. 

8. Foreign firms produce and sell products for which their 
home market is declining. 

9. The activities/presence of foreign firms cause a loss 
of control over national planning and disturbs national 
legislations and regulations. 

10. Foreign firms disrupt local working conditions. 

11. Foreign firms attract the indigenous skills from the 
local enterprises. 

12. Foreign firms displace national investors. 

13. Others (please specify): 

Ii. Technological Influences (please rank from 1 up to 9): 

1. Foreign firms are reluctant to adapt and promote 
technology to meet the, local requirements. 

2. Foreign firms widen the technology gap between their 
home country and Egypt through bringing in out-dated 
technology. 

3. Foreign firms do not train, promote Egyption nationals 
to top managerial positions. 

4. Foreign firms do not contribute significantly to the 
National Industrial Training, R&D, programmes etc. 

5. Foreign firms cause, and lead to, a technological 
dependence on foreign countries and impair local 
innovations. 

6. Foreign firms may be transferring knowledge, know-how 
which already exists locally. 

7. Foreign firms' royalty licensing costs are too high. 

8. Foreign firms bring in advanced technology which does 
not conform the local skills or serve the national 
objectives. 

9. Others (please specify): 
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Q4. (Cont'd) 
RANK 

III. Cultural and socio-political influences 
(Please rank from 1- 7) 

1. Foreign firms disturb national culture and values, 
ways of life and tastes, etc. 

2. Foreign firms bring in unacceptable business 
practices (e. g. bribes). 

3. Foreign firms insist on the use of their own 
language. 

4. Foreign firms interfere and disrupt the national 
political climate. 

5. The presence of foreign firms enhancesthe political 
tension. 

6. Foreign firms do not respond to the local cultural 
interests. 

7. Others (please specify): 

Q5. In the light of the possible disadvantages listed in preceding 
questions, which of the following broad areas of influences 
of foreign investment on your country and sovereignty has to 
be considered in order of importance. 

(Please rank from 1 up to 3): 

Areas of influences RANK 

1. Economic influences 

2. Technological influences 

3. Cultural and socio-political influences 
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Sue2estion for ProsDective DeveloDment 

The prime concern--of this part is to examine some suggestions by which 
Egypt can enhance the gains potential provided through foreign investment 
and eliminate the adverse effects of such investment on the national 
economic development. Thus, please answer the following questions: 

Q6. Listed below are a number of prospective actions, please indicate 
the extent to which you agree and disagree with the following 
types of potential development actions: 

I. Require all foreign firmsto: 

Export a specified percentage 
of production to sustain the 
balance of payments. 

2. Spend a certain percentage of 
their annual income in the 
areas of training, R&D, 
etc. 

3. Prohibit wage differentials 
between nationals and foreign 
workforce. 

4. Provide a certain percentage 
of local nationals at every 
level. 

5. Limit amount of annual profits, 
salaries, etc. repatriated 
to their home. 

6. Re-invest a certain percentage 
of annual profits in Egypt. 

7. Provide up-to-date techno- 
logical level. 

8. Limit exports of products 
which are urgently required by 
the Egyptian economy. 

9. Purchase equipment, raw 
materials, parts, etc. from 
local suppliers as available. 

10. Assist local entrepreneurs 
by increasing their share in 
the investment venture. 

11. Cet the location right and 
produce product respond to 
local needs. 

12. Respect national legislations, 
regulations, etc. 

13. Others (please specify): 

_Strongly Agree Agree 
Un- 

certain Disagree 
Strcngly 
D-isagree 
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Require our Goverment to: 

1. Allow foreign investors to 
enter into the heavy and 
strategic industries. 

2. Allow 100% ownership of 
foreign subsidiary. 

3. Diversify the policies of 
foreign investment, (i. e. 
permit other forms apart 
from joint ventures). 

4. Establish technical units to 
screen the level and types 
of technology brought in by 
the foreign firms. 

5. Direct foreign investors 
into the desirable economic 
sectors and reserve certain 
industries for its own 
monopolies or for local 
investors. 

. 6. Eliminate as much as possible 
any bureaucratic and non- 
productive procedures. 

7. Establish an Investment Review 
Board and pilot Units to 
follow-up the project after 
approval. 

8. Require foreign firms to use 
the local resources and 
national endowments. 

Strongly I- Un- Strcngly 
Agree I Agree 

I 
certain 

I 
D- isagree 

I 
Disagree 

9. Study investment proposals and 
attempt to predict their 
potential impact on the balance 
of payments in the light of 
objective criteria. 
Mg. % use of potential exports 
or imports substitution, % of 
local borrowing vs the external, 
etc. ). 

10. Publicize investment opport- 
unities abroad. 
Provide clear rules and 
comprehensive information to 
the foreign investors. 

12. Link and differentiate the 
incentives, privileges, etc., 
that shall be granted to the 
foreign investors on the basis 
of e. g. types of investment 
project geographic areas, 
capital inflow vs capital outflow, 
etc. 

13. Others (please sRecify): 6 
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Q7. It has been suggested that: 

1. The state-owned enterprises should be granted the same 
privileges and incentives which have been offered to the 
foreign firms to enable the first to be more competitive 
vs the latter. 

a. Do you agree? Yes El 
No 1-1 

Not sure 
11 

b. Please elaborate your answer: 

2. The Egyptian government can control effectively the foreign 
firms' activities in Egypt. 

a. Do you agree? - Yes Please go to 

No 1-1 

Not sure 7 
b. If not, why? 

The form of foreign presence, i. e. whether as a Joint Venture, 
wholly owned subsidiary, licensing or consultancy, is a 
significant factor as the size of the investment. Thus, the 
host government could allow foreign investors to establish 
a wholly-owned subsidiary as long as it has been already admitted 
foreign investment whether in a form of Joint Venture, licensing, 
etc. 

a. Do you agree? Yes El Please go to Q. 7 

No El 
Not sure 11 

If no, please comment. 
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Q7. (Cont'd) 

The benefits which can be gained through foreign investment 
are contingent upon e. g. the size of invested capital, the 
types of investment projects, the types (forms) of foreign 
investment strategies or policies allowed to the foreign 
investors, the relevance/viability of the host country's 
economic and political, as well as cultural environment, etc. 

a. Do you agree? Yes F1 

No F-I 
Not sure 

The impact of foreign investment on the Egyptian economic 
and social development is contingent upon the government's 
control and direction of foreign firms and their activities. 

a. Do you agree? Yes El 
No 

Not sure F7 
b. If no, please comment. 

Finally, it has been suggested that: 

(a) The Egyptian economic climate (as measured by e. g. market 
size, geographic location, financial commitment, natural 
and human resources, etc. ) is able to serve effectively 
foreign investment compared with many of the Third World 
countries. 

Do you agree? Yes Fý 
No F7 

Not sure 
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Q7.6. (Cont'd) 

(b) The Egyptian political climate (as measured by 
e. g. the possibility of internal unrest, political factions, 
violence, foreign boycott, etc. ) is generally 
stable compared with many of the Third World 
countries. 

Do you agree? Yes 

No F-I 
Not sure 11 

(C) The Egyptian cultural climate (as measured by e. g. 
level of literacy, number of educated people, mass 
media availability, etc. ) will enable to respond 
andserve effectively the foreign firms activities 
in Egypt. 

Do you agree? Yes 171 

No F-I 

Not sure 0 

Q8. If you feel that the preceding questions do not cover any 
important aspect related to the present theme, please comment. 

Thank you for your cooperation and time. 
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University of Strathclyde, 
Department of Marketing, 
Stenhouse Building, 
173 Cathedral Street, 
GLASGOW, G4 ORQ, 
Scotland, U. K. 

Questionnaire No. (3) 

To be completed by the Executive Managers of the Egyptian 
state-owned enterprises in order to ascertain the impact 
of foreign investment on their performance. 
Additionally, the intention is to underline how the 
state-owned enterprises can react to and cope with the 
potential for competition. 
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Part One: CV 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Company's name and address: 

Company's chief product: 

Name of respondent: 

Position of respondent: 
Tel No: 

Part Two 
Foreign Investment Impacts 

The prime objective of this part is to highlight the major influences of 
foreign investment on your company's performance and policies. Thus, it 

would be very helpful if you were to answer the following questions: 

Q. 1 In your opinion, are the overall effects of foreign investment on 
the Egyptian economic and social development generally: 
(please tick one) 

very positive positive don't know negative very negative 

Q. 2 Could you please indicate which of the following problems you have 

encountered over the last five years which you can attribute to foreign 
investment. 
(please tick all that apply and rank in order of importance) 

I. In respect of Production, the presence of foreign firms may cause Rank 

1. A shortage of raw material, machinery, parts, etc. 

2. A shortage of technicians, skilled workers, etc. 

3. Surplus capacity due to (1) and (2). 

4. Others (please specify): 

In respect of Marketing: 

1. Causing a decline of the company's market share in general El 
2. Intensive/excessive competition in terms of product 

quality, price, etc. 
3. Shortage of sales force because of competitive recruitment 
4. Shortage of number of distribution channels and outlets 
5. /... 
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Q. 2 continued 

5. Increase in advertising costs and promotional effort. 
6. The loss of professional marketing managers to the 

foreign companies. F-1 
7. Others (please specify): 

F-1 
III. Personnel: 

1. Shortage of Egyptian personnel and managerial skills. 
2. Dissatisfaction with working conditions and climate. 
3. Others (please specify): 

IV. Finance: 

1. Shortage of Local Capital and foreign exchange. 
2. Increased interest rates because of borrowing by 

foreign companies. 
3. Others (please specify): 

El 
Q-3 Have any conflicts arisen between your company and any foreign 

firms operating in Egypt since 1974 in respect of: 

1. The location of foreign firm. 

2. Sources of the raw materials. 
3. Labour relations, recruitment, etc. 
4. Infrastructural facilities. 

5. Implementation of the advertising and promotional 
programmes. 

6. The use of mass media. 
7. Pricing policy. 
8. The use of outlets, warehouses, distribution channels. F-1 
9. Others (please specify): 

0- 
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Q-4 After a period of five years (say 1989/90) could you please rank 
in order of importance what you believe will be the following broad 
areas of problems that your company will encounter as a result of 
the Presence of foreign firms. 

1. Production problems. 
2. Marketing problems. 
3. Personnel problems. 
4. Financial problems. 
5. Import/Export problems. 

Part Three 

Suggestions for Future Action 

Q. 5 Listed below are a number of suggestions by which the state-owned 
enterprises can react and cope with the competition potential or 
eliminate any negative impact of foreign investment. 
Please indicate how important is each of the following suggestions. 

Rank 

ri 

Suggestions 
Very 
import- 
ant 

Fairly 
import- 
ant 

Of some 
import- 
ance 

Of no 
import- 
ance 

1. Providing the state-owned enterprises 
_ 

the same privileges, incentives, etc. 
that have been granted to the foreign 
firms. 

2. More freedom from bureaucratic pro- 
cedures and governmental measure. 

3. Merging the state-owned enterprises 
into joint ventures with foreign 
firms. 

4. More freedom regarding shaping the: 
- employment policy 
- pricing policy 
- reinvesting the profit and 

expansion plans 
- purchasing and procurement 
- financial policy 
- product policy 
- distribution and promotional 

policy 

5. Commercialization of all state-owned 
enterprises particularly those that 
relate to consumer goods. 

6. 
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5 contirit-ed 

Suggestions 
Very 
import- 
ant 

Fairly 
import- 
ant 

Of some 
import- 
ance 

Of no 
import- 
ance 

6. More efforts in the areas of 
Research and Development will 
enable the state-owned enterprises 
to be more competitive versus the 
foreign firms. 

7. State-owned enterprises should be 
limited only to heavy industries 
which have more importance to 
the economy. 

8. Providing export opportunities. 

9. Providing more freedom from 
importing measures. 

10. Foreign investment should be 
allowed to enter into 
industries/activities that: 

- provide intermediate goods, 
material services, etc. 
(to the state-owned firms) 
which are not available 
locally. 

- have no potential competition 
withthe state-owned enter- 
prises. 

- characterized by capital and 
technological intensity in 
which the state-owned firms 
have no competitive 
advantages or ability for 
involvement. 

Q. 6 If you feel that the above questions do not cover any important aspect 
related to the current foreign investment policies, or any suggestions 
for future development, please comment. 

THANK YOU FOR 
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University of Strathclyde 
Department of Marketing 
Stenhouse Building 
173 Cathedral Street 
GLASGOW, G4 ORQ 
Scotland, U. K. 

Questionnaire No. 

To be completed by the official representatives of the General Authority 

of Investment and Free Zones (GAFI) in the foreign countries (in 

collaboration with the Egyption-British Chamber of Commerce in the U. K. ) 

in order to highlight the major limitations and obstacles that have been 

recognized in dealing with foreign investors. 

Please return the completed questionnaire to: 

Mr. A. M. ABOU -KAHF 
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Part One: C. V. 

(1) Name of respondent: 

(2) Address: 

Position of Respondent: 

Part Two 

Underlying the salient limitations 
and obstacles 

The prime objective of this part is to explore the obstacles and limitations 

which you have encountered and experienced either in dealing with or reaching 

the foreign investors. Thus, it would be very helpful if you were to 

answer the questions below: 

Q1. Couldyou please, indicate the major obstacles that you have 
encountered in terms of dealing and reaching the foreign investors. 

Q2. Have you discussed any problem with foreign investors with 
regard to their investment projects/proposals in Egypt? 

Yes 11 

No Fý 
Q3. If yes, please elaborate. 

f 
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0 

Q4. Do you have any plan that has previously been determined in 
terms of promoting and attracting the foreign investors for 
investment in Egypt? 

Yes Fý 

No El 
Please elaborate your answer. 

Q5. Could you please indicate the types of facilities and requirement 
should be granted (by GAFI) to enable you to implement your 
activities effectively. 

Q6. If you feel that the preceding questions do not cover any 
important aspect related to your relationships with GAFI 
and the foreign investors, or if your would like to add any 
suggestions, please comment. 

Thank you for your cooperation and time. 
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University of Strathclyde 
Department of Marketing 
Stenhouse Building 
173 Cathedral Street 
GLASGOW, G4 ORQ 
Scotland, U. K. 

Questionnaire No. (5) 

To be completed by the Senior decision makers of GAFI in collaboration 

with the General Organization for Industrialization (GOFI) to ascertain 
facts about the present practices and achievement of the national foreign 

investment policies. 

S- 
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Part One: C. V. 

(1) Name 

Position of Respondent 

GAFI/GOFI 

Part Two 

This part aims mainly at ascertaining facts in respect of the current 
practices and performance of Egyptian foreign investment policies. 
Additionally, the intention to explore the major issues which have 
encountered the implementation of present policy. Thus, it would be 
very helpful if you were to answer the following questions: 

Q1. What are the main methods that GAFI employed to reach the 
foreign investors and promote the investment opportunities? 

(Please tick all that apply). 

1. Advertising through international 
press/magazines 

2. Visits abroad. 
3. Sponsoring visits for the 

investor to Egypt. 

4. Personal contacts. 
5. Agents and trades unions abroad. 

6. GAFI's representatives abroad. 

7. Conferences held abroad and 
locally. 

8. Local advertising. 

9. Direct mail to foreign 
companies. 

10. Others (please specify): 

Q2. 

some 
Always usually times rarely never 

Could you please, indicate the greatest problems and difficulties 
that have encountered the implementation of the foreign investment 
policy since 1974. 
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Q3. Could you please indicate approximately: 

a. The number of export-oriented projects: 
b. The number of foreign projects which have 

been exempted from local partnership. 

Q4. Are there any political considerations behind the 
restrictions imposed on the establishment of a 
foreign owned-subsidiary? 

Yes F-1 
No El 

Not sure F7 
Q5. Could you please indicate the major reason behind the 

tendency of both national and foreign investors to 
establish storage and ýervicing projects rather than 
manufacturing plants in the free zones. 

Q6. If you would like to add any comments or suggestions on the 
issue of foreign investment, please do so. 

a 

Thank you for your cooperation and time. 
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APPENDIX (E) 

TABULAR. MATERIAL OF THE FIELD RESEARCH 
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Table (1) Response* and order In which the 8MNCs'MtjVatj0rj or reaserf-, investment decision In 
Egypt was cited. 

(Nu-ber or resLmridents/rirs, (N) v 19) 

Reason/Motivation Order in which reason was cited 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Number of Responses 

1. Reasons related to Costst 

Overcoming tariff barriers 2 4 
Lower Cost conditions (eg. transport. taxes, Interest rates. Tabour. 
raw material. ate. ). 4 2 5 1 

incentives offered by the government (e. g. tax holidays, customs. 
and duties relief. etc. ). 5 6 2 2 
To take advantage of differences In techi logy end pr4? ductivity. ote. 4 3 2 4 

Others 10 

11. Reasons related to risk: 
To ensure a continuous ond secure supply or raw materials to the 
parent company 2 1 - - 3 

to protect potent@, trademarks. etc. I I - 2 22 

To avoid labour troubles or onerous national legislation at home I - 3 Z 2 

To diversify markets 8 5 2 - - 
Excessive rm ; Altlon In the P market 1 7 3 2 -I 
Host government guarantees against non-coamagrcial risks 3 1 2 Z -I 
others - - - 3 

III. Ressons related to sales end profit potentials 
To expand and develop new markets 12 3 1 

To utilize excess Capacity* Comparative cost advantages. 
oconomic of scole. -*tc. 1 6 7 

so co " tition or large market size Oxisitng In the host country 6 5 4 

C: her@ - - 

IV. Reasons related to home government pressures: 

Political factors 2 1 2 2 1 

Home government's guarantee scheme for Investment abroad 7 2 - - 
Home go"rnment*s anti-trust legislation making expansion 
difficulties at home - 2 4 1 

Home governmentle economic objectives (eg. to encourage exports, 
crest* new jobs, Increase government revenue, etc). 3 2 - 
Others - - - 3 

V. Reasons related to the host government pressureat 

The growth. of protectionist policies (terifro adn non-tefirrg 
barriers whi ch restrict export there) 1 4 3 

Privileges and Incentives provided to incoming foreign companies 
by the host government 5 6 2 1 

Host governme4t. guarantees against non-commercial risk a 2 1 1 - 
Others - - 3 

Total Responses 76 65 49 32 12 7 30 
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Table (1) rector* and considerations regarding the decision or BHNCs* decision selection or 
the forms/o*thods rot investment In Egypt. 

(N-19) 

Order In which a factor or criterion was cited 

rector (1) (2) (1) (4) (5) (6) (7) (0) 

Number or responses 

1. factors peculiar to the co-ponyl 
the else of the company 2 3 3 

The company's prdouct line and Its nature 3 1 2 31 2 z 
the values or foreign business desired 2 - 1 1 2 

The competition In the oversees market 1 2 3 5 3 1 

The compony0a previous experience or over- 
etas Investment. 3 3 5 2 2 3 

the company*@ financial* technical& personnel. 
capabilities. etc. 2 - I 
The cosponyGo comparative advantages over local fire* or other foreign subsidiaries In the overseas market I I I I I 
Other* - - 3 

Total Pospentes Is 17 Is 16 is 14 10 4 

It. factor* relatively Independent or the company 
-and Its I dustrys 

the number or foreign markets in which the 
company has repttsentotion 4 6 6 2 

Investment requirements (rundel pereannel. etc). 4 A 8 - 
Marketing costs end profit potential parcelvtd 
to exist In the market 11 2 - 
others - - - 

Total responses 19 17 16 2 

III. The advente3as or each method or entry@ 
flexibility to enable the company to cope with 
the changes In Lhe market environment 10 5 2 - 
Information, foodbackg and control over the operations 4 6 6 - 
Capesure to foreign market prablemo#(e. g. 
legislation. Imposed curbs. ate. ) 4 1 
Others - - 

'Total no. or responses 19 is 12 1 4 

Crand total responses (I # It + 111) 56 52 46 19 is 14 10 13 

6 
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